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Observance of a right to life in the activity of police in 2014
1. Introduction
Challenges that Ukraine faced in 2014 became a serious test for all the country. Confrontations
during the events on the Independence Square, war in the East, regular “ШutbreaФs” Тn dТfferent
regions of Ukraine became the reason of numerous human fatalities.
The year of 2014 showed to Ukraine and all the world how precious a human life is. But,
unfortunately, understanding of this fact is not enough, especially when our country got under
threat of artificial division. Deaths of people during the military actions can be somewhat
justified but when, in addition to that, people die of negligence, lack of competence, and
sometimes intentional crimes of representatives of law enforcement authorities, particularly of
police, such crimes cannot be justified by any circumstances.
Any legal state has the aim to preserve a human life. The right to life is a fundamental human
right which provides for the realization of the basic democratic values. Because of the fact, that
a human life is impossible neither to renew, nor to compensate, the right to life has to be
separated from all other human rights in the world.
Every person has the right to life, freedom and personal integrity1. An International Covenant on
CТvТХ and PШХТtТcaХ RТgСts ТndТcates tСat tСe rТgСt tШ ХТfe “has to be protected by the law and no
one can be arbitrarily deprived of life”2.
The national legislation, particularly the Constitution of Ukraine, reads, tСat “a person, his life
and health, honor and dignity, integrity and security are recognized in Ukraine as the highest
social value”3, «every person Сas an inviolable riРСt to life. No one can be arbitrarily deprived
of life”4. The Civil Code of Ukraine foresees tСat “a natural person has an inviolable right to
life. A natural person cannot be deprived of life...A natural person has the right to protect his life
and health as well as the life and health of another natural person from unlawful encroachments
by any means not prohibited by the law”5.
Besides this, the guarantees of the state with regard to observance of the right to life lie not only
in creation of the relevant mechanisms of its realization and protection but also in ensuring a
proper and objective investigation in case of violation of this right. Ensuring not only declarative
provisions but also taking effective measures for implementation of the declared provisions in
reality.
Legislation of Ukraine defines a specific state agency obliged to protect a human life. The Law
Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”6 reads that police in Ukraine - is a state paramilitary agency that protects
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life, health, rights and freedoms of citizens, property, environment, public and state interests
from unlawful encroachments.
We cannot say that it is only the internal affairs authorities that have the obligation to protect the
right to life in Ukraine, however, taking into consideration that it is the police that has weapons
and authority to use it to perform such obligations, it bears the most responsibility before the
society for the level of protection of a human life.
For a better understanding of the term of the right of a person to life it is important to understand
that any rights have two components. A positive (ensure the realization of the right) and negative
(not to prevent the realization of the right) which, in its turn, puts positive and negative
obligations on the state to ensure their realization or observance.
2. Positive obligation of the state represented by police in providing for the right to life

Negative obligation - not to
prevent the realization of the right
to life - not to deprive of life.

Positive obligation - is an
obligation to create proper
conditions for the realization of the
right to life.

TСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” defТnes Тts sЩecТfТc tasФs wСТcС are dТrectХy cШnnected wТtС a
positive obligation of the state concerning ensuring the right of a person to life:
- ensuring personal security of citizens, protection of their rights, freedoms and legal interests;
- prevention and stopping violations of the law;
- securing public order;
- detection of criminal offences;
- participation in solving criminal offences and search of persons who committed them in the
order foreseen by the criminal procedure legislation;
- ensuring traffic security and other.
Unlike other human rights, the right to life cannot be renewed, that is why even the most
effective investigations and persecution of the guilty cannot return the life of a person. It is in
this context that prevention gains a particular importance.
Crimes against life are the most dangerous, and the responsibility for their commitment is the
strictest. The second chapter of the special part of the Criminal Code of Ukraine 7 foresees the
responsibility for crimes against life and health of a person. In particular, for murders, incitement
to suicide etc.
For the analysis of the realization of the positive obligation of police on ensuring the right of a
person to life let us use the official statistics published for everyone at the website of the
Prosecutor GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne.
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SТnce 2013 tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne ЩubХТsСes Шn Тts ШffТcТaХ websТte tСe
statТstТcaХ ТnfШrЦatТШn “On tСe wШrФ Шf Щre-trТaХ autСШrТtТes” and “On tСe RegТstered CrТЦТnaХ
Offences and Results of their Pre-triaХ InvestТgatТШn”8. The analysis of the mentioned sources lets
us evaluate the effectiveness of ensuring the realization of a positive obligation of police with
regard to observance of the right to life.
Comparative characteristics of a number of crimes against life and health of a person
registered by internal affairs authorities for 2013-2014
Table 1
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Criminal
offences
upon which the 357
5
proceedings
were 573
closed

224
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4

1
2
4

27

84
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23
70

17
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Thus, on average in 2014 every 8 minutes agencies of the Ministry of Internal Affairs were
registering crimes against life and health of a person. Disregard the fact, that compared with
2013, in 2014 there was a decrease of the general number of registered criminal offences against
life and health of a person, we can see that the number of crimes connected with premeditated
murder (art. 115 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) almost doubled.
Title of the table below:
Registered crimes against life during 2013/2014 by articles of the Criminal Code of Ukraine

Everyday during 2014 registered were more than 30 crimes with the qualification “PreЦedТtated
Цurder” (artТcХe 115 Шf tСe CrТЦТnaХ CШde Шf UФraТne). OnХy every 6tС case Шf enterТng
information to the Unified register of pre-trТaХ ТnvestТgatТШns wТtС a quaХТfТcatТШn “PreЦedТtated
Цurder” ended wТtС a nШtТfТcatТШn Шf susЩТcТШn gТven tШ a specific person, and only 10% of
ЩrШceedТngs “ХТve” tШ be sent tШ cШurt wТtС an ТndТctЦent act. TСus, Тt Тs ШnХy every tentС ЩetТtТШn
about the commitment of a premeditated murder of a person that ends up with an indictment act
in court. The rest of the proceedings because of different reasons get closed.
BeСТnd tСe sТЦЩХe statТstТcaХ data “СТde” tСe ХТves Шf tСШusands Шf deceased and dШzens Шf
thousands of victims. And a bigger category of people - relatives and family of the dead who lost
their father, son, brother or a husband...
How serious the problem of observance of the right to life in Ukraine is one can see from the
facts provided below.
2.1. Death of people in the result of traffic accidents
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The main agency that is responsible for the traffic safety in Ukraine is the State Automobile
Inspection (SAI) which is part of the system of agencies of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine.
It is the SAI, according to its functions, that exercises control over the observance by the owners
of the transport vehicles, as well as citizens, officials and clerks of the requirements of the Law
Шf UФraТne “On RШad TraffТc”9, rules, norms and standards on road traffic regulating the
requirements with regard to the following:
- rights and obligations of participants of road traffic;
- organization of the road traffic;
- permissions to citizens to drive transport vehicles, registration of these transport vehicles;
- training and skills improvement of road traffic participants;
- technical state of transport vehicles;
- following the requirements of the road traffic by the owners of roads, streets and railway
crossings;
- manufacture and usage of technical means and automatized system of managing road traffic;
- ensuring the security of participants of road traffic, protection of their rights and legal interests
etc.
Failure to perform or improper performance of any of the mentioned above items can lead to,
and as the practice shows, does lead to deaths of a big number of people as a result of traffic
accidents.
On 10 November 2014 the leadership of SAI reported on the decrease of the number of traffic
accidents:
«DurinР 10 montСs of 2014 tСe number people wСo died in traffic accidents decreased by 5,7% to 3 607 people, compared with a similar period of last year. This was reported by the pressservice of the Department of SAI of MIA of Ukraine to the Ukrainian National News.
According to the information of the press-service, during January-October of this year there
were 127 177 traffic accidents registered, in particular in 21 907 traffic accidents there were
victims with 3 607 dead, which is 5,7% less than the last year, injured were 27 343 participants
of state traffic, which is 11,4% less than in 2013.
The agency also noted that the main reasons of traffic accidents with victims were speeding as
well as violations of the rules for maneuvering, drunk driving. Besides that, among other reasons
were violations of tСe rules for drivinР tСrouРС cross roads and failure to keep tСe distance»10.

Disregard some positive advancements, the general statistics of the number of injured and dead
as a result of traffic accidents show that the situation stays complicated.
In the chart below we can compare the numerical indicators on the deaths and injuries as a result
of traffic accidents during 2012-201411.
Title of the chart below:
The general number of dead and injured as a result of traffic accidents within the
reporting period
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Daily statistics of dead people as a result of traffic accidents cannot but worry even taking into
consideration the general decreasing tendency.
Title of the chart below:
The number of dead or injured as a result of traffic accidents, daily

2.2. Deaths during armed confrontations in the course of the anti-terrorist operation
Information with regard to human rights violations, particularly, of the right to life, by policemen
in the anti-terrШrТst ШЩeratТШn zШne Тs researcСed Тn tСe cСaЩter Шf tСe reЩШrt “Observance Шf
human rights in the activity of internal affairs authorities during the Anti-terrorist operation on
tСe terrТtШry Шf DШnetsФ and LuСansФ regТШns”.
A big number of crimes against life shows a low level of effectiveness of performance of the
positive obligation to ensure the right to life by police. A big number of offences against life and
health of a person is explained by the lack of effective measures taken by police on prevention of
criminal encroachments on life of a person.
3. Negative obligation of police to observe of the right to life
Negative obligations of the state to ensure the observance of the right to life shall be understood
as the obligation not to prevent the realization of this right - not to deprive of life.
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However, there are cases when the state has a legal right to deprive a person of life since under
certaТn cТrcuЦstances tСТs Тs “necessary”. TСese sТtuatТШns ТncХude tСe seХf-defense or the
protection of other persons from unlawful violence; arrest or prevention of an escape of a person
during the legal detention; lawful quelling of a riot or an uprising.
From the standpoint of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms12, namely part 3 of article 2, deprivation of life is not considered as such that is
committed in violation of this article if it was the consequence of the exceptionally necessary use
of force:
a. to protect any persons from unlawful violence;
b. to conduct a legal arrest or to prevent an escape of a person kept legally under custody;
c. during the legal actions to quell a riot and uprising.
Functions of protection of life, health, rights and freedoms of citizens from unlawful
encroachments in Ukraine are performed by the state paramilitary executive agency - police. At
the same time the practice shows that this paramilitary agency sometimes becomes the source of
danger and even the reason of the death of people. The imperfection of law enforcement system
in general is represented by a big number of crimes committed by its officers and registered in
the official statistics.
The general number of criminal proceedings against the law enforcement officers upon
which the pre-trial investigation was closed for 9 months 201413
Table 2
Criminal proceedings Appeals sent to court
sent to court with an for exemption from
Criminal proceedings upon
indictment act
criminal liability
which
the
pre-trial
investigation was closed
with regard
with regard
total
to a number total
to a number
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of persons
internal affairs authorities
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371
6
6
prosecution authorities
6
6
Security
Service
of
1
1
Ukraine
State Revenue Service
42
49
Customs Service
19
20
officers of the penitentiary
52
57
2
2
service
officers of the State
1
1
financial service
officers of the State
3
4
Fishery Protection Service
officers of the State Forest
36
43
2
2
Protection Service
officers of the Military
Police of the Armed
Forces of Ukraine
12

Criminal
proceedings
closed
total
4 354
251
27
264
102
310
2
20
44
2
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border officers
1
officials
of
other
authorities carrying out 37
law enforcement functions
Total
487

1

3

40

60

593

10

10

5 439

Almost 60% of the general number of criminal proceedings within the reporting period were
against internal affairs officers. For 9 months of 2014 289 criminal proceedings were sent to
court, 371 persons were in trial with indictment acts. Thus, even according to the official
statistics of the prosecution authorities police is the biggest violator among all other law
enforcement authorities.
At the same time for 9 months 2014 there were 1 633 criminal proceedings against internal
affairs officers only concerning torture and other cruel treatment (5 of them with deaths of
people). Only 1,6% of these criminal proceedings were sent to court with an indictment act (26
proceedings against 41 persons), the rest were closed because of different reasons.
Criminal proceedings on crimes, committed by internal affairs officers with the use of
tortures and other cruel treatment (without repeats) for 9 months 2014
Table 3
including
Total
with cases
of death
Investigated criminal proceedings
1 633
5
Among them initiated this year
1 301
3
Criminal proceedings sent to court with an indictment act
26
2
A number of persons with regard to which criminal
41
1
proceedings were sent to court with an indictment
The most common reasons for closing criminal proceedings against law enforcement officers are
(according to article 284 of CPC)14:
- no criminal offence;
- absence of corpus criminal offense;
- not enough evidence to prove the guilt of a person in court and possibilities to receive them
were exhausted.
Based on the analysis of information from the official sources and publications in mass media we
can point out separate groups of cases, which with involvement of internal affairs officers, led to
death of a person.
Such a classification lets us identify the most important spheres that need a detailed study with
the aim to understand the conditions and reasons that caused such violations:
1. Deaths as a result of a criminal inactivity of police.
2. Deaths of people as a result of unlawful use of weapons by police.
3. DeatСs Шf ЩeШЩХe durТng ТnterrШgatТШns Шr “vТsТts” Шf ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes.
4. Deaths of people police was allegedly involved in.
3.1. Deaths as a result of a criminal inactivity of police

14
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One of the examples of the most massive violations of the right to life, which became possible,
particularly, due to actions/inaction of police officers, are the events that happened in Odessa on
2 May 2014.
Events in Odessa that led to the massive loss of life of people on 02.05.2014.
With the aim to conduct a comprehensive analysis of measures that were taken by state
authorities, particularly internal affairs authorities, to ensure the right of citizens to life, health,
honor and dignity, integrity and security during these events, the Ukrainian Parliament
CШЦЦТssТШner fШr HuЦan RТgСts ШЩened sЩecТaХ ЩrШceedТngs “In tСe case Шn vТШХatТШns Шf
СuЦan rТgСts and freedШЦs durТng Цass rТШts Тn Odessa Шn 02.05.2014”.
Due to the wide public resonance and the tragic consequences of the mentioned events, with the
aim to ensure maximum transparency of proceedings, the Commissioner for Human Rights
decided to engage representatives of civil society and mass media to these proceedings. A
representative of the All-UФraТnТan NGO “AssШcТatТШn Шf UФraТnТan HuЦan RТgСts MШnТtШrs Шn
Law EnfШrceЦent” (AssШcТatТШn UMDPL) VadyЦ PyvШvarШv, tСe Head Шf tСe NGO “Odessa
HuЦan RТgСts GrШuЩ “VerТtas”” AndrТy TШХШЩТХШ and tСe УШurnaХТst SerСТy DТbrШv were taФТng
part in the proceedings together with the officials of the unit of special proceedings of the
Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights.
According to the declared aim, the action plan of proceedings included the interconnected tasks:
1. Obtainment of a detailed information on the events that happened in Odessa on 02.05.2014
and their chronology;
2. Analysis of:
1) legal documentation regulating actions of state authorities and their officials during the
mentioned events;
2) actual actions and decisions of state authorities and their officials during the mentioned
events;
3) Accordance of actual actions and decisions of state authorities and their officials with the
regulatory documents;
4) causation between actual actions and decisions of state authorities and their officials and the
consequences of events.
3. Exercise parliamentary control of the Commissioner over the proper investigation of the
researched events.
Organization and the course of proceedings
In the period from 06 May to 23 May 2014 within the framework of proceedings 64 witnesses
and participants of the mentioned above events were interrogated (including the law enforcement
officers), studied and analyzed was the departmental documentation of the DGMIA of Ukraine
in Odessa region, temporary holding facilities of the Odessa city department, Prymorsk and
Ovidiopolsk district police units, as well as of Belgorod-Dnistrovsk City Police Unit.
Information was received from the leaders of Odessa Regional State Administration and the
State Service of Ukraine of Emergencies, along with other measures necessary to reach the aim
of proceedings.
In the course of proceedings there was an effective cooperation with the representatives of the
UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission in Ukraine as well as of the OSCE Special Monitoring
Mission in Ukraine who were also conducting measures to study the mentioned events.
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The organization and coordination of all participants of proceedings were carried out by the
Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights Valeriya Lutkovska who was directly
taking part in certain measures taken within proceedings.
Thus, on 21 May 2014 the Commissioner conducted an unscheduled working visit to Odessa
region during which she met with the leadership of Odessa Regional State Administration, the
Head of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Odessa region, UN Monitoring Mission, human rights
defenders and civil activists of Odessa region.
Upon results of the visit there was a brТefТng wСere tСe ЩreХТЦТnary resuХts Шf CШЦЦТssТШner’s
proceedings were presented, particularly with regard to the improper execution by police officers
of their direct obligations on ensuring the security of life and health of citizens. The
Commissioner mentioned during the briefing that had the police officers evaluated the situation
correctly, and had the relevant operative plan, foreseeing the engagement of more than a
thousand persons with specific tasks and places, been implemented, the tragic events that
happened on Kulikove pole and in the House of Trade Union could have been avoided15.
Decription of events that happened in Odessa on 02 May 2014 and their consequences
After a preliminary study of the chronology of events that happened on 02 May 2014 it was
established that pro-Ukrainian football fans who planned to march to the stadium
“CСernШЦШrets” gatСered at tСe SШbШrna square. AХЦШst sТЦuХtaneШusХy, nearby, near tСe
Oleksandrivskiy avenue gathered the pro-Russian activists who planned to stop this march. Later
on Gretska street there was a clash of the opposing groups of people with the use of cutting
weapons and firearms as a result of which 5 persons died of wounds from firearms, a big number
of people received injuries of different severity. Further actions were happening near the House
of Trade Unions at the Kulikove pole square and at the very building where as a result of fire
died 41 people. Among them were:
● fell out of windows - 8 persons;
● suffocated by carbon monoxide - 33 persons.
In the course of confrontations, inter alia, 166 persons received bodily injuries, 13 people
received gunshot wounds.
Bodily injuries received also 28 police officers, 5 of them received gunshot wounds.
Later it was established that during 2 and 3 May 2014 138 persons asked for medical assistance
in the medical establishments of the city of Odessa, 23 of them had gunshot wounds. The general
number of deceased was 48 persons.
Analysis of information (testimonies of witnesses and participants of the events, video
recordings, departmental documentation etc.) shows that peaceful assemblies on 02 May 2014 at
the Soborna square and on the Olexandrivska street, starting from 14:00, became counter
demonstrations (two or more peaceful assemblies with opposite goals and statements), from
15:00 they grew into mass riots on Gretska street, and around 16:00 - into mass riots with the use
of firearms by offenders on Gretska street, at the Kulikove pole and at the House of Trade
Unions.

15

Official website of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights. Results of proceedings of the
Commissioner show that police officers failed to execute their direct duties properly.
http://www1.ombudsman.gov.ua/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=3716
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On 04 May 2014 in Odessa there was another high profile event - the release of 67 persons from
the temporary holding facility of Odessa city police department, who were detained for
participation in mass riots that happened on 02 May 2014. This release was conducted under
pressure of the crowd of citizens before a preventive measure was determined by the court and in
violation of provisions of the CPC of Ukraine.
We should pay attention to the fact that the mentioned above event does not have a causal
connection with massive deaths, but it was used by MIA and prosecution authorities to
manipulate the minds of citizens with the aim to avoid proper investigation of violations of the
right to life and health of citizens and bringing guilty to responsibility.
Legal basis regulating actions of state authorities and their officials during the events that took
place on 02 May 2014 in Odessa (how the state authorities and their officials should have acted
during the mentioned events)
According to the Constitution of Ukraine, the Law of UФraТne “On PШХТce”, ReguХatТШns Шf tСe
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine16, other regulatory acts of Ukraine and the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Ukraine as well as the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, which
accШrdТng tШ artТcХe 17 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe ExecutТШn Шf DecТsТШns and tСe Use Шf
PractТce Шf tСe EurШЩean CШurt Шf HuЦan RТgСts”17 are the sources of law in Ukraine, functions
on securing public order during peaceful assembly shall be performed by agencies and units of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine.
PШХТce accШrdТng tШ artТcХes 2, 10 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” Тs ШbХТged tШ ensure tСe
security of citizens, state traffic and public order, prevent violations and stop them.
The above mentioned shows that the main function of police during peaceful assemblies is to
provide for the realization of the right of citizens to peaceful assemblies and the right to life and
health, honor and dignity, integrity and security which are recognized as the highest social value
in Ukraine.
For the execution of the functions put on it (art. 11 of the mentioned Law) police is provided
with the right, within its mandate, to temporarily limit or prohibit the access of citizens to certain
parts of localities or objects, demand from citizens and officials violating the civil order, to stop
violations and in case of failure to perform the set requirements use measures of enforcement
foreseen by the Law.
According to the requirements of the order of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine of 28
AЩrТХ 2009 №18118, wСen tСere are Цass rТШts an ШЩeratТve ЩХan “Аave” Сas tШ be ТЦЩХeЦented.
It is approved by the order of MIA of Ukraine of 11.11.2003 № 1345 (fШr servТce use ШnХy) «On
the Approval of the Order of Actions of Authorities, Units of Internal Affairs of the Higher
16

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Decree of the President of Ukraine of 06.04.2011
№383/2011 «On aЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe ReguХatТШns Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Шf UФraТne”.
http://zakon1.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/383/2011
17
OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne “On ExecutТШn Шf DecТsТШns
and tСe Use Шf PractТce Шf tСe EurШЩean CШurt Шf HuЦan RТgСts”. http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3477-15
18
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Order of MIA of Ukraine of 28 April 2009
№181 «On tСe ШrganТzatТШn Шf actТvТty Шf tСe duty stations of agencies and units of internal affairs of Ukraine, aimed
at tСe ЩrШtectТШn Шf Тnterests Шf sШcТety and state frШЦ unХawfuХ encrШacСЦents».
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0786-09
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Educational Institutions of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine on the Elimination of
RТШts”.
The mentioned plan, decisions on implementing of which shall be taken only by the Chief of the
Directorate General/Department of MIA of Ukraine, foresees:
- bring to readiness regional and inter-regional consolidated units;
- a permanent monitoring (detection, oversight, assessment and forecasting) of events that may
lead to extreme situations;
- timely closure of places of possible aggravation of situation by police patrol;
- immediate blocking of the place, warning of the use of force and impact munition, taking
measures to curb the group violations of public order and arrest active members;
- diversion of vehicles and people from the place of group violations on pre-defined routes,
ensuring their safety;
- immediate delivering to internal affairs authorities of the detained organizers and active
participants of group violations, prevention of further growth of a number of participants of
unlawful actions;
- providing for emergency medical assistance to victims and their evacuation.
In case if offenders use firearms and when the location of the armed suspects is identified,
according to the order of the Chief of the Directorate General/Department of MIA of Ukraine, an
ШЩeratТve ЩХan “TСunder” sСaХХ be ТЦЩХeЦented. It fШresees:
- organization of protection of personnel from gunshot wounds;
- depriving the offenders of the possibility to conduct a targeted shooting by suppressing the
attack with flash-bang grenades and other impact munition according to the acting legislation;
- capturing the offenders, their arrest and seizure of weapons by the specially trained groups;
- disarming (destruction) by a targeted sniper shootings of persons who use weapons based on
and Тn accШrdance wТtС tСe requТreЦents Шf artТcХe 15 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”;
- organization of provision of medical assistance to wounded, their evacuation to medical
establishments.
During mass riots, except the order on implementation of the relevant operative plan, the Chief
of the Directorate General/Department of MIA of Ukraine has to approve the Шrder “On the Use
of Force Actions during the Elimination of Mass Riots” wСТcС Сas tШ be aЩЩrШved by tСe
regional state administration, prosecution office and the MIA of Ukraine.
The above mentioned legal acts give grounds to say that during mass riots in Odessa, including
with the use of weapons by offenders, DGMIA of Ukraine in Odessa region was obliged to take
exhaustive measures and use all existing means to save life, health and property of citizens.
Before that there had to be orders of the Chief of DGMIA on implementation of operative plans
(“Аave”, “TСunder”) and tСe Шrder “On tСe IЦЩХeЦentatТШn Шf FШrce ActТШns durТng tСe
EХТЦТnatТШn Шf Mass RТШts”, wСТcС Сad tШ be aЩЩrШved wТtС tСe regТШnaХ state adЦТnТstratТШn,
ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce and MIA Шf Ukraine.
Actual actions of state authorities and of their officials during the events in Odessa on 02 May
2014 and their correspondence with the requirements of the acting legislation (how state
authorities and their officials really acted during the mentioned events)
Numerous videos published on the Internet show that police officers neither prevented nor took
adequate measures of reaction with regard to mass riots, including the use of firearms by
offenders.
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Within the framework of proceedings departmental documentation of Primorsk district police
unit of Odessa City Department was also studied, which also proved that the information about
the start of riots in the center of the city was being received systematically. Thus, particularly in
tСe “JШurnal of the unified registration of appeals and petitions on criminal offences and other
events” Шf tСe PrТЦШrsФ dТstrТct ЩШХТce unТt wТtСТn tСe ЩerТШd frШЦ 14:09 tШ 17:22 Шn 02 May
2014 registered was the following:
1. ЄО №17761 of 02.05.2014 in 14:09 received was an information from “102”: Privokzalana
square, destroyed 2 campaign tents. Registered in the State Unified State Register of Pre-trial
InvestiРations witС tСe №12014160500003720, art. 297 p. 1 of tСe Criminal Code of Ukraine.
2. ЄО №17762 of 02.05.2014 in 14:27 received was an information from “102”: ⅓ Dvoryanska
st., gathered 30-40 people in camouflage. Registered in the State Unified State Register of Pretrial InvestiРations witС tСe №12014160500003704, art. 296 p. 1 of tСe Criminal Code of
Ukraine.
3. ЄО №17763 of 02.05.2014 in 14:26 received was an information from “102”: Olexandrivskiy
ave., 20 people with shields and batons are heading towards Duke. Registered to the case
№17763.
4. ЄО №17769 of 02.05.2014 in 15:07 received was an information from “102” on tСe fact tСat
on 36 Zhukovskogo st., appt. 5 separatists destroy cars and shoot from pneumatic guns.
Materials sent to the Investigative Department of the DGMIA.
5. ЄО №17775 of 02.05.2014:
- in 15:35 received was an information from “102”: on Deribasivska st. on tСe corner of
Katerininska, tСe “RiРСt Sector” Сits citizens. GatСered tСe representatives of tСe Automaidan.
Simultaneously in 15:00 in Odessa at the Soborna square gathered 500 fans of the FC
“CСernomorets” and “Metalist”. Around 300 citizens supporting Anti-maidan came to the
Soborna square. Between the opposing groups began a massive fight, exploded fireworks, both
side are throwing stones;
- came in 15:38: Gretska st., near the Russian theatre cars are on fire, at the Soborna square
people take out stone;
- came in 15:54: on 45 Gretska st. drug-addicts in masks are beating police officers;
- came in 16:22: on Shmidta st., the corner of Arnautska,column in an amount of seventy people
moves toward the Gretska street;
- came in 16:35: Vice-Admiral ZСukov, corner of Bunina st.,
в л. Б
а, took a fire truck,
“101” a column of tСe activists ;
- Observatorna lane, corner of Liberdovskiy st., there is a white bus, 8 people are giving out
guns;
- came in 17:06: Olexandrivskiy ave., between Zhukovskiy st., corner of Bunina st., displays a
gun;
- came in 16:25: Deribasivska st., on the corner of Vice-Admiral Zhukov st., shooting, allegedly
a man has a gunshot wound in the head;
- came in 16:46: MKL 11: citizen ., 37 y.o., resident of 86 Katerininska st., appt. 7, еш а ец
в л. Ка е и и
, 86, в. 7, bruised laceration;
- came in 16:46: Deribasivska st., on the corner of Preobrazhenska st., one person killed, one is
wounded.
- a doctor S., came in 17:22: Soborna sq., unknown man, 25 y.o., black jacket, black jeans, black
and white shirt, brown shoes, black bag - a gunshot wound of the right lung, passed away before
delivery.
In the course of proceedings special messages on criminal proceedings were also analyzed and
had the following information:
- on 02 May 2014 around 15:00 unknown persons being on Zhukovskogo street in Odessa
severely violated the public order and damaged nearby cars.
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- on 02 May 2014 around 16:00 in the Primorsk district of Odessa there were mass riots as a
result of which Mr. B. died of a gunshot wound.

Along with this, disregard the constant incoming of information on severe violations of public
order, first detentions of offenders began only after 17:00 (after 5 persons died on Gretska street
from gunshot wounds).
Further detentions of riot participants were conducted only after 41 people died in the House of
Trade Unions on the Kulikove field square.
In total, 172 people were detained and delivered to internal affairs authorities for participation in
the mentioned events during 02 and 03 May 2014, among them:
- to Odessa city department - 96 people;
- to Primorsk District Unit of Odessa City Department – 12 people;
- to Malinovskiy District Unit of Odessa City Department– 17 people;
- to Ovidiopolskiy District Police Unit – 14 people;
- to Belgorod-Dnistrovsk City Police Unit – 33 people.
Among the delivered 116 persons were detained according to article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine
on the suspicion of committing crimes foreseen by articles 294 (mass riots) and 115
(premeditated murder) of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. Detained persons before the
determination of the preventive measures by courts in the order stipulated by the article 194 of
the CPC of Ukraine were kept in the following establishments:
- temporary holding facility (ITT) of Odessa City Police Department - 67 people;
- in the room for detained and delivered of the duty station of the Malinovskiy District Unit of
the Odessa City Police Department - 2 people;
- in the ITT of the Ovidiopolskiy district police unit - 14 people;
- in the ITT of the Belgorod-Dnistrovsk City Police Unit - 33 people.
Due to bodily injuries 42 persons of all those delivered to the internal affairs authorities were
sent to medical health-care establishments of Odessa region:
- from Odessa City Police Department - 29 persons;
- from Malinovskiy District Unit of Odessa City Police Department - 13 persons.
Due to the lack of grounds for detention from among those delivered to the internal affairs
authorities 14 persons were released:
- from Primorsk District Unit of Odessa City Police Department - 12 persons;
- from Malinovskiy District Unit of Odessa City Police Department– 2 persons.
In the course of proceedings studies was also the issue on implementation of relevant operative
plans by the leadership of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Odessa region. It was established that the
folder with an ШЩeratТve ЩХan “Аave” Сad tСe Шrder “On tСe Use Шf FШrce ActТШns durТng tСe
EХТЦТnatТШn Шf Mass RТШts” wСТcС was aХХegedХy sТgned by tСe CСТef Шf tСe DGMIA Шf UФraТne
in Odessa region. According to the order which was allegedly approved by the regional state
adЦТnТstratТШn, ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce and MIA, a cШЦЦander Шf tСe УШТnt squad ( ) was Шrdered
from 16:00 on 02 May 2014 to conduct a special operation on the elimination of mass riots with
the use of all measures foreseen by the legislation. The control over the execution of the order
was Щut Шn tСe ШЩeratТve Сeadquarters Шf tСe DGMIA ( ) and tСe cШЦЦander Шf tСe УШТnt squad
( ).
However, a combination of other documentation gives grounds to say that the operative plan was
not implemented and the measures foreseen by it were not taken, particularly:
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- the order was not registered in the set order, the date is absent;
- records of the relevant documentation show that the folder with an operative plan on 02 May
2014 was not taken out of the safe which Цeans Тt cШuХdn’t be ТЦЩХeЦented aХШng wТtС tСe
measures foreseen by it. Thus, we can assume that the order, the draft of which was kept in the
folder with an operative plan, could not have been signed that day (02 May 2014);
- journals for records of the duty stations of the DGMIA and the duty stations of internal affairs
authorities, which according to the operative plan shall be included to the joint squad, have no
records with regard to the implementation of the operative plan;
- reports of the duty stations of DGMIA and the duty stations of internal affairs authorities,
which according to the operative plan shall be included to the joint squad, in the books of
acceptance and delivery of duty do not have any information with regard to the implementation
of the operative plan;
- archives of the duty stations of DGMIA and the duty stations of internal affairs authorities,
which according to the operative plan shall be included to the joint squad, have any audios with
regard to the implementation of the operative plan;
- records of the issuance and acceptance of weapons and impact munition of internal affairs
authorities, which according to the operative plan shall be included to the joint squad, show that
weapons and impact munition in the volume, foreseen by the operative plan, were not received
by personnel of these internal affairs authorities.
АТtС regard tШ tСe aЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe regТШnaХ state adЦТnТstratТШn Шf tСe Шrder “On tСe Use Шf FШrce
ActТШns durТng tСe EХТЦТnatТШn Шf Mass RТШts”, tСТs ТnfШrЦatТШn was checked by the
Commissioner personally. In the course of the meeting with the deputy head of Odessa regional
state administration K., which took place on 21 May 2014, it was established that the use of
force actions during the elimination of mass riots that happened on 02 May 2014 was not
approved with the Odessa regional state administration. This circumstance also shows that the
ШЩeratТve ЩХan “Аave” was nШt ТЦЩХeЦented and fШrce actТШns tШ eХТЦТnate Цass rТШts were nШt
conducted.
The analysis of all collected in the course of proceedings of the Commissioner materials lets us
say that the leadership of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Odessa region on 02 May 2014 during mass
riots, including the time when offenders started using firearms, did not take measures foreseen
by the legislation and did not use the existing means to preserve life, health and property of
citizens which led to tragic consequences.
The execution of the parliamentary control of the Commissioner over proper investigation of the
researched events
Upon the results of proceedings the Prosecutor General of Ukraine received a submission of the
CШЦЦТssТШner fШr HuЦan RТgСts “On cШnductТng a comprehensive, objective and unbiased
ТnvestТgatТШn Шf events wСТcС СaЩЩened Тn Odessa Шn 02 May 2014”. In the submission of the
Commissioner it was pointed out that disregard the preconditions for taking relevant decisions
and necessary measures of reaction, particularly the implementation of operative plans, foreseen
by the acting legislation, the head of DGMIA of Ukraine in Odessa region did not take a relevant
decision which led to tragic consequences.
A submission, particularly, has a requirement of the Commissioner to provide for the objective
and unbiased investigation upon the facts of improper reaction of the leadership of the DGMIA
of Ukraine in Odessa region to the events that took place in Odessa on 02 May 2014 and failure
to take effective measures to observe the right of a person to life and health, honor and dignity,
integrity and security, and inform the Commissioner on its results.
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On 10 JuХy 2014 tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce ТnfШrЦed tСe CШЦЦТssТШner wТtС a Хetter Шn tСe
results of the consideration of the submission. However, the received letter dis not have the
information on the proper reaction to the submission of the Commissioner and on taking the
results of proceedings, conducted by the Commissioner, into the consideration. Instead of the
information on the proper investigation of violations of a right to life and health of citizens and
bringing guilty to responsibility, a letter contained the information on the course of investigation
of illegal release of persons detained in the ITT of Odessa city department on 04 May 2014.
The mentioned events give grounds to continue proceedings of the Commissioner and take
further actions of reaction within the mandate defined by the acting legislation in order to
exercise parliamentary control over the proper investigation.
3.2. Death of people as a result of unlawful use of weapons by police
To perform its functions police has the right to use measures of physical influence, impact
ЦunТtТШn and fТrearЦs Тn case and Тn tСe Шrder fШreseen by tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”
(articles 12-15). The permission to use them automatically gives the possibility to deprive a
person, against whom weapons or impact munition would be used, of life. However, the law
reads that the abuse of authority using force, including impact munition and firearms, leads to
responsibility set by the law.
For exaЦЩХe, tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” gТves tСe rТgСt tШ ЩШХТce ШffТcers, as a Цeasure Шf
last resort, to use firearms in such cases:
- for protection of citizens from an attack which threatens their life and health as well to release
the hostages;
- to stop the attack on police officer or members of his family of their life and health are in
danger;
- to stop the attack on the protected objects, convoys, residential buildings of citizens, premises
of state and civil enterprises, institutions and organizations as well as their release if captured;
- to detain a person who was caught while committing a severe crime and tries to escape;
- to detain a person who commits armed resistance, tries to escape from custody, as well as an
armed person who threatens to use weapons and other means endangering the life and health of
police officers;
- to stop a transport vehicle by damaging it if a driver by his actions creates danger to life and
health of citizens or police officers.
At the same time the law prohibits the use of weapons when there are a lot of people and if third
persons can suffer.
It is also prohibited to use measures of physical influence, special means and firearms to women
with signs of pregnancy, elderly persons or those with the signs of disability and minors, except
cases when they commit a group attack which threatens life and health of people, police officers
or an armed assault or resistance.
In case of impossibility to avoid the use of force, it cannot exceed the limit necessary to perform
functions of police, and has to minimize the possibility to harm health of offenders and other
citizens. In case of infliction of harm police shall provide for the provision of necessary
assistance to victims as soon as possible.
A police officer must immediately inform a direct supervisor in writing on the use of measures
of physical influence, impact munition, firearms, as well as of any injuries or death of person
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caused as a result of the use of measures of physical influence, impact munition, firearms by a
police officers, to then inform the prosecutor.
A strictly defined list of cases and the order of the use of weapons and special means, control
over legality of their use by the prosecution authorities theoretically has to protect citizens from
arbitrary deprivation of life by law enforcement authorities. Unfortunately, in Ukraine there are
systematic cases of deaths of people because of law enforcement officers. This happens directly
as a result of the activity or inactivity of the latter. Deprivation a person of life by a police officer
is considered a failure of the state to perform its negative obligation with regard to observance of
the right to life.
The most high profile case provided below shows the practice of unlawful use of weapons and
impact munition by internal affairs authorities:
«TСe Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine closed a pre-trial investigation and sent to court
an indictment act on two officers of tСe special unit “Berkut” of DGMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv upon
the fact of commission of severe criminal offences foreseen by part 4 of article 41 (execution of
the order or a decree), part 3 of article 365 (abuse of authority or office by an officer of law
enforcement agency), items 1, 5, 12 of part 2 of article 15 (premeditated murder), part 2 of
article 262 (kidnapping, extortion of firearms, ammunition, explosives or radioactive materials
or acquiring them by fraud or abuse of power) of the Criminal Code of Ukraine.
It was established that the mentioned persons by prior agreement with a group of unknown law
enforcement officers, includinР witС tСe officers of tСe special police unit “Berkut”, accordinР to
a clearly criminal order, abusing their authority, committed premeditated murders of 39
peaceful citizens during mass protests in Kyiv on 20 February 2014 on Institutska street using
means dangerous for life of many persons. Later, with the aim to hide the crimes committed with
service weapons, took actions aimed at appropriation of the mentioned weapons.
With regard to the suspects arrest was chosen as preventive measure.
Internal affairs officers who are obliged, first of all, to protect the rights, interests, life and
СealtС of citizens, were accused by tСe Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine of criminal
offences connected with infringement of the highest value in the state - a human life and health for which the Criminal Code of Ukraine foresees the highest punishment in the form of life
imprisonment.

In connection witС tСis tСe Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine during court trial will take a
stronР position to ensure tСat internal affairs officers receive tСe relevant punisСment»19.
3.3. Death of people during interrogations or “visits” of internal affairs authorities
Internal affairs authorities still have the practice of conducting investigative actions in rooms that
do not guarantee proper treatment and do not exclude the possibility of using unlawful methods
of interrogation.
TСe Order Шf MIA Шf 18 DeceЦber 2003№1561 “On tСe AЩЩrШval of the Order on Rooms for
Investigative Actions and Other Measures in Agencies and Units of Internal Affairs Authorities
Шf UФraТne” fШresees taФТng effectТve Цeasures Шf ЩreventТШn Шf ТХХ-treatment during investigative
actions:
19

AssШcТatТШn UMDPL. TСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce sent tШ cШurt an ТndТctЦent act agaТnst “BerФut” ШffТcers
for commission of severe crimes. http://umdpl.info/2015/01/henprokuratura-napravyla-do-sudu-obvynuvalnyj-aktstosovno-spivrobitnykiv-berkutu-za-vchynennya-tyazhkyh-zlochyni/
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- organization within the administrative buildings of internal affairs authorities the rooms for
initial investigative actions with persons detained on suspicion of a crime in the order foreseen
by the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine (investigative rooms);
- instalment of video-recording appliances with functions of archiving of data in the investigative
rooms;
- prohibition to conduct investigative actions and other measures foreseen by the legislation of
Ukraine (questioning, meetings with an attorney etc.), necessary for full, comprehensive and
objective investigation of circumstances of commission of a crime with participation of persons
detained on suspicion of crimes in the rooms of the internal affairs agency other than
investigative rooms.
Regardless of this, investigative actions, as before, are conducted in service offices and other
rooms with no proper video recording of all actions with the detained person. Thus, when it is
necessary, Тt’s ТЦЩШssТbХe tШ estabХТsС wСetСer tСe deatС Шf a ЩersШn was caused by tСe unХawful
actions of law enforcement officers or it was accidental.
On the other side, the European Court of Human Rights during the consideration of cases of
deaths of persons in places of detention (police premises) makes it the state obligation to prove
innocence, therefore investigative actions and their relevant recording with the help of photo and
video appliances can become a necessary evidence of guilt or innocence of the state of the death
of a persons in police premises.
«In KСarkiv reРion law enforcement officers are investigating the circumstances of a death of a
person in Izum District Police Unit. This was written in the press-release published by the pressservice of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Kharkiv region.
«a 36 y.o. resident of Donetsk region was delivered to the district police unit by the unknown
persons in masks. A young man died in the hall under unknown circumstances. Materials on this
fact were sent to prosecution autСorities for procedural decision», – reads the press-release.
According to the existing information, on 14 November around 21:00 to the Izum District Police
Unit came unknown men in masks, some of them were wearing camouflage and head masks.
They brought a man who allegedly needed medical assistance. Police officers immediately called
an ambulance and identified a man. He was 36 y.o., born in Russian Federation, previously
convicted for unlawful actions with drugs. For a long time he was living in the Donetsk region.
Doctors of the Izum City Hospital who came after a call, established that a man was dead. The
body with no visible signs of violent death was sent to morgue20.
According to the official version, a man who needed medical assistance, was brought to
police...by the unknown in head masks. However the widow of the deceased says: before that her
husband spent almost all day in the district police unit, but he was taken away from there by
people in masks...
Two days later after the tragedy a video from morgue appeared on Youtube. In a 40-second
video there was a body witС a badРe “AРafonov”: a man’s wrists were blue of bruises, witС
traces of punctures, there were bruises on the face and legs. According to Yana Kiroshko her
husband had a broken nose, all body was covered with bruises and blood stains, there were
signs of suffocation on the neck and feet were all in hematomas 21.

20

Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “DШsye”. A RussТan drug deaХer dТed Тn ЩШХТce Тn KСarФТv regТШn.
http://dosye.com.ua/news/2014-11-15/v-milicii-na-harkovwine-skonchalsja-russkii-dragdiler/83323/
21
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “VestТ”. MТХТtary Цen Тn ЦasФs brШugСt a Цan tШ tСe dТstrТct ЩШХТce unТt tШ dТe. http://vestiukr.com/harkov/78288-pod-harkovom-voennye-v-maskah-prinesli-donchanina-umirat-v-rajotdel
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In most cases police denies its guilt trying to explain deaths of people with their bad health,
Тnadequate beСavТШur, drug (aХcШСШХ) deЩendence Шr Уust says: “we dШn’t anytСТng abШut Тt”.
Any cases of deaths of people caused by actions (inactivity) of law enforcement officers need a
comprehensive and definitely an objective and independent inspection. Unfortunately, the
received possibility to unconditionally open criminal proceedings with regard to detected crimes
gets downgraded with just as simple mechanism of closing them.
Article 284 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine22 defines the list of grounds for closing
criminal proceedings. Criminal proceedings shall be closed if:
1) there was no criminal offence;
2) established an absence of corpus of criminal offense;
3) sufficient evidence to prove the guilt of a person in court was not established and the
opportunities to receive them were exhausted;
4) enacted was the law which cancels the criminal liability for actions committed by the person;
5) a suspect, accused person died, except cases when proceedings are needed to rehabilitate the
deceased;
6) there is a court sentence on the same charges which came into force, or a court decision
terminating criminal proceedings on the same charges;
7) a victim, and in cases foreseen by this Code, his representative dropped charges in criminal
proceedings in the form of private accusations;
8) in criminal offence with regard to which there is no consent of the state that extradited a
person.
Given that to receive enough evidence to prove the guilt of a specific person, taking into account
the limited access to premises where the crime occurs and the lack of video recordings of
investigative actions, turns out to be almost impossible, it is not hard to close criminal
proceedings according to item 3 of part 3 of article 284 of the Criminal Procedure Code if there
are not enough evidence to prove the guilt of a person in court an possibilities to receive them
are exhausted.
3.4. Deaths of people police was allegedly involved in.
It Тs tСe “abuse Шf autСШrТty” tСat tСe actТШns Шf tСe dТstrТct ЩШХТce ТnsЩectШr were caХХed Тn
Kharkiv, which led to a death of a woman who refused to go to district police unit:
«It was OleР PancСenko in January tСis year on Newton street wСo witnessed a detention of a
woman which led to her death. A district police inspector and a neighbour of a woman, for her
loving of a loud and active recreation, decided to deliver her to the district police unit. And when
a woman refused to go, they calmed her by hitting in the stomach. And when she died right there
of rupture of internal organs they dropped her on the street freezing. Against the police officer
and his accomplice initiated were criminal proceedings, the case is now in trial. Actually, a
civilian is accused of making a deadly punch. A police officer is accused of only the abuse of
autСority»23.

22

Official portal of the Verkhovna rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4651-17/page10
23
TV-cСanneХ « Н». «TestТfТed agaТnst ЩШХТce - Сave a brШФen sЩТne”. A wТtness Тn a crТЦТnaХ case agaТnst a
district police inspector felt the fists of law enforcement officers on himself.
http://atn.ua/proisshestviya/svidetelstvoval-protiv-milicii-slomali-pozvonochnik-svidetel-po-ugolovnomu
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In Odessa a district police inspector committed a premeditated murder with mercantile motives:
«Prosecutor’s Office in Odessa reРion is in cСarРe of tСe criminal case accordinР to item 6 of
part 2 of article 115 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (premeditated murder committed with
mercantile interests), informs the press-service of the agency.
«In tСe course of an investiРation it was establisСed tСat on 20 October in tСe woods of tСe
Rozdelniansk district a district police inspector of one of the district police units of Odessa in the
presence of a witness killed a citizen. The deceased just wanted to buy a car from a police officer
for which he paid with his life. The mentioned police officer was detained on 01 November 2014
and was notified of suspicion of a crime», – reads the message.
TСe prosecutor’s office pointed out that the witness of the mentioned event was also detained and
he was notified of suspicion of concealment of a severe crime.
A pre-trial investiРation is conducted by tСe investiРative department of tСe prosecutor’s office
in Odessa reРion»24.
Instead of, according to the requirements of article 214 of the CPC of Ukraine based on
information that clearly has signs of a crime, opening criminal proceedings police conducts
departmental inspections which, as a rule, end with an establishment of guilt of law enforcement
officers.
«Department of MIA of Ukraine in CСernivtsy reРion conducted a departmental investiРation
with regard to the law enforcement officers of the Shevchenko district police unit who are
accused of beating a 27 y.o. resident of Chernivtsy Andriy Dranky.
On 05 AuРust tСe operator of “102” received a messaРe from EmerРency Hospital on tСe fact
that a resident of the regional center (Chernivtsy) came to them and informed that on 23 July he
was beaten in the premises of Shevchenko district police unit. Visit of an investigative and
operative group and the inspection comprised of personnel of the Department of MIA to the
hospital and the place of residence of a person did not give the possibility to interrogate a guy
because tСe latter wasn’t in the hospital, and at home his father informed that the son was not
there and he would not talk about it.
On the next day police received another message from a hospital on the fact that the above
mentioned citizen came to them again, and this time he told the doctors that he was beaten in the
premises of Shevchenko district police unit but it was already on 27 July. However, on the
mentioned date tСe Рuy wasn’t tСere. On 7 AuРust tСe Рuy was Сospitalized to tСe intensive care
unit witС a diaРnosis “poisoninР” and was in a bad state. DurinР Сis examination, doctors
detected numerous traces of injections, the resident of Chernivtsy died on the next day.
According to the doctoral death certificate of 08 August 2014 the reason of death of the resident
of Chernivtsy was: “Acute poisoninР witС unknown poisonous substance”. TСere were no bodily
injuries.
«Based on tСe results of tСe conducted departmental investiРation, tСere were no unlawful acts
taken by officers of the Shevchenko district police unit against the deceased Chernivtsy
resident», – reads the press-release of tСe Department of MIA»25.
The mentioned case received a public resonance and on 05 August 2014 the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights opened the proceedings on the unlawful detention
on 21 July 2014 of citizen D. by police officers and beating him.
24

Association UMDPL. In Odessa region a police officer is suspected of a crime. http://umdpl.info/2014/11/vodesskoj-oblasty-mylytsyonera-podozrevayut-v-sovershenyy-ubyjstva/
25
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “CШЦЦents: CСernТvtsy”. PШХТce ШffТcers are accused Шf deatС Шf a 25 y.Ш CСernТvtsy
resident. http://chernivtsi.comments.ua/news/2014/08/11/100045.html
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Upon the initiative of the Commissioner with the aim to provide for the transparency and
objectivity of measures within the framework of proceedings engaged were also activists of
NGOs, ЩartТcuХarХy, Шf tСe “AssШcТatТШn Шf tСe UФraТnТan HuЦan RТgСts MШnТtШrs Шn Law
EnfШrceЦent”, “TernШЩТХ HuЦan RТgСts GrШuЩ” and Шf tСe ШrganТzatТШn “BrТgСt Future fШr
YШurseХf”.
According to the information and materials received from civil activists within the period from
04 to 07 August parents of citizen D. four times turned to medical establishments for medical
assistance for their son however based on different reasons they received rejection. Being in the
intensive care unit of the Chernivtsy regional clinical hospital, on 08 August the citizen D. died.
4. The right to life during the armed protests on the Independence Square on 18-20
February 2014
More than a hundred dead, dozens of wounded and thousands of injured were during the events
on 18-20 February on the Independence Square and streets of the governmental quarter in Kyiv.
Numerous victims of confrontations were both among the protesters and the law enforcement
ШffТcers. DТsregard tСe fact tСat Тt’s been ЦШre tСan a year sТnce tСe Цentioned events, any one
was brought to responsibility.
Based on the work of the interim investigative commission of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on
the investigation of shootings of the demonstrators at the most critical moments of civil protests
on 18-20 February 2014 in Kyiv received was the information that proved numerous violations
committed both by state authorities and the protesters. This is what the Head of the Interim
Investigative Commission Hennadiy Moskal wrote about this:
«TakinР into account the fact that within the period from 18 to 20 February 2014 the general
quantity of bodily injuries of different severity as well as of murders of participants of peaceful
protests and law enforcement officers amounted to several thousands, the Commission pointed
out only the facts of murders and bodily injuries which occurred as a result of the use of
firearms.
According to the Kyiv ambulance, from 6-10 am. on 20 February unknown persons started
shooting at police officers and soldiers of internal troops in the Independence Square and the
adjacent streets.
Thus, from 18 to 20 February 2014 there were 196 police officers and soldiers of internal troops
who received gunshot wounds among whom 7 servicemen of internal troops and 10 officers of
internal affairs were killed. It’s notewortСy tСat at tСe moment of receivinР РunsСot wounds
police officers and soldiers of internal troops were not armed. Wounded soldiers of internal
troops and police officers were sent to the Central hospital of the Ministry of Defence, Central
Hospital of MIA of Ukraine and the Hospital of the DGMIA of Ukraine in the city of Kyiv where
they made surgeries.
...Who exactly was shooting law enforcement officers was not established neither by MIA of
Ukraine nor by the Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine.
There were 76 participants of peaceful protests killed, another 145 received gunshot wounds
(part of them died in hospital later).
Part of tСe protesters were sСot at from KalasСnikov, model AKMS, bullets 7,62×39 mm.
From tСe body of one of tСe protesters doctors took out a bullet of 9×18 mm caliber, wСicС is
identified as a bullet from Makarov pistol.
From 17 bodies of the deceased doctors pulled out the parts of buck-shots from a smooth-bore
Рun, most likely “Fort-500” witС wСicС “Berkut” units were armed.
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However, it’s wortС mentioninР tСat 75% of tСe deceased and wounded from firearms Сad
perforating gunshot wounds, meaning that bullets went through their body which is typical for
sniper rifles shots.
The Commission established that then only soldiers of internal troops were armed with
KalasСnikovs witС tСe caliber 5,45×39 mm, and “Berkut” unit officers Сad KalasСnikovs witС
tСe caliber 7,62×39 mm.
The fact that sniper units who were available as part of internal troops of MIA of Ukraine;
special unit of the Directorate General for Combating Organized Crime of MIA of Ukraine
“Sokil”; special unit of DGMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv “Berkut”, special unit of tСe Security Service
of Ukraine “AlpСa” on 20 February 2014 were at their operative positions, intercepted were the
radio talks between the participants of sniper groups.
It was establisСed tСat tСe main interlocutor was tСe sniper witС tСe nickname “Miron” wСo was
identified as the head of the sniper unit of the Depart ment “AlpСa” of tСe Security Service of
Ukraine.
Besides that, on their positions were the sniper groups that belonged to the Department of State
Guard (location - the roof of the building of the Presidential administration and the roof of the
Building with Chimeras).
On 22 February 2014 Arsen Avakov was appointed to the position of the a.i. Minister of Internal
Affairs of Ukraine. At the day of his appointment in the building of the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine the Head of the Interim Investigative Commission Hennadiy Moskal personally
approached Arsen Avakov with a request to designate officers of the Central Secretariat of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine to organize the security and seal the weapons of the
special units of the Ministry of Inter nal Affairs of Ukraine “Sokil”, special unit “Berkut” of
DGMIA of Ukraine in the city of Kyiv, the weapons warehouse of the Department for the
Material, Technical and Resource Provision of MIA of Ukraine as well as of a number of units of
internal affairs, particularly those having sniper groups.

Mr. Avakov at first aРreed to sucС a proposal but later didn’t take any measures to keep tСe
weapons and the relevant documentation. This gave the possibility to the commander of the
special unit “Berkut” K. and tСe Сole Рroup of “Berkut” officers, wСo were directly involved in
shootings of participants of peaceful protests on Institutska st., to steal from the premises of the
special unit “Berkut” of tСe DGMIA of Ukraine in tСe city of Kyiv:
- 24 Kalashnikovs (AKMS) caliber 7,62×39 mm;
- 1 sСotРun “FORT”;
- 3 sniper rifles SVD «FORT-500»;
destroy:
- records of receiving and issuance of firearms;
- orders on assiРninР weapons to a specific officer of tСe special unit “Berkut”;
- cards certifying issuance of weapons;
- control bullets and sСells from weapons of tСe special unit “Berkut” wСicС for tСe unknown
reasons were kept not in the State Scientific and Research, expert and forensic center of MIA of
Ukraine, as it is foreseen by the departmental regulatory acts but in tСe special unit “Berkut”.
After that K. and a group of his subordinates freely left the territory of Ukraine...Thus, because
of the criminal and negligent attitude to the performance of service duties by the leadership of
MIA all material evidence which had to become the ground for an indictment act against the
participation of tСe special unit “Berkut” (a separate division tСat wore a black uniform) was
lost and cannot be renewed….

The lack of weapons, as well as of the control bullets and shells does not let the forensic
expertise to establish the fact that bullets extracted from bodies of wounded and deceased belong
to KalasСnikovs (AKMS) witС wСicС special units “Berkut” are armed witС.
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As of today tСe Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine detained two officers of the mentioned
unit, against whom they have the evidence that on 20 February 2014 on Institutska street in Kyiv
they had Kalashnikovs in their hands and shot with them. However the weapons themselves Kalashnikovs - are absent.
TСe fact tСat two officers of “Berkut” detained by tСe Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine
were shooting and at the mentioned time were present on Institutska st. is proved, but,
unfortunately, today it is impossible to materialize these facts because all the material evidence
were lost.
According to the Commission, there are several versions with regard to the use of firearms:
- tСis could be not standard weapons of tСe special unit “Berkut” but tСose kept in tСe
Department for Material, Technical and Resource Provision of MIA of Ukraine which, actually,
is located nearby the place of confrontations at the Kriposniy lane;
- or this could be weapons which were seized from illegal traffic and defined according to the
acts as destroyed but in reality it could be used to shoot the protesters.
According to the Interim Investigative Commission, without the identification of Kalashnikovs
and linkinР tСem to tСe detained officers of tСe special unit “Berkut” tСis case will fail in court.
The Commission also has the information that in the shootings of protesters on Institutska st. and
tСe Independence square could Сave been involved tСe special unit “Berkut” of tСe DGMIA of
Ukraine in Sevastopol which during the mentioned events was located in Kyiv with weapons. The
order to use weapons was given to officers of the unit personally by the deputy Minister of
Internal Affairs Mr. R.
However the Interim Investigative Commission cannot prove this information due to the fact that
this can be done only through investigative actions»26.
5. The right to life of internal affairs officers
There are a lot of factors today that influence the level of security of internal affairs officers both
on duty and in their free time. Functions of police officers foresee substantially bigger risks than
any other job. That is why the main requirements to police officers include psychological
stability, ability to work in extreme conditions, physical strengths and special skills training.
Unfortunately, recently the society has had a negative attitude to law enforcement officers which
created additional risks to their life and health. To which extent such an attitude represents the
reality, we can judge from numerous publications on TV, printed and Internet mass media
resources. However it would be wrong to say that all police officers are bad, torture and kill
people. We are sure that there are enough good and responsible officers within the internal
affairs authorities.
At the same time mass media as a rule is focused on the negative aspects of law enforcement
actТvТty. “Police officers tortured, killed, raped, robbed etc...”. As a resuХt, tСe sШcТety Сas an
aggressive attitude to any person representing police. Such a negative attitude puts the life of
police officer at bigger danger.
«In tСe Kyiv PecСersk district sСot were tСree officers of tСe unit for combatinР tСe illeРal druР
trafficking of the Holosiiv district police unit of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv.
Bodies of two police officers were found in the apartment on Michurina street. Another one
found dead in the car.
All three policemen were the officers of the unit for combating the illegal drug trafficking of the
Holosiiv district police unit of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv»27.
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Hennadiy Moscal, the official website. Report of the Interim Investigative Commisson with regard to events on
18-20 February in Kyiv. http://www.moskal.in.ua/?categoty=news&news_id=1099
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«A murder in tСe SykСiv district of Lviv. Nearby tСe niРСtclub. A 26 y.o. law enforcement officer
was off duty. He was relaxing in a bar.
According to the witnesses, for some reason he got into the fight with a visitor of the bar . It was
on the street where a policeman was thrown down to the ground. They started giving him leg
punches...
A law enforcement officer was hit so hard that he died in an ambulance before getting to the
hospital.
Guilty of the murder turned out to be three people. Two natives of Caucasus were beating a
police officer. According to the preliminary information, both of them live in Lviv. They trade
fruits in the city market.
There was a girl accompanying them. She calmly filmed tortures on her telephone. All suspects
were detainees, they testify.
A policeman Сad a wife and a little cСild»28.

«In tСe Donetsk reРion, today, on 31 July, murdered was a Сead of tСe DokucСaevsk city police
unit Vasiliy Ryabokon. ToРetСer witС Сis driver. Internet resource “OSTROV” wrote tСis based
on the information from the source in MIA.
Killers made a control shot in the head.
A murder took place on tСe territory controlled by Ukraine»29.
«In tСe Prykarpatya reРion murdered were two policemen. A body of tСe law enforcement officer
with the signs of forced death was found in the field of Snyatinskiy district.
A 33 y.o. Taras Vyrstiuk raised a 7 y.o. daughter and worked as an assistant to the operative
duty officer in Snyatin district police unit. On 28 April he was going to the office wearing
uniform. However Сe never reacСed tСe place of service»30.
«On 29 AuРust around 9 am. tСe special Сotline “102” received a call from tСe duty doctor of
the Khotyn Central District Hospital and informed that a policeman died in the intensive case of
stab wounds. Law enforcement officers urgently took all necessary measures and detained an
offender. He was a 30 y.o. man, resident of Khotyn district. It is also known, that he was
previously convicted.
A police officer was driving his own car together with this man. They started a quarrelling, a law
enforcement officer stopped a car. At that moment an offender took a knife out of a pocket and
stabbed the deceased in the chest. This became the reason of death, informed in the press-service
of tСe Bukovyn police»31.
There are a lot of such examples. This is another side of the coin, when the society perceives
internal affairs officers not as protectors but as enemies who besides representing the state
authorities are also armed and united by the system.
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Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “Press Шf UФraТne”. Three policemen were killed in Kyiv.
http://uapress.info/uk/news/show/52995
28
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “PШdrШbnШstТ”. In LvТv natТves Шf tСe Caucasus killed a policeman.
http://podrobnosti.ua/criminal/2014/11/20/1003759.html
29
АebsТte “OstrШv”. TerrШr! Killed was the chief of the Dokuchaevsk city police unit. Together with his driver.
http://www.ostro.org/general/society/news/451574/.
30
TV-cСanneХ “NTK”. A ЩШХТceЦan ФТХХed Тn PryФarЩattТa.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=McEs0GGOnd8#t=91
31
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “VТd Т DШ”. A 22 y.Ш. ЩШХТceЦan ФТХХed Тn CСernТvtsy regТШn.
http://vidido.ua/index.php/pogliad/article/u_chernivec_kii_oblasti_vbili_22-richnogo_milicionera/
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Focus of mass media on criminals with ranks and negative attitude of society to law enforcement
officers creates the wall of distrust between the police and citizens. Journalists, who trying to
fТnd tСe sensatТШnaХ stШry and receТve Цany “ХТФes” try tШ raТse tСe ХeveХ Шf anger and cШnfrШnt
authorities with citizens, should pay attention to this in the first place.
Along with this, of course, no one takes the responsibility for clear flaws and sometimes crimes
off of policemen, they definitely need to be effectively investigated and the guilty need to be
punished.
6. Conclusions and recommendations
It is obvious, that ignoring the right to life by the state leads to not only the loss of lives of
people, but also to the loss of trust to the state as an institute that has to preserve and protect a
cТtТzen’s ХТfe.
A person cannot feel safe in the state where the right to life gets systematically violated. An
imaginary protection of some right by the law does not mean anything when it is ignored by state
authorities and there is a lack of effective mechanism for protection of this right.
Today Ukraine as never before needs a strong and reliable law enforcement system. Besides the
activity in the sphere of combating crime, conditions which the country faces, demand from law
enforcement officer the execution of additional functions which under normal conditions have to
be performed by the armed forces.
Performing their duties, internal affairs authorities often risk their lives. Deaths of policemen on
duty, possibility to become disabled - are the risks that law enforcement officers face everyday.
Along with this, police gets highly criticized for cases of neglecting their duties, lack of
professionalism and systemic corruption. Low morale, improper level of training of law
enforcement officers, lack of of proper financing and, as a result, search for unlawful
mechanisms of enrichment - lead to brutal violations and deaths of people.
Understanding of positive and negative obligations of the state with regard to ensuring the right
to life gives the possibility to point out objective reasons that become the source of violations of
the right to life by police officers.
A positive obligation of the state requires the creation of proper conditions for the realization of
a right to life by a person. A negative obligation requires not to obstruct the realization of this
rights, meaning not to deprive a person of life. It is important to understand, that in some cases
tСe state Сas a ХegaХ rТgСt tШ deЩrТve a ЩersШn Шf ХТfe because Тt Тs “excХusТveХy necessary”.
SШЦeШne beХТeves tСat tСe “state” benefТts frШЦ cШverТng uЩ crТЦes cШЦЦТtted by tСe “eХeЦents”
Шf Хaw enfШrceЦent systeЦ. AХХegedХy, Тf tСe sate dШes nШt “ЩrШtect” Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers
they will stop protecting the regime. And, unfortunately, it is such a situation that happened in
2014 in our country. However such an attitude is typical for authoritative countries and cannot
last long in the society that moves towards the democratic values.
The start of real and effective reforms of the law enforcement system can be the start of creation
of the institute of effective investigation of each case of violation of any human right, especially
the right to life.
We propose to:
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1. Organize a proper professional selection of candidates to positions at law enforcement
authorities with an obligatory requirements with regard to psychological aspects and high
morale. To decrease the risks of corruption during the selection of new law enforcement officers
a professional selection can be organized in another region of Ukraine (for example, in another
“ШbХast”).
2. Regulate the system of financing of activity of law enforcement authorities so that is is
financed only from the state budget with a proper level of salaries and social protection. Exclude
the possibility to carry out commercial activity and receive “cСarТty” by ТnternaХ affaТrs
authorities.
3. Provide for recording (audio and video) of all actions taken with the participation of persons
regardless of the status (detained, delivered or a visitor) who came to internal affairs authorities.
It is better to video-record any contact of a law enforcement officer with a person.
4. Eliminate from the performance evaluation system the indicators of solving crimes and
implement the system of evaluation of their activity based on public opinion (how safe citizens
feel themselves on the streets, at home, at night time, whether they trust law enforcement
authorities etc.).
5. Oblige each police officer to submit annual property declaration and undergo a compliance
check of the living standards with the received incomes.
6. Elaborate a state program aimed at formation of a positive image of law enforcement officers
in the society. Change the focus of attention of mass media to examples of positive performance
of duties by police.
Viktor Chuprov
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Illegal violence and cruel treatment in internal affairs authorities
1. Introduction
Police is one of the main institutions ensuring enforcement in the state. Its legality,
reasonableness and prudence are the basis for functioning of the legal system of the state.
Unfortunately, one of the worst ruining factors of such a system are tortures and ill-treatment,
physical and psychological humiliation of the person by such a system, as a result of violation of
legality, reasonableness and prudence.
Prohibition of torture is an imperative provision and, as it constantly being pointed out in the
practice of the European court of Human Rights (hereinafter - ECHR), “represents one of the
fundamental values of a democratic society”1. Freedom from torture and other cruel, inhuman
and degrading treatment and punishment is anchored in all fundamental international documents
starting from the general principles of international law, international customary law documents
to the international treaties at the universal and regional levels.
2. Analysis of the international and national legal provisions
2.1. International legal provisions
A particular place among the human rights take the inviolable rights. These are the rights
violation and limitation of which cannot be justified under any circumstances. If the rights to
freedom, right to free movement and even the right to life in cases defined by the law can be
limited by the state, a right, foreseen by article 3 of the European Convention for the Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Rights (hereinafter - ECfHR) is the right that cannot be
violated, and the realization of which under any conditions and circumstances cannot by
cancelled or limited2:«No one can be subjected to torture and inСuman or deРradinР treatment
or punisСment»3.
In international practice (part 1 of article 1 of the UN Convention against Torture and other
CrueХ, InСuЦan Шr DegradТng TreatЦent Шr PunТsСЦent) tСe tШrture Тs understШШd as “any action
by which any person is intentionally subjected to strong pain or sufferings, physical or moral, to
receive from a person or a third person information or recognition, punish a person for actions
committed by this person or a third person or actions they are suspected of, as well as to
threaten and make a person or a third person, or due to any reason based on discrimination of
any type when such a pain or sufferings imposed by the state officials or other person acting as
officials, or upon their incitement, or consent, or acquiescence”4.
Besides that, Тt Тs ЩШТnted Шut tСat tСe terЦ “tШrture” dШes nШt ТncХude ЩaТn Шr sufferТngs tСat were
caused by legal sanctions, actions inviolable of these sanctions or caused due to them by
accident.
2.2. National legislation

1

Butkevich V. Peculiarities of the legal content of article 3 of the ECfHR and application of fundamental standards./
V. ButФevТcС//EurШЩean CШurt Шf HuЦan RТgСts. CШurt ЩractТce/ SuЩЩХeЦent tШ tСe ЦagazТne «Law Шf UФraТne». –
Extract 1 of part 1: Article 3 of the ECfHR. Prohibition of torture: in part 3. – 2011. – p. 791-801.
2
Prohibition of torture. Practice of the ECHR. - K.: Ukrainian Center of Legal Studies, 2001. – p. 12.
3
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_004
4
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Convention against Torture and other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_085
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Ukrainian legislation also includes the provisions prohibiting tortures of any type. In particular,
at the highest legislative level, article 28 of the Constitution of Ukraine defines the right of every
one to respect of dignity. No one can be subjected to torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment. No one without a free consent can be subjected to medical, scientific or
other researches5. The realization of this provision is provided for by a number of legislative acts
starting from the responsibility in the Criminal Code of Ukraine (hereinafter - CCU) to a
constant reminder about the importance of this right in departmental instructions of internal
affairs authorities.
2.2.1. A problem of definition of torture and its subject in the legislation on criminal
responsibility
DurТng tСe cШnsТderatТШn Шf tСe terЦ “tШrture” Тt Тs wШrtС tШ Щay attentТШn tШ tСe fact tСat
international treaties and national legislation provide different definitions of both the term and
the subject of this action.
If international treaties consider that a subject of torture can be only the following persons: 1)
state official; 2) another person acting as an official; 3) another person - acting upon incitement
of an official person, or his consent or acquiescence - in case of the Ukrainian legislation a
subject of torture can be any person under trial who reached 16 years of age 6 (art. 127 of the
CCU).
TСe dТsЩШsТtТШn Шf tСТs artТcХe Тn tСe current versТШn understands tШrture as “an intentional
infliction of severe physical pain or physical or mental suffering by beatings, torture or other
violent acts with the aim to force a victim or another person to take actions against his will,
including to receive from a person or another person information or testimony or with the aim to
punish him or another person for actions committed by him or another person he or another
person is suspected of, as well as with the aim to threaten or discriminate him or other
persons”7.
Moreover, with regard to this term the Ukrainian legislator shows inconsistency which lies in the
fact that in different times this term in the above mentioned article was defined differently:
accШrdТng tШ tСe aЦendЦents ТntrШduced by tСe Law Шf 12 January 2005 №2322-IV, the article
was amended with a separate abstract foreseeing a higher responsibility for a law enforcement
ШffТcer ЦaФТng Тt a severe crТЦe. And accШrdТng tШ tСe Law Шf 15 AЩrТХ 2008 №270-VI, phrasing
“a Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcer” was cСanged tШ “an ШffТcТaХ Шn duty”. And fТnaХХy, accШrdТng tШ tСe
Law Шf 5 NШveЦber 2009 №1707-VI, ЩСrasТng “an official on duty” was taФen Шut, tСe versТШn
of the article with regard to the subject was returned to its initial version.
АТtС regard tШ tСe reasШns Шf sucС actТШns Шf tСe ХegТsХatШr we can say tСat “for the unknown
reasons part 2 of article 127 of the CCU lacked a qualifying circumstance - commitment of
torture by an official on duty. The analysis of the accompanying note to the draft law,
conclusions of the chief scientific and expert and legal departments of the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine and of the minutes of the meeting of the legislative body of Ukraine (all documents are
taken from the official website - www.rada.gov.ua) showed that the elimination of the mentioned
qualification from part 2 of article 127 of the CCU was not not noticed by anyone, it was not
planned and was skipped by accident. The reason for such a case sits in the comparison tables to
the draft law for 1st and 2nd readings which show that as a first (acting) version of part 2 of
5
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article 127 of the CCU for the voting was taken its defunct version as of 05 April 2001 which
was cСanРed twice!”8.

Being in full consent with the conclusions of the author on such a situation - “accidental
omission” from tСe qualifyinР features of tortures its commitment by an official and the existence
of tСe words “upon tСe lack of siРns of tortures” in part 2 of article 365 of tСe Criminal Code
and part 2 of article 373 of the Criminal Code leads to serious flaws in the mechanism of
criminal and leРal influence”9. From our part we can add that sometimes draft laws on
regulation of such a situation are being submitted, however they have not yet been supported by
tСe PeШЩХe’s deputies.
Thus, from the point of view of the national legislation the subject of torture can be any person
who committed actions mentioned in the article but only the representative of the state agency
(official authorities).
However, the court practice with regard to police officers still considers torture responsibility for
which is foreseen by part 1 of article 127 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine and part 2 of article
365 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine10, even though from the time of the enactment of the Law
№270-VI of 15 April 2008 the situation when the abuse of office by an official of law
enforcement authorities happens together with torture, use of arms or painful and degrading
treatment, actions can, which can be qualified according to part 2 of article 365 of the Criminal
Code of Ukraine, can barely happen.
Since according to this Law the abstract 1 of part 2 of articles 365 and 373 is amended with the
wШrds “uЩШn tСe ХacФ Шf sТgns Шf tШrture”. TСТs Цeans tСat beatТngs, sufferТngs Шr ШtСer vТШХent
actions committed: 1) during abuse of powers or office by an official of law enforcement
authorities; 2) during the questioning by a person conducting interrogation or a pre-trial
investigation, - cannot be qualified according to the articles 365 and 373 of the Criminal Code of
Ukraine11.
2.2.2. Criminal procedure legislation
Disregard the big hopes, when evaluating 2 years of the work of the Criminal Procedure Code of
Ukraine (hereinafter - the CPC) it should be said that there were no substantial violations in the
sphere of prevention and combating tortures.
Even though there is a tendency of substantial humanization in the sphere of criminal justice
which can be represented by the lesser number of persons in Pre-Trial Detention Centers and
places of detention, by a bigger number of alternative preventive measure, fewer detentions,
searches, but all this happens along with violations of the rights of suspects, attorneys,
manipulations of functions by pre-trial investigation authorities etc12.
Results of the first years of the CPC showed that there are really fewer cases of tortures but to
eliminate this negative phenomenon for good can hardly be done only by implementing a new
8
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law. Simply declaring a new provision has never before led to substantial changes, the main task
is to introduce the practice of implementation of the new legislation at all levels, only then it will
be possible to analyze the influence of this or that order on the situation.
Thus, there were hopes that after the enactment of the new CPC the problem of initiation of
criminal proceedings upon complaints (petitions) on tortures will be solved because the legislator
refused from the institute of opening criminal cases. However, in general, the situation stayed the
same because the number of proceedings sent with indictment acts to court stayed at the same
level as in previous years. Therefore the possibility to appeal in the order set by the law against
tortures grew, and the number of cases when such a possibility was used in practice, stayed at the
same level.
The reasons for the lack of wish of suspects to apply for the help of state are provided below.
2.2.3. State Bureau of Investigations
In 2014 appeared a number of concepts of creation of the State Bureau of Investigation
(hereinafter - the SBI), the agency of pre-trial investigation, the creation of which is foreseen by
article 216 of the CPC of Ukraine (the term of creation, provided for at the final provisions,
amounts to 5 years, meaning till November 2017 ).
Thus, the problem with its creation was formulated already in previous years which was
represented in reports of human rights organizations and scientific publications.
On 9 April 2013 to execute the pilot ruling in the case of Kaverzin13 the Ukrainian government
submitted to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe a global plan of action (DHDD (2013)411) that included a number of measures on ensuring bot the effectiveness of
investigation and prevention of ill-treatment by police.
With regard to measures aimed to ensure the effectiveness of investigation of complaints on
cruel treatment by police, the Government informed the CoE Committee of Ministers,
particularly, of the following - SBI will be created not later than in 201714.
With regard to the effectiveness of investigation, the report of human rights organizations
“HuЦan RТgСts Тn UФraТne - 2013” reads:
“The creation of SBI as an independent agency (without any hierarchical or institutional ties
between the Bureau and the Ministry of Internal Affairs or tСe Prosecutor General’s Office)
empowered to conduct investigations of complaints on ill-treatment by police officers, can really
solve the systemic problem of ineffective investigation usually conducted by the prosecution
authorities.
Since the failure of the prosecution authorities to conduct an effective investigation of such
complaints is greatly caused by the fact that it is not, really, an independent authority. Thus, the
prosecution autСorities Сave functions leadinР to tСe “conflict of interests” in its activity: on tСe
one hand it is the prosecution authorities that are responsible for control over the legality of
police actions, and on the other hand - the prosecution authorities support the prosecution
process in court, and therefore, have close professional ties with police officers. Therefore, the
creation of the state bureau of investigation is one of the main tasks foreseen by the global plan
13
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of the Government aimed to ensure the effective investigation of complaints on tor tures by police
officers”15.

Therefore, to execute the task, in 2014 the following steps to create the Bureau were proposed:
a) Introduction of the revised draft law instead of the draft law №3042-д of the
Kozhemiakin and others.
On 10 April 2014 the draft law on the State Bureau of Investigation was registered in the
VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne (regТster №3042- 16, PeШЩХe’s DeЩutТes Шf UФraТne KШzСeЦТaФТn
. ., PaХaЦarcСuФ M.P., VasТХТev G.A.).
This draft law was elaborated in 2013-2014 by the Center for Political and Legal Reforms and
introduced instead of the draft law with the same number, registered in August 2013 by the same
PeШЩХe’s DeЩutТes Шf UФraТne.
The draft law on the State Bureau of Investigation in the version of the Center for Political and
Legal Reforms foresees the creation of this Agency as a special authority of pre-trial
investigation of exclusively the crimes with defined by the law signs of corruption, committed by
the top officials of the state, judges and prosecutors as well as crimes having signs of tortures
committed by law enforcement officers.
To achieve the set goal a draft law defines the legal foundation of the organization, mandate and
the order of the activity of the State Bureau of Investigation - “the central executive authority
with a special status and a law enforcement authority created with aim to provide for a fairness,
impartiality and integrity of the top-rank state officials, judges and prosecutors ”. TСus, tСe draft
law proposes not to create the SBI on the basis of the existing special units, particularly, that of
tСe MIA and SecurТty ServТce Шf UФraТne, wСТcС “did not become an obstacle on the way of
corruption in the highest echelons of power ”.
The SBI shall have the following functions: participation in the formation and realization of the
unified state anti-corruption policy, state control over the observance of the anti-corruption
legislation by the state authorities, their officials, coordination of the realization of the anticorruption strategy by executive authorities, as well as the execution of the state program of
prevention and combating corruption.
Besides that, the draft law foresees that the mandate of the bureau includes the pre-trial
investigation of criminal corruption offences, crimes connected with tortures done by law
enforcement officers. At the same time functions of the SBI also include the operative and search
activity.
Disregard the general potential of the project, at the meeting of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine
on 3 June 2014 the draft law was not supported in the first reading, and thus the draft law was
not adopted.
b) Anti-corruption initiative
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One can say that the year of 2014 was marked with a fact that the legislator tried to
simultaneously execute two urgent tasks - strengthen the effectiveness of combating corruption
by the creation of the special institution and the creation of the State Bureau of Investigation.
The reason why SBI was mentioned in the adopted CPC of Ukraine, inter alia, was the pressure
of the USA and the EU on Ukraine, because of the excessive corruption and organized crime.
Thus, one of the EU requirements for Ukraine to access the visa free regime was the creation of
the anti-corruption bureau, the new state law enforcement authority for combating corruption. It
is logical to foresee that one of the priorities of this structure has to become the peculiar
protection by legal means of the activity of foreign investors from the ruining influence of
national top-rank corrupted officials and organized crime17.
In summer 2014 the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved the plan of the first-tear measures
to overcome corruption18. In particular, according to the decree, the government ordered the
MТnТstry Шf JustТce tШ suЩЩШrt tСe draft Хaw “On tСe Fundamentals of the State Anti-Corruption
Policy in Ukraine (Anti-corruption strategy) for 2014-2017” Тn tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne
untТХ Тt Тs adШЩted by tСe PeШЩХe’s DeЩutТes Шf UФraТne.
The Ministry of Justice and the Government Commissioner on Anti-Corruption Policy have to
before 1 September 2014 elaborate the draft law on the establishment of effective instruments of
prevention, detection and regulation of conflict of interests in the activity of persons empowered
to execute functions of the state or local authorities, to carry out financial control over their
property, as well as the draft law on the elimination of the possibility for persons who committed
corruption crimes to be released from the responsibility and punishment, particularly transfer on
bail, in connection with confession and in connection with effective confession, testing.
This decree had provisions to elaborate and introduce in the set order for the consideration of the
CabТnet Шf MТnТsters Шf UФraТne tСe draft Хaw “On tСe State Bureau Шf InvestТgatТШn”.
The idea of the SBI was partially overridden by the idea (but not substituted) of creation of the
National Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine19.
However the coalition agreement signed on 21 November 2014 by the parliamentary parties of
Ukraine of the VIII convocation, foresees (item V.3) the creation of the State Bureau of
Investigation. The SBI shall receive the functions of the prosecution authorities and partially of
the Security Service of Ukraine. In part of combating corruption - except issues belonging to the
mandate of the National Anti-Corruption Bureau20.
It is foreseen, that a State Bureau of Investigation will implement the policy in the sphere of
combating corruption (except issues belonging to the National Anti-Corruption Bureau), in the
sphere of combating organized crime and with a right to conduct pre-trial investigations of
crimes in the mentioned spheres, as well as with the right to conduct pre-trial investigations of
the especially severe crimes and crimes committed by law enforcement officers.
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The SBI will receive investigative functions of the prosecution authorities and partially of the
Security Service of Ukraine - reads the document.
It is also mentioned that the order of the appointment for the position of the head of the SBI is
similar to the order foreseen for the appointment of the Head of the Anti-Corruption Bureau.
Thus, to our mind, the problem of combating tortures and ill-treatment or corruption in law
enforcement authorities of Ukraine shall be approached in a more comprehensive way than just
by the creation of the SBI.
Even though it is obvious that the creation of such a Bureau has to improve the existing situation
in general, but for this there has to be a constant control and evaluation of the effectiveness of the
work of such an authority - by joint efforts of authorities and civil society.
2.2.4. NPM
Numerous international treaties aimed to take measures on prevention of tortures show that the
task to overcome the problem with tortures and ill-treatЦent Тs tШЩТcaХ Тn tШday’s sШcТety.
To such treaties first of all belong the mentioned Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1984) and the Optional Protocol21 to it (2002).
TСe gТven ЩrШvТsТШns Сave a cХear defТnТtТШn Шf “tШrture” and Щut Шn tСe СТgС treaty ЩartТes
(countries that ratified treaties) clear obligations with regard to measures on combating tortures
and ill-treatment. Besides that, according to the mentioned international treaties created are
special treaty bodies - the committee and the sub-committee on tortures. Each state-party shall
take effective legislative, administrative, judicial and other measures to prevent the acts of
tortures on any territory under its jurisdiction.
The states signatories are obliged to submit to the mentioned bodies the information on the
places of detention and their number, as well to provide access to such places and persons kept in
those places. The states that ratified the Optional protocol to the Convention against Torture took
the responsibility to create at the national level relevant mechanisms for combating torture and
other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment - the national preventive
mechanisms (NPM).
On 2 OctШber 2012 tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne adШЩted tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe
AЦendЦents tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe UФraТnТan Parliament Commissioner for Human
RТgСts” cШncernТng tСe natТШnaХ ЩreventТve ЦecСanТsЦ”22, according to which the functions of
the national preventive mechanism in Ukraine were legally put on the Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights. On 4 November 2012 the Law came into force.
According to article 19-1 of the Law, the national preventive mechanism was given the
following rights:
● to conduct regular visits to places of deprivation of liberty without prior notification on
the time and aim of visits and without the limitation of their number;
21
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● to interrogate persons kept in places of detention with the aim to receive information
concerning their treatment and conditions of their detention, as well as to interrogate
other persons who can provide such information;
● make proposals to the state authorities, enterprises, institutions, organizations regardless
of the forms of ownership on preventions of tortures and other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment and punishment;
● engage on the contractual basis (paid or pro bono) representatives of civil organizations,
experts, scholars and professionals, including those from abroad, to the regular visits of
places of detention;
● perform other functions foreseen by this Law.
The adoption of this Law became an important step on the way to implementation of the national
preventive mechanism in Ukraine23 according to the Optional protocol, because the functioning
of the NPM based on the law is one of the key foundations of the independent monitoring visits
to places of detention.
3. Statistical data concerning the spread of torture in Ukraine and their evaluation
3.1. Official data
It is hard to provide the objective numerical evaluation of tortures during 2014 in Ukraine
because, first of all, such violations happen, as a rule, in places with limited access (where there
is no relevant statistical data), secondly, not every one dares to appeal against the actions of
police officers because of security issues (fear for the own life and health or the life and health of
their relatives). Regardless of this, there is a source of official information on cases of illtreatment event though, of course, this information is by far not full.
SucС a sШurce Шf ТnfШrЦatТШn Тs an ШffТcТaХ websТte Шf tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s Office of
Ukraine. According to the data publishes on the website, one can see how spread are tortures and
ill-treatment within law enforcement authorities, particularly in police, in those cases when
victims of tortures did appeal with relevant complaints24.
In general in 2014 there were 5 009 criminal proceedings opened upon crimes committed by law
enforcement officers with the use of torture and other cruel treatment, 23 of which were with
lethal results.
к на ри нк : Picture 1. Criminal proceedings on crimes committed by law enforcement
officers witС tСe use of torture and otСer cruel treatment in 2014 (witСout repeats).
л ц :
лева а ав - MIA, SPS, SSU, SPtS
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MIA – Ministry of Internal Affairs;
SPS – State Border Service;
SSU – Security Service of Ukraine;
SPtS – State Penitentiary Service.

Against the MIA officers there were 4 691 proceedings, meaning 93,6% from the general
quantity. It means that a common belief that police tortures people in Ukraine is true.
The same statement proves tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne because Тt was Хast year
durТng tСe ЦeetТng Шn tСe ЩrШsecutШr’s ШversТgСt Шver tСe Шbservance Шf tСe cШnstТtutТШnaХ rТgСts
Шf detaТnees, arrested and cШnvТcted wСen tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ ЩШТnted Шut tСat “outright facts
of the use of the prohibited methods of investigation are common mostly among internal affairs
officers”, tСat “the issue of violence and other cruel treatment concerns the whole law
enforcement system. However, the analysis shows that the most part of such facts happen among
police officers”. AccШrdТng tШ tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ, Цeasures taФen by tСe ХeadersСТЩ Шf tСe
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine to prevent, timely react and eliminate the reasons of this
negatТve ЩСenШЦenШn, “did not provide for proper results”. TСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ recШgnТzed
that in most regions of the country measures on timely bringing law enforcement officers who
committed torture against suspects and detainees to responsibility are not being taken25.
If to divide opened criminal proceedings by crimes, committed by MIA officers (by the types of
crimes) we shall see the following:
На ри нк : Picture 2. Opened criminal proceedings upon crimes committed by MIA officers by
the types of crimes
ц лева а ав : art. 127 of the CCU (torture), art. 364 of the CCU (abuse or office),
art. 365 of the CCU (abuse of power), art. 367 of the CCU (service negligence), art. 373 of the
CCU (forcing to testify), other articles.
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The most part of crimes connected with the use of torture and other ill-treatment are qualified as
“Abuse Шf ЩШwer by an ШffТcer Шf tСe Хaw enfШrceЦent agency”. TСe dТsЩШsТtТШn Шf art.365 Шf tСe
CrТЦТnaХ CШde Шf UФraТne reads as fШХХШws: “intentional actions taken by an officer of the law
enforcement agency that are out of the limits of the mandate given to him if such actions caused
substantial damage to the rights protected by the law, interests of separate citizens, state or
public interests, interests of legal entities ” (Щart 1) and “actions foreseen by part of this article if
they were done with the use of violence or threats to use violence, use of weapons or impact
munition, painful or degrading actions without signs of torture”26 (part 2).
Thus, item 12 of the Decree of the Plenum of the SuЩreЦe CШurt Шf UФraТne “On tСe JudТcТaХ
PractТce Тn Cases Шn Abuse Шf PШwer and OffТce”27 cХearХy ТndТcates Шn tСe fact tСat “in case
when having abused power or office physical violence was applied in the form of torture, the
responsibility for which is foreseen by part 1 of article 127 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, the
committed actions shall fall under part 2 of article 365 of this Code. If tortures included the
signs of a crime the responsibility for which is foreseen by part 2 of article 127 of the Criminal
Code , actions of an official shall be qualified for multiple offences - for part 2 of article 127 and
part 2 of article 365 of the Criminal Code ”. It Тs wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat tСe gТven decree was
adopted long before the amendments to the article 127 of the Criminal Code mentioned above.
We would like to point out again that in 2014 there were 39 crimes registered according to article
127 (among them - 8 committed by MIA officers, 1 - officers of the SPtS)28, which in
comparison with the statistics on other articles, indicates on such qualification of crimes which
creates the collision in the criminal legislation.
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3.2. Public opinion
Separately we should mention that the level of trust to law enforcement authorities, sometimes because of the prohibited methods of pre-trial investigation (especially torture) stays at the very
low level. Cases of torture and beatings of people by police officers are not perceived as
something extraordinary, ordinary citizens perceive these facts with indignation, but at the same
time this does not lead to a significant resonance and active forms of public protest, except for
separate cases.
It is significant, that fiction products (movies, modern literature etc.) on the topic connected with
the activity of police are not being perceived by the spectators as true, because of the lack of
scenes Шf “beatТngs” tШ receТve testТЦШnТes frШЦ tСe detaТnees and crueХ treatЦent. SШcТety Сave
long been used to police cruelty and to some extent close eyes on it. And it is such a perception
that to some extent justifies law enforcement officers acting according to such expectations of
society.
3.3. Analysis of mass media publications
Most of the information on cases of torture and ill-treatment can be found in mass media
releases, however they are only news which are not always true, and the analytical material on
this issue, as a rule, is absent. That is why, below are gathered the most reliable facts which were
proven by mass media, civil activists, other sources, to provide for the objective evaluation of the
spread of torture during the year.
Releases in mass media, which contains information on the use of torture and ill-treatment by
police, lets us systematize the cases of torture to point out the main reasons and conditions
promoting them, and also put forward relevant proposals to eliminate them. Of course, below are
the extracts not from all the releases, but only from those that characterize this or that situation
the most by classification.
Thus, cases of torture by police can be classified by the following features:
a) by the motive of the subject of crime:
- extortion or receiving the money (extortion, bribe for a detainee etc.);
- performance of planned indicators (illegal methods of investigation of a crime, falsification of
evidence, receiving testimony or defamation of others);
- to obtain a written waiver of claims against police;
- set of these situations or other (personal revenge, satisfaction of psychological needs, etc.).
Lack of the effective system of punishment, improper material and technical provision and
financing, low professional level, high level of pressure from the leadership are the main motives
for the use of unlawful methods of investigation. The same reasons, directly or indirectly, create
the possibility of direct unlawful personal enrichment of police officers.
“BeinР tСere (in tСe Pridniprovskiy District Police Station - remark of the author), officers of
criminal investigation units applied moral and psychological pressure, used physical violence.
All interrogations were conducted with tortures. They put handcuffs on hands and legs, having
joined them together behind my back with the help of a chain to prevent me from moving.
Besides that, they put a gas mask on my head and stopped oxygen, put there some gaseous
substance which made me suffocate and loose consciousness. In moments when I was loosing it,
police officers hit me with electroshock. At first at the inguinal parts of the body, and two times
at the legs.
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I was threatened with physical violence, with different even more violent methods of torture,
from which I could die or become disabled. I complained to them on the critical state of health,
told them that they could kill me on what they calmly answered that in such a case they would
bring my body to the Independence square where at that time there were shootings. Feeling a
threat to not only my health but to life during tortures, upon the demands of criminal
investigation unit officer of the Pridniprovskiy District Police Station of the Department of MIA
of Ukraine in CСerkassy reРion Viktor Krasiuk I testified, confessed in different “episodes” of
criminal offences which I did not commit and had no relation to...
Before sending the collected with the help of torture materials to the investigator Golub,
continues Alexander, he was brought to the head of the criminal police of the Pridniprovskiy
District Police Station Mr. Anatoliy Petrakivskiy where they started demanding a bribe in 15 000
USD. To avoid another round of tortures Alexander Starukhin was forced to make a call (from a
number provided by police officers) to his wife and ask her to find the money. After a court trial
in the Sosnivsk district court in Cherkassy which made a decision to choose detention as a
preventive measure with the possibility to be released on bail, mentioned police officers extorted
money from a suspect again, this time it 20 000 USD. Why they needed that money and what
would it change they didn’t explain”29.

«…As tСe victim informed, Сe was cauРСt around 12:00, delivered to tСe District Police Station
and started beating to make him confess in a crime some one else committed. He said the
operative officer Chubik Vasil Mykolaiovich who used force threatened to put him behind bars
for ten years”30.
«TСe Secretariat of tСe Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human RiРСts received a
petition of the resident of Shpoliansk district of Cherkassy region citizen X who informed that in
May 2014 he was neaten by local law enforcement officers with the aim to receive a confession
in robbery, however prosecution authorities refused a man to register this fact in the Unified
Register of Pre-trial InvestiРations»31.
b) by the subject of crime:
- operative police officers;
- district police inspectors;
- patrol police officers;
- SAI officers;
- others.
Annual analysis of cases of torture and ill-treatment shows that the subject of such cases can be
not only the officer of criminal investigation unit, but any police officer who wants unlawful
enrichment using official position and prohibited methods of interrogation. Regardless of the
level of education and position, threats and physical violence can be used both by patrol police
officers and district police inspectors to threaten a future victim with the possibility to be held
responsible for minor offence and beat the money and other material values out of him.
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«…Near tСe resort center “Kosov” tСey were approacСed by police officers wСo started to
accuse the driver of the fact that he was drunk. Dmytro Boychuk came out of the car to protect
his friend. Police officer Roman Slavnitskii hit the Afghan-veteran in the face right away.
Together with his partner they started beating Boychuk with batons and poison him with gas.
Neighbors and the wife of Boychuk came to the sounds of screaming. The wife was who was also
attacked with gas. Slavnitskiy was sitting on the Dmytro who was already cuffed and was still
СittinР Сim on tСe Сead and kidneys»32.
«Resident of the city of Meref Vyacheslav Burakovskii says that he became a victim of law
enforcement officers actions who elaborated the whole scheme of how to improve performance
indicators of solving crimes in the Department for Combating Illegal Drug Trafficking. Through
acquaintances they found people who needed a job or a place to live, arranged a meeting with
them and planted drugs on them.... A man was detained and delivered to the Frunzenskii District
Police Stations. Then, according to Burakovskii, he was beaten, stretched on the floor, strangled.
All this was done to make him confess in keeping drugs, and then in helping policemen to arrest
drug-addicts as a fake “buyers”33.
«International day of Сuman riРСts Mykolay Сas to meet in tСe Сospital. Recently Сis rights have
been severely violated by police officers - he was beaten right on the street...
«A car stopped, tСree people ran our and started beatinР witС leРs on all parts of tСe body,
sprayed gas in the eyes, lets just say, they hit very hard, I lost consciousness, and they got back
into tСe car and drove away. I’m sure tСat tСey were policemen. My friend wСo was near me
tСen, said it was tСem»…
Local medical workers, having examined the victim, sent him to Kharkiv where he was
hospitalized with tСe injuries of Сead, eyes and internal orРans»34.
c) by the subject of a crime:
- persons who are suspected in committing a criminal offence;
- persons who are victims or witnesses of a criminal offence;
- forcefully displaced persons (those who are engaged or not engaged in a criminal offence);
- forced witnesses (persons who are forced to testify as witnesses even when they are not);
- others (detained for administrative offences etc).
A number of social researches that took place during recent years35, show that the object of
violence of police officers can be anyone. According to the questioned Ukrainians, if before the
biggest risk of being subjected to violence in police was for criminals, now the list includes
suspects, witnesses, their relatives, meaning all people who in this or that way are of interest to
police officers. Unfortunately, a lot of police officers do not even expect to be trusted, thinking
that fear - is a good indicator of respect.
d) by means of torture:
- the use of any tools to commit physical pain;
- degrading actions;
- threatening and psychological pressure;
32
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- detention in bad conditions;
- a combination of the above mentioned cases or other.
«He was beaten by four people, Сe recoРnize one of tСem, tСat was our district police inspector.
They continued beating him, dragged him to the archway and then there was an old Peugeot, I
don’t remember tСe numbers, tСey put Сim on tСe front seat and drove away...
Yan Rusanov, tСe victim: “Сe pours Рasoline on me, starts СoldinР Сands, another one comes up,
he is the officer there, they are all in law enforcement, I have been recently informed that they
were all fired, anotСer one comes up, starts strikinР a matcС, I didn’t understand, I Сad my eyes
bandaged. I think: God forbid he sets me on fire, I need to get myself together and jump into the
busСes”.
...Disregard the rain, clothes were so soaked with gasoline that they were given for expertise
riРСt away, and tСe medical workers confirmed Сead injuries….

TСe district prosecutor’s office initiated an inspection upon this petition and after enough
information was gathered to register it in the Unified Register a pre-trial investigation was
initiated on the grounds of crime foreseen by article 365 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, abuse
of autСority»36.
«…OleР PancСenko was one tСose wСo testified aРainst tСe law enforcement officer. A man
suspected that this could have consequences. Later, according to Panchenko, it was officers of
the city criminal investigation unit who stopped him near the supermarket...They made him come
into the store where they blocked the way with a car.
OleР PancСenko, a victim: «TСey were jumpinР on me, broke tСe lip, broke tСe spine, I Сad
hematomas here on the head. Later they put me in the trunk, said they would teach me how to
speak. TСey suspected me of some robbery of a Рirl somewСere, I don’t even know wСere. I said
there were people who could prove that I was there. And they said that the girl was theirs, and
she would say whatever they want her to say, there will be witnesses, so you either give us the
money or will start tСe tСinР»37.
«A victim of law enforcement officers became a man sick of tСe Сepatitis C and HIV. He was
delivered to the police station for satisfying natural needs in the improper place. Police officers
were beating a confession in a number of crimes he did not commit for three days. They did not
give him any medicine or normal food.
When all the documents that policemen wanted him to sign were signed, they let him leave the
police station.
After an Сour spent witС law enforcement officers tСe victim was delivered witС an “ambulance”
to the hospital where he spent a week. Doctors and medical experts established numerous
bruises and Сematomas»38.
«TСey detained a boy on 21 MarcС. TСey put him in the car and put a sack on the head. Later they were beating him...Vladislav Goranin, a victim: They tried to put me on my knees. But since
I refused to get on my knees they started beating me again. I lost consciousness again. When I
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asked for medical treatment later - my ear was bleeding for several hours - they brought a
woman wСo wiped tСe blood off and said tСat tСat was a medical Сelp».
…Goran demonstrates bruises on tСe body. Doctors diaРnosed closed Сead injury - that is why
he is in tСe Сospital. Ear needs a surРery. TeetС are really broken...»39.

«In PavloРrad I was approacСed by officers of tСe transport police. TСey saw tСat I was lyinР in
tСe underwear, relaxinР. I say: “I will Рive you tСe documents”. TСey saw tСat I Сad a weapon ,
ammunition and jumped at me right away. I did not even have the time to pull anything out, tells Mykola Ozarchuk to journalists. - Without looking at my documents they cuffed me, pushed,
were beating me, they almost threw me off the train with my head down.
A man says that he stood in the underwear on the platform for half an hour. Everybody was
looking at him and policemen did not even look at his documents because they were waiting for
tСe bosses»40.
«…He told tСe doctors tСat Сe was detained on 4 April in his apartment on Varnenska street:
officers of “Sokil” broke in and started beatinР Сim. All neiРСbors Сeard tСe noise. After tСat,
Tagiev was delivered to the Uspenska street (near the Shevchenko part) to the training base of
the Department for Combating Organized Crime, there put wires with electric current on his
Рenitals and torture for several minutes makinР Сim confess of tСe armed assault»41.
«You will not come out of Сere anymore. You Сave one cСoice - confess in several more crimes.
We will tell wСicС ones». At tСat time anotСer policeman came into tСe room. He didn’t start to
interroРate me. He came up, looked at me and said: “You will tell us everytСinР tomorrow. Get
ready”.
Tortures started at that very day. Four policemen started beating me right in their
bureau...Started beating right away. I was beaten for a long time. When I lost consciousness,
they brought me back with ammonia and continued beating. I understood I could be killed. But I
also understood tСat if I don’t siРn a confession I won’t prove anytСinР to anyone…
Having cuffed me, policemen put a stick between my arms and fixed it between two tables. Such
type of torture is called “tommy-bar” in police. TСen tСey started beatinР me wСen I was
hanging on that stick. At first they killed tendon. Then they started beating on the back, kidneys,
on tСe Сead…I was screaminР of pain, I tСouРСt tСe Сeart won’t Сold and break. TСere was a
clock on tСe wall, so I could follow tСe time. I was beaten from six o’clock p.m. to six o’clock
a.m. It was only at around 7 a.m. wСen policemen said tСat...tСey were tired. “TСe second sСift
will come soon. So don’t Рet too relaxed”. I decided tСat it is better to Рo to prison tСan sucС a
painful death and said I was ready to confess...When I was given a pen and a paper. broken
fingers did not work. They told me to hold a pen with my teeth. There is still that paper in
materials of the case written with a crooked handwriting. I was rewriting it for several times
witС a pen in my teetС»42.
4. Reports of the European Committee for the Prevention of Tortures
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An independent evaluation of the situation with the observance of human rights, particularly, of
the cases of torture and ill-treatment by law enforcement authorities of Ukraine, is provided by
the delegation of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture and Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment (hereinafter - CPT) in its reports upon the results of the
visits to Ukraine.
Thus, during 2014 there were two visits conducted - on 18-24 February43 and on 9-16 September
(ad hoc visit)44. On 13 January 2015 at its official website the CPT published a report concerning
the first visit and its preliminary observations on the second. We should point out that the full
version of the report45 upon the visit on 9-21 October 2013 was published on 29 April 2014 and
is important for consideration within this publication.
4.1. Excerpt from the results of the visit on 9-21 October 2013
The main goal of the visit of the CPT delegation to Ukraine was to review the conditions of
detention of persons detained by the law enforcement authorities as well as the conditions of
detention during temporary detention, particularly in the context of the new Criminal Procedure
Code that came into force in November 2012.
With this aim the delegation visited a set number of internal affairs units and temporary holding
facilities in different places. The delegation also held talks with a big number of convicts serving
sentences in penitentiary institutions, particularly, with regard to their treatment in internal
affairs establishments.
Here are several excerpts from the report46:
a) Cases of torture
32. Despite this positive development (decrease of the level of fullness of the pre-trial detention
centers - remark of the author ), many detained persons interviewed, including male juveniles,
who had recently been apprehended by Internal Affairs officials, claimed that they had been
subjected to physical ill-treatment. The alleged ill-treatment consisted of punches, kicks,
kneeing, hitting with thick books and blows inflicted with water-filled plastic bottles, batons or
other hard objects (e.g. chairs, baseball bats) to various parts of the body (including to the head,
spine and genitals). The delegation also received several complaints of unduly tight
handcuffing47.
…
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38. However, progress appeared to have been relatively less substantial than in Kyiv. Indeed, the
delegation heard numerous accounts of recent physical ill-treatment from persons who were, or
had recently been, detained by Internal Affairs officials.The alleged ill-treatment generally
consisted of punches, kicks, slaps to ears and baton blows. In a few cases, the delegation
received allegations from detained persons who had reportedly been forced to exercise
physically to the point of exhaustion or who had been placed handcuffed into the boot of a car
and driven at high speed on bumpy roads. It also heard a number of complaints about painful and
prolonged handcuffing...The above allegations were not only made by adult men but also by
adult women and both male and female juveniles48.
b) Place of offence
34. The above-mentioned ill-treatment was said to have been inflicted at different stages of
deprivation of liberty by Internal Affairs officials: at the time of apprehension (e.g. when the
person concerned was allegedly not resisting apprehension or after he or she had been brought
under control) and/or during subsequent police interviews in secluded places (e.g. in a lake area
or forest) or, most often, in offices49.
…
40. The overwhelming majority of the allegations received referred to periods of custody
immediately following apprehension, when the persons concerned were subjected to initial
questioning. This initial questioning most often preceded the moment when detention was
officially recorded. Other allegations referred to the time of apprehension, transportation and
detention in court buildings and ITTs50.
c) With regard to the aim:
35. The purpose of the alleged ill-treatment was reportedly to force detained persons to confess
to (additional) criminal offences, to provide other evidence or to obtain submissive behaviour
from them51.
…
41. The main purpose of the alleged ill-treatment was said to ensure, prior to formal questioning,
that the persons concerned would provide self-incriminating statements or information
incriminating other persons before the investigative judge/court and/or to extort money from the
detained persons. In a few cases, blows were said to have been inflicted to obtain submissive
beСavТШur Шr as a fШrЦ Шf “entertaТnЦent” fШr InternaХ AffaТrs ШffТcТaХs (wТtС sШЦe Шf tСeЦ
reportedly filming the alleged ill-treatment with mobile phones equipped with cameras)52.
d) Subject of torture
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36. It is noteworthy that there were various categories of Internal Affairs officials who were the
subject of allegations of ill-treatment: in the main, operational staff working in Internal Affairs
District or Organised Crime Directorates, District Divisions or Sub-Divisions, but also, in some
Тnstances, ЦeЦbers Шf “BerФut” and “SШФТХ” sЩecТaХ fШrces, ЩatrШХ servТce (PPS) staff, and Тn
isolated cases, investigators and senior Internal Affairs officials. At the same time, it should be
placed on record that the delegation received no complaints about custodial staff working in the
Kyiv ITT53.
…
42. The Internal Affairs officials who were the subject of allegations of ill-treatment were in
most cases operational officers. In a few instances, investigators were said to have been directly
involved in the alleged ill-treatment. In the Dnipropetrovsk and Odessa Regions, the delegation
also received accounts or other indications of physical ill-treatment of detained persons by
Internal Affairs escort/custodial staff54.
e) general evaluation
43. TСe deХegatТШn’s fТndТngs durТng tСe 2013 vТsТt cХearХy ТndТcate tСat ЩersШns aЩЩreСended by
Internal Affairs staff after the entry into force of the new CPC run a lower risk of being illtreated than those who had been detained prior to that date.
However, that risk remains high for detained persons who are not co-operative in the eyes of
Internal Affairs officials and/or, in the regions in particular, refuse to pay bribes. It also appeared
that persons held by Internal Affairs officials outside the capital were even more likely to be
subjected to severe ill-treatment/torture55.
…
46. It also emerged during the 2013 visit that the phenomenon of ill-treatment by Internal Affairs
officials had become, more than ever, closely connected with corrupt practices within Internal
Affairs structures, in particular outside Kyiv.
The CPT is concerned to note that Internal Affairs officials interviewed during the visit generally
appeared to have a narrow understanding of their reporting obligations as regards possible illtreatment of detained persons by colleagues56.
4.2. Excerpt from the results of the visit on 18-24 February 2014
The main aim of the visit of the CPT delegation to Ukraine was to examine the manner in which
“MaТdan” ЩrШtesters aЩЩreСended by law enforcement officials and/or unidentified individuals
assisting them had been/were treated during the public order operations of 19 to 23 January and
of 18-21 February 2014 in Kyiv57. With this aim, the delegation visited in Kyiv and
53
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Dnipropetrovsk a number of internal affairs units and ITTs. The delegation also visited pre-trial
detention centers in these regions and spoke with the detainees on the detention conditions,
including about the previous stages of detention in MIA places of detention.
CPT marked positive developments in the criminal process and makes an important observation
with regard to police officers:
52. In both Kyiv and Dnipropetrovsk, the practical operation of procedural safeguards against illtreatment – in particular the proper recording of detentions, the right of notification of custody
and the right of access to a lawyer, including free legal aid – appeared to be somewhat better
wСen cШЦЩared wТtС tСe CPT’s fТndТngs severaХ ЦШntСs ЩrevТШusХy durТng tСe vТsТt Тn OctШber
2013.36 However, the delegation found that the relevant provisions of the Code of Criminal
Procedure had been routinely ignored by law enforcement officials with initial periods of actual
deprivation of liberty58.
In general, both the aim of the visit and its results, aimed at the evaluation of tortures and illtreatЦent durТng tСe “EurШЦaТdan”, wСТcС Тs a tШЩТc Шf a seЩarate sectТШn Шf tСТs ЩubХТcatТШn, wТХХ
be provided in this section.
4.3. Excerpt from previous observation with regard to the ad hoc visit on 9-16 September
2014
A visit had several main objectives: 1) to review the treatment of prisoners in two correctional
colonies in the Kharkiv area, namely Colonies Nos. 25 and 100; 2) to examine the situation of
persons who had been detained in the context Шf ШngШТng “antТ-terrШrТsЦ” ШЩeratТШns (KyТv and
Kharkiv PTDCs, detention facility of the State Security Service);
3) to review as follow-up to the February 2014 ad hoc visit the action taken59.
Committee registered cruel treatment of detainees in the above mentioned colonies and demands
from Ukrainian authorities to conduct investigations and prepare a detailed report within two
months on the actions taken. The report expressed concern over the situation with human rights
Шbservance Тn tСe cШХШnТes №25 and №100 Тn KСarФТv regТШn. EsЩecТaХХy at CШХШny NШ. 25, tСe
delegation once again received a considerable number of allegations of severe physical illtreatment and/or torture of prisoners by prison officers. For instance, very extensive beatings;
sodomisation with truncheons and other cases of cruel treatment.
The delegation was struck by the overall atmosphere of fear in both establishments. The
delegation calls upon the Ukrainian authorities to carry out necessary measures so that prisoners
of both above mentioned colonies did face the revenge for the allegations of ill-treatment of
prisoners received by the delegation.
TШ cШncХude tСe actТvТty Шf tСe CPT durТng 2014 Тt’s nШtewШrtСy tСat tСe ШbУect Шf tСe researcС
had a specific character and was directly connected with the social and political situation in the
country. The issue of tortures and ill-treatment in the work of internal affairs authorities has not
lost its relevance because of such situation, and anyway needs constant monitoring and reaction
which should be paid attention to during the next visits.
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5. The activity of the national preventive mechanism in 2014
The general number of institutions in Ukraine that by formal features can be classified as places
of detention amounts to around 6 000. Such places are in subordination to 11 different ministries
and agencies, one of which is the Ministry of Internal Affairs with 4 255 places of detention
under control60 (the majority of them are - rooms for apprehended and delivered, ITTs, Special
Detention Centers and Special Convoy Trucks.
There are also the so called unofficial places of detention being under control of MIA. They
include offices of the operative officers and investigators, rooms for investigative actions as well
as other premises on the territory of internal affairs authorities where persons can also be kept
against their will. The general number of local, district and linear (at the railways) internal affairs
units amounts to 1 056.
It is in this group of places of detention where the most cases of torture and ill-treatment happen,
because they are constantly connected with many stages of the criminal process.
So, it is the places of detention, subordinated to the Ministry of Internal Affairs, that are the main
object for monitoring by the national preventive mechanism. The official source which informs
of the signs of torture, violence and degrading treatment and punishment is the website of the
Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights – http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua.
The analysis of results of the monitoring visits gives the possibility to see the systemic violations
typical for the given type of places of detention, and become the preconditions of torture, cruel
or degrading treatment and punishment.
5.1 Detected facts of tortures
«HavinР analyzed tСe collected materials a number of violations of botС criminal procedure
legislation of Ukraine and provisions of the international law, anchored, particularly, in the
decisions of the European Court of Human Rights were found. Namely: excessive use of physical
force and beatings of the detainees by police officers before sending to the ITT; beatings of the
detainees by police officers in the ITT, during investigative actions; lack of proper reaction of
the regional prosecution authorities on the cases when citizens come to medical establishments
of the city of Mykolaiv with signs of traumas with criminal character that were inflicted,
according to them, by policemen as well as on the cases of beatings of detainees by police
officers; keeping persons in PTDCs without a court decision to prolong the term of detention;
violation of the requirements of the Criminal procedure code of Ukraine by the investigators of
the pre-trial investigation body when making protocols on detentions; manipulations with the
time of actual apprehension of a person which leads to the violation of procedural terms;
violation of the right to legal aid at the initial stage of the pre-trial investiРation»61.
5.2. Improper procedure of the registration and procedural violations
«DurinР tСe visit to tСe PecСersk District Police Department of tСe MIA of Ukraine in tСe city of
Kyiv detected were the facts of improper registration of detainees which, in its turn, leads to
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violations of their rights to freedom and legal aid. Thus, in particular, it was established that all
persons wСo were kept in tСat internal affairs unit, were reРistered only as “invited persons”, or
tСose tСat came tСere “upon request”. AlonР witС tСis, tСe results of reviewinР otСer documents
give grounds to say that there were facts of delivering persons detained on suspicion of
committing crimes or administrative offences. Thus, because of the improper registration officers
of the department do not inform the center for free legal aid on the detention of a person which is
a violation of tСe requirements of tСe actinР leРislation»62.

«Failure to follow tСe requirements of tСe Criminal procedure leРislation witС reРard to tСe
detainees: not all actions carried out with participation of a detainee are being recorded,
including the information on the time when they start and end as well as on the persons who
were conducting such actions or were present during such actions; the actual time of detention is
not beinР reРistered, tСe work of officials responsible for detainees is improperly orРanized»63.
«In tСe visited by tСe monitorinР Рroup Kyiv, Malinovsk district police units of tСe Odessa city
department, Ivanovsk district and Illych city units of the Directorate General of MIA of Ukraine
in Odessa region detected was a wide range of violation of human rights and freedoms. In
particular, a proper registration of those delivered, visitors and invitees was not properly
organized, provisions of the procedural legislation with regard to the procedure of apprehension
of persons and providing them with legal aid were not strictly followed, proper conditions for
detainees and visitors were not provided for, especially for the people with limited mobility»64.
«In tСe context of tСe mentioned problem, officials of tСe Secretariat of tСe Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights together with the representatives of the Association UMDPL
with the support of the OSCE Project Coordinator in Ukraine within the period from 15 to 18
December 2014 held the relevant events in Bila Tserkva of the Kyiv region.
Within the mentioned period visited were: the Bila Tserkva City Unit of the DG of MIA of
Ukraine in the Kyiv region; Kyiv regional center for free secondary legal aid; Bila Tserkva city
district court of tСe Kyiv reРion; prosecutor’s office in Bila Tserkva; ITT of Bila Tserkva City
Unit of tСe DG of MIA of Ukraine in tСe Kyiv reРion; Bila Tserkva city Сospitals №1 and №2,
Bila Tserkva station for emergency medical help.
Preliminary analysis of materials collected in the course of the conducted events show that there
were numerous cases of violations of the rights of citizens to freedom and personal security,
rights to protection etc. by police officers.
In particular, detected were the following: unlawful detentions of persons without a decision of
the investigative judge; concealment of facts of the use of physical force and impact munition by
police officers against citizens with the aim to avoid taking measures of reaction to those guilty
and taking decisions by the prosecution authorities of the city, according to the requirements of
the criminal procedure legislation; failure of the leadership of the ITT of the Bila Tserkva City
Unit of the DG of MIA of Ukraine in tСe Kyiv reРion to inform tСe prosecutor’s office in Bila
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Tserkva of the facts of detection of bodily injuries on persons during their first medical
examination; manipulations with the actual time of delivering persons to the city unit and
conditions of detention, which creates the possibility to violate the procedural terms established
by tСe law»65.

5.3. Improper detention conditions
«In the course of the visit it was established that two rooms for detainees and delivered to the
duty station of the district department do not meet the requirements of the national and
international standards in the sphere of human rights observance...Directly in the course of the
visit representatives of tСe prosecutor’s office in Darnitsa district of the city of Kyiv closed the
mentioned rooms»66.
«Rooms for detained and delivered in tСe Pridniprovsk and Sosnivsk district police departments
officially stopped functioning because they did not meet the existing standards. Monitors
welcomed such a decision, however expressed concerns with regard to the possible human rights
violations, namely - possibility to keep detainees and delivered in the offices and other premises
not designed for this (without the registration of detainees in relevant police journals). The
leadership of the Department of MIA of Ukraine in Cherkassy region, the chiefs of the mentioned
district departments were recommended to urgently carry out construction works and other
measures with the aim to provide for the proper rooms for detained and delivered»67.
«…It’s dirty in tСe corridors of tСe reРime buildinРs, tСe most part of tСe cells need
modernization, walls are wet and covered with mold, there is no free space because of the bunch
of things and products, there are unsanitary conditions and persistent odor. Windows and WCs
were in bad tecСnical condition, tСe ventilation and natural liРСt is insufficient or absent»68.
6. The practice of the European Court of Human Rights
For the evaluation of the level of tortures and ill-treatment during the year indicative are the
monitoring to of the decisions of the European Court of Human Rights (hereinafter - ECHR),
wСТcС Цany tТЦes Тn Тts ЩТХШt decТsТШns ЩШТnted Шut at tСe systeЦТc cСaracter Шf tСТs ЩrШbХeЦ. It’s
worth to remember that such decisions, unfortunately, do not lead in Ukraine to any
responsibility to a person guilty of human rights violations. Human rights defenders and scholars
stressed many times on the necessity of introduction of the institute of individual responsibility
or higher guarantees of decision executions not at the expense of the state but at the expense of
such persons.
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We shall point out that among the main ways of violation of prohibition of torture, inhuman and
degrading treatment or punishment by internal affairs authorities, ECHR established the
following correlation: cruel treatment (punches, infliction of bodily injuries, psychological
pressure) - 59.65%; proper detention conditions in the ITTs - 22.81%, failure to provide medical
assistance - 15.79%; infliction of moral and physical sufferings - 1.75%69.
In general, in 2014 ECHR made 5 decisions70 cШncernТng UФraТne Шn tСe artТcХe 3 “PrШСТbТtТШn Шf
TШrture” Шf tСe EurШЩean CШnventТШn fШr tСe PrШtectТШn Шf HuЦan RТgСts and FundaЦentaХ
Freedoms (ECfHR): «No one sСall be subjected to torture or to inСuman or deРradinР treatment
or punisСment»71.
However not all of them are about the violation of this article by police officers. Thus, only two
of the mentioned cases concerned its violation by police officers with regard to ill-treatment and
lack of effective investigation - “DanТХШv v. UФraТne” and “DzСuХay v. UФraТne”.
In the case Danilov v. Ukraine (aЩЩХТcatТШn №2585/06, decТsТШn Шf 13 MarcС 2014)72 the
European Court established violations of both material aspect of article 3 of the Convention and
its procedural aspect. Violation was made through infliction of severe bodily injuries by police
officers when the applicant was held in the district police station.
During the forensic medical examination it was established that the applicant had wounds,
injuries and hematoma in the area of the head, face, upper limbs, lower limbs, chest, back. All
mentioned injuries were classified as mild by the medical expert. Later the applicant was many
times examined by the doctors, the applicant passed several forensic medical examinations, Xrays, biopsy and in-patient treatment. According to the medical conclusions the applicant had at
least on wound and a number of injuries and bruises on different parts of the body, established
were also the injuries of wrists, which resulted in permanent neurological dysfunction of hands,
as well as chest trauma, particularly the consolidated fractures of seven ribs and trace left-sided
pneumonia.
Having considered the complaints of the applicant on cruel treatment, the European Court, taking
into consideration the character, severity and diffused location of bodily injuries of the applicant,
as well as the failure of the Government to thoroughly and comprehensively explain their
ТnfХТctТШn by tСe aЩЩХТcant’s Шwn actТШns, nШted tСat tСe state bares tСe resЩШnsТbТХТty fШr tСe
inhuman and degrading treatment of the applicant and established the violation of material aspect
of article 3 of the Convention.
The ECHR also established the violation of the procedural aspect of article 3 of the ECfHR,
taking into consideration that complaints of the applicant were not thoroughly investigated. With
regard to the circumstances of this case and the previous practice the European court made a
conclusion that in this case there were no serious efforts taken to investigate complaints on cruel
treatment, made by the applicant.
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In the case of Dzhulay v. Ukraine (aЩЩХТcatТШn №24439/06, decТsТШn Шf 3 AЩrТХ 2014 р к )73 the
European Court established the violation of the procedural aspect of the article 3 of the
Convention. The applicant complained to the European Court of Human Rights on the cruel
treatment by police officers (he was beaten by police officers and they made him testify) and
ineffective investigation of his complaints concerning the cruel treatment (numerous procedural
violations).
Having considered the complaint of the applicant concerning the ineffective investigation of his
complaints the European Court established that the investigation lasted two years, it was done
with numerous flaws, recognized by the national authorities and did not result in a true
explanation of circumstances of detention of the applicant and infliction of bodily injuries.
Taking into account the above mentioned, the European Court established the violation of the
procedural aspect of article 3 of the Convention. At the same time, having considered the
complaints of the applicant according to the same article with regard to the cruel treatment by
police officers, the European Court established that there were violations of the material aspect
of article 3 of the Convention.
7. Conclusions and recommendations
During 2014 Ukrainian police faced with a number of new problems in its activity. A number of
tasks which it should be performing, turned out to be very hard to follow. The Ministry of
Internal Affairs makes small steps in the process of reforming, however, it is obvious, that old
problems cannot be solved this way. One of such problems are tortures and ill-treatment by
police officers.
It turns out, that the most of such cases are directly connected with the material part. Outright
demands of unlawful reward, performance of plans of solving crimes and other stimulation by
the leadership, the lack of the effective mechanism of investigation of such facts - all this still
exists in police today, disregard the rise of the level of public awareness.
Therefore, to decrease the level of torture and ill-treatment it is necessary to take the following
steps:
● under any circumstances the state has to provide for the unconditional execution of at
least three rights of the detainees: the right to attorney, right to be examined by the doctor
and the right to inform the relatives or another person, by the wish of the detainee, of the
fact of his detention74. To perform the given recommendation it is enough to ensure strict
observance by officials of the requirements of article 212 of the CPC and a decree of the
Cabinet of Ministers of UkraТne “On tСe AЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe Order Шf InfШrЦТng tСe Centers
fШr PrШvТsТШns Шf Free SecШndary LegaХ AТd Шn tСe cases Шf detentТШn Шf ЩersШns”75;
● eliminate from the system of police performance evaluation the indicators of solving
crimes and introduce the system of evaluation of their activity based on public opinion
(how safe citizens feel themselves on the streets, at home, at night time, whether they
trust law enforcement authorities etc.), which automatically would eliminate the need to
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●
●
●
●
●
●

●

solve crimes by any means and make policemen to establish cooperation with the civil
society;
regulate the system of financing the activity of law enforcement authorities exclusively
frШЦ tСe state budget and ЩrШСТbТt tШ carry Шut ecШnШЦТc actТvТty and receТve “cСarТty”
donations;
provide for the proper level of salaries and social protection of internal affairs officers;
ensure that all actions taken with the participation of persons, regardless of their status
(detainee, apprehended or a visitor), who were delivered to the internal affairs unit, are
video and audio recorded and archived for not less than 3 months;
elaborate an independent system of investigation of cases of torture and renewal of rights
of victims (also to create the State Bureau of Investigation);
Amend the provisions of the article 127 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine so that it meets
the requirements of the UN Convention against Torture;
recognize a decree of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of Ukraine of 26 December 2013
№15 “On tСe JudТcТaХ PractТce Тn tСe Cases Шf Abuse Шf OffТce Шr AutСШrТty” as sucС tСat
does not meet the acting criminal legislation, because its text concerns the previously
acting provision76;
raise the quality of regular educational events for internal affairs authorities, including
those for the officers of special units, with the aim to prevent the use of cruel treatment in
the future.

Yevhen Krapivin
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The right to freedom and personal inviolability in work of law enforcement
bodies
1.

Introduction

Freedom is one of highest human values since the moment of birth. PersШn dШesn’t Сave tШ ЩrШve
anyШne СТs/Сer rТgСt tШ freedШЦ and dШesn’t Сave tШ asФ ЩerЦТssТШn fШr Тts reaХТzatТШn.
At tСe saЦe tТЦe СТstШry Шf СuЦanТty ФnШws Цany exaЦЩХes wСen tСe rТgСt tШ freedШЦ wasn’t
generally accessible (period of slaveholding, serfdom, etc.). Contemporary world has mainly get
rid of historical rudiments, when it was necessary to be born with a certain skin colour or to have
parents of certain social stratum to get the right to freedom.
Finally, humanity recognized a fundamental nature of the right to freedom and by all possible
means tries to provide its realization by everyone. But it is possible only if a working mechanism
of protection of this right exists. Mentioned mechanism has to include a possibility of
responsible behavior of natural and legal persons, state bodies, local self-government and a wide
range of other subjects of social relations, and an opportunity to protect this right, including
protection by the court, in case of its violation.
Other fundamental right which is closely connected with the right to freedom is the right to
personal inviolability. Protected physical and psychological aspects of personal inviolability
together with freedom are mandatory grounds for normal development of a person.
The right to freedom and personal inviolability are interrelated in questions of realization and
mechanisms of protection. No restrictions shall be placed on the exercise of these rights other
than such as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of
national security or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of
health or morals or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.1.
On national level in Ukraine the right to freedom and personal inviolability is guaranteed by the
Constitution: «An individual, his life and health, honour and dignity, inviolability and security
shall be recognized in Ukraine as the highest social value.»2. «Every person shall have the right
to freedom and personal inviolability. No one shall be arrested or held in custody except under a
substantiated court decision and on the grounds and in accordance with the procedure
established by law. »3.
Also, protection of the right to personal inviolability is guaranteed by the Civil Code of Ukraine:
«The natural person shall have the right to person immunity»4.
Ensuring of rights and freedoms for personal inviolability of persons suspected in crimes is
provided by the Criminal Procedural Code:
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«1. In the course of criminal proceedings, no one shall be kept into custody, be detained or
otherwise restrained in their right to freedom of movement upon criminal suspicion or charge
other than on grounds and according to the procedure specified in this Code.
2. Everyone who has been taken into custody or apprehended upon suspicion or charge of
having committed a criminal offence or otherwise deprived of liberty shall as soon as
practicable be brought before an investigating judge to decide on the lawfulness and
reasonableness of their detention, other deprivation of liberty and continued custody. The
detained person shall be promptly released from custody if within 72 hours from the moment of
his detention he is not served a reasoned court decision on keeping in custody.
3. A person’s detention, takinР into custody or otСer restraint in Сis riРСt to freedom of
movement, as well as his location, must be immediately brought to notice, as provided herein, of
Сis close relatives, family members or otСer persons of sucС person’s own choosing.
4. Anyone kept in custody or otherwise deprived of liberty in excess of the time prescribed by this
Code must be promptly released.
5. Where performed without grounds or in contravention of the procedure set forth in this Code,
a person’s detention, taking into custody or other restraint of his right to freedom of movement
during the criminal proceedings shall entail a liability as provided by law» 5.
Therefore, protection of the right to freedom and personal inviolability is guaranteed on
legislative level in Ukraine. Moreover, it is stated that the person, who committed arbitrary arrest
has to incur a liability. It becomes obvious that the inviolability of the person just as some other
personal non-property goods relate to highest social values, which have relevant priority6.
Additional protection of stated rights is possible because of the Article 9 of the Constitution of
Ukraine, which defines as sources of Ukrainian legislation international treaties, which were
ratified by legislative body of Ukraine.
The Verhovna Rada of Ukraine ratified a number of international normative acts, including those
concerning human rights, which are an integral part of the national legislation of Ukraine. Some
of them are advisory (norms of soft law), some to impose certain obligations over the country.
To understand how important for international community is the topic of protection of human
right to freedom and personal inviolability, we can list several examples of international
normative acts:
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person7;
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile8;
Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one shall be subjected to
arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and
in accordance with such procedure as are established by law9.
2. Analysis of international and national legislation
Analysis of international and national legislation in question of observance of the right to
freedom and personal inviolability allows to conclude that under certain circumstances the state
represented by law enforcement bodies can on legal grounds restrain ЩersШn’s rТgСt tШ freedШЦ.
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Article 5 of the European Convention provides a complete list of reasons tШ deЩrТve ЩersШn’s
liberty10:
the lawful detention of a person after conviction by a competent court;
the lawful arrest or detention of a person for non-compliance with the lawful order of a
court or in order to secure the fulfillment of any obligation prescribed by law;
the lawful arrest or detention of a person effected for the purpose of bringing him before
the competent legal authority on reasonable suspicion of having committed an offence or when it
is reasonably considered necessary to prevent his committing an offence or fleeing after having
done so;
the detention of a minor by lawful order for the purpose of educational supervision or his
lawful detention for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal authority;
the lawful detention of persons for the prevention of the spreading of infectious diseases,
of persons of unsound mind, alcoholics or drug addicts or vagrants;
the lawful arrest or detention of a person to prevent his effecting an unauthorized entry
into the country or of a person against whom action is being taken with a view to deportation or
extradition.
Also, European court of Human Rights in its decision made on February 18, 2010 in case of
“GarФavyy v. UФraТne”11 stated that persons cannot be deprived, or not to continue to be
deprived, of their liberty, save in accordance with the conditions specified in paragraph 1 of
Article 5 of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms of
1950. The list of exceptions is an exhaustive one and only a narrow interpretation of those
exceptions is consistent with the aim of that provision, namely to ensure that no one is arbitrarily
deprived of his or her liberty (see paragraph 63 of the decision).
ExceЩt tСe ХТst Шf reasШns accШrdТng tШ wСТcС ШffТcТaХs can deЩrТve ЩersШn’s ХТberty, Article 5 of
the Convention demands clear and understandable information of the person about reasons of
liberty deprivation; organization of a trial within a reasonable time and in case of groundless
restriction –compensation for losses.
2.1. Apprehension of a person by the police
Concept “aЩЩreСensТШn” as an adЦТnТstratТve-procedural measure is not defined on legislative
ХeveХ Тn UФraТne, but anaХysТs Шf ЩrШvТsТШns Шf §5 Щ.1 ArtТcХe 11 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On
PШХТce” 12 gives reasons to consider that apprehension for legislator is not just a restriction of
freedom of a person, who is suspected of the commission of criminal offence and subjected to
such preventive measure of restraint as custody of accused person (criminal –procedural
measure), but is also an administrative apprehension of a person, who has committed
administrative offence (administrative-procedural measure).
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Legal apprehension of a person by police
Apprehension of a person for implementation of the ruling of investigating judge
or court
Apprehension of a person without the ruling of investigating judge

Administrative apprehension of a person

Apprehension of a person under a
suspicion of the commission of criminal
offence

Unlike criminal offence, administrative offence is, first of all, less socially dangerous. According
to p.1 Article 11 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine criminal offence is determined as socially
dangerous act or omission, committed by the subject of criminal offence13.
Detention of a person in criminal proceeding is a temporary preventive measure to ensure
criminal proceedings which are applied to ensure efficiency of these proceedings14. Measures to
ensure criminal proceedings are applied based on the ruling of investigating judge or court unless
the present Code provides otherwise.
Custody as a preventive measure in criminal proceeding is applied exclusively in case if the
prosecutor proves that none of the less strict measures of restraint can prevent the risk or risks
provided by Article 177 of the CPC of Ukraine, except cases, provided for by p.5 of Article 176
of the CPC of Ukraine.
2.1.1. Administrative apprehension of a person
а) Grounds and the order of administrative apprehension
In cases explicitly provided for by laws of Ukraine, in order to bar administrative offenses when
other measures of impact have been exhausted, to identify a person, to draw up an administrative
offense report if it is not possible to draw it up at the offense site but drawing it up is mandatory,
to ensure timely and correct case trial, and to execute administrative offense case rulings, the
following shall be allowed: administrative detention of a person15.
Therefore, two components are necessary for administrative detention of a person:
1.
Direct point in the law about possibility of detention.
2.
The purpose of detention corresponds to exhaustive list of cases:
a)
to bar administrative offence, when other measures of impact have been exhausted;
b)
to identify a person;
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c)
to draw up an administrative offense report if it is not possible to draw it up at the offense
site but drawing it up is mandatory;
d)
to ensure timely and correct case trial, and to execute administrative offense case rulings.
Thus, detention can be applied in order to bar administrative offence exclusively in case if other
measures of impact have been exhausted. Such measures are16:
demand from citizens and officials, who violate public order to stop violations and
actions, which prevent from implementation of responsibilities by the police;
pronounce a verbal warning to persons, who committed administrative offences of minor
gravity.
Therefore, the law provides a range of grounds for police to apprehend a person according to
administrative order.
b) Periods of administrative detention
Next question which has to be considered when analyzing apprehensions according to the
administrative order is periods of administrative detention. According to p.1 Article 263 of the
CUaAO general term of detention of a person, who committed administrative offence cannot
exceed 3 hours. Exceptions of this right apply to two categories of persons:
1)
persons, who violated the border crossing regime or regime at checkpoints of Ukrainian
state border can be detained, if necessary, for up to three days for establishing the identity of the
person and for uncovering the circumstances of the offence;
2)
persons, who violated rules of circulation of narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances,
if necessary, for verifying the identity of an individual, medical examination, clarification of
conditions of purchase of drugs and psychotropic substances and their examination for the term
of up to 3 days.
In both cases the police have to notify a prosecutor on detention of persons of certain categories
in written within 24 hours after the moment of detention.
Periods of administrative detention
Table 1
Maximum
Category of persons period
of Note
detention
Person,
who 3 hours
General period of detention of a person, who committed an
263
committed
an (Article
administrative offence.
administrative offence CUaAO)
In necessary cases for establishing the identity of the person
Person, who violated 3 days
and for uncovering the circumstances of the offence
the border crossing (Article
263
notifying a prosecutor on that in written within 24 hours
regime
CUaAO)
after the moment of detention
Person, who violated
In necessary cases for verifying the identity of an individual,
rules of circulation of 3 days
medical examination, clarification of conditions of purchase
narcotic drugs and (Article
263 of drugs and psychotropic substance and their examination
psychotropic
CUaAO)
notifying a prosecutor on that in written within 24 hours
substances
after the moment of detention
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c) Deficiency of the Law of Ukraine about apprehension of a person according to
administrative order
Constitutional Court of Ukraine by a decision from June 29, 2010 № 17-р /201017 in case by
constitutional recourse of Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner of Human Rights about
correspondence to the Constitution of Ukraine (constitutionality) of a paragraph 8 §5 p.1 Article
11 Шf tСe Хaw Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” stated, tСat “supremacy of law presupposes a principle of
legal certainty, which announces that restriction of fundamental human rights and embodiment
of those restrictions is possible only if predictability of application of legal norms by those
restrictions is insured” (paragraph 3 subparagraph 3.1. p.3 of motivation part).
This conclusion corresponds to practice of the European Court of Human Rights, which has
stressed many times in its decisions that where deprivation of liberty is concerned it is
particularly important that the general principle of legal certainty be satisfied (decision on a case
Шf “BaranШwsФТ v. Poland” Шf MarcС 28, 2000, “NШvТФ v. UФraТne” Шf DeceЦber 18, 2008) 18.
The order of fixing a term of delivery and maximum term of delivery of a person in case of
administrative apprehension is not established
To draw up an administrative offense report if it is not possible to draw it up at the offense site
but drawing it up is mandatory, the offender can be delivered to a competent body, including law
a enforcement body19. Delivery of an offender has to be realized during a minimum term20.
Delivery is different from administrative apprehension but is an enforced measure, connected to
the constitutional right of a person to freedom and personal inviolability21.
But the order of delivery term determination and acceptable ЦaxТЦuЦ terЦ Шf deХТvery Тsn’t
established by the law.
The moment to start counting time of detention of a person according to administrative
order and the moment of the end of administrative detention are not established by the
law.
Despite the fact that CUAO clearly determines terms of administrative detention, to measure
duration of such detention is almost impossible. Any term, especially provided by the law has to
have clear boundaries: the moment to start counting time (start of administrative detention) and
the moment considered as the end of administrative detention.
Decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine22 in case by constitutional recourse of 50
national deputies of Ukraine about correspondence to the Constitution of Ukraine
(constitutionality) of certain provisions of Article 263 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative
Offenses and §5 Щ1 ArtТcХe 11 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” (case Шn terЦs Шf
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administrative detention), a term of administrative detention of a person was determined by p.5
Article 263 of the CUAO and was counted from the moment of delivery of the offender for
drawing up of a protocol and from the moment of sobering of a drunk person.
But mentioned decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine was declared no constitutional
and since that moment there has been no determination of the moment to start counting
administrative detention.

2.1.2. Apprehension of a person suspected of the commission of criminal offense
а) Grounds and the order of apprehension of a person suspected of the commission of
criminal offense
Part 2 of Article 207 of the CPC23 of Ukraine provides that every citizen, including foreigners
and stateless persons have the right to apprehend any person except judges and national deputies
when someone commits or makes attempt to commit a criminal offence, when the person
deliberately acted or was inactive in order to reach illegal goal, but dТdn’t acСТeve planned
ЩurЩШse due tШ reasШns, wСТcС dТdn’t deЩend Шn ЩersШn’s wТХХ, and aХsШ immediately after the
commission of a criminal offence or during hot pursuit of the person who is suspected of having
committed it.
Everyone, who has apprehended the individual concerned as prescribed in part 2 of Article 207
of the CPC, shall have the duty to immediately bring him to a competent official (closest law
enforcement body) or immediately inform the competent official (relevant law enforcement
body) of the apprehension and whereabouts of the individual suspected of the commission of
criminal offence (p.3 Article 207 of the CPC).
UnХТФe “average” cТtТzens a cШЦЩetent ШffТcТaХ Сas tСe rТgСt tШ aЩЩreСend individual suspected of
the commission of criminal offence wТtСШut ТnvestТgatТng Уudge’s, cШurt’s ruХТng, ШnХy Тn cases
provided by the p.1 Article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine:
if this person was caught upon committing a criminal offence or making an attempt to
commit it;
if immediately after the commission of crime, an eye-witness, including the victim, or
totality of obvious signs on the body, cloth or the scene indicates that this individual has just
committed the crime.
Periods of detention of a person suspected of the commission of criminal offence without
investigating judge’s (court’s) ruling
Table 2
Maximum period
Note
of detention
24 hours
In case a person has not been served the notice of suspicion after 24 hours
(Article 278 of the elapsed after the moment of his apprehension, such person is subject to
CPC)
immediate release
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Maximum period
Note
of detention
From the moment of actual apprehension determined by Article 209 of the
60 hours
CPC. After defined period elapsed an individual shall be released or
(Article 211 of the
brought to court for consideration of a motion to impose on him a measure
CPC)
of restraint (Article 211 of the CPC).
72 hours
(Article 29 of the
Period of apprehension of a person without a ruling of investigating judge,
Constitution
of
court may not exceed seventy-two hours after the time of apprehension.
Ukraine, Article 211
of the CPC)
On apprehension of a person suspected of the commission of crime, a report shall be drawn up in
which the following shall be indicated: place, date and exact time of apprehension; grounds for
apprehension; comprehensive list of procedural rights and duties of the apprehended person;
information about present persons at the moment of that procedural measure and about the fact,
that they have been informed about use of technical means of fixation, specifying characteristics
of those means and data carriers, conditions and order of their application; found and confiscated
things and documents during personal search. The report on apprehension shall be signed by the
person who draw it up, and the apprehended person. A copy of the report shall be immediately
handed over to the apprehended person against signature and also sent to prosecutor (p.5 Article
208 of the CPC).
Criminal Procedural Code of Ukraine in Article 20924 clearly defines the moment, since which is
considered to be apprehended, namely when she/she, with the use of force or through obedience
to the order, has to stay next to the competent official or in premises prescribed by the competent
official.
Hereinafter the moment of actual apprehension (deprivation of liberty) is considered when
measuring period of apprehension (enduring the punishment), pre-trial investigation of criminal
proceeding, time of establishment of a preventive measure, notification about suspicion, etc.
b) Preventive measures, which help to decrease risks of violations of human right for
freedom and personal inviolability.
Informing apprehended person on his/her rights
Valid legislation of Ukraine provides for norms, which regulates information of apprehended
person of his/her rights from the moment of an actual apprehension. Thus, p.4 Article 208 of the
Criminal Procedural Code states, that «A competent official who apprehended the person, shall
be required to immediately inform the apprehended person, in a language known to him, of the
grounds for the apprehension and of the commission of what crime he is suspected, as well as of
the right to involve a defense counsel, receive medical assistance, give explanations, testimonies
or keep silence regarding the ground for suspicion against him, inform promptly other persons
of his apprehension and whereabouts in accordance with Article 213 of this Code, demand
verification of the validity of apprehension, and of other procedural rights specified in this
Code»25.
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According to p.5 Article 208 of the CPC about apprehension of a person individual suspected of
the commission of criminal offence, a report shall be drawn up in which, in addition to
information specified in Article 104 of this Code, the comprehensive list of procedural rights and
duties of the apprehended person shall be indicated. The report on apprehension shall be signed
by the person who draw it up, and the apprehended person. A copy of the report shall be
immediately handed over to the apprehended person against signature and also sent to
prosecutor.
A sТЦТХar nШrЦ Тs ЩrШvТded by tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”. TСus, accШrdТng tШ Щ.8 ArtТcХe 5
of the Law26, persons, during apprehension or arrest (custody) by officers of the police:
are informed about grounds and motives of such apprehension or arrest (custody), and
about the right to litigate;
are verbally notified about p.1 Article 63 of the Constitution of Ukraine, of the right to
resign of explanations or witnessing before arrival of defense counsel and in written at the same
time – explanation of articles 28, 29, 55, 56, 62 and 63 of the Constitution of Ukraine and rights
of persons, detained or arrested (in a custody), provided by laws, including the right to protect
rights and interests personally or with a help of defense counsel from the moments of
apprehension or arrest (custody) of a person, the right to resign of any explanations or witnessing
before arrival of defense counsel.
Thus, legislation explicitly determine responsibilities of officials, who implement apprehension,
to inform apprehended person immediately about his/her rights and list of other rights which has
to be explained. But there is a question what is apprehension and when an official receives a duty
to implement it.
According to Article 209 of the CPC an individual is considered to be apprehended if he/she,
with the use of force or through obedience to the order, has to stay next to the competent official
or in premises prescribed by the competent official.
TСerefШre, tСe terЦ “ТЦЦedТateХy” Цeans tСat competent official, which has a legal right to
implement apprehension has to explain the person his/her rights after the moment when with the
use of force or through obedience to the order, has to stay next to the competent official or in
premises prescribed by the competent official.
The right to inform the third side of person’s own choosing about the fact of detention
Stated right is mentioned twice in the Criminal Procedural Code. A competent official, who
detains a person shall be required to immediately inform the apprehended person, in a language
known to him, of the right to inform other persons of his detention and his whereabouts
according to provisions of Article 213 of this Code (p.4 Article 208).
P.1 Article 213 of the CPC of Ukraine provides that «A competent official who detains a person
shall be under the obligation to give the detainee an opportunity to immediately inform of his
detention and his whereabouts his close relatives, family or other persons of his own
choosing»27.
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If the competent official who has carried out apprehension has grounds for a reasonable
suspicion that notification of apprehension may jeopardize pre-trial investigation, he may make
such informing himself without, however, breeching the requirement concerning its immediacy.
If the apprehended person is underage, the competent official who has carried out apprehension
sСaХХ be requТred tШ ТЦЦedТateХy ТnfШrЦ Шf tСТs tСe aЩЩreСended ЩersШn’s Щarents Шr adШЩters,
custodians, the care agency (p.2 Article 213 of the CPC).
The right to defense
P.3 Article 29 of the Constitution of Ukraine provides that «Every person, arrested or detained,
shall be informed without delay of the reasons for his arrest or detention, apprised of his rights,
and from the moment of detention, shall be given an opportunity to personally defend
himself/herself or to receive legal assistance from a defender.»28.
Part 2 Article 62 of the constitution of Ukraine guarantees the right of a suspect to legal
assistance. Such assistance shall be rendered free of charge in cases stipulated by law (p. 1
Article 59 of the Constitution of Ukraine).
The right to defense is guaranteed by a number of articles of the Criminal Procedural Code:
p.1 Article 20 of the CPC gives the apprehended person a right to use legal assistance of a
defense counsel;
according to p.4 Article 208 of the CPC a competent official who apprehended the
person, shall be required to immediately inform the apprehended person, in a language known to
him, of the grounds for the apprehension and of the commission of what crime he is suspected,
as well as of the right to involve a defense counsel;
p.3 Article 20 of the CPC, §3 p.3 Article 42 of the CPC of Ukraine provide that the
suspect, accused shall have the right to have services of a counsel provided at the cost of the state
in the cases stipulated for in this Code and/or the law regulating provision of legal aid at no cost,
including when no resources are available to pay for such counsel;
§2 Щ.1 ArtТcХe 49 Шf tСe CPC Шf UФraТne ЩrШvТdes tСat Тnvestigator, public prosecutor,
investigator judge or court shall be required to ensure participation of a defense counsel in
criminal proceedings in the following cases when the suspect, accused filed a plea on committing
a defense counsel but for reasons of lack of funds or for other objective reasons, is unable to
commit one on his own.
Part 8 ArtТcХe 5 Шf tСe Хaw Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” provides responsibilities of police officers to
insure possibility to use legal assistance of defense counsel from the moment of apprehension,
including a legal aid at no cost according to a law, which regulates provision of free legal aid.
AccШrdТng tШ §5 Щ.1 ArtТcХe 14 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On free ХegaХ aТd” 29 criminal suspects
detained by investigation agencies have the right to free legal aid. According to p.4 Article 213
of the CPC of Ukraine an officer who carried out the apprehension should notify the body
(institution) authorized by the law to provide legal aid at no cost immediately. In case the
defense counsel appointed by the body (institution) authorized by the law to provide legal aid at
no cost fails to arrive within the dates established by the law, the responsible officer has to notify
such body (institution) about it.
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Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine №1363 from Decenber 28, 2011 approved
«Procedure for informing of the centers for provision of the free secondary legal assistance about
cases of detention of persons»30. This Procedure establishes general requirements and the
mechanism of informing of the centers for provision of the free secondary legal assistance about
cases of detention of persons the bodies, authorized to perform administrative detention or
detention according to orders of law enforcement agencies, or detention of persons bodies of prejudicial investigation.
This order provides for:
1. Immediately after the actual detention of the person the authorized official of the subject of
submission of information who performed detention, reports by means of the telephone, fax
connection, e-mail or through complex information and analytical system of ensuring provision
of the free legal assistance (further - system) to the relevant center for provision of the free
secondary legal assistance: surname, name, patronymic and birth date of the detained person (if
they are known); time and bases of detention of the person; the exact address of the place for
confidential appointment of the lawyer to the detained person; name of the subject of submission
of information, its postal address, phone numbers and e-mail address; surname, name,
patronymic and position of the person which has transferred the message.
2. Messages on detention of persons are accepted and processed by the authorized official of the
center for provision of the help round the clock.
3. Massages from subjects of submission of information which are accepted by a center of aid
provision, are registered in a system and/or a book of registration of massages according to
moment of acceptance. Massage gets relevant registration number, which is reported via phone,
fax, e-mail or the system to the subject of submission of information.
4. Within an hour from the moment of registration of massage on detention of a person, a
competent official of the center of aid provision according to the order appoint an attorney and
gives him a warrant to insure his responsibilities in provision of the person with free secondary
legal aid.
5. Attorney, appointed by the center has to arrive to apprehended person in an hour from the
moment of the warrant service, in exceptional cases – no later than within 6 hours from the
moment of the warrant service and provide the person with a free secondary legal aid.
Thus, the time from the moment of actual detention was measured (up to 2 hours, in exceptional
cases – up to 7 hours from the moment of detention). Apprehended person has to meet an
attorney during that time.
In general, a scope of the work of centers of legal aid can be seen according to general statistical
indicators of their work in January-November 2014 from the official site of the Coordination
Center31.
61830 warrants were issued to attorneys (not counting republican in AR Crimea and Sevastopol
City Centers) from January 1 to November 30, 2014 by centers of free secondary legal aid
“FSLA”.
Number of warrants issued by regional centers of FSLA:
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Therefore, comparing to January-November 2013 to similar period in 2014:
The number of cases when defense counsels were provided according to warrant has
raised (for 0,4%)*;
The number of cases when attorneys were involved for realization of a certain procedural
action has raised (for 31,3%); such dynamic can indicate the higher level of informing about the
right to free legal aid and/or about a trust of clients to attorneys of the FSLA system*;
The number of cases when FSLA was provided to people detained due to a suspicion of a
commission of a criminal offense (for 14,1%**).
*Higher numbers in those 2 categories can indicate the fact, that courts begin to use more
mechanisms of the new CPC, especially in realization of Article 49 and 53.
**It is a result of active information work of regional centers of FSLA towards law enforcement
bodies in questions of provision of FSLA to administrative detainees: in this case police has to
inform centers about each case of apprehension, except cases when such person protects oneself
personally or asked for a defense counsel.
Evaluation of timeliness of arrival of appointed by centers attorneys to detained persons
according to information of Coordination center32

During January-November 2014, 291 cases were registered when more than 2 hours passed after
registration by the center of a massage about apprehension of a person and arrival of attorney to
the place of confidential meeting with a detainee – 0,47% of cases.
In 93 cases this period exceeded 6 hours – 0,15% of cases
At the same time this indicator cannot be used for real estimation of timeliness of legal help
provision for detainees because it is measured from the moment of information of Centers about
apprehension of a person, and such information, unfortunately, is not made in time usually
(immediately after actual moment of apprehension).
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Refusals to get an attorney according to a request of a defendant

During January-November 2014 about 2184 cases of refusals to get attorney were registered.
Accordingly, the number of refusals to get an attorney due to a request of a defendant were 3%.
This indicator varies depending on the type of a service, provided by the attorney and equals:
5,9% - FSLA for persons under administrative detention;
6,7% - FSLA for persons suspected in commission of a criminal offense;
1,8% - protection according to appointment;
0,4% - participation in separate procedural actions.
c) Notice on a suspicion
Notice of suspicion is a first official document, where the essence of primary accusations
towards the person and legal qualification of criminal offense, in which the person is accused are
stated.
Written notice of suspicion is served the day when it was drawn up, no later than in 24 hours
after apprehension of a person, by investigative judge or a prosecutor, in case if it is impossible –
to deliver a notice in a way, provided by the CPC.
In case a person has not been served the notice of suspicion after 24 hours elapsed after the
moment of his apprehension, such person is subject to immediate release.
According to requirements of Article 277 of the CPC33 written notice of suspicion shall be drawn
up by public prosecutor or by investigator upon approval of public prosecutor. Written notice of
suspicion shall contain the following information:
contents of the suspicion;
legal qualification of criminal offense of the commission of which the person is suspected
wТtС ТndТcatТШn Шf ArtТcХe (ArtТcХe Щart) Шf UФraТne’s Хaw Шn crТЦТnaХ ХТabТХТty;
brief description of actual circumstances of criminal offence of which the person is
suspected, including time, place of the commission of criminal offence, as well as other essential
circumstances which are known at the time of notifying of the suspicion.
Date and time of a notice of suspicion, legal qualification of a criminal offense, in which the
person is suspected, with the name of Article (part of article) of the Law of Ukraine about
criminal responsibility have to be immediately put into a Single register of pre-trial
investigations.
d)

Official responsible for keeping apprehended persons

According to Article 212 of the CPC of Ukraine34 one or more officials responsible for keeping
those apprehended shall be designated in the pre-trТaХ ТnvestТgatТШn agency’s statТШn.
Investigators may not be designated to be responsible for keeping those apprehended.
Part 3 of this Article provides that an official responsible for keeping those apprehended shall
have the duty to:
1) register the apprehended person immediately;
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2) advice the apprehended person of the grounds for apprehension, his rights and duties;
3) immediately release the apprehended person after grounds for apprehension seized to exist or
time limit for apprehension as established in Article 211 of this Code has expired;
4) ensure appropriate treatment of the apprehended person and respect for his rights laid down in
the Constitution of Ukraine, the present Code, and other laws of Ukraine;
5) ensure recording all actions which are conducted with the involvement of the apprehended
person, including the time when such actions started and completed, as well as persons who
conducted such actions or were present during the conduct of such actions;
6) ensure prompt provision of adequate medical assistance and fixation of any bodily injuries or
deterТШratТШn Шf tСe aЩЩreСended ЩersШn’s state Шf СeaХtС by ЦedТcaХ personnel. If the detainee so
wills, a specific person of his choosing who is certified to provide medical assistance may be
allowed to be amongst providers of medical care to the detainee.
e)
Registration of keeping detained person in law enforcement bodies
There is a number of documents (books and logs) with information about detained person from
the moment of delivery to law enforcement bodies35, including:
audit log of detained, visitors and invited;
log of information of free legal aid centers for detainees;
log of registration of medical aid provision to persons, who are kept in Police
Operation Rooms;
audit book of people, who are kept in rooms for detainees and delivered persons to
Police Operation Rooms.
Proper registration of information about delivered (apprehended) persons, including exact time
of delivery and status, in which persons are kept in law enforcement bodies, will allow to reduce
risk of illegal detentions and, in case of litigation, to give proper evaluation of legality of actions
of competent official, who committed an apprehension.
f)
Deficiency of the law concerning apprehension of a person suspected in
commission of a criminal offense
Non-compliance of certain provisions of the Law of Ukraine “On Police” to requirements
of Criminal Procedural Code of Ukraine
Article 5 LU «On Police»
…
Police:
…
Immediately, but no later than in two hours
after apprehension or arrest (custody) of
persons reports about whereabouts relatives
and in case of submission of verbal or written
demand – defense counsel, and administration
in accordance with a place of work or study.

CPD
Nor the Constitution of Ukraine nor the CPC
provide any grounds for delays during
notifying of other persons and defense counsel
about detention.
P.5 Article 29 of the Constitution of Ukraine
provides: «Relatives of an arrested or detained
person shall be informed immediately of such
an arrest or detention.».
According to the CPC if the competent official
who has carried out apprehension has grounds
for a reasonable suspicion that notification of
apprehension
may jeopardize
pre-trial
investigation, he may make such informing
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…
Police:
…
Informs in an order, provided by the Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine, Center of free secondary
legal aid about every case of apprehension,
arrest or custody of a person, except of cases,
when such person defends oneself or invited a
defense cШunseХ …

himself without, however, breeching the
requirement concerning its immediacy.
P.4 Article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine
A competent official who apprehended the
person, shall be required to … inform promptly
other persons of his apprehension and
whereabouts in accordance with Article 213 of
this Code.
CPC doesn’t provides for any exceptions about
informing of centers of free legal aid about
apprehension of a person.

Article 213 of the CPC of Ukraine
p.4. An officer who carried out the
apprehension should notify the body
(institution) authorized by the law to provide
legal aid at no cost immediately.

Content of written notice of suspicion doesn’t include time of actual apprehension of the
person and time of its service to detained person
Content of a written notice of suspicion is determined according to requirements of Article 277
of the Criminal Procedural Code of Ukraine. According to requirements a written notice of
suspicion shall be drawn up by public prosecutor or by investigator upon approval of public
prosecutor. Written notice of suspicion shall contain the brief description of actual circumstances
of criminal offence of which the person is suspected, including time, place of the commission of
criminal offence, as well as other essential circumstances which are known at the time of
notifying of the suspicion.
At the same time, despite the fact that CPC stipulates for a clear term of service of a notice of
suspicion (during 24 hours from the moment Шf actuaХ aЩЩreСensТШn), ArtТcХe 277 dШesn’t ТncХude
requirements about mandatory notification in written part of notice of suspicion of a date and
time of actual apprehension of person, and date and time of service of a notice of suspicion to
person.
Thus, on the basis of the text of notice of suspicion it is impossible to check observance of
Article 278 of the CPC of Ukraine on service of a notice of suspicion during 24 hours from the
moment of actual apprehension.
Conflict of interests of a competent official, responsible for keeping those apprehended
In accordance with requirements of p.1 Article 212 of the CPC of Ukraine one or more officials
responsible for keeping those apprehended shall be designated in the pre-trial investigation
agency’s station. Investigation department is a single department of a pre-trial investigation
body. Thus, responsibility for keeping those apprehended is placed on an official of investigation
department. Even considering that investigators may not be designated to be responsible for
keeping those apprehended, this person will be involved in investigation anyway.
Instead of operative officer on duty, who has to be responsible for every person, who is on the
territory of the law enforcement body, official of investigatory department was made
responsibility for detainees.
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In result, department, which was implementing investigation is at the same time responsible for
detainee, which is suspected of commission of a criminal offense. Such situation creates the base
for potential violations of rights and freedoms of detained person.
Legislation doesn’t determine a way in which official, responsible for keeping of detainees,
has to implement duties, provided for by the CPC of Ukraine
According to requirements of Article 19 of the Constitution of Ukraine public authorities and
bodies of local self-government and their officials shall be obliged to act only on the grounds,
within the powers, and in the way determined by the Constitution and the laws of Ukraine36.
Any normative act provides for the way in which official, responsible for keeping of detainees,
has to write down all actions, which are organized involving detainee, where (in what
books/logs) the official has to register detained person, etc.
In every law enforcement body there are books and logs for notes about keeping of detainees in a
body, where procedural measures are applied to detained person. Also, the number of procedural
documents, which are drawn up right after detention of persons (for instance, protocol on
apprehension of a person, protocol on personal search and search of belongings) are stipulated
for. But there is no “personal record”, where all aspect would have been registered, including
apprehension of a person and all measures applied to detainee from first minutes of detention, as:
time, when the person was deprived of a liberty and motives of the applied measure; time when
the person was notified about rights; fixation of injures, displayed mental disease; time, when
relatives/counsel or attorney were informed, and time, when they visited detainee; time, when
they were offered food; time of interrogation; time when the person was transferred to other
institution or released.
With help of such single document can provide control over observation of rights of detainee
from the moment of apprehension. Part of information about keeping of a person in law
enforcement bodies can be written down by an official, responsible for keeping of detainees.
3. Places of temporary keeping of persons, deprived of liberty by law enforcement bodies
Legislation of Ukraine defines explicit list of places, which are allowed for use by law
enforcement bodies for temporary keeping of different categories of persons, deprived of liberty:
3.1. Rooms for detainees or delivered to police operation rooms of law enforcement bodies
(RDD) are special premises of police operation rooms of city/regional/linear body of law
enforcement and are intended for temporary keeping of persons, detained for commission of
administrative and criminal offences.
3.2. Detention centers (DC) – special institutions of police for keeping:
- detained persons suspected in commission of criminal offence;
- taken into custody for a period less than 3 day (if delivery of detainees to a detention center
(DC) is impossible within this period because of remoteness or absence of proper ways of
communication, they can be kept in a DC for no longer than 10 days);
- defendants (convicted persons), who came from investigatory isolation ward or places of
punishment execution because of proceedings or investigatory actions;
- administratively arrested in absentia of special place for keeping for persons, subjected to
administrative arrest.
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3.3. Special wards in medical institutions, intended for inpatient treatment of detainees and taken
into custody persons in regional (city) hospitals, department (hospitals) for persons with
infectious diseases, anti-tuberculosis institutions of the Ministry of Health Care of Ukraine.
3.4. Special receivers for keeping persons under administrative arrest – are police institutions,
which keep persons, subjected to administrative arrest.
3.5. Receivers-distributors for minors – are special police institutions, intended for temporary
keeping of certain categories of minors, who has to be isolated.
3.6. Special vehicles (avtozak), special wagons of the CT type – intended for transportation of
detainees, persons taken into custody and convicted persons.
As for each place of imprisonment the legislation determines cШndТtТШns Шf ЩersШns’ ФeeЩТng,
material provision, order and deadlines for each category of detainees. Those conditions have to
correspond with at least minimal standards, determined by international treaties, ratified by the
Verhovna Rada of Ukraine.
Keeping of persons in other places, not provided for by the legislation of Ukraine, can be
regarded as illegal.

3.
Implementation of positive responsibility of the state to insure right to freedom and
personal inviolability by officers of law enforcement agencies
Positive responsibility of the state, represented by police, lies in application of measures of
prevention of criminal encroachments against freedom and personal inviolability.
The nature of right to personal inviolability consists of situation guaranteed by social relations,
according to which this right can be protected from encroachments concerning relations between
officials and citizens, and among citizens, what allow person to satisfy his/her needs and
interests, realize freedom, develop oneself, using natural and social abilities and opportunities.
For convenience personal inviolability can be divided into physical and psychological.
Physical inviolability of a natural person – is a guaranteed by the law prohibition of
encroachments against life, physical inviolability and sex freedom of natural person, which is
ensured by a number of other personal non-property rights, including the right to life (Article
281 of the Civil Code Of Ukraine), the right to health protection (Article 283 of the Civil Code
Of Ukraine), the right to medical aid (Article 284 of the Civil Code Of Ukraine), the right to safe
environment (Article 293 of the Civil Code Of Ukraine). Observance of this right also includes a
consent of a natural person to get any medical aid (Article 284 of the Civil Code Of Ukraine) 37.
Mental inviolability of a natural person is provided by impossibility to encroach normal mental
processes of a person and other legislative guarantees38. Translating to understandable language,
pressure upon a consciousness of a person, including threatening, intimidation, demonstration of
facilities to cause bodily injury without real physical contact are infringement of mental
inviolability of a person.
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We can estimate realization of a positive duty of the state in the field of ensuring of human right
to freedom and personal inviolability by statistical data, published on official web site of the
Office of Prosecutor General of Ukraine.
The order of the OPGU frШЦ OctШber 23, 2012, № 00 introduced a single register of criminal
offences (form 1)39.

Criminal
offences,
proceedings were closed

where

Criminal offences, proceedings
on which were sent to a court
with plea of exemption from
criminal liability

Criminal offences, proceedings
on which were sent to a court
with a charging paper

Registered criminal offences in
report period

Number of registered
criminal
offences
against freedom and
personal inviolability
and results of a pretrial investigation for 9
months of 2013

Intended
grievous
bodily injury, Article
121
Intended bodily injury
of medium gravity,
Article 122
Intended
grievous
bodily injury inflicted in
excess of necessary
defense or in excess of
measures necessary to
apprehend an offender,
Article 124
Intended minor bodily
injury, Article 125
Negligent
grievous
bodily
injury
or
negligent bodily injury
of medium gravity,
Article 128
Criminal
offenses
against liberty, honor
and dignity of a person
Illegal confinement or
abduction of a person,
Article 146
Hostage taking, Article

Criminal offences, when persons
were serviced a notice of
suspicion

Registered offences against freedom and personal inviolability for 9 months 2013/2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013 2014 2013

2014

2368

2573

1924

1789

1518

1371

1

0

1034

638

4759

3455

2165

1665

1985

1470

8

3

3420

1931

95

101

77

79
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461

319
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281

15
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516

453

1681

215

215

173

157

0

0

1711

300

267
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0

0
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3
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2

3

2

3

0

0
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147
Trafficking in human
beings and other illegal
transfer deals in respect
of a human being,
Article 149
Crimes against sexual
freedom and sexual
inviolability of a person
Rape, Article 152
Violent
unnatural
gratification of sexual
desire, Article 153
Compulsion to sexual
intercourse, Article 154
Knowingly
unlawful
apprehension,
taking
into custody, arrest or
detention, Article 371
Total

120

99

74

51

47

35

0

0

41

10

993

734

584

453

470

328

1

0

1142

652

447

343

289

209

222

138

0

0

791

412

238

164

163

128

134

96

1

0

106

55

5

3

2

2

1

0

0

0

16

10

38

30

9

7

10

2

0

0

86

23

197

137977 75909

64238 46714 23204 18248 20285 15324 406

Notified information helps to conclude that general number of offences against freedom and
personal inviolability for 9 months of 2014 has decreased comparing to the same period in 2013.
At the same time, significant raise of offences relating to the situation in the country was
registered.
Number of criminal proceedings under Article 146 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (illegal
confinement or abduction of a person) has increased 5,5 times, under Article 147 (hostage
taking) –14 times. At the same time we can see that number of persons, who were serviced a
notice on suspicion and a number of charging papers, which were sent to a court, about noted
crТЦТnaХ Шffences, dТdn’t cСange. It ЩrШves tСat at tСe ЦШment law enforcement bodies cannot
counteract effectively to kidnappings and hostage takings.
If encroachments upon freedom and personal inviolability committed by offenders can be
explained or understood (personal features, economic, social problems, upbringing, etc.),
offences and violations committed by persons, who were supposed to protect society against
illegal encroachments – is a paradox.
4.
Systematic violations of the right to freedom and personal inviolability by officers of
law enforcement bodies
Considering last events and political situation in Ukraine, anti-terrorist operation and information
struggle, we still can find unreliable information in open sources, including media. That is why
only official sources of state bodies, web sites of well known public organizations and media
resШurces (wСТcС dТdn’t sully themselves with publishing of “faФe” news) were used for analysis
of actual situation with observance of the right to freedom and personal inviolability.
Analysis of information from different sources gave us opportunity to mark out systematic
violation of the right to freedom and personal inviolability committed by officials of law
enforcement bodies. Given classification helps to understand the most important spheres, which
need detailed examination with a purpose to define conditions and reasons, which made those
violations possible and to provide relevant recommendations.
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Violation of rights by officers of law enforcement bodies during implementation of
compulsory measures, related to detention
Those violations are:
1)
Illegal apprehension of persons under suspicion of offence without a consent of
investigative judge and court.
2)
VТШХatТШn Шf detaТnees’ rТgСt tШ ХegaХ СeХЩ Шn first stages of a pre-trial.
3)
Deprivation of the right to notify the third side about the fact of apprehension.
4)
Not-disclosure of grounds for apprehension and offence, in which the person is
suspected.
5)
Violation of the CPC during drawing up of a protocol of apprehension of a person under
a suspicion of commission a crime, including notification of time and place of actual
apprehension in protocols.
6)
Falsification of information about actual time of keeping persons, including detainees, in
law enforcement bodies.
7)
Violation of procedural terms because of manipulation with actual time and
circumstances of apprehension.
8)
Searches of detained persons with violations of the CPC and general regulations of
criminal proceedings about respect to human dignity.
9)
Keeping of detainees in places unprovided for by the law.
10)
Excessive use of physical force and beating of detainees by police officers.
5.1. Illegal apprehensions of persons under suspicion of commission a crime without
consent of investigative judge, court.
Results of monitoring of law enforcement bodies, including police, shows that despite demands
of criminal procedural legislation in most cases law enforcement officials apprehend persons,
suspected in commission of criminal offence, without relevant consent of a court. Many
detentions are implemented in a long time (sometimes after a few days or even months) after
offence, in which apprehended person is suspected, what is a gross violation of Article 208 of the
CPC. This article limits a range of cases, which gives a right to competent person to apprehend
persons without a consent of investigative judge, court. According to the Law of Ukraine there
are no other legal reasons to apprehend a person, suspected in a criminal offence, without a
consent of investigative judge, court.
If a ЩersШn wasn’t aЩЩreСended durТng a crТЦe Шr ТЦЦedТateХy after Тt, tСe ШnХy ХegaХ reasШn tШ
apprehend the person, suspected in commission of a criminal offence, is a consent of
investigative judge, court about apprehension with a purpose to chose a preventive measure.
Thus, actions of a competent official, who apprehended a person in a while after commission of
a criminal offence, should be considered as abuse of power or a misconduct in office, or
deliberate actions of the official, which exceed her/his rights or authority, if they caused
significant damage of rights protected by the law, what is a corpus delicti and should be punished
according to Article 365 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine40.
Examples of noted offences were detected during monitoring visits of Department officials on
questions of realization of national prevention mechanism of the Office of Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner of Human Rights in next law enforcement bodies:
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-

Kirovograd LO DMIA of Ukraine in Kirovograd region41;
Vasylkivsk LO MDMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv region42;
Sumy LO DMIA of Ukraine in Sumy region43.

2013
Knowingly
unlawful
apprehension, taking into
37
custody, arrest or detention,
Article 371

Criminal offences, where
proceeding is closed

Criminal
offences,
proceedings on which were
sent to a court with plea of
exemption from criminal
liability

Criminal
offences,
proceedings on which were
sent to a court with a
charging paper

Registered
criminal
offences in report period

Criminal offenses against
justice and other criminal
offences registered by
prosecution bodies for 9
months of 2013/2014

Criminal offences, when
persons were serviced a
notice of suspicion

At the same time, despite a wide popularity of mentioned offences, only few persons are called
to account44.

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013 2014 2013

2014

30

8

7

9

2

0

22

84

0

5.2. The right of detainees to legal aid at initial stage of a pre-trial investigation
A way of protection against human rights violations at initial stage of apprehension is timely
provision of detainee with appropriate legal aid. Moreover, a failure to provide access to a
defense attorney in a timely manner, and also any other serious violation of the right of a
suspected, accused or defendant to defense, if committed by a inquiring officer, investigator,
prosecutor or judge is punished according to Article 374 of the CC of Ukraine
Analysis of this issue gave us opportunity to single out next types of offences, committed by
officers of law enforcement bodies during apprehension:
- against demands of Article 208, 213 of the CPC of Ukraine, the Order of Notification of Free
Secondary Legal Aid Provision Centers, determined by the direction of the CMU from
DeceЦber 28, 2011 №1363, cШЦЩetent ШffТcТaХs, wСШ cШЦЦТt aЩЩreСensТШn, dШn’t nШtТfy a bШdy
(institution), authorized by the law to provide free legal aid, immediately after apprehension;
- recommending any specific defence counsel for retaining (violation of p.1 Article 48 of the
CPC);
- ЦaФe dТffТcuХtТes Тn attШrney’s access to detained person;
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- absence of notification by officers of law enforcement body of the Coordination Center of Free
Legal Aid Provision about absence of response from centers of aid provision to massages on
apprehension of persons or violation of set terms of attorney arrival;
- improper registration of notification facts, including improper logs of notification of centers of
free legal aid provision to detainees, who are kept in every Operation Room of law enforcement
bodies.
Mentioned violations were committed by officers of next law enforcement bodies of the MIA of
Ukraine:
-

Kirovograd LO DMIA of Ukraine in Kirovograd region45;
Bodies of the DMIA in Ukraine in Mykolaiv region46;
Brovary city office of the MDMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv region47;
Odessa city office of the MDMIA of Ukraine in Odessa region48;
Linear office of the DMIA of Ukraine on Zhitomir station49;
Kozyatynsk DO DMIA of Ukraine in Vinnytsya region50;
Zhmerinka and Nemyrivsk district offices of the DMIA of Ukraine in Vinnytsya region 51.

2013
Violation of the right to
10
defense, Article 374

Criminal offences, where
proceeding is closed

Criminal
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prosecution bodies for 9
months of 2013/2014

Criminal
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proceedings on which were
sent to a court with a
charging paper

Registered
criminal
offences in report period

Criminal offences, when
persons were serviced a
notice of suspicion

At the same time, despite a wide popularity of mentioned violations, not one official has been
made criminally responsible for violation of the right to protection for 9 months of 201452.
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Figures of statistical reports answer questions about prevalence of violations of the right to
protection. It was fШund Шut, tСat ЦecСanТsЦ Шf tСТs rТgСt ЩrШtectТШn dШesn’t wШrФ at aХХ. Even Тf
we will take into consideration 18 open criminal proceedings in 2014 on violation of the right to
protection, only one ЩersШn was served a nШtТce Шn susЩТcТШn but tСТs case dТdn’t Цanage tШ a
court.
5.3. Deprivation of the right to notify a third side about person’s apprehension
Police representatives often violate this right during apprehension of different categories of
persons. During analysis of observation of this right cases of not notification by officials of
relatives about apprehension of a person, including about apprehension of minors, who belong to
a vulnerable group and need extra protection, were detected.
As an example of such violations we can underline Odessa City Office of the MDMIA of
Ukraine in Odessa region53.
5.4. Non-notification of the reasons for apprehension and offence, in which person is
suspected
Article 5 of the Convention of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms stipulates for that
everyone who is arrested shall be informed promptly, in a language which he understands, of the
reasons for his arrest and of any charge against him, shall be brought promptly before a judge or
other officer authorised by law to exercise judicial power and shall be entitled to trial within a
reasonable time and in case of unreasonable restriction, - enforceable right to compensation.
Moreover p.4 Article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine determines responsibilities of a competent
official, who apprehended the person, to immediately inform the apprehended person, in a
language known to him, of the grounds for the apprehension and of the commission of what
crime he is suspected. Such notification shows availability of reasonable grounds for
apprehension and explains detainee about his/her procedural status.
At the same time absence of such notification can indicate insufficient confidence of a competent
person, who committed apprehension, in actual status of detainee and can indicate abuse of
power or misconduct in office. This disadvantage (non-notification of reasons for apprehension)
was detected during a check of abovementioned Odessa City Office of the MDMIA of Ukraine
in Odessa region by a monitoring group on national preventive mechanism of Ukraine.
5.5. Violation of the CPC provisions during drawing up a report on apprehension of a
person, suspected of the commission of crime, including indication of a time and place of
actual apprehension
Paragraph 5 Article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine stipulates for that on apprehension of a person
suspected of the commission of crime, a report shall be drawn up in which, in addition to
information specified in Article 104 of this Code, the following shall be indicated: place, date
and exact time (hours and minutes) of apprehension under Article 209 of this Code. Since the
moment of actual apprehension of a person, provided by Article 209 of the CPC of Ukraine (an
individual is considered to be apprehended if he/she, with the use of force or through obedience
to the order, has to stay next to the competent official or in premises prescribed by the competent
official), counting of border terms begins. Written notice of suspicion shall be served to
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apprehended person within 24 hours after he has been apprehended54. Period of apprehension of
a person without a ruling of investigating judge, court may not exceed seventy-two hours after
the time of apprehension as determined under the requirements of Article 209 of this Code. An
individual apprehended wТtСШut ТnvestТgatТng Уudge’s, cШurt’s ruХТng sСaХХ be reХeased Шr brШugСt
to court for consideration of a motion to impose on him a measure of restraint no later than sixty
hours after apprehension55. In case if determined terms were exceeded an apprehended person,
suspected of the commission of crime, has to be released immediately.
Indicated violations have systematic character, including in next law enforcement bodies:
Kirovograd CO DMIA of Ukraine in Kirovograd region56;
Bodies of the DMIA of Ukraine in Mykolaiv region57;
Vasylkivsk LO MDMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv region58;
Sumy LO DMIA of Ukraine in Sumy region59.
Kozyatynsk DO DMIA of Ukraine in Vinnytsya region60.
5.6. Falsification of information about actual time of keeping apprehended persons,
including in law enforcement bodies
To organize proper registration of staying in LEB premises of visitors and invitees there is a Log
for registration of delivered persons, visitors and invitees in every city/district/linear body.
Information about all people without exceptions is registered in this Log: delivered; invited by
police officers for drawing administrative materials, realization of procedural and investigative
actions; those who came due to personal or official questions.
Operative LEB officer on duty has to register delivered person to the Log of delivered persons,
visitors and invitees, indicating date and accurate time of delivery. Terms of keeping of detainees
in administrative order and persons, apprehended on suspicion of the commission of crime are
mentioned above (table 1, 2).
Consideration of conditions about persons delivered to a law enforcement body by police
officers or citizens, should be held by workers of day duty or other workers due to order of the
Head of LEB or his deputy. Consideration of conditions about those persons is held immediately
Тn seЩarate rШШЦ, wСТcС dШesn’t ШЩЩress his/her honour and dignity, but not longer than for 3
hours since the moment of their delivery to Police Operation Room61.
Thus, proper registration of accurate date and time of the moment, when person was delivered to
a law enforcement body and left it is very important. Exceeding of determined by the law terms
of keeping persons in law enforcement bodies is violation of the right to freedom.
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To prolong term of keeping person in law enforcement body some police officers use
manipulations with notes in the registration Log of delivered persons, visitors or invitees. They
register fake information about leaving a LEB premises and return in a while. Thus, actually
detained person can be kept in a law enforcement body for a term which exceeds determined
time. Moreover, such manipulations with notes about time of actual keeping detainees in LEB
cause violations of other rights, including the right to legal aid.
Wide popularity of above mentioned violations in LEB is confirmed by information published on
tСe ШffТcТaХ OЦbudsЦan’s web sТte:
- Bodies of the DMIA of Ukraine in Mykolaiv region 62
- Linear Office at “Lviv” station of the DMIA of Ukraine on Lviv railway63;
- Railway District Office of Lviv City Department of MDMIA of Ukraine in Lviv region64;
- territorial offices of police of Dniprovskyy and Darnitskyy DO MDMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv65;
- Terebovlyanskyy District Office of the DMIA of Ukraine in Ternopil region66.
5.7. Violation of procedural terms because of manipulations with actual time and
conditions of apprehension
Official has to draw up proper report on each case of apprehension of a person, suspected of the
commission of crime. Report should consist of a strict list of information, including place, date
and accurate time of actual apprehension.
Registration of this information is very important, because since the moment of actual
apprehension of a person we can count determined period of keeping (table 2).
At tСe saЦe tТЦe sШЦe ШffТcТaХs dШn’t regТster place, date and accurate time of actual
apprehension in reports on apprehension of persons, suspected of the commission of crime.
Thus, counting of time of detention starts from the moment of drawing up a report, in premises
of LEB but not from the moment of actual apprehension, provided by the Article 209 of the CPC
of Ukraine.
Such actions of officials cause exceeding of terms of keeping detainees and violation of the right
to freedom.
For example:
- Bodies of the DMIA of Ukraine in Mykolaiv region 67;
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- Vasylkivsk LO MDMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv region 68.
5.8. Searches of detainees with violations of the CPC and general rules of criminal
proceeding concerning respect of human dignity
According to p.7 Article 223 of the CPC of Ukraine69, a search of a person has to be
implemented with at least two non-interested individuals.
Victim, relatives of the suspect, accused and victim, officers of law enforcement agencies, as
well as persons interested in the outcome of the criminal proceedings, may not be witnesses of
investigative action. Search should be conducted by individuals of the same sex.
During work of department of special proceedings of the Secretariat of Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner on Human Rights with a purpose to examine practice of use of the CPC
provisions within protection of human rights on essential stage of a pre-trial investigation,
numerous cases of CPC violations and violations of general norms of criminal proceedings,
concerning respect oh human dignity during personal search of persons, were revealed70.
9. Keeping of detainees and realization of investigative actions in places not stipulated for
by the law
Legislation of Ukraine stipulates for explicit list of places, which can be used in LEB for
temporary keeping of different categories of persons, deprived of freedom.
RDD are provided for temporary keeping persons in LEB71.
Specially equipped investigation rooms are provided for investigation actions with detainees in
LEB (rooms for investigative actions). Investigation rooms are provided for documentation of
searcС’s facts Шf persons delivered to LED, confiscation of clothes and things, which have
obvious marks of a crime or need special permit for possession, personal things of delivered
persons, questioning about conditions of committed crimes and immediate and urgent
investigative actions (interrogations, confrontations, submission for identification, examination,
indictment, etc.), other stipulated by the law of Ukraine measures with participation of persons,
apprehended for a suspicion of the commission of crime according to the order, provided by the
CPC of Ukraine72.
To provide implementation of noted functions investigative rooms have to be properly equipped,
including video surveillance systems archiving data for at least one month73. This system helps
to protect LEB’s ШffТcers durТng cШЦЦunТcatТШn wТtС detaТnees and excХude rТsФs Шf ТХХ treatЦent
with detainees.
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Moreover, Directions about rooms for investigation and other actions in law enforcement bodies
and detachments of Ukraine, provides direct prohibition to hold investigations and other actions
stipulated for by the law of Ukraine (questionings, meetings with attorney), which are necessary
for comprehensive, thorough and objective investigation of a crime circumstances, committed by
a suspected person in any premises of law enforcement bodies except investigative rooms.
Thus, legislation provides only two premises where detainees can be kept – rooms for detained
or delivered persons to Police Operation Rooms or investigation rooms.
But in reality, detainees often spend hours in corridors and other premises of the LEB, and
investigations are held mostly in personal offices of investigators. There are no investigation
rooms in LEB or they are not properly equipped, or they are not used as intended.
For example:
- Brovary city office of the MDMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv region74;
- Linear DO of the Lviv City Office of the MDMIA of Ukraine in Lviv region75.
5.10. Overuse of physical force and beating of detainees by police officers
Reasons for use Шf fШrce and sЩecТaХ Цeasures by ЩШХТce are stТЩuХated by tСe LU “On PШХТce”,
Statute of Patrol-post Service, other normative acts. Use of force has to be preceded by verbal
notice of such actions, which can give persons opportunity to orientate and implement demands
of law enforcement officials. Despite that, numerous cases of use of force and special measures
to detainees were registered in 2014. Usually such violations happened when person was
controlled by police officers and had signs of tortures.
Mentioned violations have systemic character. For example in:
- Bodies of the DMIA of Ukraine in Mykolaiv region76;
- Shpolyanskyy DO of the DMIA of Ukraine in Cherkasy region77.
TyЩТcaХ exaЦЩХe Шf sucС a “bШuquet” Шf vТШХatТШns Шf tСe rТgСt tШ freedШЦ and personal
inviolability from the side of law enforcement officials in Mykolaiv region was published on the
OЦbudsЦan’s ШffТcТaХ web sТte frШЦ DeceЦber 10, 2014 – “A number of violations of human
rights by law enforcement bodies of Mykolaiivshchyna were detected”:
“Workers of tСe department of special proceedinРs of Secretariat of the Commissioner on
Human Rights together with Association UMDPL with support of the OSCE coordinator in
Ukraine analysed observance of human rights in work of law enforcement agencies and court of
Mykolaiv region. Effectiveness of response of Prosecution bodies to facts of ill treatment from
the side of policemen was examined.
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Main attention during monitoring visits to law enforcement bodies, prosecution bodies, courts
and institutions of health care was paid to facts of protection of rights of next categories:
apprehended persons, suspected of the commission of crime;
persons, who had bodily harm before delivery to Detention Center (DC) and persons,
who got bodily harm after delivery to DC;
persons, who addressed health care institutions with bodily harm, caused by police
officers (according to their words);
A number of violations of criminal procedural legislation of Ukraine and norms of international
law, including in decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, were revealed during
examination of collected materials:
overuse of force and beating of detainees by police officers before delivery to the DC;
beating of detainees by police officers after delivery to the DC during investigation
actions;
absence of proper response from ReРional Prosecutor’s Office to cases of people’s
requests to health care institutions in Mykolaiv city with traumas of criminal character, which
were caused by police officers (according to their words), and to cases of beating of detainees by
police officers;
keepinР persons in investiРatory isolation ward witСout court’s decision about
proceeding of keeping period;
violation by investigation body of a pre-trial investigation provisions of the Criminal
Procedural Code of Ukraine during drawing up a report on detention;
manipulations with time of actual apprehension of a person, what cause violations of
procedural terms;
violation of right to legal aid on essential stage of a pre-trial investigation.
Acts of response of the Commissioner on Human Rights to relevant state bodies will be prepared
after summarizing of all collected information”.

5.11. Illegal deprivation of freedom based on fabricated evidence
One of the most important functions of law enforcement bodies, according to the Law of Ukraine
“On PШХТce” – is participation in detection of a crime in order, provided by the criminal
procedural legislation. Implementation of this tasks demands proper qualification and
experience. Unfortunately, during implementation of activities concerning detection of criminal
Шffences, ЩrТШrТty Шf “detectТШn” is higher than human rights.
Use of illegal methods of inquiry with use of physical tortures and psychological pressure helps
to get confession of the commission of crime even from innocent person much faster. Usually,
such confessions are used as a base for a bill of indictment, which turns to a sentence for an
innocent person due to lack of analysis during court proceeding. Cases when minors become
“vТctТЦs” Шf crТЦТnaХ actТШns cШЦЦТtted by ЩШХТce ШffТcers receive even more attention.
In January, 2014, Bershad Regional Court of Vinnytsya region sentenced 21-years old boy (who
was accused in a double slaying 5 years ago, when he was 16) to 10,5 years of imprisonment78.
A school boy has supposedly killed a 43-years old man and his 52-years old woman-cohabiter.
The boy was detained in 2008 by officers of Ladyzhynskyy CO DMIA of Ukraine in Vinnytsya
region and for 5 years has been kept in investigatory isolation wards until the terrible verdict.
But in June, 2014, Appeal Court of Vinnytsya region recalled a sentence of the Bershtad
Regional Court. Penal of Judges of the Appeal Court of Vinnytsya region stated that
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investigation was incomplete and one-sided, motives of actions were not understood, accusation
was based uЩШn assuЦЩtТШns, ЩrШЩer estТЦatТШn Шf evТdence wasn’t Цade. Penal of Judges also
underХТned: CШurt Шf fТrst Тnstance dТdn’t Щay attentТШn tШ tСe fact tСat evidences were gathered
with gross violations of rights of the minor and he addressed a few times with complaints about
use of illegal investigatory methods against him …
As far as guТХt Шf tСe defendant wasn’t ЩrШved, sentence Шf tСe regТШnaХ cШurt was recalled and
criminal proceeding was sent back to a Prosecutor of the region for new investigation. Preventive
measure against Evgen was changed immediately in the courtroom from custody to recognizance
not to leave.
Similar example of illegal deprivation of liberty (for almost 10 years) of Ivan Nechyporuk and
OХeФsandr MШtsnyy, wСТcС was reaХТzed after “successfuХ detectТШn” Шf a crТЦe by ШffТcers Шf tСe
South-West RO of Hmelnytskyy CO of the DMIA of Ukraine in Hmelnytsk region. Two men
after tortures slandered themselves and were sentenced to 15 years for a crime, which wasn’t
committed by them, based only Шn tСeТr “cШnfessТШn”. Nor Courts of Appeal and Cassation, nor
the Supreme Court of Ukraine saw reasons to recall terrible sentence. Only due to decision of the
European Court of Human Rights Ivan Nechyporuk was discharged after 10 years and later
Oleksandr Motsnyy was discharged too.
Unfortunately, there are plenty of such cases. Moreover, until officials, who deprived people
liberty, wШuХdn’t be caХХed tШ accШunt – this system will continue to swallow up people with
questionable sentences.
6. Outcomes and recommendations
Challenges, which Ukraine faced in 2014, demand deliberate and responsible attitude to assigned
tasks from the system of law enforcement bodies. Considering conditions of military aggression
and threat to territorial integrity of the country the right to freedom and personal inviolability
became much more important.
Number of crimes connected to kidnappings, taking hostages has significantly risen this year.
Positive obligation of the country is to overcome those challenges, and it is a work of law
enforcement agencies. PrШceduraХ reguХatТШn Шf Хaw enfШrceЦent bШdТes’ actТШns durТng
implementation of duties and provision of basic guarantees Шf detaТnees’ rТgСts are very
important too.
Practical implementation of provisions of the Criminal Procedural Code of Ukraine, especially
on a stage of pre-trial investigation, needs special attention from supervisory authorities,
ТncХudТng PrШsecutШr’s OffТce, court system. Violation of the CPC during apprehension of person
under suspicion of the commission of crime without consent of investigative judge, court has
systemic character. Competent officials often abuse their authorities and implement detention
without consent of investigative judge, court in a while after actual commission of a crime,
deprive detainees of basic rights, including notification of third side about apprehension and
provision of legal aid.
DesЩТte tСe fact tСat ХegТsХatТШn created reХevant “ЩreventТve ЦecСanТsЦs” agaТnst vТШХatТШns Шf
human rights, time showed systemic problems in their use. It is not enough to establish centers of
free legal aid provision. Even if they are supported in good conditions, they will not be effective,
if competent officials, who implement actual apprehension, will not notify those centers about
apprehension in time.
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At the same time those people, who implement apprehensions, have nothing to gain from
notification of centers, because official apprehension automatically limits terms, which cannot be
exceeded during delivery to investigative judge, court (60 hours from the moment of
apprehension).
Even more difficult is to understand during 24 hours if apprehended person has really committed
a crime. The CPC demands to serve the person notice on suspicion of the commission of crime
or release him/her. It is necessary to collect proper base of evidences for a short period of time to
convince investigative judge, court that there are enough reasons to choose proper preventive
measure.
TСat Тs wСy Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers dШn’t regТster aЩЩreСensТШns properly and Сave tШ “deХay”
official apprehension, violating provisions of Article 209 of the CPC of Ukraine.
One ЦШre “ЩreventТve Цeasure” – competent official, responsible for keeping detainees, unfШrtunateХy, dШesn’t implement its functions. Because of improper formulation of Article 212
of the CPC, which has to appoint such person in pre-trial investigation department. Single
department of a pre-trial investigation body is an investigation department. So, department,
which implements investigation at the same time has to hold responsibility for detained person,
suspected of the commission of crime. It becomes a direct conflict of interests and creates a base
for potential violations of rights and freedoms of detained person.
But it is understandable, that law enforcement bodies – are important and necessary system for
good functioning of society. Its goals need continuous development and improvement.
Moreover, workers of this system are under a threat to harm their health, and sometimes life –
much more often than anyone else.
At the same time bad functioning of such institution often cause grave consequences. That is
why question of proper provision of law enforcement bodies cannot be secondary. Provision
means ЩersШnneХ’s potential (high moral qualities and professionalism), proper material support
and social support. Absence of at least one component will negatively impact all society in
general. Attitude of the state to law enforcement bodies is very important too.
Problem of bad material support of law enforcement officers causes low ЩersШnneХ’s potential
(who will want to go to job with high risk level for low salary?), search for other sources of
enrichment by police officers, bad moral-psychological climate among staff, who have weapons
… That is why it is impossible to solve problem of proper ЩersШnneХ’s potential without changes
of financial component. It is one of answers to question why police is subjected to pejorative
critics for cases of disregard of one's duties, non-professionalism and systemic corruption.
Low moral values, improper level of law enforcement ШffТcers’ training, absence of appropriate
financing and search for illegal enrichment mechanisms as result – drive to brutal violations of
human rights.
We recommend to:
- determine by the Law of Ukraine the moment of apprehension of a person for commission of
administrative offence and the moment of end of administrative detention;
- determine the order of counting period of delivery and maximum allowed period of delivery of
a person in case of administrative detention;
- provide proper control by prosecution bodies over the work of police officers, who apprehend
persons, suspected of the commission of crime without consent of investigative judge, court;
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- amend Article 277 of the CPC of Ukraine on compulsory notification in a text part of the notice
on suspicion of date and time of actual apprehension of person, and date and time of serving
person the notice on suspicion;
- deveХШЩ and ТntrШduce a “sТngХe ЩersШnaХ recШrd Шf detaТned ЩersШn”, wСТcС wТХХ give
ШЩЩШrtunТty tШ cШntrШХ ШbservatТШn Шf ЩersШn’s rТgСts frШЦ tСe ЦШЦent Шf actuaХ aЩЩreСensТШn;
- oblige investigative judges when choosing a preventive measure to check legality of
apprehension of person without consent of investigative judge, court, and in case of illegal
apprehension release detained person;
- introduce system of effective investigations of cases of illegal apprehensions by competent law
enforcement officials as violations of Article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine;
- prohibit on legislative level keeping of detainees in any LEB premises, except investigation
rooms for detainees or delivered to Police Operation Rooms;
- ТntrШduce ЩersШnaХ resЩШnsТbТХТty Шf tСe LEB’s Head fШr cases Шf aЩЩreСension of persons,
suspected of the commission of crime with violations of Article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine
(without consent of investigative judge, court, in a while after actual moment of commission of
crime, not at the moment of commission of crime or immediately after commission);
- guarantee mandatory implementation of stipulations on provision of primary and secondary
legal aid to detainees;
- preclude cases of inopportune notification of free legal aid provision centers about
apprehension of persons and interrogations before the first meeting with attorney;
- guarantee registration (audio-video record) of all actions, which involve persons irrespective of
their status (detained, delivered or visitor), who came to the law enforcement body;
- guarantee functional independence of competent official, responsible for keeping detainees in
LEB.
Viktor Chuprov
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Observance of a right to access information in the activity of internal affairs
authorities of Ukraine
1. Introduction
A right to search and receive information is a part of freedom of expression protected by article 19 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and article 10 of the European Convention on for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms. Therefore further realization of the rule of law principal in the context of freedom of information is
based on the necessity of regulation of relevant access to public information managed by public authorities.
This aspect is especially important in the activity of law enforcement authorities. The latter perform one of the most important
state functions in life of a society (ensuring public stability, public order and security, territorial integrity etc.), transparent
activity of law enforcement authorities is a priority in the process of reforming law enforcement system of Ukraine.
TСus, tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”1 anchors everyone's right to receive, in the order set by the law,
full and true information on the activity of state authorities. Exceptions shall be made only with regard to information access to
which is limited by the law. This right can be realized in different ways, including via Internet.
Taking into consideration the fact that innovation technologies became an integral part of public life and communications,
official websites of both the central secretariat of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and its territorial units in regions play an
important role.
In connection with this, the leadership of law enforcement authority has to make unit chiefs of all levels take under personal
control the functioning of websites. Sections and headlines of institutional Internet-resources have to be timely filled not only
with quality and necessary information but also with materials that will assist citizens in solving existing issues.
The analysis of informational and propaganda activity of internal affairs authorities in 2014 showed a substantial growth in the
number of materials published in mass media and Internet on the work of territorial units. In particular, dedicated accounts
were created in the social networks. Thus, for example, press-service of the Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs of Ukraine in Lviv region informed that the Head of the regional police obliged chiefs of district police stations to
create personal accounts on Facebook. He also called people to complain on the chiefs of district police stations who will fail
to do so or will not be answering on queries of Facebook users 2.
There is no doubt, that measures aimed at fostering the culture of openness and change of priorities in the work of law
enforcement authorities can serve as a sigh of a certain progress in the sphere of freedom of information. Therefore we can
only hope that the practice of such communication will as progressive as the initiative itself.

2. Some novelties in the legislative aspects concerning access to public information
First of all. It is worth mentioning, that in 2014 with the aim of strengthening of guaranties of ensuring
access to public information, the issue of signing and ratification of the CoE Convention on Access to
Official Documents3 (hereinafter — Convention) was actively raised.
This Convention is a common international document that defines principles of observance of a right to
access to information set by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, UNECE Convention on Access to Information, Public
Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus Convention),
Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.
Convention is an obligatory international legal document acknowledging the common right to access
official documents managed by authorities. According to the Convention, limitation of the right to access

1

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2939-17
Facebook account of the Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Lviv region.
https://www.facebook.com/cgz.lviv?fref=nf
3
Official website of the Committee of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Prevention and Combating Corruption.
Convention on Access to Official Documents.
http://crimecor.rada.gov.ua/komzloch/control/uk/publish/article;jsessionid=DD394411BA1FD129A5209C55F2D68391?art_id
=49046
2
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official information can be applied only to protect certain interests such as national security, defense,
private or family life of a person.
In particular, the Convention sets the benchmark standards for processing inquiries on access to official
documents, their form and fees for access, as well as other measures to ensure that the national legislation
guarantees a wider access to official documents4.
Most of the Ukrainian experts believe that Ukraine's accession to this Convention will promote the
improvement of legislation in this sphere, introduction of the mechanism of international monitoring of
the observance of a right to access to official documents, and will improve the situation with overcoming
corruption thanks to a more informational openness.
In December 2010 based on the results of the anti-corruption monitoring within the framework of the
OECD Istanbul Anti-Corruption Action Plan Ukraine was recommended to sign and ratify the
Convention5.
Taking the above mentioned into account, we can make a conclusion that signing and ratification of the
Convention will strengthen the national legislation that guarantees access to public information
(documents), improve transparency of state management and will have a positive impact on the
international image of Ukraine in general.
With regard to amendments to the national legislation
On 19 AЩrТХ 2014 tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On aЦendЦents tШ sШЦe ХegТsХatТve acts of Ukraine in connection
wТtС adШЩtТng a Хaw Шf UФraТne “On InfШrЦatТШn” (a new versТШn) and tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ
PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” caЦe ТntШ fШrce6. TСТs was tСe Хaw ФnШwn as “0947” tСat ЩarХТaЦentarТans Шf tСe
previous convocation did not want to vote for. In the end, deputies of the new convocation of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted a new Law that gives us the right to:
 access sittings of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine and that of local councils;
 access protocols of council's sessions as well as conclusions and recommendations of standing
council's commissions, protocols of their meetings, that are published and provided upon request;
 access to materials of general planning of a locality (defining development, planning, construction
and other usage of a certain territory);
 free obtaining of statistical information etc.
BesТdes tСat, tСe Law gТves Шne year fШr tСe autСШrТtТes tШ revТse dШcuЦents ЦarФed as “FШr OffТcТaХ Use
OnХy” tШ cШnfТrЦ Шr canceХ tСeТr status. If sucС dШcuЦents were not revised during the given period they
are to be published and provided upon request. In addition to that, the law sets the responsibility of
officials for violation of the legislation of Ukraine on access to public information.
This law foresees aЦendЦents tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PersШnaХ Data PrШtectТШn” ЦТnТЦТzТng abuses
of provisions of this legislative document with the aim of concealment of information. According to the
introduced amendments the following information cannot be deemed confidential:
 personal data concerning official activity of a person holding a position connected with
performing state functions or that of local authorities;

4

The Council of Europe's official Treaty Office website. http://conventions.coe.int/
Electronic resource: OECD Anti-Corruption Network for Eastern Europe and Central Asia
http://www.oecd.org/corruption/acn/47588859.pdf
6
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Law of Ukraine “On InfШrЦatТШn” (tСe new
versТШn) and tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”. http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1170-18
5
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 personal data mentioned in the declaration on property, income, expanses and obligations of
financial character drawn according to the approved form and in the order set by the Law of
UФraТne “On PrТncТЩХes Шf PreventТШn and CШЦbatТng CШrruЩtТШn” - cannot be classified as that
wТtС restrТcted access (exceЩt data defТned by tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PrТnciples of Prevention
and CШЦbatТng CШrruЩtТШn”);
 information on obtaining budget resources, state or community property (except cases foreseen by
art. 6 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”) by a naturaХ ЩersШn.
The Law can prohibit to classify other data, defined as personal, as that with restricted access.
AnШtСer nШveХty Тn tСe UФraТnТan ХegТsХatТШn becaЦe tСe adШЩtТШn Шf a new Law Шf UФraТne “On
PrШsecutТШn” wСТcС fТnaХ ЩrШvТsТШns fШresee tСat ЩrШtШcШХs Шn cases Шf vТШХatТШn Шf a rТght to access to
public information or a right to petition of citizens will from now on drawn not by the prosecution
officials but by the representatives of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights
(Ombudsman).
Even though the law itself came into force only after 6 months after its publication, amendments
mentioned in it started acting on the next day after the document was officially published.
3.Monitoring of the state of observance of a right to access public information
The right of citizens to request and receive information is guaranteed by art. 34 of the Constitution of Ukraine and the Law of
UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”.
This Law sets principles of access to official information to ensure non-discriminational, proportional and fair conditions of
usage of such information. Thus, the Law defines that public information — is an information represented or documented by
any means and on any carriers that was received and created in the process of performing their duties by the subjects of
authoritative functions foreseen by the acting legislation, or information kept by subjects of authoritative functions, other
managers of public information defined by the Law7.
It's been fШur years after tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” caЦe ТntШ fШrce. IЦЩХeЦentatТШn Шf tСТs Law,
particularly in internal affairs authorities, especially during the first two years, was quite complicated. As of 2014 there are
some positive changes but there were also some cases when law enforcement officers responded to requests with delay or not
in full. Besides that, there was an information in mass media and on the Internet that requests on access to public information
were cШnsТdered Тn tСe Шrder set by tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PetТtТШns Шf CТtТzens” etc.
Public control over the state of observance of the right to access public information
Public control — is a mechanism that allows the society to control authorities at all stages: starting from the adoption to the
realization of decisions and achieved result. Civil initiatives in the form of monitoring are extremely necessary since
uncontrolled authorities are inclined to corruption and abuse of coercive instruments.
In 2014 there has been a significant growth in the number of NGOs, public activists, journalists, experts searching for the
possibilities to actively influence law enforcement officers' performance of their duties and to increase the responsibility for
violation of legislation. In particular, they demand access to information, that are being collected, kept and managed by
internal affairs authorities with the aim of combating human rights and freedoms violation as well as the general improvement
of their observance standards.
However, previous experience proves that cooperation with law enforcement authorities and civil society — is quite a
complicated, often contradictory process. In most cases public criticism is perceived by law enforcement officers as an effort to
discredit the work of the authority and to deteriorate the image of its officers.
Thus, the role of a strong and competent civil society is very important. In connection with this, the Association of Ukrainian
Monitors of Human Rights Observance in Law Enforcement (hereinafter — Association UMDPL) systemically joins
educational events. In particular, Association's experts during 2014 held a number of trainings for civil activists and attorneys
in the sphere of observance of a human right to access to information concerning the activity of internal affairs authorities of
Ukraine.

7

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. LegТsХatТШn. Law Шf UФraТne «On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn».
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2939-17
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There is no doubt that the change of the generally adopted culture of secrecy to the culture of openness is a complicated
process that needs time, hard work, conviction and a sincere desire to see real reform of law enforcement in Ukraine.
During 2014 the Association UMDPL held a number of monitoring campaigns of the state of observance of a right to access to
public information. During such research we detected a number of violations of law provisions which shows that there are
problems with observance of a right to access to public information in the activity of law enforcement authorities of Ukraine.
Request for information
AccШrdТng tШ artТcХe 19 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” request for information — is a petition of a
person addressed to the administrator of information to provide public information kept by the administrator of information.
The requestor has the right to address the administrator o information with a request for information whether this information
concerns him personally or not without explaining the reasons for such a request 8.
Thus, among the typical violations that were detected in the process of receiving answers to the informational requests sent to
the Directorate Generals (Departments) of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine can be classified as follows:







vТШХatТШn Шf requТreЦents Шf ТteЦ 6 Шf art. 14 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”
(Administrators of information are obliged to provide true, accurate and full information and if necessary to check
the information for correctness and objectivity).
violation of requirements of article 18 of the Law ( To ensure safety and access to public information documents kept
by the subjects of authority are subject to mandatory registration in the registrar system);
violation of requirements of article 20 of the Law (Administrator of information must provide a response to the
request for information not later than 5 working days after receiving of such request...);
ignoring the requirements of part 2, part 3 of article 22 of the Law ( Response of the administrator of information
saying that the information can be obtained by the requestor from general sources or the response not on the topic of
the request shall be considered an unlawful denial to provide information ).

Practice shows that authorities mostly try to hide information on managing budget money. Even that categorical legislation and
the above mentioned amendments prohibiting limitation of access to such information, show that this issue stays important.
For example, in August 2014 informational requests were sent by the Association UMDPL via e-mail to the territorial units of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs of each region of Ukraine, except the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Donetsk and Luhansk
regions9.
The topic of requests was the information concerning the salary and other income of the territorial unit of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Ukraine (in general) in April, May, June and July of 2014 as well as sums that were allocated and spent on
persons in temporary holding facilities in April-July 2014. However, requests were sent with the only aim — detect the state of
observance of a right to access to public information in the activity of internal affairs authorities of Ukraine.
It's worth mentioning that in comparison with researches held earlier there is a positive tendency: responses to requests were
provided, mostly, within the term defined by the Law, there were a lot less denials to satisfy the requests for the reason that
information is restricted.
However, not all units provided responses. Some gave answers only to one part of request, others provided information that
was not requested which contradicts to item 6 of article 14 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” wСТcС
says that the administrator of the information is obliged to provide accurate and full information.
AХШng wТtС tСТs, tСe requТreЦent Шf Щart 1 Шf artТcХe 20 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”
(Administrator of information has to provide response to the request for information within 5 working days after it was
received ) was violated by Directorates General (Departments) of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Kharkiv, Lviv,
Kherson, Cherkassy, Dnipropetrovsk, Rivno, Sumy and Volyn regions.
Thus, Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Kharkiv region classified the requested information
Шn ЦanagТng budget ЦШney as “fШr ШffТcТaХ use ШnХy”, ЩrШvТdТng tСe Order Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Шf UФraТne Шf
09.06.2011 №309 fШr reference. DeЩartЦent Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Шf UФraТne Тn RТvnШ regТШn ЩrШvТded resЩШnses
only to part of the request without giving information with regard to the sums spent for keeping persons in temporary holding
facilities during April-July 2014.
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OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2939-17
9
Association UMDPL. Money in the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine: secrecy or available information?
http://umdpl.info/2014/09/zlata-shvets-hroshi-v-mvs-ukrajiny-tajemnytsya-chy-dostupna-informatsiya/
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Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine on the Pridniprovska Railways with regard to the salary and other
income responded that it was paid in full and within the term set by the legislation however denied to provide a more detailed
ТnfШrЦatТШn cТtТng ТteЦ 1 Шf artТcХe 16 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PersШnaХ Data PrШtectТШn”, (sayТng, sucС ТnfШrЦatТШn can be
received only upon consent of the subject of personal data). Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine on Lviv
Railways ignored the part of request concerning the salary and other income, violating the requirement of item 6 of article 14
Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”.
Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Volyn region with regard to request concerning the salary and
other income responded that the information on the salary of other persons can be provided only upon decision of the court if
tСТs Тs necessary fШr tСe reaХТzatТШn Шf rТgСts and ХegaХ Тnterests (cТtТng artТcХe 10 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ Public
InfШrЦatТШn”).
During the monitoring it was also detected that there is a problem with possibly unregulated procedure of registration of
requests coming via e-mail since officers of some units called with a demand or a request to provide a postal address which
cШntradТcts tШ ТteЦ 1 Шf Щart 5 Шf artТcХe 19 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”, wСТcС says tСat tСe
request for information has to include the name of the requestor, postal address or e-mail, as well as the number of means of
telecommunication if there is such. The Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Kyiv region even
gave the requestor an address that does not exist which can be seen from the response to request.
Some responses did not have an incoming registration number which shows that it was not registered. Most of the provided
responses did not have a signature of an official (Directorate General (Department) of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine in Kharkiv, Kyiv, Mykolaiv, Chernivtsi, Odessa, Rivno, Poltava, Sumy and Volyn regions, as well as the Department
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine on Lviv railways).
Some departments of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in regions either failed to provide the requested information or did not
respond at all, namely: Directorate General (Department) of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Zakarpattia, Ivano-Frankivsk,
Kirovohrad, Ternopil, Khmelnitsk and Chernihiv regions, Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in
the city of Kyiv as well as the Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine on Odessa and Southern Railways.
Upon the results of the rest of conducted researches the same violations of the Law was detected.
Besides that, problems connected with professional training of officers of the Ministry did not pass our attention. During the
dialogue with the law enforcement officers one can often notice their incompetence in the sphere of informational legislation.
However, it's worth mentioning that even though some responses to informational requests fail to meet the requirements of the
acting legislation but give a feeling of a positive and a sincere desire of law enforcement officers to help a person in the
realization of the right to information. To prove this fact we cite the extract from the correspondence with the press-service of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine:

Press-service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs:Taking this opportunity we express our sincere
gratitude for the attention to the work of law enforcement officers. Along with this, we inform that You
request and asФ tШ ЩrШvТde ТnfШrЦatТШn accШrdТng tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc
InfШrЦatТШn”.
We inform that in connection with the adoption of this law the Ministry of Internal Affairs created a
specialized access to public information unit. Information on its work is published on the website of the
MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Тn tСe “Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” sectТШn. TСerefШre, aХХ ЩubХТc
information, that is of interest to you, can be received from the officers of this unit. More information
on the work of the access to public information unit is published by the following link:
http://mvs.gov.ua/mvs/control/main/uk/publish/article/599752
Request for information shall be submitted:






at the postal address — 01601, Kyiv, 10 Akademika Bogomoltsa str;
via e-mail vidkrytist@mvs.gov.ua
via telephone (044) 256-11-76
fax (044) 256-10-34

Working hours:
from 09:00 to 18:00. On the eve of holidays and weekends from 09:00 to 17:00.
Head of the unit for access to public information:
(044) 254-9612
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Unit for access to public information:
(044) 256-10-34
Best regards, Press-service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
Shvets Zlata, Association UMDPL:

Good day! Thank you for the quick response from your side. Taking this opportunity, I would like to
ЦentТШn tСat accШrdТng tШ Щart 2 Шf artТcХe 22 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn”
“response of tСe administrator of public information saying that the information can be received by the
requestor from the general sources or the answer having irrelevant information shall be considered an
unlawful rejection to provide information”.
In particular, according to part 3 of the same article, “administrator of information tСat does not own
the requested information but according to the status or type of activity knows or has to know who
owns it is obliged to refer this request to the relevant administrator and inform the requestor of this. In
this case the term of consideration of the request for information starts from the day it was received by
tСe relevant administrator”.
Best regards, Shvets Zlata Sergiivna, Association of Ukrainian Monitors of Human Rights Observance
in Law Enforcement.
Press-service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs:

Dear Ms. Zlata!
No one was rejecting to provide you the necessary information. Moreover, the requested information is
open and is not deemed restricted. We informed you of the existence and work of the relevant unit that
you address to due to your ignorance.
Press-service has other tasks, namely inform the public on the work of the authority.
Moreover, it was done for you to save your precious time until you wait for your document to be
considered so you don't receive the response from intermediaries. In this case, from the press-service of
the Ministry of Internal Affairs.
Nevertheless, we inform you that your request was sent to the unit for access to public information and
based on the grounds indicated by you, inform you of the work done!
Best regards,
Press service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
Shvets Zlata, Association UMDPL
- Thank you very much for informing!
Press-service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs:
- YШu are weХcШЦe! Аe'ХХ be СaЩЩy tШ СeХЩ Тf needed!».
Thus, territorial units of the Ministry of Internal Affairs should pay more attention, better and more comprehensively consider
requests for information, particularly within the term set by the law. Along with this, the leadership of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs of Ukraine should pay more attention to raising the level of competence of its officers in the sphere of observance of a
right to access to information for the responses to informational requests to be provided in accordance with all requests of the
acting legislation of Ukraine.
Publishing of information
Observance of the right to public information is realized not only by providing information to informational requests but also
by systemic publishing of information.
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ArtТcХe 15 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” defТnes tСe ХТst Шf ТnfШrЦatТШn tСat Тs subУect tШ
publishing. Thus, during the monitoring of the official website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs10 and electronic resources of
its structural units, violations of observance of this provision of the legislation were detected, namely:
1.Item 1 of part 1 of art. 15 of the Law defines that the information about organizational structure, mission, functions,
mandate, main functions, spheres of activity and financial resources (structure and range of budget money, order and
mechanism of their expanses etc.) must be published.
During the monitoring of the official website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, the information concerning the
order and mechanisms of spending budget money was not found. Thus, according to the results of several efforts it was
impossible to receive access to information on state procurement which in its turn, seems to be published.
2.Item 5 of part 1 of article 15 of the Law defines that the information on the system of registration, types of information which
the administrator keeps must be published.
The official portal of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine contains the information on the system of registration
represented by the list of regulatory acts. However the types of information kept by the administrator could not be found at the
same resource.
3.Item 7 of part 1 of article 15 of the Law says that plans of conducting and the agenda of its meetings have to be published.
During the monitoring of the electronic portal of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine there was no possibility to see such
information.
4. According to item 10 of part 1 of article 15 of the Law reports, including those concerning the satisfaction of requests for
information, have to be published.
Such reports are published by the Ministry of Internal Affairs with indication of quantity indices of the state of consideration of
informational requests. However, the information on the most requested documents has not been renewed since 2012, even
though this type of information is put in a separate section at the website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine 11.
ArtТcХe 3 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”12 reads that the activity of police shall be public. It informs authorities, labor
collectives,civil organizations, population and mass media on its activity, state of civil order and measures aimed at its
strengtheninР. Police publisСes information and provides information upon requests accordinР to tСe Law of Ukraine “On
Access to Public Information”.
Taking the above mentioned into account, we believe the leadership of the Ministry of Internal Affairs should pay more
attention to publishing of information since its quality dissemination among a wide range of population using modern
electronic and other resources — is one of the guarantees of transparency and publicity.
Therefore, without an effective observance of informational rights of a person it is impossible to overcome corruption and
other negative aspects in the activity of law enforcement authorities which is one of the biggest obstacles to systemic reforms
and a European level of life Ukraine dreams of.

4. Conclusions and recommendation
Ukraine finds itself in the active stage of reforming of all state authorities, particularly law enforcement
authorities. In connection with this, it is necessary to pay attention to the state of observance of
informational rights of a person. Thus, one of the guarantees of transparency and openness and,
consequently, prevention of corruption, is an effective observance of a right to access to public
information.
Along with this, relevant legal basis shall promote the dissemination and propaganda of the culture of
openness. For example, it is necessary to adopt internal legal documents that promote civil society to
cooperation and communication, since it is the cooperation that happens to be a driving force of
implementation of positive changes and transfer to a better level of activity and life in general.
A dialogue with society in the activity of law enforcement officers is an important element that needs a
comprehensive approach, since besides correspondence in the Шrder Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Access tШ
PubХТc InfШrЦatТШn” and ЩubХТsСТng ТnfШrЦatТШn, Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers need tШ cШnduct a cШnstant
10

Official website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine. http://mvs.gov.ua/mvs/control/main/uk/index
The same. Documents people frequently ask for. http://mvs.gov.ua/mvs/control/main/uk/publish/category/599765
12
OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/565-12
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work on establishing cooperation with civil society. Meaning officers have to regularly hold consultations
with citizens on issues of their own activity, collect ideas, wishes, complaints and separate petitions as
well as to form public reports on their activity. A dialogue has to be conducted, inter alia, using modern
informational technologies, particularly social networks.
According to the last monitoring campaigns of the state of observance of the right to access to public
information in the activity of Ukrainian police, there is a certain positive tendency. In particular, this
concerns the terms for provision of responses to requests, there were less cases of ignoring etc. However,
there is also a number of problems which, inter alia, are connected with the lack of competence of internal
affairs officers in the mentioned sphere.
Proposals:
1.It is necessary by adoption of institutional regulatory acts to provide for the realization of relevant
informational policy of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in the spheres like transparency and
openness of activity and access of everyone to public information. In particular, to create a mechanism of
audit and control over the execution of these provisions.
2.Accessibility of information on the role of internal affairs authorities, their structure, functions and
mandate is an important element of transparency and understandability of the work of police for citizens.
Thus, it is necessary to ensure accessibility and understandability of such information, its dissemination
among people and its constant updating, if necessary.
3.Create relevant conditions for free access for people with limited mobility to internal affairs authorities
premises.
4.It is necessary to provide for the transparency in part of publication of information on state
procurement, competitions for vacant positions.
5.Information on the budget of internal affairs authorities, particularly the usage of budget money, gives
the possibility for mass media, civil organizations and citizens to focus attention on cases of unlawful
expenditures. In connection with this, it is necessary to provide information on the financing of the
institution (management of budget allocations and property) in full and in the user-friendly formats,
including for automized analysis.
6.It is necessary to publish the adopted regulatory acts, acts of individual action (except internally
organizational), drafts of decisions that are subject to discussion, as well as the information on legal basis
of activity.
7.With the aim to establish cooperation and improve the usability of information and communications
technologies in the sphere of ensuring access to information, law enforcement officers must take an active
part in international and regional exchange of best practices with expert society and NGOs.
8.Systematic improvement of professional level of internal affairs officers in the sphere of informational
legislation. With this aim it is necessary to hold lectures and seminars with leading experts in the sphere
of freedom of information, introduce a practice of systemic trainings on the topic of informational human
rights in the system of service training, engage international experts to conduct special trainings, provide
persons responsible for access to information with methodological materials (which can be obtained by
cooperating with NGOs) etc.
9.Internet resources — is one of the most effective means of making the public aware of the information.
In connection with this, it is necessary to ensure the creation of websites or separate webpages at all levels
of the institution, particularly at the level of district police departments, units.
10. To form responses to informational requests in the electronic variant in line with requirements of the
Standard Instruction on Record-keeping in the Central Executive Authorities, Council of Ministers of the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Local Executive Authorities13.
Ensuring access to information on the relevant level makes the activity of internal affairs authorities
transparent to society, raises social responsibility of law enforcement officers which undoubtedly will
make their activity more effective in general.
13

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of
30.11.2011 №1242). http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/1242-2011-%D0%BF
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Freedom of assembly in crisis
1. Introduction
Protest actions in the end of 2013 - beginning of 2014 shocked the whole country, made millions of
people go out to the streets, people who never before took part in such peaceful assemblies.
Therefore during and after Euromaidan the percentage of publicly active people grew, and
accordingly, the need of people for an absolutely new level of human rights and freedoms
observance grew as well. The possibility to freely gather on the streets and squares of cities and
freely express their thoughts became an integral value for a lot of Ukrainians.
Along with this, many civil activists became well aware of how their rights to peaceful assembly
are ЩrШtected and СШw Тt Тs reguХated Тn tСe cШuntry. “CШnstТtutТШnaХ rТgСt tШ ЩeacefuХ asseЦbХy”,
“ШbХТgatТШn Шf tСe state tШ ЩrШvТde fШr tСe securТty Шf ЩeacefuХ asseЦbХy ЩartТcТЩants”, “ТnternatТШnaХ
СuЦan rТgСts standards” stШЩЩed beТng Уust eЦЩty ЩСrases fШr tСeЦ.
Besides that, the necessary standards of work of law enforcement officers on ensuring security of
participants of assembly became also known to a wide range of people. Under such conditions
authorities - local councils, police, courts - had to raise the standards of their own work in this
sphere proportionally to the requests of society. These conditions did not change the system at its
roots, however they gave a push to the democratization of the work of law enforcement officers
because now every violation of the rights to peaceful assembly becomes a public case facing public
criticism.
However, another consequence of tragic event on the Euromaidan became the radicalization of
protest actions and increase in the number of cases of violence during the protests. In particular,
experts of the Center for Social and Labor Research showed1, that during August-December 2014
560 protests actions (18%) were violent, meaning imposed a direct harm to people or the property.
This number is bigger than the level protests violence during the Euromaidan period (13%) and in
2013 before the beginning of the Euromaidan (8%).
Researchers also discovered that the most part oppressive reactions during the protests in AugustDeceЦber Сad MIA (417 reЩressТШns, nШt ТncХudТng tСe “vШХuntary battaХТШns ” under MIA) and tСe
Security Service of Ukraine (386). The role of other force structures in repressions against protests
is a lot less. Also, in comparison with 2013 and the Maidan period the role of judges and groups of
unФnШwn ЩersШns (tСe sШ caХХed “tТtusСФТ”) decreased durТng repressions against protests.
The most common forms of repressions against protests during the last months were arrests,
detentions and criminal cases. These actions made 71% of all repressive reactions and were used a
lot more often than under the rule of Yanukovich. At the same time, authorities and law
enforcement officers rarely engaged to physical confrontation with protesters, apply less indirect
pressure on the activists, rarely prohibited or obstructed protests.
Experts point out that as of now actions of the state against protesters have more of a preventive
character and are aimed at neutralizing spot hazards than at stopping the whole protest. At the same
time, in many cases law enforcement officers do not stop violence against protesters from their
opponents, including from the non-state paramilitary formations.
In 2013 we had the possibility to see that instead of making conclusions from the raising number of
protests, the state with the help of law enforcement authorities practically made people come out to
the streets and squares again and again. Limitation of freedom of assembly naturally causes the
1

Center fШr SШcТaХ and LabШr ResearcС. SШЦe get “wСТЩ”, sШЦe - “gТngerbread”: freedШЦ Шf Щeaceful assembly,
protests and repressions in 2014. http://cslr.org.ua/odnim-batogi-inshim-pryaniki-svoboda-mirnih-zibran-protesti-tarepresiyi-u-2014-rotsi/
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outbreak of people which often is hard to stop. In 2014 authorities learned the lesson of their
predecessors, however did not provide for the systemic changes in the work of law enforcement
authorities during peaceful assembly.
It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat due tШ a СТgСХy cШЦЩХex ЩШХТtТcaХ and securТty sТtuatТШn Тn tСe cШuntry,
our analysis of the right to peaceful assembly observance does not cover all the period of 2014 and
not the whole territory of Ukraine.
In particular, the analysis includes the events that happened after 22 February 2014 because the
analysis of protests during the Euromaidan and bloody events of January-February were included in
a separate analytical research of the Association UMDPL.
Naturally, Ukrainian law enforcement authorities do not work on the temporarily occupied
territories, and, accordingly, cannot influence peaceful assembly there. That is why protests that
were conducted in the Crimea after March 2014 as well as the protests on the part of the Donetsk
and Luhansk regions territories that are temporarily not under control of Ukraine were also
excluded from the analysis.
2. Regulatory guarantees of freedom of assembly in Ukraine
During 2014 legislative base regulating the sphere of freedom of assembly in Ukraine did not
radically change.
The Constitution of Ukraine (article 39) guarantees everyone “tСe riРСt to peaceful assembly,
without arms, and to conduct meetings, rallies, marches and demonstrations with prior notification
of executive and local authorities. Limitations concerning the realization of this right may be
imposed by the court according to the law and only in the interests of the nationa l security and civil
order with the aim to prevent disorder or crime, for the protection of public health or the rights and
freedoms of otСers”2.
A part of Ukrainian legislation are international documents on the freedom of peaceful assembly International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the practice of the UN Human Rights Committee and the
EurШЩean CШurt Шn HuЦan RТgСts. It’s aХsШ wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСe dШcuЦents Шf tСe sШ caХХed “sШft”
law having the recommendation character - Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly of
ODIHR and CoE.
Guidelines3 provide for a detailed and based on the international regulatory acts and regulatory
practices of different countries clarifications on observance of the right to peaceful assembly. They
include a separate section on securing public order during peaceful assembly, describing
requirements which law enforcement authorities have to meet in their actions.
At the national level the organization and holding peaceful assemblies and the responsibility for
offences is regulated by the Constitution, Code on Administrative Offences, Criminal Code, Code
on Administrative Procedure and decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine in the case on
ЩrТШr nШtТfТcatТШn Шf ЩeacefuХ asseЦbХy № 4-р /20014.
2

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Constitution of Ukraine.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/254%D0%BA/96-%D0%B2%D1%80
3
Official website of OSCE. Guidelines on freedom of peaceful assembly.
http://www.osce.org/ru/odihr/83237?download=true
4
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine in the
case upon the submission of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine concerning the official interpretation of a
provision of part 1 of article 39 of the Constitution of Ukraine on prior notification of executive and local authorities of
ЦeetТngs, raХХТes, ЦarcСes and deЦШnstratТШns Шf 19 AЩrТХ 2001 №4-р /2001.
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v004p710-01
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The state has to create necessary conditions for observance of human rights and freedoms, including
for the realization of a right to peaceful assembly. One of the subjects that has to guarantee the
observance of freedom of assembly are internal affairs authorities. Agencies and units of MIA
perform functions of securing law and order, ensuring public security during mass events.
We point out that police is also guided by departmental acts of MIA that often contradict with
international standards and the Constitution of Ukraine but stay in force and are being actively used.
In particular, one of such acts is the Statute of police patrol service of Ukraine 5. Disregard the fact
that according to the Constitution of Ukraine peaceful assemblies have a notifying character and do
not require permissions, pursuant to the Statute police officers have to check whether the organizers
have a permission. In order to receive it organizers have to submit an application not later than 10
days prior to the event.
Аe wШuХd aХsШ ХТФe tШ Щay tСe attentТШn tШ tСe “GuТdeХТnes Шn actТШns Шf ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes
durТng tСe ЩreЩaratТШn and СШХdТng Шf Цass events”6, that were elaborated pursuant to oral order of
the leadership of MIA by the Department for Public Security, and on 2 June 2011 signed by the
FТrst deЩuty MТnТster PШЩФШv S.E. and sent tШ tСe subШrdТnate unТts Тn regТШns (ref. № 8713/П Шf
02.06.2011). Recommendations, particularly, read that if from the point of view of law enforcement
officers a meeting is dangerous and can cause problems, prior to an event internal affairs authorities
have to address local executive authorities with a petition to appeal to court with the aim to limit the
rights of citizens to hold a demonstration. Disregard the fact that Guidelines, as one can understand
from the name of the document, have advisory nature, it established a common practice of law
enforcement officers actions.
It is also worth mentioning that all departmental documents of MIA of Ukraine define the algorithm
Шf actТШns durТng “Цass events” wСТcС, aХШng wТtС ЩeacefuХ asseЦbХТes aТЦed tШ exЩress ШЩТnТШns Шf
Шf tСeТr ЩartТcТЩants Шn ЩubХТc and ЩШХТtТcaХ Тssues, aХsШ ТncХude “religious, sports, entertainment
events with the participation of a large number of people held on the occasion of the official
(government), professional, religious holidays, anniversaries ”. And tСТs Цeans tСat ЩrТncТЩХes and
order of actions of law enforcement officers during the mentioned above events are the same.
However, peaceful assemblies, as a way of realization of one of the fundamental human rights, are
totally different from other mass events.
3. Typical violations of a right to peaceful assemblies by internal affairs officers of Ukraine in
2014
Disregard the topic, participants or demands of a peaceful assembly until it stays peaceful - the state
has a positive obligation to take necessary and adequate measures to allow such assemblies to take
place without fear of suffering physical violence.
As it is mentioned in the OSCE Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful Assembly, approach to policing
during assembly must conform to the principles of human rights - legality, necessity,
proportionality and non-discrimination - and during these actions relevant human rights standards
have to be met. It is the internal affairs authorities that have a positive obligation to ensure the
observance of a right to peaceful assembly.
However, as the Euromaidan events clearly showed, law enforcement officers often themselves
become the reason of increase in protest activity of citizens. Unfortunately, instead of guaranteeing
the observance of rights, law enforcement authorities often violate them, including a right to
5

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Order of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
UФraТne “On adШЩtТШn Шf tСe Statute Шf ЩШХТce ЩatrШХ servТce Шf UФraТne” Шf 28 JuХy 1994 №404.
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0213-94
6
Ministry of Internal Affairs. National Academy of Internal Affairs. Department for Administrative activity. Guidelines
on actions of internal affairs authorities during the preparation and holding of mass events.
http://www.naiau.kiev.ua/files/kafedru/ad/pro_dii_pracivnuk.pdf
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freedom of assembly. According to the analysis, law enforcement officers commit both intentional
offences and take actions violating the rights of participants of assemblies by negligence or lack of
knowledge of the law. Along with this, policemen can both violate the rights of participants of
ЩeacefuХ asseЦbХТes by tСeЦseХves and create cШndТtТШns fШr vТШХatТШn Шf ЩartТcТЩants’ rТgСts by
other authorities.
Unfortunately, typical violations of a right to freedom of assembly registered by the Association
UMDPL experts during 2013 were still in place in 2014. However, as it was mentioned before, the
general trait of protests in 2014 became a high level of cruelty, radicalism and violence among
participants of assemblies who were using guns and other things against law enforcement officers or
participants of counter-demonstrations.
Typical were the following violations by law enforcement authorities:
- the impossibility to identify law enforcement officers securing public order during peaceful
assemblies, including different units of the National Guard;
- making judges limit the right to peaceful assembly through petitions of police with regard to the
impossibility to provide for the public order during mass events;
- arbitrary detention of participants of peaceful assemblies;
- excessive and unjustified use of force and special means against participants of gatherings;
- use of force and other restrictions to journalists and observers who cover assemblies;
- inactivity of police during the clashes that occur between the different parties in the course of
peaceful assembly and providing benefits to one of the assemblies.
Here is a more detailed analysis of police actions and examples to each type of violations registered
by human rights defenders and journalists starting from March and to the end of December 2014.
3.1. Making judges limit the right to peaceful assembly through petitions of police with regard
to the impossibility to provide for the public order during mass events
According to the Center for Political and Legal Reforms7, in 2014 district administrative courts
considered 113 cases on prohibition of peaceful assemblies. In 88 cases a court decided to prohibit a
peaceful assembly, in other 25 - allowed them.
The number of prohibitions in 2014 greatly decreased compared with the 2013 (88 against 209) and
particularly compared with 2012 (88 against 349). In part, it can be explained by the fact that
Ukraine starting from March 2014 does not exercise actual control over the Autonomous Republic
of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol, and starting from 2014 over a large part of the territory of
Donetsk and Luhansk regions, including their regional centers.
At the same time the general percentage of court decisions in favor of authorities continues to stay
high (78%) and is not a lot different from previous years (75% in 2009, 87% in 2010, 89% in 2011,
88% in 2012 and 83% in 2014).
One can point out a substantial improvement of the situation with decrease of prohibitions in Kyiv
region. If in the period of January-February 2014 Kyiv district administrative court prohibited 15
peaceful assembly, after the change of powers any peaceful assembly was prohibited. The leaders in
the number of court prohibitions, as in previous years, became the Kharkiv district court (24
prohibitions) and Odessa district administrative court (21 prohibitions). As it is seen from the
numbers, it is the rulings of these courts that more than a half peaceful assembly in 2014 was
banned.

7

Center for Political and Legal Reforms. Judicial practice in cases on peaceful assembly in 2014: old challenges and
new tendencies. http://pravo.org.ua/politicreformandconstitutionslaw/humanrights/1867-maksym-sereda.html
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In 2014 reasons due to which local authorities asked the courts to limit the freedom of assembly
ТncХuded tСe Order Шf tСe ad ТnterТЦ PresТdent Шf UФraТne OХeФsandr TurcСТnШv “On urgent
Цeasures tШ ШvercШЦe terrШrТst tСreat and ФeeЩТng terrТtШrТaХ ТntegrТty Шf UФraТne”8 (ЦarФed “TШЩ
Secret”). Pursuant tШ Тt DecТsТШns Шf tСe SuЩreЦe AdЦТnТstratТve CШurt Шf UФraТne №38597175 Шf
05.05.2014 and №39170593 Шf 05.06.2014 were adШЩted).
At tСe saЦe tТЦe artТcХe 64 Шf tСe CШnstТtutТШn Шf UФraТne fШresees tСat tСe СuЦan and cТtТzens’
rights and freedoms cannot be limited, except in cases, foreseen by the Constitution. Such cases are
the state of emergency, during which certain limitations of rights and freedoms can be imposed with
indication of the term of their affect9.
However, among the reasons for prohibitions of peaceful assemblies during 2014 stayed other
entertainment events, counter demonstrations, threat to public security, threat of blocking the streets
etc.
The courts also limited the right to freedom of peaceful assembly based on information from letters,
petitions of state authorities, local authorities, enterprises, institutions, organizations, natural
persons without checking them in trial based on other evidence. Internal affairs authorities appealed
the most with such letters.
Because such a procedure if foreseen even by the departmental documents of MIA, particularly in
tСe “GuТdeХТnes Шn actТШns Шf ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes durТng tСe ЩreЩaratТШn and СШХdТng Шf Цass
events” “...in case if local executive authorities receive information on holding mass events at the
same time from political parties, NGOs СavinР different views on a certain issue” tСe followinР
order of actions is defined:
“Prior to mass events internal affairs autСorities address local executive authorities with a petition
to appeal to court with a request to limit the right of citizens to peaceful assembly according to the
article 39 of the Constitution of Ukraine. Such a term of appeal to court makes it impossible for
organizers to submit notifications again (according to article 39 of the Constitution of Ukraine
“Citizens Сave tСe riРСt to РatСer peacefully, witСout arms and conduct meetinРs, rallies, marcСes
and demonstrations of which they have to notify executive authorities or local authorities prior to
tСe event... ”). In tСis context, accordinР to tСe clarification of tСe Constitutional Court of Ukraine
tСe term “prior” means tСat local autСorities Сave to Сave enouРС time to appeal to court)”)10.
Guidelines have advisory character, however, considering the peculiarity of the agency, law
enforcement officers act exactly as written. Such actions have long become a tradition, with similar
letters and petitions law enforcement officers appeal even when there are no counter-demonstrations
to each protest except for the ones sanctioned by authorities.
Thus, Kharkiv district administrative court prohibited peaceful assembly based on the letter of the
Directorate General of MIA based on, inter alia, the fact that assemblies were planned for the same
tТЦe as a fШШtbaХХ ЦatcС “MetaХТst v. TavrТa” wСere tСey exЩected arШund 40 tСШusand fans.
According to the information in the letter, before the match they expected fans to march in the route
that could cross with place of the planned assembly. Researchers of the Center for Political and
LegaХ RefШrЦs say tСat tСat fШШtbaХХ gaЦe vТsТted arШund 8 tСШusand fans, and tСe “MetaХТst” Сad
never gathered 40 thousand fans during its home games at any season which can be easily checked.
8

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. On the decision of the Council on National Security
and Defence Шf UФraТne Шf 13 AЩrТХ 2014 “On urgent measures to overcome terrorist threat and keeping territorial
ТntegrТty Шf UФraТne” Шf 14 AЩrТХ 2014 №405/2014. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/405/2014
9
Official website of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in 2014
www.ombudsman.gov.ua/files/Dopovidi/dopovid_2014b.pdf
10
Ministry of Internal Affairs. National Academy of Internal Affairs. Department for Administrative activity.
Guidelines on actions of internal affairs authorities during the preparation and holding of mass events.
http://www.naiau.kiev.ua/files/kafedru/ad/pro_dii_pracivnuk.pdf
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However, the court did not express any criticism with regard to the unrealistic information that
became the ground for prohibiting an assembly.
In another case, a court recognized that law enforcement authorities could not provide for the
security of a mass event with 500 participants planned for 2,5 hours by the All-Ukrainian Union of
Women Workers which was notified of 4 days prior to its beginning11. Evaluation of the situation
by the court was done based on the letters of the Department for Transport of the City Council,
Departments of MIA and Security Service of Ukraine in the Kharkiv region. Any of these letters
were proving violent intentions of the organizers. In particular, the letter of the Directorate General
of MIA read that conducting an event will cause substantial difficulties in securing public order,
without giving any specific reasons, whereas a letter of the Department of Security Service of
Ukraine indicated on the general tense situation in the city and the possibility of radical structures to
try to destabilize the work of authorities, again without giving any proof the organizers had such
intentions.
Especially interesting is the fact that the possibility of prohibition of peaceful assemblies because of
possible threat is an official position of persons representing MIA. Thus, counselor to the Minister
Шf InternaХ AffaТrs AntШn GerasСenФШ wrШte at СТs FacebШШФ Щage: “Recently MIA intercepted
information on the preparation and holding in Kharkov on 18 November of a pro-russian
demonstration which is supposed to take place near the Turboatom plant at the address - 199
Moskovskiy ave”. AccШrdТng tШ GerasСenФШ, MIA wТХХ aЩЩeaХ tШ cШurt wТtС a deЦand tШ ЩrШСТbТt an
asseЦbХy “to avoid provocations from pro-russian saboteurs”12.
Let us mention that in one of its decisions the European Court for Human Rights defined that
“where demonstrators do not take part in acts of violence, it is important for state authorities to
show a certain level of tolerance with regard to peaceful assemblies for the freedom of assembly
guaranteed by article 11 of the Convention to not lose it sense ”13.
According to the OSCE Guidelines on Freedom of Assembly, a possible risk of violations of public
order cannot serve as a legal basis for prohibition of a peaceful assembly. Law enforcement officers
have to react to each case of violence during a peaceful event but not by prohibiting all participants
to take part in such an event. For a prior prohibition they need a substantial proof of the fact that
organizers of a specific assembly plan acts of violence and disorder.
On the illegality of provisions of these recommendation the Association UMDPL wrote in the
report for 2013, however, there were any actions taken on cancellation or amendment of
“GuТdeХТnes…”.
3.2. Impossibility of identification of law enforcement officers providing for the civil order
during peaceful assembly
Activists and human rights defenders in the recent years have often stressed on the necessity of
implementation of an individual identification of internal affairs officers.
Such demands only became stronger after the change of power in the country in February 2014
because it was hard to find guilty of murders and beating of Euromaidan participants, inter alia, due
to the impossibility to recognize policemen who were even captured on photo and video. Civil
11

The Unified State Register of Court Decisions. Decree of the Kharkiv district administrative court of 21 June 2014
based Шn tСe adЦТnТstratТve aЩЩeaХ Шf tСe KСarФТv cТty cШuncТХ agaТnst tСe KСarФТv regТШnaХ ШrganТzatТШn “AХХ-Ukrainian
Union of WoЦen АШrФers” “FШr tСe future Шf cСТХdren Шf UФraТne” http://www.reyestr.court.gov.ua/Review/39345502
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Association UMDPL. MIA asks the court to prohibit the pro-russian demonstration in Kharkiv.
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Selected decisions of the European Court for Human Rights. Article 11 of the European Convention for the
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society hoped that police identification would become one of the first and the simplest steps of
reforming the agency.
However this hope, unfortunately, did not come true. Disregard the fact that the Verkhovna Rada of
UФraТne was Шffered tШ aЦend tСe Хaw, tСe draft Хaw Шn aЦendЦents tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On
PШХТce” (cШncernТng tСe ТntrШductТШn Шf sЩecТaХ ТdentТfТcatТШn ЦarФs wСen usТng СeХЦets and ШtСer
means of personal protection) was not adopted.
Instead, the only step of MIA in solving the issue of identification of law enforcement officers
becaЦe tСe Шrder Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs №1473 Шf 25.11.2014 р. «On tСe OrganТzatТШn
of Proper Control Over Keeping Special Munition in the InternaХ AffaТrs UnТts»14, which stipulated
“to put inventory numbers on the backside of helmets”. AccШrdТng tШ tСe Шrder certaТn nuЦbers wТХХ
be put on the helmet: conditional code of division, serial number of the special munition and the
code of the region, due to which the procedure of identification of any internal affairs officers
would be simplified.
However, the experts found a number of flaws in this MIA order. Because the aim of the order is
“tСe ШrganТzatТШn Шf an ТndeЩendent cШntrШХ Шver sЩecТaХ ЦunТtТШn wТtСТn ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes”
but not the identification of policemen. That is why the organization of the process is not aimed at
personal identification since the order does not foresee individual identification of helmets with
each officer.
Instead, each time when receiving a helmet a law enforcement officer has to write down its
ТnventШry nuЦber and ШffТcer’s Хast naЦe Тn tСe “bШШФ Шf receТvТng arЦs and sЩecТaХ ЦunТtТШn”.
BesТdes tСat, tСe ЦentТШned bШШФ Сas a sТgn “fШr staff ШnХy” which makes it unavailable for the
civil society. The placement of numbers on the backside of the helmet makes it hard to identify an
officer because one often speaks with an officer face to face15.
Let us also mention that during 2014 National Guard and special battalions subordinated to it
actively engaged to securing public order during peaceful assemblies. Often servicemen of such
battalions did not even have the signs of identification of the unit, and the uniform that they wore
was different. Thus, participants of peaceful assembly could not establish not only a person of the
officer but even his affiliation to a particular structure of internal affairs.
It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat accШrdТng tШ tСe artТcХe 25 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” 16 a police
officer within his mandate takes a decision by himself and bears administrative ot criminal
responsibility for his unlawful actions or inactivity. OSCE Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful
Assembly read that citizens always have to have the possibility to freely identify a law enforcement
officer. Therefore, uniforms and head gear of policemen must have individual marks (numbers,
badges, stripes with the constituent data) placed at the visual spot, and law enforcement officers, in
their turn, must not obstruct those wishing to read the following information.
The availability of individual marks, no doubt, will make every law enforcement officer responsible
for their actions. This also concerns the police leadership who takes managerial decisions during
assemblies.
Absence of the progress of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the issue of identification of
policemen became obvious during a forceful disperse of a peaceful protest which happened on 26
14

АebsТte “dШcuЦent.ua”. TСe Шrder Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Шf UФraТne Шf 25 NШveЦber 2014 №1473 «On
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February 2015 around 21:00 near the National Bank of Ukraine. At that time in her open address to
the Minister of Internal Affairs Mr. Arsen Avakov the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for
Human Rights pointed out the necessity of implementation of the law enforcement officers
identification system as well as the necessity to bring departmental instructions in accordance with
the adopted by the 8th UN Congress Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law
Enforcement Officials17.
3.3. Arbitrary detention of peaceful assemblies participants by police officers
In comparison with the previous years, the number of news in mass media on the arbitrary
detentions of the organizers and participants of assemblies decreased substantially. In part,
unfortunately, it is caused by the fact that protests became more radical and their participants often
use force against police officers. Thus, detention of aggressive participants is done, mostly, in
accordance with the law but not according to the article 185-1 of the Code of Ukraine on
Administrative Offences (Violations of the order of organization and holding of meetings, rallies,
marches and demonstrations). Disregard the numerous requirements of human rights defenders to
eliminate this oppressive article, it is still in act.
According to the Unified State Register of Court Decisions, the number of persons held responsible
according to the article 185-1 decreased in comparison with 2013 (30 to 101). Among those there
were 8 cases in which persons received a warning, in 20 cases - a fine, and in 2 cases - an
administrative arrest (compared to 53, 44 and 4 cases accordingly in 2013)18.
However, the analysis of court decisions shows that in most cases when persons were accused of
violation of article 185-1, any protocol on administrative arrest was prepared.
Thus, Шn 13 SeЩteЦber durТng tСe ЩrШtest Тn suЩЩШrt Шf tСe newsЩaЩer “VestТ” Тts cСТef edТtШr IСШr
Guzhva was detained. «Today in 12:30 on 7 Lavrska st. near tСe “Art Arsenal” tСere was an
unsanctioned demonstration with 250 people taking part in it. Organizer of the demonstration was
tСe cСief editor of tСe newspaper “Vesti”. In connection witС tСe unsanctioned cСaracter of tСe
demonstration the organizer was delivered to the Pechersk District Police Station to draw a
protocol on the administrative offence foreseen by part 1 of article 185-1 of the Code of Ukraine on
Administrative Offences. After drawinР a protocol Сe was released»19, – reads the message of the
Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the city of Kyiv.
As in previous years the most part of the detained during peaceful assemblies get released from the
district police stations without drawing a protocol on detention and the protocols on offences
incriminated to them never go to court. This is an obvious proof of the arbitrariness of detentions of
participants of peaceful assemblies. Often law enforcement officers even explain the placement of
detainees in police stations by the fact that people came to police stations themselves to provide
evidence even though their detention witnessed a lot of people.
It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng, tСat tСe ХacФ Шf Шr an untТЦeХy nШtТfТcatТШn Шf an asseЦbХy stays a cШЦЦШn
reason for detention of participants. However, in the case of Bukta v. Hungary the European Court
for Human Rights recognized that “the decision on the dispersal of a peaceful assembly only
because of the lack of prior notification when participants act according to the law, is
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unproportional limitation of freedom of peaceful assembly”20. Therefore, if an assembly has a
peaceful character, even when there was no notification, the state has to provide for its free conduct.
Unfortunately, law enforcement officers often violate this principle.

3.4. Excessive and unjustified use of force and impact munition against the participants of
assemblies
At the end of 2013 - beginning of 2014 there was an unprecedented violence of law enforcement
officer against the participants of peaceful assemblies, but during 2014 it was the participants of
protests who were violent. Along with this, in a such a situation law enforcement officers turned out
to be totally unprepared to counteract and localize the centers of radical actions during mass events.
Because of this, during assemblies there were a lot of victims on both sides: protesters and police.
Unprofessional actions let the acts of aggression happen which puts even more one party against
another.
During 2014 we can point out several most high profile events when police officers used an
excessive force. Thus, on 22 June in Kharkiv there was a clash between Euromaidan activists trying
to reach the Freedom square and the special forces guarding pro-russian activists and Lenin
memorial. As a result, one woman got hit in the head - she was taken away by the ambulance, one
of the streamers got his camera broken, several protesters were arrested21.
It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat ЩШХТceЦen, ЩartТcuХarХy, tСe sЩecТaХ fШrces Шf УudТcТaХ ЩШХТce “GrТfШn”,
were hitting both women and men, as well as people with photo and video appliances. Besides that,
people were hit on the head with batons, which is clearly prohibited by the Regulations on the use
of Impact Munition when Securing Public Order22.
In the end of August in Kharkiv a participant of the pro-Ukrainian demonstration got hurt again. He
was hit several times and taken the flag away. Later, according to witnesses, the flag was returned
to him with the words: “Give Сim tСis peace back”23.
On 14 November in the capitol near the Administration of the President a group of young men tried
to take down the fence. They held posters reading "Down with mighty fences". Law enforcement
officers dispersed the protesters, and one of them, who was already lying on the ground, a police
officer hit on the head with a knee. Based on this fact they initiated a departmental inspection and a
serviceman of the National Guard received 5 duties out of turn24.
On 26 and 27 November in Kyiv activists protested against the concert of Ani Lorak. Part of
aggressive participants started a fight with law enforcement officers. However it was only the
radicals who was taking part in the demonstration. One of the participants when seeing police put
his hands up showing that he did not have intentions to attack. However they put him down on the
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grШund and started СТttТng. It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng that the leadership of MIA reacted to the case and
a policeman who applied violence was fired25.
3.5. The use of force against journalists covering peaceful assembly
According to the OSCE Guidelines on Freedoms of Peaceful Assembly the role of mass media as a
civil observer lies in the dissemination of information and ideas on issues that are of interest to the
public. Thus, mass media coverage can be a unique element of reporting to the society both for the
organizers of a peaceful assembly and the law enforcement authorities. Therefore, journalists have
to be guaranteed the maximum access to any peaceful assembly and participation in all actions
connected with securing public order.
During 2014 after the victory of the Euromaidan, vanished one thing that was characteristic for the
year of 2013 - the use of organized groups of young sporty guys against the participants of peaceful
asseЦbХy. TСe tecСnШХШgy Шf usТng “tТtusСФТ” wСШ receТved sucС a tТtХe after tСe Хast naЦe Шf tСe
attacker on the journalist in 2013, was almost never used during the protests against authorities - for
attacking journalists and activists - after July 2014. Unfortunately, the practice of aggressive
attitude of police and representatives of other law enforcement structures to journalists stayed.
However, there is a certain change of attitude of the MIA leadership to such unlawful actions of law
enforcement officers. In particular, attacks on journalists which usually get wide publicity, lead to
dismissals of the law enforcement officers concerned.
FШr exaЦЩХe, Шn 3 August Тn Odessa durТng tСe cХasСes near tСe cХub “IbТza” ЩШХТce ШffТcers СТt wТtС
rubber batons the correspondent of the Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “VТew frШЦ Odessa” BШgdan OsТnsФТy.
Law enforcement officers tried to disperse the protest of civil activists against the concert of the
singer Ani Lorak. One of policemen hit the journalist several times on the back and neck when the
latter was filming the disperse of protesters on his camera.
An unknown law enforcement officer attacked a journalist from the back. Before that, Bogdan
Osinskii many times covered different protests in Odessa. Journalist pointed out that on 3 August
near the Ibiza clublaw enforcement officers acted very cruelly.
Later the counselor to the Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine Anton Gerashenko made a
statement live on TV-channel 5 that in Odessa five policemen were fired for hitting journalists
during a mass fight at the concert of the singer Ani Lorak on 3 August26.
A sТЦТХar tШ tСat Шf tСe “tТtusСФТ” functТШn started ЩerfШrЦТng dТfferent ЩaraЦТХТtary fШrЦatТШns tСat
in this or that way coordinate their actions with policemen or at least they are not being touched by
police.
Thus, in the morning on 15 August unknown people wearing black T-shirts with an emblem
“MaТdan seХf-defence” caЦe tШ tСe IndeЩendence Square and attacФed tСe tent Шf tСe “SЩТХnШ.TV”
and hit the journalists. Videos published on the Internet clearly showed that police did not intrude in
any way.27
In generaХ, durТng 2014, accШrdТng tШ tСe researcС “FreedШЦ Шf sЩeecС barШЦeter” cШnducted by tСe
Institute of mass information, in Ukraine nine journalists were murdered, there were 286 cases
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when journalists were beaten or attacked, 148 cases when journalists faced obstruction of their
professional activity.28
Police officers often say that representatives of mass media are sometimes hard to identify during
the protest. Really, along with the development of technology, any one who in this or that way
covers public events, can be considered a to some extent a journalist. However law enforcement
officers have to realize that the use of force against a person who does not commit an offence but
only makes photos or videos of the events happening during a peaceful assembly is illegal.
According to the OSCE Guidelines on Peaceful Assembly law enforcement officers have to
differentiate participants of the assembly and third persons (passers-by or independent observers)
ensuring their security also during the conflict situations that happen during the assembly.
3.6. Inactivity of police officers during clashes that happen between parties during peaceful
assemblies and giving preference to one of the counter-assemblies
During the crisis in the country and a rising level of radicalism during the protests holding several
assemblies at the same time by activists with opposite views became extremely dangerous and have
a high risk of a force confrontation. A key role in providing for the security and preventing conflicts
during such assemblies must play the law enforcement officers, but they, unfortunately, often fail to
do so.
The right to peaceful assembly foresees equal opportunities for all categories and groups of citizens
to express their thoughts in a peaceful manner. According to the position of the European Court for
Human Rights any demonstration may irritate or abuse those who is against the ideas and
requirements it proclaims. Nevertheless, participants of the demonstration have to have the
opportunity to hold it without fear of facing violence from the opposing party because such fears
can prevent people who share certain ideas to freely express their thoughts. In a democratic society
the right to counter-demonstration cannot limit the right to demonstration and therefore the task of
the state to provide for the freedom of peaceful assembly cannot be limited by just not intruding.
Sometimes ensuring peaceful assembly needs positive actions to be taken, when necessary even in
the sphere of relations between natural persons29.
Accordingly, law enforcement authorities are obliged to organize their work so that the participants
of peaceful assemblies held simultaneously with different views do not have conflict situations and
feel safe.
The most indicative example of the criminal inactivity of law enforcement officers and, obviously,
giving preference to a certain party of the conflict were the tragic events in Odessa on 2 May 2014.
On 2 May ЩХanned was a fШШtbaХХ gaЦe “CСernШЦШretz” (Odessa) - MetaХТst (KСarФТv)”. FШШtbaХХ
fans of these teams have friendly relations and together with the activists of the Odessa Euromaidan
tСey annШunced tСat Шn 2 May tСey wТХХ СШХd tСe “MarcС Шf UnТty Шf UФraТne”. At tСe saЦe tТЦe tСe
activists of the Anti-Maidan who were at the Kulikove Pole square had intentions to stop the march.
Later along the route of the march there were numerous clashes of participants from opposing
protests. Along with this, during the fights used were all means available (sticks, firecrackers,
stones, sidewalk slabs) and both traumatic and lethal weapons. The tragic end of this became the
fire in the House of Trade Unions as a result of which dozens of people died. Totally, as a result of
clashes died 48 people, more than 200 were injured30.
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The leadership of law enforcement authorities knew well before about the planned events and
ЩШssТbХe cШnfХТcts. In ЩartТcuХar, Тn tСe buТХdТng Шf tСe regТШnaХ ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce tСere was ЦeetТng
with all the chiefs of law enforcement structures of the region where they obviously discussed a
possibly dangerous situation. However, according to the materials collected from the open sources
by independent experts and journalists31, law enforcement officers committed a number of
violations which later led to such horrible consequences:
1) Formed reserves of forces and means for securing public order was dispersed
throughout the city without any logic and, as a result, the most part of law enforcement
officers was not engaged in stopping mass riots. Thus, most part of policemen - 700 officers
- were sent tШ secure tСe Шrder at tСe stadТuЦ “CСernШЦШrets”, tШ secure tСe ЩubХТc Шrder at
the Kulikove pole - several dozens, to escort the march - around 100 policemen.
2) Policemen taking part in stopping clashes did not have the equipment adequate to the
situation and did not meet the requirements of safety even of the policemen themselves.
3) In many cases police did perform their duties, particularly, did not try to stop the
fights and clashes but simply observed the events from the side.
4) The leadership of the Directorate General of MIA of Ukraine in Odessa kept itself
aХШШf frШЦ dutТes. TСus tСe Шrder tШ ТЦЩХeЦent tСe ШЩeratТve ЩХan “KСvuХТa” (a sЩecТaХ
regime to stop mass riots) was signed but was not registered and implemented. Facts of
inactivity Шf ЩШХТce and faТХure tШ ТЦЩХeЦent “KСvuХТa” were Хater ЩrШven by tСe cШncХusТШns
of the Monitoring mission of the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights of
15 June 2014.
5) There are photos and videos proving that certain policemen did not only give
preference to the representatives of the Anti-Maidan but even wore the same kind of
bandages of red duck-tape which wore the activists at the Kulikove pole. However, there
was no evidence of conspiracy between the protesters and the leadership of police.
Nevertheless, experts believe that the lack of conspiracy with the leadership does not mean
that there was no such thing between the protesters and separate units and groups of law
enforcement officers.
HШwever, Тt’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat Цany ЩШХТcemen at that day were performing their duties and
tried to protect the life and health of people as they could. According to the official data 14
servicemen of the internal military and 49 policemen were injured or wounded. However, according
to the unofficial data, there were a lot more law enforcement officers injured because many
policemen were from other districts of the region which means they were not being registered in the
medical establishments in Odessa where they were just receiving the first aid.
Unfortunately, an effective investigation of the tragic events in Odessa and the identification of
those guilty of the deaths of people was long waited for. Only after more than half a year cases were
sent to court trial.
4. Conclusions and recommendations
The general reason of many violations and abuses by law enforcement officers when securing
public order during peaceful assemblies is the fact that approaches to training officers to the
specifics of such work and the fundamentals of human rights did not change not only after the
Euromaidan but after Ukraine became independent. One should understand that inactivity of police
during clashes at peaceful assemblies does not only threaten the democracy and human rights but
also the life and health of a big number of people.
31

Association UMDPL. Group of Independent researchers of the tragedy on 2 May in Odessa published their first
conclusions. http://umdpl.info/2014/08/hruppa-nezavysymyih-rassledovatelej-trahedyy-2-maya-v-odesse-obnarodovalapervyie-vyivodyi-vydeo/
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We propose:
1. To implement a unified system of individual identification badges with a unique number and a
last name (badges, bandages etc) for all law enforcement authorities. Fir this it is necessary to create
the unified database of unique identification numbers of police officers in the country, issue the
number to a police officer only one time for the whole period of service, put this number on all
types of uniforms and impact munition (this can be, for example, the same badge that can be put on
any type of uniform or even the helmet) as well as mention it in the service ID, to prohibit police
officer to make obstacles to photographing it, make sure that policemen do not put these numbers
off during the service and make relevant amendments to the legislation.
2. With a special regulatory act of MIA of Ukraine to oblige police officers of public security,
including their chiefs, to wear uniform when on duty of securing public during peaceful assemblies.
3. Bring the provisions of the Statute of Police Patrol Service of Ukraine approved by the order of
MIA №404 Шf 28.07.1994 Тn cШrresЩШndence wТtС tСe CШnstТtutТШn Шf UФraТne Тn Щart Шf ЩrШvТdТng
for the public order during mass events (Section XV. Public order and security during mass events).
4. CanceХ tСe “GuТdeХТnes Шn actТШns Шf ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes durТng tСe ЩreЩaratТШn and
СШХdТng Шf Цass events” (№8713/П в 02.06.2011), wСТcС teХХ ЩШХТce unТts tШ address tШ tСe ХШcaХ
executive authorities with a petition to appeal to court on prohibition of peaceful assembly. Thus to
drop the practice of informing local authorities on the impossibility to secure law and order at the
place of peaceful assembly.
5. Together with the representatives of NGOs to elaborate and approve new progressive guidelines
based on international standards, first of all the OSCE Guidelines on Freedom of Peaceful
Assembly and relevant ECHR decisions.
6. Provide for teaching officers the provisions of international and national law on the freedom of
peaceful assembly, including the grounds, order and conditions according to which law enforcement
officers can use impact munition and force. Engage international and human rights experts to such
an educational work.
7. Ensure that there is an effective investigation after each case of illegal detention and excessive
use of force against the participants of peaceful assemblies by law enforcement officers. Introduce
separate statistical data on such violations.
Maryna Tsapok
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Observance of a right to property in the activity of internal affairs authorities
in 2014
1. Introduction. International and national standards in the sphere of observance of a right
to property
Main standards in the sphere of legal regulation of property relations include the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (1950), which signatories are almost all European countries,
particularly Ukraine.
Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaims the right to private property
as the main and inalienable right of a person. The Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is an international treaty that anchors a certain range of the
most important subjective rights of a person. Forming an integral part of this Convention
separate Protocols supplement and develop its provisions.
ArtТcХe 1 Шf tСe PrШtШcШХ №1 (1952) tШ tСe CШnventТШn reads: Every natural or legal person is
entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be deprived of his possessions
except in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law and by the general
principles of international law. The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair
the right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of property in
accordance with the general interest or to secure the payment of taxes or other contributions or
penalties. 1.
According to the practice of the European Court of Human Rights this article includes three
separate rules (principles):
● anchors the right to free enjoyment of possessions (property);
● regulates conditions of deprivation of possessions;
● acknowledges the right of the state to exercise control over the usage of possessions
according to general interests.
The practice of the Court shows that the right to property has two components:
● procedural which sets procedural guarantees against intrusion into peaceful possession;
● material which gives protection against an arbitrary actions of the state or reliance on an
excessive burden.
It is in such a connection of procedural and material grounds that a fair balance between public
interest and requirements of property rights protection shall be understood. Indicative in this
regard Тs tСe decТsТШn Шf tСe EurШЩean CШurt Шf HuЦan RТgСts Тn tСe case “Case Шf SЩШrrШng and
LönnrШtС v. Sweden Шf 23.09.1982”2.
Deprivation of ownership is the most serious limitation of a right to property and requires for
such a deprivation to be executed in public interest. According to the standard, developed in the
practice of the Court, to establish that a certain governmental measure is in line with
requirements of this principle one should go through three criteria:
− wСetСer tСe deЩrТvatТШn Шf ЩrШЩerty was dШne Тn “ЩubХТc Тnterest”;
− whether a measure was proportional to the persecuted goals;
1

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Protocol to the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/994_535
2
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Decision of the European Court of Human
RТgСts. Case “SЩШrrШng and LönnrШtС v. Sweden”. http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/980_098
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− whether such a measure was lawful.
Intrusion to the right to peaceful possession touches upon three most important sovereign powers
of the state:
- right to seize property in the public interest;
- right to regulate the use of property;
- the right to establish the tax system.
Text of article 1 of the Convention means that everyone is guarateed the right to respect to its
property and there are certain guarantees of the rights of private persons in case of intrusion of
the state in their rights.
It is worth mentioning that partially
It should be noted that part of the property rights concerns Art. 6 of the Convention, which
establishes the guarantees of judicial protection, and Art. 13, which provides the possibility for
an effective remedy of violated rights.
According to Art. 1 of tСe PrШtШcШХ №1 tШ tСe CШnventТШn, tСe state Цust ЩrШЩerХy ШrganТze
public relations of ownership for the subjective right of ownership to be effective. With regard to
the methods and means of how this is to be done, the state has a certain discretion and significant
authority. At the same time, the legal regulation has to be subject to basic international standards
that are formulated by the European Court of Human Rights. These standards are comprised of
three fundamental principles of law:
− rule of law;
− balance of public and private interests;
− judicial control.
According to the rule of law principle, property relations regulation is based on any sources of
law having general or specific legal requirements (principles of the law, provisions of the law or
a rule formed by the court precedent), but in terms of content and quality must meet the
requirements of accessibility and foreseeability and legal certainty of established rules taking
into account the general rule of inadmissibility of retroactive application of the law as well as of
meeting the requirement of effectiveness of the guaranteed subjective rights.
Taking into account that under today's conditions the state is getting more and more active in
intruding to private relations to ensure social and public goals, international legal regulation sets
limits and conditions for applying limiting measures. In terms of compliance with the objectives
and results the regulation of property relations has to satisfy the requirement of balance of public
and private interests. Such a requirement indicates on the limits of intrusion to private relations
arising out of interconnection of a state and civil society: the state can limit the right to property
in public interests but, along with this, public interests, firstly, should not suppress, neutralize
interests of individuals, secondly, a private person should not be imposed with a burden resulting
from limitation of a right to property.
Material and legal regulation of property relations is impossible without a proper ensurance by
the national judicial authorities of the realization of procedural guarantees of judicial control, to
which belongs the realization of procedural guarantees with the aim of protection of ownership
rights. International judicial authorities have the main role with regard to protection of rights of
owners, to concretize international and legal provisions on the protection of the right to
ownership, especially this is represented by the activity of the European Court of Human Rights.
Thus, the decisions of this Court reveal the content of fundamental principles underlying the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms which gave the
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possibility to form the basic international standards for the protection of a right to property which
can be taken as fundamentals for the national provisions3.
Norms of national legislation also contain a range of provisions with regard to protection of a
right to property, particularly, provisions of article 41 of the Constitution of Ukraine4 has the
following guarantees:
- everyone has the right to possess, use and manage his own property, results of his intellectual
and creative activity;
- no one can unlawfully deprived of the right to property, right to private property is inviolable;
- forceful seizure of objects of a right to private property can be applied only as an exception and
in public interest on the grounds and in the order set by the law, and on the conditions of prior
and full reimbursement of the price. Forceful seizure of such objects with their further
reimbursement can be applied only under martial law or state of emergency;
- confiscation of property can be applied exclusively upon decision of the court in the cases,
extent and order set by the law.
Legal definition of property in our state is provided for by the Civil Code of Ukraine5.
According to art. 316 of the Code, right to property is a right of a person to possess a thing
(property) that he exercises according to the law upon his discretion disregard the will of other
persons. Possessor owns, use and manages his property at his own discretion. Neither state nor
anyone else shall not intrude with the realization of a right to property by the owner. A right to
property is inviolable.
No one can be unlawfully deprived of this right or to be limited in its realization except in cases
and in the order set by the law (article 319, 321 of the Civil Code of Ukraine).
According to article 386 of the Civil Code, the state must ensure equal protection of rights of all
subjects of a right to property. Every person, whose rights to property are violated, has the right
to receive reimbursement of property and moral damages.
Reimbursement of damages, including property damages, caused by public authorities and their
officials in the exercise of their powers is foreseen by article 56 of the Constitution of Ukraine
and articles 1173 - 1176 of the Civil Code.
Part 1 of article 1177 of the Civil Code the State even took the responsibility to reimburse
property damages to natural persons caused by the crime if a person who committed it was not
identified or was a person was recognized insolvent. However, part 2 of this Article defines that
conditions and the order of such reimbursement shall be set by the law.
However, as of today there is no law regulating conditions and order of reimbursement, the state
does not perform its duties.
According to the content of article 3 of the Constitution of Ukraine, the state shall be responsible
for its activity. Observance of the right to property of citizens along with the observance of other
rights and freedoms is an obligation of the state.

3

Law journal. International legal mechanisms for protection of a right to property: practice of the European
Court of Human Rights. http://www.justinian.com.ua/article.php?id=3060
4
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Constitution of Ukraine.
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/254%D0%BA/96-%D0%B2%D1%80
5
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Civil Code of Ukraine.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/435-15
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TСТs ШbХТgatТШn Шf tСe state accШrdТng tШ artТcХes 1, 2, 10 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”6
shall be performed by police, which main task is to protect property from criminal
encroachments.
2. General situation with the observance of the right to property in the activity of internal
affairs of Ukraine
As mentioned above, police must ensure the protection of public right to property from criminal
encrШacСЦents. TСerefШre taФe “usefuХ” actТШns. At tСe saЦe tТЦe ЩШХТce Сas tШ refraТn frШЦ
violations of property rights, imposing damages to this rights. Therefore, traditionally, as in
previous reports, evaluation of the state of observance of a right to property in the activity of
internal affairs authorities in 2014 has to be made by two spheres:
● level of protection of property of natural and legal persons from criminal encroachments
by internal affairs authorities (evaluation of effectiveness of internal affairs authorities
activity aimed at performing its duties according to articles 1, 2 of the Law of Ukraine
“On PШХТce”);
● level of unlawful intrusion of internal affairs officers into possession, use and managing
by natural and legal persons of property belonging to them.
It is obvious, that when evaluating the observance of a right to property in the activity of police
within the reporting period, it is necessary to take into account the events our society faced in
2014 - Euromaidan, occupation of the Crimea, massive riots in Odessa on 02.05.2014, events in
the East of Ukraine etc.
Even without a comprehensive analysis, based on certain observations, we can point at the lack
of any improvement of the state of securing and observance of a right to property in the activity
of internal affairs authorities in comparison with previous years. An extreme events that were
happening during 2014 quite clearly proved the anti-people nature of the existing law
enforcement system. They demonstrated that the existing law enforcement system cannot satisfy
the requirements of society, including the observance of a right to property of its members.
DurТng tСe events Шf EurШЦaТdan tСe Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers tШgetСer wТtС “tТtusСФТ” were
destroying transport and other property of citizens proving that they were acting together with
criminal elements. There are a lot of sources proving that police turned out to be unable to
protect property of citizens during the massive riots in Odessa on 02 May 2014.
Today in the anti-terrorist operation zone in the East of Ukraine, both on the uncontrolled and
controlled by Ukraine territory, happen massive heists, robberies, extortion. However there is no
proper reaction of police to such actions. Moreover, officers of law enforcement authorities often
commit these crimes themselves.
The level of corruption in the law enforcement system is quite high and there is no sign of its
decrease after change of power. Abuse of office by police officers in personal business interests
is the every day norm.
Activity of law enforcement officers becomes less transparent for the leadership and society,
manipulations of institutional press-services enhance.

6

OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”.
http://zakon2.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/565-12
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Protection of the rich parts of society remains a priority in functioning of the existing law
enforcement system, at the same time instead of combating economic crimes we see the increase
in pressure on business.
As before, formal indices prevail in the work of police. Evaluation of the work of law
enforcement officers according to statistical and quantitative system leads to falsifications,
stimulates unlawful methods of work.
3. State of protection of a right to property from criminal encroachments
For a comparative analysis of the dynamics of combating criminal encroachments against
property we will use the Unified Report on Criminal Violations in the State for JanuaryDecember 20147.
We cannot count on the fact that the usage of the given report will give us the objective picture
with regard to the protection of a right to property from criminal encroachments in the activity of
internal affairs authorities, since, as it was mentioned before, statistical and quantitative system
has the elements of falsifications. However, taking into account the correlation, we can see
certain tendencies.
We will put the numbers of registered criminal violations against property under the categories
and will count the part of each category of violations against property in the general structure of
crimes and in the structure of crimes against property.
Since giving notice on suspicion shows that a person who committed a crime is identified, then
accordingly the table will include a number of registered violations when persons received notice
on suspicion. We will also count the correlation of the quantity of criminal violations where
persons were given a notice of suspicion with a number of registered violations under this
category.
The table also includes data with regard to a number of violations for which criminal
proceedings with indictment were sent to court, indicating the part of such violations in the
general number of registered violations of this category.
Table 1 (The state of combating criminal violations against property for 12 months of 2014)
Types of criminal
Total registered
offences / evaluation
criteria
529 139
Criminal
total

offences

Criminal
offences 311 342
(59% of the general
against property
quantity of the
detected offences)
7

Criminal offences
after which persons
received notification
of suspicion
199 263
(38% of the quantity
of the detected
offences)

Criminal offences
after which
proceedings were
sent to court
173 311
(33% of the
quantity of the
detected offences)

97 202
(31% of the quantity
of the detected
offences against

87 299
(28% of the quantity
of the detected
offences against

OffТcТaХ websТte Шf tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne. UnТfТed reЩШrt Шn criminal violations in the
state for January - December
2014.www.gp.gov.ua/ua/stst2011.html?_m=fslib&_t=fsfile&_c=download&file_id=189273
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Theft

Armed assault

Robbery

Extortion

Fraud

226 833
(73% of the general
quantity of the
detected offences
against property)
20 541
(6,7% of the general
quantity of the
detected offences
against property)
3 895
(1,25% of the general
quantity of the
detected offences
against property)
640
(0,2% of the general
quantity of the
detected offences
against property)
41963
(13,5% of the general
quantity of the
detected offences
against property)

property)
70 519
(31% of the quantity
of the detected thefts)

property)
64 624
(28,5% of the
quantity of the
detected thefts)

7 638
(37% of the quantity
of the detected armed
assaults)

6 768
(33% of the quantity
of the detected
armed assaults)

1812
(46,5% of the quantity
of the detected
robberies)

1410
(36% of the quantity
of the detected
robberies)

260
(41% of the quantity
of the detected cases
of extortion)

204
(32% of the quantity
of the detected cases
of extortion)

10599
(25% of the quantity
of the detected cases
of fraud)

8775
(21% of the quantity
of the detected cases
of fraud)

Using the Unified Report on Criminal Violations in the State for January-December 2013, we
will include the same data to the table.
Table 2 (the State of combating criminal violations against property for 12 months of 2013)
Types of criminal
Total
offences / evaluation
registered
criteria

Total
number
criminal offences

of 563 560

Criminal
offences 334 821
(59,4% of the general
against property
quantity of offences )

Theft

Armed assault

242 679
(73% of the general
quantity of offences
against property)
22 695
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Criminal offences
after which persons
received notification
of suspicion

Criminal offences
after which
proceedings were
sent to court

223 561
(39,7% of the quantity
of detected offences)

205 751 (36,5% of
the quantity of
detected offences)

105 876
(31,6% of the quantity
of detected offences
against property)

99 437
(32,7% of the
quantity of detected
offences against
property)
70 468
(28,5% of the
quantity of detected
thefts)
8 704

72 954
(30% of the quantity
of detected thefts)
9 313

Robbery

Extortion

Fraud

(6,8% of the general
quantity of offences
against property)

(41% of the quantity
of detected armed
assaults)

(38,9% of the
quantity of detected
armed assaults)

2 856
(0,85% of the general
quantity of offences
against property)
733
(0,2% of the general
quantity of offences
against property)
47 142
(14% of the general
quantity of offences
against property)

1 971
(69% of the quantity
of detected robberies)

1 723
(60,8% of the
quantity of detected
robberies)
311
(42,3% of the
quantity of detected
extortions)
11 310
(24% of the quantity
of detected cases of
fraud)

310
(42,3% of the quantity
of detected extortions)
12 645
(26,8% of the quantity
of detected cases of
fraud)

For the comparative analysis of the activity of law enforcement authorities in the sphere of
cШЦbatТng crТЦТnaХ Шffences agaТnst ЩrШЩerty we Щut data frШЦ tabХe №1 (fШr 2014) and №2
(ащк 2013) ТntШ Шne.
Table 3 (Comparison of statistical data in the sphere of combating criminal offences
against property for 2014 and 2013)
Types of criminal
Total
offences / evaluation
registered
criteria

Criminal
offences
after which persons
received notification
of suspicion

Criminal offences
after which
proceedings were
sent to court

(% of the general
quantity of detected
offences)

(% of the quantity of (% of the quantity
detected offences of of detected offences
this category)
of this category)

2014 / 2013
529 139 / 563 560

2014 / 2013
199 263 / 223 561

2014 / 2013
173 311 / 205 751

in 2014 there were 34
421 criminal offences
less (6.1 %) registered
than in 2013
311 342 / 334 821

(38% / 39,7%)

(33% / 36, 5%)

97 202 / 105 876

87 299 / 99 437

Theft

(59% / 59, 4%)
226 833 / 242 679

(31% / 32%)
70 519 / 72 954

(28% / 32,7%)
64 624 / 70 468

Armed assaults

(73% / 73%)
20 541 / 22 695

(31% / 30%)
7 638 / 9 313

(28,5% / 28,5%)
6 768 / 8 704

Robberies

(6,7% / 6,8%)
3 895 / 2 856

(37% / 41%)
1 812 / 1 971

(33% / 38,9%)
1 410 / 1 723

(1,25% / 0,85%)

(46,5% / 69%)

(36% / 60,8%)

Total number of
criminal offences

Criminal offences
against property
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Extortion

640 / 733

260 / 310

204 / 311

Fraud

(0,2% / 0,2%)
41 963 / 47 142

(41% / 42,3%)
10 599 / 12 645

(32% / 42,3%)
8 775 / 11 310

(13,5% / 14%)

(25% / 27%)

(21% / 24%)

First of all we need to draw our attention to the fact that in 2014 there were less registered
criminal offences than in 2013 by 6.1%. In 2013 there were 563 560, in 2014 - 529 139. At the
same time the data shows that this decrease was caused mostly by the decrease by 23 479 (7%)
of the registered criminal offences against property. In 2013 there were 334 1821 criminal
offences against property, in 2014 - only 311 342.
Since in the real life in 2014 we did not see the a decrease in the number of criminal
encroachments against property, such a tendency looks quite strange and needs a separate
research.
Indices provided in the tables show that criminal encroachments against property are the most
common in Ukraine. Disregard the substantial decrease in their quantity, their part in the general
structure of crimes stays the same (in 2014 - 59%, in 2013 - 59.4%).
The most widespread type of criminal encroachments against property are still thefts. In 2014
there were 15 846 crimes of this category registered, by 6.5% less than in 2013. In 2013 there
were 242 679 registered, and in 2014 - 226 833. However, disregard such a substantial decrease,
a part of this category of crimes in the structure of crimes against property stays the same. In
2013 it was 73%, in 2014 - also 73%.
Among 311 342 of criminal offences against property that were registered in 2014, there were
only 97 202 (31% of the general quantity of registered) after which persons received
notifications of suspicion. Meaning, 214 140 (69% of the quantity of registered) crimes against
property stayed unsolved, rights of victims were not renewed. In 2013 68% of criminal offences
of this category stay unsolved.
With regard to thefts - the most common type of criminal encroachments against property - in
2014 among 226 833 of the registered crimes there were only 70 519 (31% of the general
quantity) after which persons who committed them received notification of suspicion. 156 314 of
thefts (69%) stayed unsolved. In 2013 70% of the registered thefts stayed unsolved.
Renewed rights to property of persons affected by fraud, is traditionally at the low level. From
41 963 of criminal offences of this category, registered in 2014, there were 10 599 notifications
of suspicion issued to persons who committed them which makes only 25% of the general
quantity of registered offences. Meaning, rights of persons affected by fraud, in 75% of cases are
not getting renewed. In 2013 this number was 73%.
The above mentioned arguments do not prove that police performs one of its main functions protection of a right to property from criminal encroachments - at the satisfactory level. Such a
state of things gives criminals a real possibility to continue its unlawful activity.
At the same time, taking into account the factor, that law enforcement officers almost do not pay
attention to the unsolved crimes of previous years, it is worth mentioning that a general number
of citizens unlawfully deprived of property increase year to year. Besides that, one should point
out the latent crimes, when a person affected by them does not report them to law enforcement
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authorities having no trust in the feasibility of such reporting, as well as crimes hidden from
reports by police officers.
Failure of law enforcement authorities to withstand criminal encroachments against property,
especially in the extreme conditions, was quite well represented in the anti-terrorist operation
zone in the East of Ukraine. Mass media releases provided below clearly prove that:
«Terrorists of tСe “Donetsk republic” looted “Metro” sСop located nearby tСe territory of
Donetsk Airport. Terrorists and looters were stealing goods from the supermarket all day. Police
did not intrude… “Kadirovtsy” and don cossacks moved witС tСe stolen Рoods from Donetsk to
tСe Russian border”8.
«Terrorists of tСe self-proclaimed “Donetsk People’s Republic” (Сereinafter - DNR) make
people provide their private property motivating their decisions with the necessity to nationalize
property. TСis was said by tСe employee of tСe “Spetssteklo A” plant in Konstantinovka of
Donetsk region. According to him, on 20 May people in masks with machine-guns came to the
plant and said that the enterprise has to be nationalized. They also said that the DNR urgently
needs money therefore they will take out the equipment and valuable things to sell them.
Employee said terrorists paid sucС visits to a number of enterprises of Konstantinovka. “People
are afraid, tСey don’t know what to do, who to turn to for help. They are afraid for their lives
and lives of families...Armed terrorists steal and loot on the territory of south-eastern regions of
Ukraine. On 22 May in Mariupol of Donetsk region men armed with machine guns robbed three
banks in tСe centre of tСe city and stole 50 tСousand UAH”9.
«In LuСank armed terrorists looted “Epizentr” supermarket on Vidrodzennia street. Besides
tСat, terrorists of “LuСansk People’s Republic” (Сereinafter - LNR) robbed a house of the deputy
mayor. According to witnesses, Bolotov terrorists showed up in the store a few minutes before
closinР. Employees did not want to let tСem in. “Visitors” tСreatened to sСoot tСe Рlass...LNR
terrorists took several generators, tents, shovels and camping equipment...Besides that, on 13
July armed LNR terrorists came to the house of Deputy mayor of Luhhansk Mr. Zahe Zukhbaia.
TСe aim of tСe visit was declared as follows: “Time to sСare”. TСe deputy mayor Сimself was not
at home at the time. Security guards of the deputy mayor were put face down on the floor, and
demanded the wife of the deputy mayor to give all valuable things that were in the house. Having
received tСe valuables, terrorists left”10.
«Terrorists continue lootinР in tСe captured cities. In Yenakievo they took all home appliances
out of tСe “Foxtrot” store for tСe amount of around 4 million UAH. And at tСe central market of
Horlivka terrorists are robbinР local entrepreneurs»11.

8

АebsТte “ТPress.ua”. Hungry terrШrТsts Шf DNR ХШШted suЩerЦarФet Тn DШnetsФ.
http://ipress.ua/ru/news/golodnie_boevyky_dnr_ograbyly_supermarket_v_donetske_67046.html
9
АebsТte “ТPress.ua”. TerrШrТsts Шf tСe “DШnetsФ PeШЩХe’s ReЩubХТc” seТze ЩrТvate ЩrШЩerty Шf ЩeШЩХe fШr
nationalization.
http://ipress.ua/ru/news/terrorysti_donetskoy_narodnoy_respublyky_otbyrayut_lychnoe_ymushchestvo_lyudey_dly
a_natsyonalyzatsyy_65851.html
10
«IndeЩendent Bureau Шf News». LNR terrШrТsts rШbbed tСe suЩerЦarФet “EЩТzentr” and tСe СШuse Шf
Luhansk Deputy mayor. http://nbnews.com.ua/ru/news/127333/
11
Internet-Тssue “deЩШ.ua”. TerrШrТsts Тn YenaФТevШ rШbbed tСe suЩerЦarФet Шf СШЦe aЩЩХТance wШrtС 4
million UAH. http://www.depo.ua/rus/criminal/boeviki-v-enakievo-ograbili-supermarket-tehniki-na-4-mln25082014142000
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«In Horlivka of tСe Donetsk reРion terrorists forced tСeir way into the shopping mall and took
out all food products and alcohol for the amount of 2 million UAH. In Horlivka, controlled by
tСe terrorists, sСops and markets are closinР»12.
«TСree people in masks armed witС macСine-Рuns and pistols robbed jewelry store “Karat”
located in tСe city “Krasniy LutscС on Lenina st...Armed people broke sСow - windows and stole
Рolden jewelry»13.
«In tСe center of Donetsk tСere was a robbery of currency excСanРe office, durinР wСicС a
pregnant woman - cashier was strangled...85 tСousand UAH was stolen»14.
Numerous releases in mass media on the crimes against property, especially in East of Ukraine,
prove the fact that law enforcement officers fail to combat crimes against property, especially in
extreme conditions. Official statistТcs ЩubХТsСed at tСe ШffТcТaХ websТte, was “adaЩted” tШ tСe
indices of solving crimes and does not represent the real state of things.
In most cases inactivity of police with regard to performing its functions, including ensuring the
protection from criminal encroachments against property, is being explained by its
demoralization after Euromaidan. However, such an explanation is false, because police was
demoralized long before the mentioned events which is shown by the research of previous years.
Reasons leading to the unsatisfactory state of protection of rights to property from criminal
encroachments, except the above mentioned, as before are as follows:
● unsatisfactory organization of civil order and prevention of crimes against property;
● improper investigation of property crimes;
● concealment of property crimes from reports by consideration of information according
tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PetТtТШns Шf CТtТzens” Тnstead Шf ТncХudТng sucС ТnfШrЦatТШn tШ
the Unified Register of Pre-Trial Investigations and opening criminal proceedings;
● direct concealment by police officers of information on property crimes failing to register
them;
● lack of reaction of police officers to information on property crimes.
Improper organization of solving lucrative crimes is caused first of all by the following:
● lack of relevant attention from the state to performing its constitutional obligations before
the citizens as well as the proper interest to renew violated rights of citizens;
● improper professional preparation of investigative officers and operative police units;
● low effectiveness of application technical means during the examination of crime scenes;
● improper application of possibilities of forensic and other means;
● imperfection of evaluation of operative and service activity of police which leads to
concealment of property crimes from reporting.

12

Internet-Тssue “deЩШ.ua”. АantТng tШ get a drТnФ terrШrТsts rШbbed tСe sСШЩЩТng ЦaХХ Тn HШrХТvФa fШr 2
million UAH. http://www.depo.ua/rus/criminal/zhazhdushchie-napitsya-terroristy-ograbili-tts-v-gorlovke-na31072014132500
13
Internet-Тssue “Observer”. In LuСansФ regТШn ЩeШЩХe wТtС ЦacСТne guns rШbbed tСe УeweХry
store.http://obozrevatel.com/politics/72156-na-luganschine-vooruzhennyie-bandityi-ograbili-yuvelirnyijmagazin.htm
14
Internet-Тssue “Observer”. In DШnetsФ durТng tСe rШbbery Шf currency exchange office a pregnant womancashier was strangled. http://obozrevatel.com/crime/42910-v-donetske-vo-vremya-ogrableniya-punkta-valyutzadushili-beremennuyu-zhenschinu-kassira.htm
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4. Unlawful intrusion of internal affairs officers to possession, usage and managing of
owned property by natural and legal persons
As was mentioned above, in many cases inactivity of police with regard to performing its
obligations, including providing for protection from criminal encroachments against property,
officers are trying to explain its demoralization after Euromaidan. However, such a
“deЦШraХТzatТШn” dШes not prevent law enforcement officers to criminally infringe on property.
In 2014, as in previous years, violation of rights to property in the activity of internal affairs
authorities had a massive, systemic character.
Forms and methods of unlawful deprivation citizens of property and creation of obstacles in
using property by police officers stay quite diverse and depend on the position and unit.
Violation of the right to property in the activity of internal affairs authorities can informally be
divided into two main categories:
● appropriation of property by committing general crimes;
● appropriation of property and creation of obstacles to possession through abuse of
powers.
Appropriation of property by committing general crimes. This method of depriving citizens
of property is quite common and quite dangerous for society. The peculiarities of danger from
police officers committing crimes are the following:
● possession of standard-issue weapons, which they officially are allowed to use and carry;
● existence of authoritative powers;
● their awareness concerning the state of solving crimes they committed which gives them
the possibility to avoid responsibility;
● their physical training;
● possession of special investigative techniques, knowledge of methods and ways of
solving crimes which also makes it hard to prove their guilt.
Mentioned circumstances give grounds to believe that the level of latent crimes of police officers
is quite high. Meaning that only a small part of crimes committed by police officers are being
solved, and a big number of crooked police officers continue their criminal activity in police.
The category of general crimes of internal affairs officers aimed at appropriation of property
should first of all includes tortures with the aim to appropriate property, armed assaults,
robberies, thefts, extortion and cases of fraud.
Tortures with the aim to appropriate property. One of such crimes was described in the

publication:
«In Mykolaiv a police officer witС Сis companion were detained on suspicion of beating and extortion of
money in the amount of 4 000 UAH for not bringing a man to criminal responsibility...Law enforcement
officers received a petition from a citizen on the fact that police officers of the Department of the Ministry
of Internal Affairs in Mykolaiv region demanded 4 000 UAH for not bringing him to criminal
responsibility...A citizen was hospitalized at the medical establishment where they proved the existence of
15
bodily injuries incurred by police officers and their companion » .

15

АebsТte «banderТvets.Шrg.ua». In MyФolaiv crooked police officers beated a man when extorting a bribe.
http://banderivets.org.ua/u-mykolayevi-nelyudy-militsionery-pobyly-cholovika-vymagayuchy-habar.html
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Armed assaults, committed by police officers with the aim to appropriate property of citizens in

2014 were common mostly in the East of Ukraine, particularly, in the anti-terrorist operation
zone, which is proved by numerous publications in mass media, for example:
«Prosecution Office in Donetsk reРion closed tСe investiРation concerninР tСe criminal activity of a 28
year-old police officer wСo joined terrorists of tСe so called «DNR»...Ex-policeman together with the
terrorists committed several crimes. One of these crimes was an armed assault on the auto shop where
together with other members of the terrorist organization a policeman took hold of a transport vehicle
16
and a property of the enterprise for the amount of more than 5 million UAH» .

But armed assaults in 2014 were committed by police officers not only in the anti-terrorist zone,
but also in the capitol of our state.
«In Kyiv a policeman and three his companions are suspected in grave assault...a 25 year -old trooper of
tСe battalion of patrol special service «Golden Gate» police private PopeliukС witС companions was
invited to a party with girls. A policeman and one of his criminal companions after they broke into
apartment started threatening a host and her girlfriends with a pistol...Criminals stole 3 000 UAH and 20
17
USD from the apartment of a 19 year-old, resident of tСe PecСersk district.» .
Robberies in 2014 were committed by police officers both on the territory controlled and not

controlled by Ukraine.
«Today officers of law enforcement autСorities, wСo worked in Horlivka before, and now left tСe captured
city, face the fact that their property was robbed by their ex-colleagues. The latter are picking the locks
and seize the apartment having taken out appliances and other things before...This is done not by the
«militia» but directly by ex police officers. TСey don't care about cСildren, women...As it is mentioned in
18
the message, as of this moment there were a few such cases in different districts of tСe city» .

«Police officer is arrested for robbery with violence. He robbed a girl having used tear gas...In the
evening on 30 January on the street in Kominterna district of Kharkiv passers-by detained and called
police on a man who having used tear gas stole a girl's cell phone and tried to escape. It is established,
that a detained person turned out to be a police captain working at one of the district police stations of
tСe city»19.

There were less thefts in 2014 than in previous years which can be proven by a number of mass
media releases.
«InvestiРative unit of tСe prosecutor's office of tСe city of Kyiv Сolds pre-trial investigation concerning
law enforcement officers among which is the officer of the prosecution office in Pechersk district, on the
fact of tСeft of valuables from elite jewelry store «Graf» for tСe Рeneral amount of 20 000 USD and 1 203
16

Issue «SegШdnya.ua». In KraЦatШrsФ a ЩШХТceЦan tШgetСer wТtС tСe terrШrТsts Шf DNR rШbbed a fТrЦ Шf tСe
amount of 5 million. http://www.segodnya.ua/regions/donetsk/v-kramatorske-milicioner-vmeste-s-boevikami-dnrograbil-firmu-na-5-millionov-554269.html
17
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn «Observer». In KyТv a ЩШХТceЦan rШbbed gТrХs at the party.
http://kiyany.obozrevatel.com/crime/07691-v-kieve-militsioner-ograbil-na-vecherinke-devushek.htm
18
АebsТte «IsХand». PШХТce ШffТcers wСШ gave ШatС tШ DNR rШb aЩЩartЦents Шf tСeТr ex-colleagues in
Horlivka. http://www.ostro.org/donetsk/criminal/news/456600/
19
NatТШnaХ ТnfШrЦatТШnaХ agency «UФrТnfШrЦ». In KСarФТv a ЩШХТce Шfficer robbed a girl having used tear gas.
http://www.ukrinform.ua/ukr/news/u_harkovi_militsioner_pograbuvav_divchinu_zastosuvavshi_slozoginniy_gaz_1
905594
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678 EUR...Law enforcement officers of the Pechersk district police station together with officers of the
district prosecution office within the framework of criminal proceedings initiated on the fact of selling
counterfeit Рoods came to jewelry stores and conducted a searcС. HavinР entered tСe «staff only» rooms,
mentioned persons started hiding money, valuables and watches in their pockets. However, what they
missed was that there were 20 video cameras, 11 of which were working at that moment and video taped
all actions of tСe so called investiРative Рroup»20.

“In Kyiv witС tСe Сelp of police and local self-defence units of the Dniprovskiy district “Start” a
group of criminals were neutralized. They tried to withdraw money from plastic cards of
Ukrainians by changing ATM card readers. A suspicious looking car with five men inside was
detected by locals in front of the supermarket on 8 Kharkiv ave. When police together with men
from a self-defence unit came a car tried to escape having hit three cars. After a short chase the
car was blocked in the courtyards. Men tried to run away. Four of them managed to do that, but
one was arrested. During the inspection of a car of suspects officers found several card readers,
empty blanks of plastic cards, police uniform and documents proving that at least one of the
arrested was a police officer...At the crime scene policemen found an ID badge of the officer of
the unit for combating cybercrime of the District department of the Directorate General of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Kyiv”21.
Extortion - one of the most common types of general crimes of police officers. It is used for
material enrichment both by police generals and ordinary policemen. The number of these
crimes did not decrease after the appointment of the new leadership of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs of Ukraine and regional police departments.
«I was cominР to my office when I saw three internal affairs officers waiting for me (they even
had my telephone number). They asked me how I was doing and how was my business. I said
that it was going not so good, and that we were barely making ends meet. They came straight to
the point. They said that everyone should be friendly with each other in such hard times. They
were small people and were sent by their leadership. They understand everything, that it is quite
hard to make money now and that they will not leave business without money but we should also
understand that for securing public order and the possibility to work in peace one should pay.
They asked to give 500 UAH as a gift to police and after a New Year he would come to discuss
conditions of our furtСer “friendsСip”, for example, it’d be Рood for me to pay 1 000 UAH
montСly, but if tСe montС was Сard it could be 500 UAH...He said it’d be better if I made a riРСt
decision because a negative answer would only harm me. There will be inspections and searches
(during which everything can be found!). If I close my office here and move they will come to a
new place. And I should know that everybody pays and that if I came to their attention I will
eitСer pay or close down...Because of sucС “autСorities” we are all living in corruption which
led tСe state to a catastropСe. It is tСe lack of professionalism of “autСorities” tСat caused
Maidan last year (and besides that there were Vradiivka case and millions of such cases).
Thousands of broken soles, thousands of closed businesses etc.»22.
«DurinР trips to tСe Anti-terrorist operation zone I had different situations at checkpoints...But
what we have seen recently on our way back from Shchastie at Kupiansk checkpoint shocked and
disappointed me...and it ended with a stand ard: “Have some?”, meaninР by banal extortion...In
20

National anti-cШrruЩtТШn ЩШrtaХ. In KyТv Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers rШbbed a УeweХry stШre “Graf” fШr tСe
amount of 1,2 million EUR. http://antikor.com.ua/articles/12271v_kijevi_pravoohorontsi_pograbuvali_juvelirnij_magazin_graf_na_12_mln._jevro
21
PubХТcatТШn “KyТv. SegШdnya.ua”. In KyТv an ex-policer tried to rob an ATM machine.
http://kiev.segodnya.ua/kaccidents/v-kieve-byvshiy-milicioner-grabil-bankomaty-534036.html
22
АebsТte “ORD”. DneЩrШЩetrШvsФ ЩШХТce wants tШ ХТve by ШХd ruХes? Аe dШubt tСat. http://ordua.com/2014/12/24/dnepropetrovskaya-militsiya-namerena-zhit-po-staromu-eto-vryad-li/?lpage=1
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20 minutes our crew had quite a fun. Having asked, as usual, the one who was checking while
tellinР about Сis Сard times directly said: “Common, Рive me sometСinР”. And Сe didn’t mean
warm head masks or fleece Рloves. TСis, as it turned out, Сe didn’t need at all. He just wanted to
Рet some casС. And Сe was sayinР tСat witС a quite familiar “cop” tone. TСe tone traffic
policemen use when they caught you on minor violation and do not want to draw a protocol, the
one patrol officers use coming up to you sitting on a bench drinking...with the same tone
operative officers use durinР “Рood cop - bad cop move”. Let’s just say - a cop tone. Only now
you didn’t speed or drank beer. And your passenРers are not just simple people but real fighters
from tСe front line, not from some Сeadquarters. But policemen don’t care...don’t care wСetСer
you are a fighter, a separatist, a volunteer or a businessman..They have one and only goal - get
some cash. And cash only - head masks and Сats won’t Рo. WСicС means if you Сave money - you
van go without an inspection, which gladly use businessmen from the LNR giving quite a sum of
money to a driver of eacС truck for “cСeckpoints”. And if not - get ready for insults and careful
examination with passion...this is our brave Ministry of Internal Affairs. Such a sh..t cannot be
done neitСer by border servicemen, nor reРular army soldiers, nor by volunteers. “HustlinР” - is
a cop thing. And they stayed as they were. For 9 months one can bear a child, but as it turned
out - it’s impossible to start reforms in tСe cop system - impossible»23.

Two days after the above mentioned message was published there was another one on the social
netwШrФ (ШrТgТnaХ Хanguage): “...volunteers from Zakarpattia faced the same bastards at the
checkpoint in Kupiansk. They were just shocked: they demanded 300 UAH from them but they
hardly gathered some small amount...Security Service officers are together with policeman at
this checkpoint”.
«Svatovo...After occupation of Luhansk, regional department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs
of Ukraine relocated here. Now Luhansk policemen extort money from volunteers carrying
humanitarian aid to the anti-terrorist operation zone. TСat’s wСat local activists inform of...Law
enforcement officers are on duty at checkpoints near the town. They stop cars and demand
certain amounts of money for lettinР tСem pass. One can also pay policemen witС Рas from one’s
own gas tank...Volunteers who help authorities as much as they can they demand more of
them...At the same time, Department for Combating Economic Crimes also joined the process of
extortion. Representatives of authorities started meticulously inspecting private entrepreneurs
and farms, owners of which take an active part in collecting and sending humanitarian aid to
affected reРions»24.
Cases of fraud also took place in the activity of law enforcement authorities in 2014.
“All-Ukrainian civil organization that does not legally exist collects money for servicemen in the
anti-terrorist operation zone and officers of the Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine in Ternopil region. Its documents are being signed by Ternopil law enforcement officers
who, consequently, receive cash. The organization receives a letter with a request for charity
with a forged signature of the commander of a military base, and the so called Ternopil unit of
this All-Ukrainian civil orРanization is manaРed by a man witС criminal past»25.
Unlawful destruction of property of citizens was mostly common among law enforcement
officers during the Euromaidan events. Destroyed were the cars of participants of protest events,
video and audio appliances of mass media workers etc.
23

Association UMDPL. KupiansФ cСecФЩШТnt. “HustХТng” - is a cop thing. http://umdpl.info/2015/01/11154/
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn «Press Шf UФraТne». LuСansФ ЩШХТce ШffТcers extШrt money from volunteers.
http://uapress.info/ru/news/show/32954
25
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “Day. TernШЩТХ.”. PШХТce, ЦШney and fШrged sТgnature. In Ternopil a civil organization
collects money for the anti-terrorist zone. http://doba.te.ua/novyny/militsiya-hroshi-ta-pidroblenyj-pidpys-vternopoli-odeska-ho-zbyraje-hroshi-dlya-ato-dokumenty.html
24
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“Activist of “Automaidan” Yaroslav HoncСar publisСed a video footage how officers of special
unit of tСe Ministry of Internal Affairs “Berkut” attacked Сis car. A video wСicС, judРinР on tСe
digital marks, was made on 19 January 2014 shows how several police cars on the move blocked
Mr. HoncСar’s «Citroёn», and sСortly after tСat “Berkut” officers ran to Сis car and started
hitting it with legs and batons. In the end a car of the activist was completely destroyed...In a few
days after the publication of the shocking video of how on 19 January 2014 Berkut officers
destroyed tСe car of tСe “Automaidan” activist Yaroslav HoncСar Internet users recoРnized of
the Berkut officers. His name was Roman Tymkiv, a resident of Lviv...Tymkiv was working as
driver and assistant to tСe local “Berkut” cСief. An evil and inadequate creature. Therefore it
was no surprise that having come to Kyiv and having received permission to any crime Tymkiv
started realizinР Сis inferiority complex by destroyinР otСer people's cars»26.
«”Berkut” officers seized a memory card witС video footaРe made by a photographer Mr. Ivan
Lubish-Kirdei. He is an operator of tСe “1+1” cСannel and a freelance pСotoРrapСer of a
newspaper “Den”...TСis Сappened on SСovkovitcsСna street. Ivan was faced witС a “Berkut”
officer, he already had someone else photo camera...Officer made him give away his memory
card to him27.
«On 18 February a pСoto correspondent of tСe newspaper “Vesti” Volodymir Borodin suffered
during the attack of law enforcement forces on Institutska street in Kyiv. According to him, he
was at the pedestrian bridge between the Independence Stella and the October Palace when
“Berkut” officers came on tСe bridРe. “I Сad a Сelmet on sayinР “Press”, a biР red “Press”
badge on the neck and a journalist ID, - he said. - A “Berkut” officer came up to me and told me
to give him my camera right away. Reasoning did not work. I tried giving him the memory-card it didn’t work eitСer. After a “Berkut” officer started СittinР on my Сands and leРs witС a baton I
had to give up a photo camera. They also took away all what was with me at the moment documents, smart-pСone and even a baР for a pСoto (a simple Сeist)»28.
Appropriation of property through abuse of office was also, unfortunately, quite common for
law enforcement officers in the reporting period.
«Prosecutor’s Office in Lviv reРion finisСed a pre-trial investigation in the criminal proceedings
with regard to the ex-officer of the Directorate General of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine in Lviv region who committed a number of criminal offences.
Law breaker and her accomplices were committing crimes connected with the unlawful
appropriation of important personal documents and apartments of victims, forging documents as
well as with efforts to legalize unlawfully received incomes 29.

Bribery - Тs tСe ЦШst cШЦЦШn tyЩe Шf aЩЩrШЩrТatТШn Шf cТtТzens’ ЩrШЩerty fШr aХЦШst aХХ ЩШХТce
units. Today in the mind of an ordinary citizen a police officer is associated with bribery.
26

Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “PrestuЩnШstТ NET”. TСere Тs a vТdeШ Шf СШw “BerФut” ШffТcers destrШyed tСe car Шf
the Automaidan activist. https://news.pn/ru/money/96785
27
Institute of mass information. A photographer Ivan Lubish-Kirdei was taken away of his memory-card
with a video footage. http://imi.org.ua/news/43108-u-fotografa-ivana-lyubisha-kirdeya-berkut-vidibrav-kartipamyati-z-vidznyatim-video.html
28
TСe saЦe. A ЩСШtШ cШrresЩШndent “VestТ” VШХШdyЦТr BШrШdТn was beaten by “BerФut”, wСТcС ШffТcers aХsШ
took away his camera, documents and a smart-phone. http://imi.org.ua/news/43116-fotokorespondenta-volodimiraborodina-pobiv-berkut-vidibrav-u-nogo-kameru-dokumenti-i-smartfon.html
29
InfШrЦatТШnaХ agency “VgШХШs”. In LvТv regТШn an ex-officer of regional police will face the court for
property
and
financial
crimes.
http://vgolos.com.ua/news/na_lvivshchyni_sudytymut_ekspratsivnyka_oblasnoi_militsii_za_maynovi_ta_finansovi_
zlochyny_160960.html
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Everyday activity of the most part of policemen today is hard to imagine without extortion and
receiving bribes. A number of officially detected facts of police bribery in relation to their
general number is so small due to the latent type of this kind of offence and procedural
difficulties with their documenting. That is why a level of bribery in the activity of police is a lot
higher than it is officially recognized and it is impossible to define its real level in practice.
Ordinary officers of the State Automobile Inspection traditionally demand and receive bribes
from participants of state traffic mostly for not bringing them to the administrative responsibility.
The amount of bribes, that leaders of the State Automobile Inspection demand and receive, is
radically different from those received by their subordinates. The sources of bribes differ as well.
«Prosecutor’s Office in Poltava reРion toРetСer witС Security Service officers arrested a police
colonel, head of the Department of the State Automobile Inspection of the Directorate of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Poltava reРion…, СavinР been appointed to tСe
position, the head of the Department of the State Automobile Inspection of the Directorate of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in the region with the aim of unlawful enrichment
extorted money from his subordinates. Monthly payments from each head of the unit amounted
from 1 000 to 4 000 USD...At the time of arrest he had 18 000 USD in cash, and during the
search of his apartment - officers found 900 000 UAH, 20 000 USD, 6 000 EUR. The general
sum tСat was seized amounted to 1,5 million UAH»30.
Massive extortion from State Automobile Inspection (hereinafter - SAI) Service officers cause a
fair outbreak of the road traffic participants, which results in petitions to fire the bribers from
internal affairs authorities. This was done, for example, by automaidan activists in Ternopil
region:
«Automaidan activists submitted all information and evidence to tСe Head of tСe Department of
State Automobile Inspection in Kyiv, and demanded from the local SAI chief to fire extortionists
in uniform. Activists were outraged when bribers returned to work and threatened to organize
demonstrations and to end the cooperation. A driver-resident of Ternopil was given a choice:
eitСer a protocol and a fine or a “bribe”. Activists of tСe Ternopil “Automaidan” center were
outraged when bribers returned to work on the roads of the region and demanded from the Head
of the regional SAI to fire them immediately...We warn you, if no measures would be taken with
regard to the above mentioned extortionists with ranks, we will picket the regional SAI and stop
any cooperation and assistance even to those inspectors who are now serving in the antiterrorist zone»31.
Investigators, just as well as operative units officers, are engaged in pre-trial investigation, also
extort and receive bribes in the sphere of pre-trial investigation.
«Prosecutor’s office in tСe Kyiv reРion initiated criminal proceedinРs on tСe fact of receivinР 4
000 UAH as a bribe by the senior district police inspector and senior investigator of the
investigations unit of one of the territorial units of the Directorate General of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Kyiv region.
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News cСanneХ “24”. In PШХtava regТШn tСe Head Шf SAI was arrested fШr a brТbe Тn 1 ЦТХХТШn UAH.
http://24tv.ua/news/showNews.do?na_poltavshhini_nachalnika_dai_zatrimali_za_milyonniy_habar&objectId=5261
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Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “20 ЦТnutes. TernШЩТХ”. An uХtТЦatuЦ tШ tСe ХeadersСТЩ Шf SAI frШЦ tСe actТvТsts
because of the inspectors-extortionists of bribes. http://te.20minut.ua/Podii/ultimatum-kerivnitstvu-dai-vidaktivistiv-cherez-inspektoriv-habarnikiv-10425537.html
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For a bribe they promised not to bring a person to criminal responsibility and to close the
case...Officers of tСe Prosecutor’s Office in Kyiv reРion toРetСer witС tСe Security Service of
Ukraine arrested law enforcement officers on the spot while they were receiving the whole
amount of a bribe»32.

«In Rivno officers of tСe prosecutor’s office arrested a policeman wСo extorted and received 20
000 UAH as a bribe...A law enforcement officer extorted money for not bringing to criminal
responsibility a resident of tСe reРion»33.
«In Odessa two policemen were arrested wСile receiving a bribe in the amount of 1 000
USD...These money law enforcement officers received from a citizen for not sending the
inspection materials to the tax police. Based on these materials a person must have been brought
to responsibility for evasion of taxes on income of individuals»34.
«A police officer of tСe district police station was arrested for a bribe...A law enforcement officer
extorted a bribe from a resident of the district center to close an investigation against the
latter...And for 2 400 UAH he promised to close this criminal investigation...Security Service
officers toРetСer witС prosecutor’s office and police officers arrested Сim wСile receivinР a
bribe »35.
Officers of the linear police units extort and receive bribes, among others, for not bringing to
criminal responsibility for offences committed at the railways.
«In Poltava reРion an officer of tСe Linear unit of tСe Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine at
the Poltava station of the Southern Railways extorted money from a resident of Poltava in the
amount of 3 000 UAH. Instead tСey promised to not brinР Сim to criminal responsibility»36.
5. Conclusions and recommendations
In 2014 the activity of law enforcement authorities had the same flaws and violations in the
sphere of observance of property rights as in previous years. There was no improvement.
Reasons causing such a state of things were described in detail in the publication “A policeman
confession...”:
“MeetinРs witСin units start witС tСe amount of money every officer Сas to put on the table of the
cСief...”
“Berkut” does everytСinР as before: Сits people, tortures and takes money and property
away...And in 2000s, when the system of total commodity-money relations swallowed the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, it could avoid “Berkut”.
For the last 10 years the law enforcement system of Ukraine changed radically. Step by step,
events tСat often Сard to take coРnizance of, permanent “reforms”, “improvements”, endless
rotations formed a system of relations aimed at earning money to survive...
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InfШrЦatТШnaХ agency “VgШХШs”. In KyТv regТШn ЩШХТce ШffТcers can be УaТХed fШr 10 years fШr a brТbe.
http://vgolos.com.ua/news/na_kyivshchyni_militsioneram_za_habar_svityt_10_rokiv_vyaznytsi_161676.html
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Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “ZaxТd.net”. In RТvnШ a ЩШХТceЦan was arrested fШr a 20 000 UAH Шf brТbe.
http://zaxid.net/news/showNews.do?u_rivnomu_militsionera_zatrimali_na_habari_u_20_tis_grn&objectId=129342
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InfШrЦatТШnaХ ЩШrtaХ “UФraТne wТtСШut cШrruЩtТШn”. In Odessa twШ ЩШХТceЦen was extШrtТng a brТbe fШr
concealment of information. http://www.coruption.net/k2-tags/novini-pro-koruptsiyu/166-v-odesi-dvoemilitsioneriv-vimagali-khabar-za-prikhovuvannya-informatsiji
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PШrtaХ “My LutsФ”. MeanwСТХe, ЩШХТceЦen...extШrt brТbes. http://mylutsk.com/news/20531/
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Website “NШ CШrruЩtТШn”. A ЩШХТce ШffТcer frШЦ PШХtava extШrted a brТbe fШr nШt brТngТng tШ resЩШnsТbТХТty.
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Starting from 2000, ALL promotions, bonuses, receiving ranks etc. within the system of the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine were done on tСe “financial basis”...All ranks and
positions in police can be bought. In order for the promotional documents to be sent to Kyiv one
has to pay; one has to pay to receive a positive resolution on the attestation. Chiefs are
appointed to their positions for money... this is a fact...A person, who paid to get the position,
wants return Сis “investments”. How? It’s simple - to make subordinates pay! All participants of
sucС “economic relations” eitСer Рet used to tСem or leave...

In many units “on combatinР economic crimes” a morninР meetinР starts witС a discussion of
amounts of money everyone has to put on the table of a chief in the evening! Private policemen
just have to earn this money. Moral and ethical side of the question is not disputed in this
context...
In spring 2013 I became a witness of the fact when in the district police station in Kyiv one
operative officers had to pay 200 USD to his colleague for a document needed for a criminal
case. A motivation of police officer wСo Сelped Сis colleaРue for money just “killed” me: “CСief
said I had to to give him 200 USD. If I help you on the case I would not be able to Рo “in tСe
field” to earn tСis money”...
Our police turned into a limited liability company with the relevant commodity-money
relations...All actions of police officers are done with a question - where do I get money from?
People go to sleep and wake up with this question. They work often with weapons in their hands
and they have only one question in their minds - “wСere do I Рet money from?”...
Some deal with prostitution, some steal cars, some racketeers. There were cases when district
police inspectors brought apartment thieves for a cut. Everyone has his own business.Because
every morninР you Сave a plan tСat you Сave to fulfil. If you fail to do so, you’ll Рet, inter alia, a
fabricated criminal case. I know a lot of operative officers who for failing to meet the plan were
hit in the head and thrown out somewhere in the woods. Money is above all. By small and large
amounts they flow from each policeman to their chiefs, chiefs of the chiefs and to the ministry.
This a total system of РettinР casС!»37

Committing general crimes and violation of property rights of citizens through abuse of office by
personnel of internal affairs authorities is first of all the consequence of their low moral and
ethical qualities, professional degradation, lack of proper organization of educational work,
moral and psychological training and education of personnel.
MaТn factШrs tСat cause crТЦТnaХ aЩЩrШЩrТatТШn Шf cТtТzens’ ЩrШЩerty by ЩШХТce ШffТcers are:
● unsatisfactory moral qualities of officers caused by bad staff selection and lack of proper
educational work;
● high level of corruption within the system of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine;
● unlawful, mostly criminal with impunity behavior of leaders at all levels, including those
in the ministry, aimed at personal enrichment through fraud, bribery etc.;
● systematic deprivation of property of the very internal affairs officers as a result of the
well established system of maletolts;
● a low level of material provision of internal affairs officers.
The above mentioned examples of crimes committed by police officers with the aim of unlawful
appropriation of property and factors causing such crimes show that the system is terminally ill
and in need of total replacement.
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Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “ArguЦent”. A ЩШХТceman confession: Cruelty was long ago.
http://argumentua.com/stati/ispoved-militsionera-zhestokost-byla-uzhe-davno
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We propose:
A substantial minimization of violations of property rights of citizens in the activity of law
enforcement authorities will only be possible if the law enforcement system of Ukraine is
radically reformed. This has to be a comprehensive process, with maximum publicity and
openness, solving the following tasks:
● combating corruption within authorities;
● bringing the law enforcement activity closer to the needs of citizens and certain
communities;
● higher level of reporting to citizens;
● raising the level of trust of citizens in law enforcement authorities;
● elimination of negative consequences in the activity of police: unlawful torture,
fabrication of cases, corruption and extortion;
● elimination of internal systemic barriers during crimes registration;
● refocusing on control over the most dangerous activities;
● maximum elimination of influence of law enforcement authorities on business;
● raising the effectiveness of work on public order and combating crimes;
● legality of methods of operative work and investigation has to be ensured by a mutual
control of law enforcement authorities over one another;
● elimination of incentives for law enforcement authorities to hide their mistakes;
● creation of independent sources of information on the level of criminality and activity of
law enforcement authorities.
Besides that, for the minimization of violations of property rights of citizens it is considered
advisable:
● to work and implement the mechanisms of independent control of civil society over the
activity of police, which would make the oversight authorities to perform their duties
more effectively;
● introduce the practice of participation of representatives of civil society in service
investigations conducted upon petitions of citizens concerning unlawful actions of police;
● improve the system of evaluation of operative service activity of police authorities and
units with the aim to make it impossible to form statistical data by violating human
rights;
● abandon the practice of bringing to measures of administrative influence of chiefs for
actions of subordinates under the conditions of the lack of reasoned connection between a
violation and official duties;
● revise the criteria for selection of staff to police authorities, improve the education of
candidates to police service, ensure a proper educational work with police officers,
including engaging the civil society;
● introduce a systematic re-attestation of police personnel with participation of civil society
and taking a public opinion with regard to each officer into consideration;
● introduce a systematic re-attestation of the leadership of police, including that of the
ministry, with participation of civil society and taking a public opinion with regard to
each leader into consideration;
● improve the level of material provision of internal affairs officers.

Serhiy Shvets
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Corruption in internal affairs authorities: general overview, amendments to
legislation, prevention mechanism
1. General overview
ArtТcХe 7 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On FundaЦentaХs Шf tСe NatТШnaХ SecurТty Шf UФraТne” 1 defines
corruption as one of the main threats to the national interests and security of our state. To some extent
signs of corruption in authorities can be seen in any country, however Ukraine is a practical example
of not only a great variety of corruption, but also an example of a country that for a long time cannot
achieve any success in combating this negative phenomenon.
Embarrassingly low positions in world ratings of corruption that our state takes each year prove this. In
2014 Ukraine together with Uganda and the Comoros Islands got 142 place out of 175, which
characterizes Ukraine as one of the most corrupted countries of the world.
Having analyzed corruption as a complex and multifaceted destructive power one cannot but stop on
one of the most dangerous forms - corruption in the law enforcement system, particularly in internal
affairs. In 2012-2013 the hypertrophied corruption in the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
(hereinafter - MIA) together with political corruption became critical and, practically, paralyzed the
wШrФ Шf ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes as ТnstruЦents Шf cТtТzens’ rТgСts and freedШЦs ЩrШtectТШn.
Opaque tenders with participation of MIA, legalization of the activity of MIA commercial enterprises
having the state status, tСe exТstence Шf tСe “teХeЩСШne rТgСt”, strШng Щressure Шn tСe entreЩreneurs,
creation of private business projects by police officers-officials, bribery at all levels of law
enforcement authorities, and in the end an obvious wealth disparity of some police bosses with the
level of their official income - such facts were rejected by authorities for some time, however they
were barely hidden from society and becoming the reasons for big scandals in mass media.
FШrЦatТШn Шf ФХeЩtШcratТc “ЩractТcaХ cabТnet Шf ЦТnТsters” and tСe exТstence Шf tСe sШ caХХed
“ЩresТdentТaХ faЦТХy”, ЦeЦbers Шf wСТcС were aХsШ tСe Хeaders Шf Хaw enfШrceЦent autСШrТtТes, Хed tШ
the creation of the same schemes in the regions, when local chiefs of police and prosecutors of the
highest rank were on mostly obligatory basis included to the corruption schemes which was the
guarantee for their impunity and therefore a successful functioning.
“Our money” investiРated tСe case from a trade mark “TribusСani” reРistered on tСe cСief policeman
of Ukraine Vitalii Zakharchenko to two banks, a TV channel, Odessa and Simferopol airport. What
Ukrainian journalists did not see in the minister Vitalii Zakharchenko was his openness. Really,
officials usually hide their property in off-shores or through fake persons, but the chief of all police
officers reРistered a trade mark “TribusСani” on Сis name witСout even tryinР to Сide it.
However it’s not about tСe tribusСani marble quarry and not about tСe MuzСievskii Рold quarry
(which is also included to tСe interests of tСe family of tСe minister), but it’s about anotСer important
business. TСe official owner of “MininР TecСnoloРies” Llc (and tСerefore - a marble quarry
“TribusСani”) was at first Liudmila ZakСarcСenko, PJSC “Insurance company Star-Polis” and tСe
Netherlands company Stichting administratiekantoor LVV (stay as the owner now). And the minister
ZakСarcСenko, we remind you, all tСis time owns tСe trade mark “TribusСani”. It means tСat insurers
and the owners from Netherlands - are not just tСird party owners to tСe minister»2.

1

OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe FundaЦentaХs Шf tСe NatТШnaХ
SecurТty Шf UФraТne”. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/964-15
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АebsТte “Our ЦШney”. LabyrТntС Шf ZacСarcСenФШ. http://nashigroshi.org/2014/01/27/labirynt-zaharchenka/

The newly appointed minister of internal affairs Arsen Avakov in December 2014 published at the
official MIA web-site a material where he described typical schemes of stealing money by the leaders
of regional law enforcement authorities in 2010 - 2013.
“After tСe establisСment of tСe new Government in MarcС 2014 tСe newly appointed leadersСip of
MIA faced with the problem of total corruption. At each level of the existing system there were shadow
schemes of stealing state money that was settling in the pockets of bribers. Whereas the development
or at least the proper functioning of law enforcement authorities were not even discussed. Only
initially they detected theft and loss of budgetary resources for a hundred million UAH. Having
analyzed tСe relations of MIA of Ukraine and tСe consortium “EDAPS” it was detected tСat tСe
contracts for the manufacture of foreign passports of Ukraine provided for a higher costs depending
on the term of their manufacture. There is a suspicion that during 2010-2012 and the first quarter of
2013 the Ministry of Internal Affairs paid more money for passport manufacture, and the consortium
“EDAPS” unlawfully received tСe benefit for tСe amount of 96,6 million UAH. Besides tСat, tСe
secretariat of MIA during 2010-2013 tСe consortium “EDAPS” bouРСt blanks of driver’s licenses and
certificates on the registration of transport vehicles for the amount that on average 4 times higher than
the real costs which created the conditions for over-profitable business for consortium. According to
the conclusions of the expertise conducted by the experts of the State scientific and research expert and
criminal center tСe amount of tСe income received by “EDAPS” only for tСese operations was 191,1
million UAH - meaning the profitability of the contract for the consortium was at 330%.
.
Supply of license plates to the Ministry of the Internal Affairs by the scientific and production union
“Fort” of tСe MIA of Ukraine was conducted tСrouРС tСe off-shore company. The analysis of prices at
the world markets on the same products (Aluminum billets with application of reflective films and
related loРos) sСowed tСat tСe price of a pair of sucС billets did not exceed 3 EUR, wСile “Fort”
bought them for 7 EUR. As a result, “Fort” spent 34,4 million UAH more.
Besides that we should pay attention to the fact of abuses when receiving and allocation of housing for
law enforcement authorities. Thus, lack of control over the use of service housing within the MIA
system led to the illegal alienation (privatization) of 107 Apartments worth 40 million UAH, belonging
to the state of Ukraine represented by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on the right of business of
the State Mortgage Institution. Such violations took place in MIA departments of 17 regions as well as
in the central secretariat of the Ministry. Besides that, there were also other corruption schemes in this
sphere. Thus, according to the signed contracts between the Directorate General of MIA in Kyiv
region a nd PJSC “Atlant” for tСe construction of multifamily СousinР on tСe land belonРinР to tСe
Directorate General of MIA it was foreseen to provide MIA with 10% of the general square meters of
constructed housing. However, the constructor failed to fulfil the contract and MIA did not receive 3
907,7 square meters of housing for the amount of 35,1 million UAH. Apart from that, it was
established that in the end of 2012 a 160 square meters apartment was bought in the center of Kyiv
worth 3,2 million UAH registered to the head of Kyiv regional police Mazana V.B. For the purchase of
the mentioned apartment an extra 2,2 million UAH was paid.
At the same time, corruption schemes existed in all possible variants starting from non-receipt of funds
to the budget, over-payments of wages, excessive write-off of fuel to idle vehicles, shortages to the
outright theft.
As the evidence, Directorate General of MIA in Kyiv region during 2012-2013 provided citizens with
administrative services related to registration, re-registration and deregistration of vehicles, through
service centers under Department of SAI without payment of their value. As a consequence of that, the
state budget shortfall of funds totaled 13.6 million UAH. Investigators try to find in whose pockets the
money is settled now.
The same Directorate General of MIA could not confirm the issuance and write-off of 364,3 liters of
gasoline worth 3.3 million UAH.
In the Directorate General of MIA in the city of Kyiv it was established a shortage of body armor and
special means worth 2,7 million UAH, and one of the buildings of the Directorate General of MIA was
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rented by PJSC “Brokbusinessbank” at tСe lower amount, as a result of wСicС a state did not receive
1,6 million UAH. Department of MIA in Chernivtsi region generally used 3,8 million UAH for the
reconstruction of a building that did not belong to internal affairs authorities.
In the Directorate General of the State Migration Service in Odessa region incentive-based bonuses
accrual accounting was carried out in the maximum amount without appropriate orders. The general
amount of wrongly assessed and paid funds amounted to 5.4 mln UAH. As a result of inactivity of
officials of the Department of the State Guarding Service there was a shortfall of dividends according
to tСe results of activity of JSC “Ukrainian Insurance Company” in tСe amount of 5 million UAH.
Failure to adopt timely measures concerning the implementation of institutional systems of audio and
video conference calls caused annual losses worth 1 million UAH. Along with this, theft and illegal
spendinР of money was detected even in kinderРartens. TСus, in tСe kinderРarten “Kazka” of tСe
Department of MIA in Chernivtsi region established was a fact of appropriation of money by the
accountant of tСe kinderРarten “Kazka” Mrs. M wСo put 96,7 tСousand UAH of salary money on Сer
account. At the same establishment there was detected an illegal spending of money for the general
amount of 361,3 thousand UAH. Purchasing by the Ministry was generally done without any
competition and with higher prices. For example, in 2013 MIA purchased 7,3 thousand patrol
uniforms for 755 UAH each, then in 2014 the same uniforms were purchased for 570 UAH each.
Therefore, the amount of exceeding costs in 2013 amounted to 1,3 mln UAH.
The same situation was with the military shoes that were purchased in 2013 for 366 UAH a pair and
the same were bought this year for 305 UAH - the amount was 140 thousand UAH higher.
Even the institutional awards in 2013 MIA purchased at the price that turned out to be three times
higher than today. The elimination of such a scheme of purchase gave the possibility to save 528,8
thousand UAH.
Such a decrease in the price of things purchasing, disregard the rising foreign exchange rate, as of
today Сappens almost in all spСeres. TСus, prices for blanks of driver’s licenses and certificates on
registration of transport vehicles decreased from 198 UAH to 114 UAH a piece.
The important role in the system of the ministry should have been played by state enterprises that were
mostly created with the aim to provide for an independent material support of authorities and units of
internal affairs. Instead, their activity is aimed at enrichment of leaders and their bosses in MIA.
Thus, in the state enterprise “Development” a number of violations were detected for tСe amount of
more than 368 thousand UAH. In particular, the state did not receive 111,2 thousand UAH for
provided services; 134,4 thousand UAH were paid as salary in contradiction with the acting
legislation, and there was also a shortfall of material values registered at the Enterprise worth 116,2
tСousand UAH. In tСe state enterprise “Rivno-Inform-Resources” failed to receive 152,5 tСousand
UAH for provided services on issuance of references on absence (presence) of previous convictions
and for temporary storaРe of detained veСicles. In tСe state enterprise of MIA “Vinnitsya-InformResources” detected were financial fraud operations connected witС tСe realization of detained
transport vehicles. In particular, transport vehicles that were for a long time kept at platforms and
owners of which did not apply to return them, based on decisions of the director of the enterprise were
recognized as such that became the property of the state.
Therefore tСis transport was sold tСrouРС broker’s board witС tСe participation of a brokeraРe firm.
However, the price at which such a sale was made usually did not exceed 500 UAH. Following this
scheme during 2013 and the first half of 2014 553 transport vehicles were sold, possible losses
amounted to hundreds of thousand UAH. Besides that, established were the facts of shortfalls in 49,4
thousand UAH for keeping transport vehicles, the price of repairs was overstated for 50,8 thousand
UAH and two detained cars were missinР»3.
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Official website of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine. Arsen Avakov published the report on the detected
financial violations in the activity of structures that previously were close to MIA.
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«NШЦencХature» cШrruЩtТШn wСТcС turned СТgС ЩШХТce ЩШsТtТШns ТntШ an ТnexСaustТbХe sШurce Шf
enrichment, did not only cause substantial losses to the state but was also actively ruining police as a
law enforcement authority - corruption of leaders of the highest rank obvious to subordinates caused
the dissemination of extortion and other types of unlawful enrichment using authoritative powers
foster among the personnel.
«TСe most absurd sloРan of tСe Maidan became tСe pСrase “Police witС tСe people”. It was quite
obvious that police is long ago not with the people. And it is not only because of the fact that it
receives salary from the hands of the leaders of the state who, in our case, practically opposes the
most part if its population. It is also because of the fact that police turned into a class enemy - a
powerful criminal group with large powers that has its cut in almost every illegal activity starting from
drug trafficking to the illegal gambling business. Yes, everywhere. And therefore, when hitting citizens
on the streets who were threatening the existing power, Ukrainian police protected, first of all, not the
autСority but its own corporate interests and its criminal incomes wСicС we dared to dispute»4
«Many people talk a lot about the crisis and corruption in police. However, it is not describing the real
picture settled in police just riРСt. It Сas lonР stopped to be a service, it’s a business. WСat you protect
is what you have. Patrol officers extort money from traders, the unit for combating illegal drug
trafficking trades these very drugs, department for combating organized crime performs the functions
of “briРades” - in tСe end everybody Сas its own territory and divided spСeres of influence»5
It is impossible to objectively evaluate the tendency of transformation of corruption in internal affairs
authorities in 2014 in numbers - any statistics of criminal or other persecution of corruptioners does
not reflect the real state of things, since the corruption is not just a dynamic issue but also a latent one.
One of the most real indicator of the level of corruption of the system is for the most part a public
opinion that does not want to adjust to corruption of officials. When conducting a questionnaire 31,8%
of Ukrainians informed that they think the level of corruption in Ukraine in 2014 increased, 47,3%
think that the level of corruption did not change and only 5% of citizens felt less pressure of corruption
on themselves. First of all, such a disappointment of citizens of Ukraine caused the radicalization of
their views concerning the possible ways of combating corruption - every third citizen thinks that the
“best way to combat corruption - is to sСoot”, wСile 16% is absolutely convinced in tСis, 19,5% - is
mostly convinced in this 6.
It is also noteworthy that even the law enforcement officers negatively evaluate the state and methods
of realization of anti-corruption activity in after-revolutionary period.
«Ukrainian police after Maidan faced substantial staff changes, however the corruption period was
not destroyed - bribes are still being taken. Instead, in many cases sums of extortion increased. This
was said by the employee of the central secretariat of MIA of Ukraine, police colonel Andriy D.
“Money, as before, is taken for everything - the main principle of our police stayed: people come to us
not to catcС criminals but to make money».
Everybody in police starting from district inspectors and to chiefs of units and departments know their
monthly plan that they have to collect and put on the table of their direct leadership. There is even an
unofficial scale accordinР to wСicС services are beinР divided into “brinРinР money” and tСose tСat
aren’t. For example, tСe most profitable are considered staff units, SAI, investigation, material
provision units and units for combating economic crimes, departments for combating organized crime.
Operative officers of district units for combatinР illeРal druР traffickinР “protect” minor druР dealers.
There dozens of those in each district. And every one them brings from 1 000 to 2 000 UAH weekly.
Every district inspector have to put 200-500 USD by the end of the month on the table of the chief.
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Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn «24 DaТХy». PШХТce busТness. HШw ЩШХТce “ЩrШtects” tСe ТnsШХvency Шf tСe reserve and cШvers tСТeves.
http://24daily.net/?p=14692#respond
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Everything depends on which district an inspector is assigned to. The most profitable are cconsidered
to be the districts near marketplaces - tСat’s wСere a district inspector will also Сave a possibility to
earn “for bread and butter”.
According to Andriy D. in 2014 in Ukrainian police developed a new type of bribe - for loyalty.
“Department of staff started going through the Directorate General in Kyiv and the leadership in
regions on the issue of loyalty to the new government. Particularly unfriendly became the officers of
the department for public order - tСey manaРed tСe “Berkut” units and patrol police units. However, a
lot of “disloyal” police leadersСip bouРСt tСeir indulРences for a bribe”.

«AlonР witС tСe re-attestation many “Berkut” officers were told by staff unit employees: if you want to
continue service in police - you have to pay. Part of them paid from 1 000 to 3 000 USD. However,
many of them left, because staff managers did not give any guarantees and almost every regional units
of “Berkut” were at Maidan - says another source in police, lieutenant colonel Viktor Z.»7.
As of now it is obvious that disregard the social challenges in the country, full change of powers,
general rise of the level of patriotism and civil awareness in society, in 2014 Ukrainian police did not
substantially change and kept a wide range of corruption elements, that are traditional for the whole
vertical of the law enforcement system.
Thus, in November 2014 significant public interest was caused by the speech of the Presidential
counselor Mykola Tomenko who said that “a deputy minister of internal affairs Serhiy Chebotar was
a corruptioner, and wanted the Prosecutor General of Ukraine to conduct an inspection of his activity.
«Almost in every reРion tСe name of tСis family was pointed out as one wСo provides for tСe existence
of different corruption scСemes», – said Tomenko. A transporters of the city of Preyaslav-Khmelnitskii
even gave some facts to the presidential counselor on the the participation in one of such schemes of
members CСebotar family»8.
One of the most indicative fact in this sense became a big corruption scandal connected with the
appointment to the position and activity of the Head of the Department of SAI of the Directorate of
MIA of Ukraine in Poltava region - the mentioned incident did not only prove the immutability of
corruption schemes within the MIA system but also demonstrated that in issues of work with personnel
a departmental protectionism continues prevailing over the public opinion and the opinion of ordinary
policeman with regard to uncleanliness of this of that police chief.
TСus, Тn JuХy 2014 a ЩШЩuХar Тn UФraТne cТvТХ ЦШveЦent “RШad cШntrШХ” tСat deaХs wТtС tСe ЩrШtectТШn
of the rights of drivers from police arbitrariness through their own web-resource informed the public of
the controversial appointment in MIA:
«TСe information on tСe appointment of Petro BlazСivskii as a deputy Сead of tСe Department of SAI
in Poltava region was published at the website of MIA of Ukraine. Before that he was working as a
deputy and then as a Head of the Department of SAI in Zhytomir region. It is noteworthy, that on 19
July 2008 at tСe website “ORD” publisСed was an artcle containinР a list of tСose wСo about to Рet
fired by the Secretariat of the President of Ukraine Viktor Yushchenko for numerous facts of
corruption. Thus, accordinР to tСe document №14/4474 of 05.06.2008 made by tСe Head of tСe 1st
Department of the Directorate General for Combating Corruption and Organized Crime of the
Security Service of Ukraine Mr. Alexander Repnikov, Mr. Blazhivskii Petro Illich was characterized as
a “direct orРanizer of tСe system of receivinР bribes witСin tСe reРional SAI units”. It is wortС
mentioning that at that time the Security Service of Ukraine was headed by the recent head of the
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Security Service of Ukraine Valentyn Naliva ucСenko. And tСerefore tСe “Road Control” waits for
relevant commentaries»9.

At the same time, it was in August 2014 when a number of Internet-publications published an open
letter of SAI officers in Poltava region to the Minister of Internal Affairs by which they informed on
the numerous facts of corruption of their leaders:
«Mr. Minister! We, tСe police officers of SAI of Department of MIA in Poltava reРion address to you.
We ask you to fire this miser Blazhivskii P.I. from the position of a chief because soon Poltava region
will organize its own Maidan. This is a complete lawlessness, such bribes that he makes everyone give
him, no one of the personnel remembers for the whole history of existence of SAI of Ukraine.
We decided to make this public statement because now our leadership put us in such a position that
every SAI inspector unwillingly becomes a criminal. We were simply made slaves and at the same time
members of organized criminal group. All inspections that you sent did not give any results - after the
last one we were told “I don’t care about all your complaints. I can personally destroy every one of
you and take any complaint out of mass media, because I’m protected by Sirenko (tСe Head of
Department of SAI of MIA of Ukraine), and he works under Yarema (Prosecutor General of
Ukraine)”. After your inspections tСat did not Сave any results we are made to on tСe streets every day
and practically rob people. We understand that at any moment any one of us can be arrested for these
crimes by officers of internal security and any chief would help us. We are in the no win situation.
Transformation of SAI in Poltava region into an organized criminal group started after the
appointment of colonel Blazhivskii P.I. to the position of the Head of SAI. From the first day of the
“leadersСip” Сe declared to Сis subordinates tСat now tСey will work “differently” and Сave to on a
monthly basis give him money. Money shall be put right on his table where he marks enveloped with
names of units that gave money and tСe sum of money. After your inspections tСe “tax” doubled
because we were told tСat “because of your complaints I Сad to pay certain sums to inspectors”.
It looks like the more you conduct inspections the more money we have to pay him. Many of us knew
Blazhinskii at service before, and therefore we were not surprised by this - during his service in police
he became known for systematic extortion. And this was done not only with ordinary citizens, but with
his fellow servicemen.
He was often fired for this but Blazhivskii P.I. was reappointed again to positions in different regions.
And his last appointment and the appointment of his brothers surprised three regions all at one: three
brothers - three regions, one is a better corruptioner than the other. Spare your employees in
Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava and Kherson regions - stop this dynasty of bribers, they simply rob people.
His assistant, the head of staff unit Solovei comes to work only to receive money. He trades everything
- permits for conversion of veСicles, blanks of driver’s licenses, number plates (even tСe used one). tСe
price varies from 2 000 to 5 000 UAH. He gives Blazhivskii 200 000 UAH monthly. Division of State
Patrol Service is owned by Mr. Vasilenko, whose does not only collect money from inspectors (400
UAH from a car) but also trades weekends of employees (250 UAH for one day) and vacations (3 000
for a montС). If you didn’t brinР money and fulfil tСe plan for protocols or didn’t put a car to tСe
secure vehicle compund the shift gets prolonged and inspectors work until they make all of it. Monthly,
having counted the number of SAI shifts, the amount easily reaches 100 000 UAH, and then there is a
city SAI - 40 000 UAH. Either you want it or not, but an ordinary inspector has to make arbitrary
actions, because otherwise he would not be able to collect money for Blazhivskii P.I.

It is understood tСat traditional sources of unlawful “income” of tСe leadersСip of reРional SAI did not
vanisС. For example, tradinР “profitable” positions - in cases when there are several people
competing for one position Blazhivskii and Solovei initiate a real auction. Or if we touch upon the
9
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issue of selling business cards of the Chief autoinspector of Poltava - such a road pass from
Blazhivskii costs nearly 200 USD. In addition to that, Blazhivskii and his friends receive big amounts
from eacС traffic accident. TСere were always enouРС people wantinР to “neРotiate” and make
someone else Рuilty. But it was only under BlazСivskii tСat tСis “service” became almost official depratment of reРional SAI Сas an unofficial “price list”. BlazСivskii P.I. blocks any movement of
agricultural vehicles, cars of farmers, en trepreneurs in tСe reРion if tСey don’t pay Сim on a montСly
basis. Every head of the district SAI unit, depending on the profitability of the district, gives from 3
000 to 10 000 UAH monthly.
Gasoline for patrol Blazhivkii uses for his own car sharing it only with his assistants. SAI inspectors of
all units go on shifts without gasoline and the first thing they have to do is to fill the tank at their own
expense. BlazСivskii tells everyone tСat Сe collects money not for Сimself but for people “above Сim”
and adds tСat Сe feeds all Department of Internal Security and tСe Prosecutor’s Office “from Сis own
Сand” and tСey will do notСinР to Сim. And we do not Сave tСe reasons not to believe tСat no one is
interested in the oligarch-like lifestyle of Blazhivskii which he definitely cannot afford from the official
salary.
Mr. Minister! Do you know that Ukrainian citizens hate out police more and more? This is because
such people as Blazhivskii and Solovei turned it into a feudal state and make others rob ordina ry
citizens. We, just like robbers, have to go out to the streets and rob again and again because every day
we Сave to pay to our “prince”. And if one denies to do tСis, Сe’ll Рet fired. BlazСivskii demands from
us not only to make good statistics, even though all indicators are cancelled now and SAI has to work
on prevention of violations, but also to put money on the table for him personally. For him to buy new
houses and cars, for his deputies to enjoy the life.
Aren’t you in command of police? All facts that we described are easy to check. Send some real
inspection instead of the one when they gathered us in one class and made everybody, Blazhivskii was
present, to write “explanations” sayinР wСat a Рood cСief we Сave. DurinР a sСort period of time SAI
lost respect among people and Blazhivskii behaves like a local almighty prince. He openly discredits
Ukrainian police and you personally. And none of the commercials about police would change that.
Mr. Minister - for all the time that SAI of Ukraine exists, we never had so many complaints written
against the SAI chief as we have now against the actions of Blazhivskii - 10 complaints for 5 months.
Maybe it’s time to stop tСis arbitrariness? Or do you want SAI officers to come witС a demonstration
under the building of the Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and disgrace all the system by
showing that nothing changed after the Maidan but only got worse. Please, show strength and
character, clear police of such people. Our letter is also addressed to the President, Security Service
of Ukraine, TСe VerkСovna Rada and tСe Prosecutor General’s Office of Ukraine. ReРional SAI
inspectors ask you to take care of the issue in SAI of Poltava region. Best regards, all personnel of SAI
in Poltava reРion»10.

Disregard such a petition of police officers, there were any staff changes in Poltava SAI, and in
DeceЦber 2014 PrШsecutШr’s OffТce Тn PШХtava regТШn tШgetСer wТtС ШffТcers Шf tСe SecurТty ServТce Шf
Ukraine arrested the head of the Department of SAI of the Directorate of MIA of Ukraine in Poltava
region on suspicion of committing a crime foreseen by part 3 of article 368 of the Criminal Code of
UФraТne (extШrtТШn and receТvТng Шf unХawfuХ reward). TСe websТte Шf tСe PШrsecutШr’s OffТce saТd:
«It is established that after the appointment the head of Department of SAI of the Directorate of MIA
of Ukraine in Poltava region extorted money from his subordinates for his own enrichment. Monthly
amounts from each head of the unit amounted from 1 000 to 4 000 USD. In the case of the detainee we
found 18 000 USD in cash and 900 000 UAH, 20 000 USD and 6 000 EUR during the search of his
apartment. The general amount that was seized was 1,5 million UAH. At this time investigators
prepare a petition to choose for the detainee a preventive measure in tСe form of arrest»11.
10
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However, police chief was not arrested for long:
«Head of tСe Department of SAI in Poltava reРion Petro BlazСivskii, arrested for a biР bribe, released.
According to the Internet-publication “RBK” referencing to the State Penitentiary Service, Blazhivskii
was bailed for 10 000 000 UAH. It is a well-known fact tСat Petro BlazСivskii’s brotСer Marian
Blazhivskii is an acting head of the Department of SAI in Dnipropetrovsk region. A second brother Ivan Blazhivskii from 2011 to 2014 was the Head of SAI in Sevastopol. The third brother - Eugene
Blazhivskii from 2008 to 2010 was the Prosecutor of the city of Kyiv and from November 2010 served
as a Deputy to the Prosecutor General Viktor Pshonka. And Eugene Blazhivskii has a daughter Nataly Blazhivska - a judРe of tСe HiРСest Administrative Court of Ukraine»12.
Such state of things should not be considered as a pity exclusion characteristic only to a separate
service or a region of Ukraine - unfortunately, pushing ordinary officers to corruption by their chiefs
became a common practice of survival of the latter within the law enforcement system.
In September 2014 officers of SAI unit in Uman district and the special post in the city of Uman
addressed the Minister of Internal Affairs, Prosecutor General and the Chief of Security Service of
Ukraine with an open letter demanding to conduct a departmental inspection and stop extortion done
by their chief Davykov S.G. In particular, in their letter police officers indicate:
«After tСe appointment of tСis person to tСe position notСinР cСanРed in tСe work of SAI unit corruption and bribery is still a common thing. The head of the Department of SAI in Cherkassy region
and Сis deputy “protect” Davykov S.G. Mentioned persons receive monthly a certain amount of
money from our chief who receives this money from his subordinates. A monthly amount that Davykov
demands - 300 USD from every one of us. In August 2014, during the staffing of SAI unit in Uman
district and of tСe special post in tСe city of Uman, every candidate to a position Сad a “personal
interview” witС Davymok wСo mentioned tСe amount from 1 000 to 3 000 USD (dependinР on tСe
position a person wanted to take).
A previous commander of the Uman unit was just transferred to a lower position for the fact when 20
tonnes of smuРРled alcoСol wortС 500 000 UAH “dried out”. But Сe Рave turn to Davykov wСo
“protects” veСicles tСat transport illeРal carРo and aРricultural equipment. Lists of transport veСicles
that can freely move on the territory of Cherkassy region appeared again, and a truck not included in
the list was detained according to the instruction of Davymok until the owner paid. A payment for one
truck transporting agricultural products shall amount to 3 000 UAH a month.
On the territory of the city of Uman and Uman district drive cars with forged certificates on the
registration and chassis numbers - tСe so called “doppelРanРers”. WСen sucС a car is stopped,
Davymok personally talks with its driver and informs that a car would be put to the impound lot and
that a criminal case will be opened. To avoid such a problem a driver is offered to pay 1 000 USD. If a
driver refuses (which is a rare thing) a car gets seized.
Recently during the meeting of Davymok said that it was necessary for every State Patrol Inspector to
Рive 1 000 USD to tСe leadersСip of tСe reРional department of SAI for tСe “protection” of tСe unit.
In the city of Uman there is the so called self-defense which drives around in cars - “doppelРanРers”.
Davymok made a deal witС tСe Сead of tСis orРanization tСat Сe won’t toucС tСeir illeРal cars if tСey
support Сim and do not intrude in Сis illeРal activity»13.

«SAI inspectors of Mykolaiv reРion told on camera about tСe realities of SAI. TСe standard tariff t o
get employed by SAI is 3 000 USD. Every month one has to give 200 USD to the commander - and it
has to be in dollars. No one provides gasoline at all. If there is personnel inspection coming, one has
12
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to give them money - 300 UAH which are given during a handshake by the head of the shift. I was
often told: SAI - is a commercial structure.
If I stop a drunk judge I can only recommend him to pass a medical inspection. A prosecutor, either he
is sober or not, will get away with anything. For an ordinary person the amount of bribe depends on
the situation - sometimes they let a person go for 500 UAH. The staff unit - is the most corrupted one.
An this is not only in SAI. You understand - ranks, promotion, distinctions, vacations. The Head of staff
lives quite well. At the impound lots they take new parts off of the cars, or, to be correct, they change
new parts for old ones so tСe car could start»14.

During 2014 the new leadership of MIA made a number of reports on the elimination of corruption
schemes of their predecessors in the sphere of purchases and state money spending.
«TСe Ministry of Internal Affairs stopped all relations witС EDAPS and Рave its functions to tСe
enterprise “Ukraine” - said the Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs Serhiy Chebotar.
«We have fully stopped all relations of the Ministry of Internal Affairs with the firm EDAPS. As of
today, any, even tСe smallest, document is beinР issued by EDAPS», – said Chebotar.
According to MIA, thanks to the transfer of functions of issuing blanks from this firm to the state
polyРrapС enterprise “Ukraine” “eliminated were tСe corruption scСemes and prices for tСis
documents for Ukrainian citizens were substantially decreased”. As SerСiy CСebotar previously said,
issuance of driver’s licenses and tecСnical passports for Ukrainian will become 40% cСeaper»15.
However, disregard such assurances, 2014 did not become and exclusion in part of accusations of MIA
in the lack of transparency of conducting purchasing tenders. Thus, journalists turned their attention to
the issue of production of number plates with the sign of the European Union.
«In August 2014 MIA decided to give away another portion in 50 mln UAH to produce car number
plates. Money was received not by “Fort” or “UTAL” as formal loРic would advise us, but a
“Svitlofor” llc based in KСarkiv. An unexpected success of tСe company came wСen owners of tСe
patent (policemen) unexpectedly gave people from Kharkiv an exclusive right to use it. There was no
open tender - “Fort” rejected to take part in the tender. Owning a tender to state property is a
profitable tСinР, tСat is wСy tСe information of “Our Money” on tСe fact tСat future car number plates
with European signs became again a patented good and again the state shared the right to intellectual
property with a private firm (this time - “Golden Flora”) caused an outbreak of tСe “wide ranРe of
population”. Journalists came runninР to VysСneve - a town where a lucky firm is registered,
however, traditionally there was no one there. MIA felt that something changed in the country and it
would be hard to keep everything quite as before. The first try of MIA to clear its name was made on
30 September. SAI published an explanation on its website saying that even though the patent
ownership is shared by the state and a private firm, all rights to it belong exclusively to the state accordinР to tСe contract between SAI and “Golden Flora”. It means tСat police officers decided not
to make a big deal out of it, and to apply the Mogyliov technology, but thi s time an “excuse” did not
Сelp and tСe public outbreak was not РoinР down. After anotСer letter from “ordinary citizens” SAI
published a new version - tСere will be no “Golden Flora”. It turns out it was a temporary firm - only
to help the state to form a patent because police officers do not really know how to do it. And guys
from Vyshneve decided to help and register everything for free - half on a state, and half - on
themselves. And now, according to MIA, starts a second stage of the combination: SAI a nd “Golden
Flora” once aРain applied to tСe patent autСorities witС a proposition to Рet rid of private aРents and
keep only SAI. And already in a few months it will already happen. Therefore there would be no
corruption, only the activity that among people is known as “cСarity” and “volunteerism”.
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Do not try to understand why SAI could not find a lawyer for 100 USD who would register everything.
Because it is clear, that the answer of MIA shall be read between the lines. In reality it sounds like
tСis: “We came up with a super scheme that always worked. It appeared in mass media to soon and
tСerefore we Сad to improvise. We couldn’t tСink of anytСinР decent - and we were told to give up the
scheme. It is a pity but we cannot go against the leadership, so we had to go back with it. There is
really a minimum chance that people would forget about the story and we will eventually do this. In
addition to that, it takes time to amend the patent, so according to the law we are on the winning side
now”. We would like to end in a positive manner. In the end, practically the identical story that
happened at the times of Mogyliov could not be influenced neither by journalists nor by citizens. A
dog barked but the train continued moving. And today it took a month to ruin the mood to the whole
MIA»16.

In Тts turn, an eХectrШnТc Тssue “EurШЩean Pravda” Шn 11 January 2015 ЩubХТsСes ЦaterТaХ
“StateAutШIЦТtatТШn: gШvernЦent understandТng Шf EurШЩean standards” wСТcС dШes nШt ШnХy accuses
MIA in trying to include a shelf-firm in the system of intellectual property concerning number plates
but also points at the lack of reasoning of the police leadership with regard to necessity to introduce
nuЦber ЩХates Шf tСe sШ caХХed “EurШЩean standard”:

«As tСe deputy Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, the head of the Secretariat Serhiy Chebotar
informed, Ukraine will be able to use the advantage which countries usually received only at the stage
of entrance to tСe European Union. “New number plates of European countries use at the stage of
accession to tСe European Union will be introduced in Ukraine already on 31 MarcС tСis year” - read
the MIA website citing an official. It is connected with signing the Ukraine –European Union
Association Agreement», – informed a number of other mass media referencing to the information of
SAI. SAI Сas lonР been explaininР tСe “number plates reform” witС tСe necessity to fulfil tСe
conditions of association and such statements was already heard from SAI in November. Such a
connection could not but worry tСe “European Pravda” because tСe AРreement does not Сave sucС
requirements. That is why we sent a request concerning their existence to the Delegation of the
European Union to Ukraine. The answer of the European Union was very harsh: they assured that
MIA lies. «TСe Association AРreement Сas any norms witС reРard to tСe exterior of tСe number plates.
Even in the EU there are no harmonization on this. The only norm there is - the existence of the EU
symbol on tСe left side», – said in the office of the Delegation where, as it turned out, they also paid
attention to the strange statements of MIA.
In EU starting from 1998 really exists a standard concerning the existence of the EU logo on the blue
background on the left side of a number plate. So this very EU standard will not be observed in the
new number plates. Because tСey say tСat “stars” will appear on Ukrainian number plates only after
accession of Ukraine to the EU (maybe in SAI they are sure that Ukraine will be accepted). And the
sense of tСe standard is in “stars”. For understandinР: even before tСe accession to tСe EU a country
does not need to change number plates on cars. So why does SAI lies about the necessity to introduce
new standards? There are two most obvious reasons: it is either a pathological habit to lie or the want
to cover some fair deal “witС a European standard”. WСicС of tСe mentioned reasons are real - is
unclear (and tСere may be tСe tСird reason or a combination of tСe first two). We’ll Сave to carefully
follow the moves of SAI on number plates issuance because there are so many lies coming out of this
aРency in tСe process of preparation to tСeir implementation»17.
The uncertainty of the procedure and logic of adopting decisions within the system of MIA on budget
expenses in 2014 was often in attention of the public. It is quite understood because of the worsening
economic crisis in the country.
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«Department of tСe State Guard Service under tСe Directorate General of tСe Ministry of Internal
Affairs of Ukraine in Donetsk region on 27 May signed agreements to purchase clothes and shoes. The
Рeneral amount of tСe contract is 2,94 mln UAH. SucС information is provided in tСe “State PurcСases
Bulletin”. However, tСe prices are Сalf times СiРСer tСan in tСe similar purchasing. In particular,
chrome black Oxfords will be purchased for 519,78 UAH, but in December 2013 Department of the
State Guard Service under the Department of MIA of Ukraine in Mykolaiv region through a tender
bought the same shoes for 322,38 UAH. Boots are being purchased for 614,04 UAH, and in Mykolaiv
they were bought for 381,18 UAH. The same story was with winter jackets that were bought for 580,8
UAH when it is known that in January this year Department of State Guard Service under the
Director ate General of MIA of Ukraine in Odessa reРion bouРСt tСe same jackets for 401,22 UAH»18.
«Military base 3078 (tСe central base of tСe National Guard) on 06 November based on tСe results of
a tender siРned an aРreement witС “Sivertex” Llc to buy tents for the amount 6,81 mln UAH. 150
USB-56 type tents were ordered (26 100 UAH each) and the same amount of UST-56 type (19 300
UAH each). Let us remind you that in July the National Guard bought the first type of tents from the
same “Sivertex” for 24 880 UAH each, and of the second type - 18 950 UAH each. However, open
sources only have information on the prices of 18-20 thousand UAH for USB-56 and from 10 to 19
thousand for UST-56»19.
«Military base 3078 (National Guard) on 18 September accepted tСe proposition of the Scientific and
Production Union “Spetspromkomplex” to supply 150 tons of suРar for tСe amount of 1,73 mln UAH.
TСis was mentioned in tСe “State PurcСasinР Bulletin”. SuРar will be bouРСt for 11,5 UAH per kilo.
This is much more expensive than in retail where in September it can bought for 9-10 UAH per kilo.
The accepted price was also a lot higher than the wholesale price on the market that starts from 8,5
UAH per kilo. TСe reason of tСe cСoice of tСis supplier was not explained»20.
However the most common type of corruption within the internal affairs system stays the bribery of
law enforcement officers of middle and lowest ranks which has different and specific, depending on
the sphere of service, forms.
Peculiarities of the national criminal procedure and administrative legislation, as well as the common
atmosphere of arbitrariness in court and prosecution authorities, cause the existence of the practice in
police to release offenders from responsibility for money.
Failure to register or a reclassification of a crime, termination of criminal proceedings, mitigation of
preventive measure, failure to conduct a lawful confiscation of property, concealment of the detected
offences of the order of entrepreneurship activity - tСe saЦe ЩaТd ЩШХТce “servТce” Тs nШw accessТbХe fШr
offenders in all regions of Ukraine.
As in previous years, the law continues to be an object of trade which in its turn leads to the situation
when citizens cannot protect their constitutional rights and legal interests without giving a prior
material stimulus to the police officer for him to perform his duties - for example, by paying money for
the search of the stolen car.
The same takes place in the sphere of administrative services provided by MIA agencies - people have
to pay money to an official for him to perform his duties on issuance of different documents or
permits.
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«In Kyiv a police lieutenant colonel was arrested on tСe spot for receivinР a bribe in 28 000 USD. As
it turned out, a law enforcement officer was addressed by an acquaintance of his with a request to
solve the issue with termination of criminal proceedings that was initiated on the fact of extortion.
Lieutenant colonel assured his acquaintance that no one would apply to him a preventive measure in
the form of arrest, and later criminal proceedings will simply be terminated. A police officer offered
Сis services for 28 000 USD»21.
«Prosecutor’s Office in ZaporizСa reРion supported tСe state persecution in court trial concerninР tСe
ex-operative officer of the Department for Combating Organized Crime of the Directorate General of
MIA of Ukraine in Zaporizha region who received a bribe in the amount of 40 000 UAH. As it was
established during the pre-trial investigation an ex-police officer extorted and received an unlawful
reward (part 2 of art 368 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) for not bringing a citizen to criminal
liability for committinР offences connected witС illeРal druР traffickinР»22.
«Senior operative officer of tСe Department for CombatibnР Illegal Drug Trafficking of the
Directorate General of the MIA of Ukraine in Lviv region was making a detainee to give him a bribe
in the amount of 15 000 USD for not bringing him to criminal responsibility for keeping drugs. The
investigation showed that a police officer acted together with three other law enforcement officers. A
victim aРreed on tСe conditions of tСe extortionists and Рave tСem a part of tСe needed amount»23.
«In Odessa officers of tСe Prosecutor’s Office detained an investiРator of one of the city district police
stations. The latter was extorting a bribe in the amount of 27 000 UAH from the parents of minors for
not bringing the under-aРed to criminal liability for СooliРanism»24.
«Prosecutor’s Office in Kyiv reРion initiated criminal proceedings on the fact of receiving an unlawful
reward by the senior district police inspector and senior investigator of the unit of one of the
territorial police stations of the Directorate General of MIA of Ukraine in Kyiv region. Law
enforcement officers extorted and received from a citizen an unlawful reward in the amount of 4 000
USD. For sucС a “reward” tСey promised not to brinР a person to criminal liability and terminate
criminal proceedinРs»25.
«An investiРator of tСe Prosecutor’s office in Zaporizha region sent an indictment act to court on the
part 3 of art. 368 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (receiving an unlawful reward) against the deputy
head of the sector of criminal investigations of one of the district internal affairs departments. As it
was established during the pre-trial investigation, he in collusion with other officers of the patrol
service battalion extorted and received 1 000 USD for not bringing a citizen to criminal liability for
knowinРly false report on criminal offence»26.
«Officers of tСe capitol prosecutor’s office detained two senior inspectors of tСe reРiment of tСe
special units of State Patrol Service of SAI of Ukraine (ex “Cobra”) wСen receivinР a bribe in tСe
amount of 43 000 UAH. During the investigation it was established that while in duty they stopped a
car to check the documents that turned out to be forged. Police officers offered a driver to pay a bribe
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in the amount of 3 000 USD not to register an offence. Until the payment is done they confiscated the
car of tСe owner. A driver РatСered 43 000 UAH wСicС Сe Рave to inspectors»27.

«In tСe Volyn reРion tСe Security Service of Ukraine documented and exposed tСe criminal activities of
the head and his deputy of one of the district police stations of the region. It was established, that law
enforcement officers during July-August 2014 illegally extorted and received from a local an unlawful
reward in the amount of 1 500 USD for not making obstacles to transportation of goods through the
territory of tСe district»28.
«AccordinР to tСe Prosecutor’s Office, a senior operative officer of tСe unit for combatinР corruption
of the Department for Combating Organized Crime of the Directorate General of MIA of Ukraine in
Odessa region extorted and received 5 000 USD from an official of the Pension Fund of Ukraine for
not takinР measures to fire Сim. Previously tСe Prosecutor’s Office informed on tСe detention of tСe
mentioned official who was part of the case against some colluder. For a money reward he had to help
an official keep Сis post»29.
«Prosecutor’s Office and tСe Security Service of Ukraine detained of tСe leaders of tСe KСarkiv brancС
of the Central Base for Resource Provision of MIA of Ukraine when receiving an unlawful reward. As
the press-service of the Prosecutor ’s Office in KСarkiv reРion informed, usinР Сis position tСe police
lieutenant colonel extorted and received 25 000 from an entrepreneur - it was this amount that a
policeman wanted to return tСe equipment kept on tСe base»30.
«In Ternopil reРion a policeman was caught on a bribe. The police lieutenant colonel extorted 3 000
UAH from a private person for services his unit is responsible for. But in the end a law enforcement
officer received not a financial reward but a criminal case because internal securit y and Prosecutor’s
Office officers intruded. A police cСief was detained at tСe moment wСen Сe received money»31.
However, besides the simple bribery, law enforcement officers use many other ways of corrupt
enrichment, particularly:
● extortion from commercТaХ structures Шf tСe sШ caХХed “sЩШnsШrsСТЩ” tСrШugС ЩurcСase and
donation for the needs of police of furniture, office appliances, gasoline, repair works at lower
prices etc;
● receiving from the entrepreneurs money for solving certain issues on inspection of their
activity;
● paid failure to take measures on termination of criminal and administrative offences - drug
trafficking, production of unlicensed goods, illegal gambling, alcohol sales, trading in the
inappropriate place or without relevant documents etc.;
● unofficial operative and search measures or measures of security;
● paid participation as attorneys during business-conflicts and conflicts of interests of civil
persons;
● foundation through relatives and gatekeepers of commercial structure, protection from
competition and support of their activity using the authority and possibilities of the position;
● paid provision of third persons with the information police owns.
The scale and diversity of types of corruption within police are caused by many factors among which
pointed out shall be the following:
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- a wide range of activity of internal affairs authorities;
- a possibility provided for by the legislation to temporarily limit the rights and freedoms of citizens;
- a wide range of rights and authority of police when performing functions of control and persecution;
- a big number of staff;
- limited financing of the law enforcement agency;
- low salaries and cancellation of a number of social benefits, as a result of which policemen consider
corruption a source of support of material wealth for their families;
- lack of effective departmental and public control over the activity of police;
- low chances to be brought to criminal responsibility for corruption;
- a common practice of purchasing positions and paid protectionism as a way to build a career;
- peculiarities of the hierarchical structure of the MIA system with authoritative methods of the
leadership and a harsh discipline due to which subordinates have to execute orders of their chiefs even
if they seem illegal;
- legal nihilism of the most part of MIA staff, caused by an obvious for police officers general
corruption of power and officials, including judges and authorities controlling police;
- readiness of citizens to solve their problems and needs in police through corruption;
- professional psychological deformation of staff as a result of which corruption is considered by
officials as an everyday phenomenon.
2. Anti-corruption legislation of 2014
On 14 October 2014 the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted a few important anti-corruption laws at
once - “On CШЦbatТng CШrruЩtТШn”32, “On tСe NatТШnaХ AntТ-CШrruЩtТШn Bureau Шf UФraТne”33, “On
the Foundations of State Anti-Corruption Police of Ukraine (Anti-Corruption Strategy) for 20142017»34.
In its turn, tСe PresТdent Шf UФraТne Шn tСe saЦe day sТgned a decree “On tСe NatТШnaХ CШuncТХ fШr
Anti-CШrruЩtТШn PШХТcy»35. TШgetСer wТtС tСe adШЩted Тn SeЩteЦber Law Шf UФraТne “On LustratТШn Шf
PШwer”36, the mentioned package of regulatory initiatives, according to authors, have to become the
start of the active practical phase of anti-corruption reforming in the state.
TСe ЦaТn nШveХty Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PreventТШn Шf CШrruЩtТШn” becaЦe fШundatТШn Шf tСe new
central executive authority - the National agency for combating corruption which has to provide for
formation and realization of the state anti-corruption policy, The Agency has its own secretariat (with
separate structural units), its territorial units and has a certain range of powers, including:
- to perform the analysis of the state of prevention and combating corruption in Ukraine and the
activity of state and local authorities in this sphere;
- elaborate projects of anti-corruption strategy, conduct monitoring, coordinate and evaluate the
effectiveness of its performance;
- formation of the anti-corruption policy and elaboration of regulatory acts for its realization, prepare
and submit to the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine the draft of the national report concerning the
realization of the anti-corruption policies realization;
- conduct research on the corruption situation in the country;
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- conduct monitoring and control over the execution of legislation on ethics, prevention and regulation
of conflicts of interests in the activity of persons with the mandate to perform functions of state or
local authorities;
- provide assistance to state authorities in detection and elimination of corruption risks in their activity;
- control, inspect, keep and publish the declaration of persons with the mandate to perform functions of
state or local authorities, monitor their way of life;
- provide for the functioning of the Unified State Register of the Declarations and the Unified State
Register of Persons who committed corruption or offences connected with corruption;
- cooperate with persons who voluntarily inform of possible facts of corruption, take measures
concerning their legal and other protection, bring persons guilty of their rights violation in connection
with such informing to responsibility;
- Inform the public on the measures taken by the National Agency to prevent corruption, engage the
public to formation, realization and monitoring of anti-corruption policy.
For the realization of these powers, members of the National Agency and officials empowered by it
received traditional rights of the officials of the controlling authority - free access to premises of
authorities, possibility to receive a necessary information and access to informational databases, the
right to conduct inspections with the aim to detect corruption cases and make appropriate
prescriptions, the possibility to question officials and receive explanations from them, appeal to court
on the recognition as illegal of regulatory acts and individual decisions, draw administrative protocols,
initiate departmental investigations and bring persons guilty of corruption to responsibility.
AЦШng tСe nШveХtТes Шffered by tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PreventТШn Шf CШrruЩtТШn” Шne sСШuХd ЩШТnt
Шut tСe ТntrШductТШn Шf tСe ЦecСanТsЦ Шf ЩrШtectТШn Шf “exЩШsers” (ЩersШns ЩrШvТdТng assТstance Тn
combating corruption), the necessity to review anonymous messages, if the received information
concerns corrupt actions of a sЩecТfТc ЩersШn, a wТder ХТst Шf tСe sШ caХХed “reХatТves”, a certaТn
detalization of information that has to be mentioned in the declaration.
Along with this, the Law contains a lot contradictory provisions which in practice will cause
complications in the work of the anti-corruption structures and therefore will make combating
corruption less effective. Thus, the Law does not provide for a detailed mechanism of cooperation of
the National Agency with the specially mandated subjects in the sphere of combating corruption, the
order of conducting monitoring of the way of life of subjects of declaration is not defined, so as the
Тssues Шf ШrganТzatТШn Шf cШШЩeratТШn wТtС “exЩШsers” and reguХatШry fuses Тn case Шf ЩШssТbХe abuse Шf
office from their side.
TСe Хaw Шf UФraТne “On tСe NatТШnaХ AntТ-CШrruЩtТШn Bureau Шf UФraТne” ЩrШvТded fШr tСe fШundatТШn
of the special law enforcement agency - National Anti-Corruption Bureau, the central secretariat and 7
territorial departments of which have to combat criminal corruption offences by the highest state
officials. In the format defined by the law, the National Anti-Corruption Bureau (NAB) is another
powerful state paramilitary structure (actions of personnel is regulated by the Regulations on Service
of Privates and Officers of Internal Affairs Authorities and the Disciplinary Statute of Internal Affairs
Authorities of Ukraine) with its own operative and investigative, operative and technical, investigative
and expert units, units of prompt response and internal control.
For the realization of tasks on combating corruption, NAB officers receive a big range of rights,
particularly:
- keep, carry and use firearms and impact munition as well as to use physical influence on the grounds
and in the order provided for by tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”;
- carry out open and covert operative-search measures;
- engage in pre-trial investigation of criminal offenses of their own jurisdiction;
- take measures to search for and seize funds or other property;
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- receive necessary information, including from the automatized systems and registers, as well
operative materials, criminal proceedings, information with limited access, create own informational
systems;
- seal and take under protection buildings (except residential), seize things and documents;
- freely access to buildings, send recommendations to state authorities with regard to elimination of
reasons and conditions fostering criminal offences falling under NAB mandate;
- file court appeals;
- provide for personal security of NAB and persons taking part in criminal justice in criminal offences
falling under NAB jurisdiction;
- on voluntary and confidential basis cooperate with persons informing on corruption offences.
It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat rТgСt after tСe adШЩtТШn tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On NatТШnaХ AntТ-Corruption
Bureau Шf UФraТne” was СeavТХy crТtТcТzed by certaТn exЩerts and ЩШХТtТcТans, fТrst Шf aХХ, because Шf tСe
fact that its provisions lead to certain dependence of the NAB director from both the President of
Ukraine and the Parliament of Ukraine which, in its turn, can be considered as a threat to the
objectivity of the activity of the whole agency.
The provisions of the Law double certain tasks and powers of the National Anti-Corruption Bureau
and the National Agency on Prevention of Corruption, and provide for the possibility of non-budget
additional financing of the Bureau (international treaties and projects of international technical
assistance), which in itself always bears risk of corruption.
Contradictory is also the position of the Law with regard to assigning prosecutors to the Bureau to
perform functions during the pre-trial investigation of criminal offences, since, in some cases, it can
lead to a less effective performance of NAB combating corruption within the prosecution authorities.
Not less controversial are the provisions that set a number of persons whose criminal corruption
activity is defined as an object of pre-trial investigation for investigators of NAB. Having put the
responsibility to conduct criminal persecution of exclusively high-rank officials-corruptioners,
legislators left the issue of organization of combating corruption among middle and low rank officials
to other pre-trial authorities not specializing on the anti-corruption activity and do not consider it as a
priority in their work. It is obvious, that under such conditions the effectiveness of combating with the
sШ caХХed “grШund cШrruЩtТШn” wШuХd stay Шn tСe unsatТsfactШry ХeveХ, even tСШugС Тt Тs frШЦ tСТs tyЩe
of corruЩtТШn tСat ШrdТnary cТtТzens suffer tСe ЦШst. And Тt Тs accШrdТng tШ tСe ХeveХ Шf “grШund
cШrruЩtТШn” tСat sШcТety, usuaХХy, evaХuates tСe effectТveness Шf antТ-corruption measures introduced by
the state.
Thus, combating corruption within the MIA system, investigators of NAB have to carry out the pretrТaХ ТnvestТgatТШn ШnХy Шf cases Шf cШrruЩtТШn cШЦЦТtted by a “person of the highest rank within the
internal affairs authorities”. AccШrdТng tШ tСe “ReguХatТШns Шf servТce Шf ЩrТvates and ШffТcers Шf
ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes”37 such persons are the attested officers with special rank starting from the
general-major of police (internal service) and higher. One can point out certain incorrectness of such
phrasing that sets the categorization of highest rank officials not by their position but only by their
special rank.
«GrШunds Шf tСe state antТ-corruption policy of Ukraine (Anti-Corruption Strategy) for 2014-2017»,
are aЩЩrШved by tСe Law Шf UФraТne Шf 14 OctШber 2014 №1699-VІІ, beТng decХaratТve and, as Тt Тs
mentioned in the very Law, strategic document, define a range of issues promoting the spread of
corruption in the country and declare general measures for their elimination, in the end aiming to
provide for the following:
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- creation of the system of decision-making concerning the anti-corruption policy based on the results
of the analysis of data on corruption and reasons leading to it, by an independent speialized authority
engaging public society as well as the formation of public support in overcoming corruption;
- creation of transparent grounds for financing elections, activity of political parties, elimination of
corruption risks in the activity of election bodies, strengthening of public control over their activity;
- creation of the system of fair and professional public service according to the international standards
and the best world practices;
- introduction of effective anti-corruption programs within the central executive authorities as well as
on the state enterprises, provide for transparency of their activity for the society;
- continuation of reforming the legislation on state purchases with the aim of elimination of risks of
corruption and introduction of the transparent system of state purchases;
- reforming the judicial power in Ukraine and elimination of risks of corruption in judiciary and
activity criminal justice;
- elimination of grounds for corruption in doing business, formation of favorable business-climate to
eliminate corruption and formation of an intolerant attitude of business to corruption
- realization of the right of persons to access to information and providing for openness of socially
necessary information.
- creation of the system of instruments giving the possibility to effectively detect and investigate
corruption crimes, seize property that was an object of criminal activity or purchased as a result of
such activity, bring to responsibility persons involved in the commission of corruption offenses.
- formation of the idea of intolerance to corruption in the society.
Having recognized the priority ways of solving problems of corruption in general, the Law of Ukraine
“On tСe grШunds Шf tСe State AntТ-Corruption Policy of Ukraine (Anti-Corruption Strategy) for 20142017” decХares tСe necessТty Шf ТntrШductТШn Шf antТ-corruption changes in law enforcement sphere,
ТndТcatТng: “an important sphere is a reforming of internal affairs authorities and other law and order
authorities. The system of law enforcement authorities is characterized by a bulky structure which gets
complicated by the existence of doubling and non-core functions, imperfect legislative regulation, low
effectiveness of work and lack of evaluation system which represents the real results of activity,
ineffective system of selection, education and training of personnel, as well as mechanisms of bringing
to responsibility of law and order officers. The lack of reform in the sphere of criminal justice
authorities caused the fact that a number of officers in the system is one of the highest in the world (for
example, for every hundred thousand of population the number of police officers is twice as high as the
average in the world), which leads to the ineffective spending of budget money. Along with this, more
than a million Ukrainians in 2012 became victims of torture within internal affairs authorities»38.
As a way of correction of situation for the better, the Grounds provide for the following;
- adoption of new regulatory acts foreseeing the change of structure of internal affairs authorities for a
more modern and clear one;
- elimination of the most corrupted police units;
- creation of local police;
- anchoring mandate of internal affairs authorities exclusively in the law;
- maximum decrease in the number of departmental regulatory acts and bringing it in correspondence
with the Constitution and laws of Ukraine;
- ensuring the transparency and reporting of internal affairs authorities;
- organization of an independent investigation of cases of abuse of office by policemen;
- conducting an independent evaluation of MIA work.
AХШng wТtС tСТs, we beХТeve, tСat even gТven tСe decХaratТve cСaracter Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe
Grounds of the State Anti-Corruption Policy of Ukraine (Anti-Corruption Strategy) for 2014-2017” Тt
is not comprehensive enough with regard to the reasons and favorable factors for corruption within the
law enforcement system, as well as does not propose the whole spectrum of the necessary measures for
a more effective combating.
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A Decree Шf tСe PresТdent Шf UФraТne Шf 14 OctШber 2014 №808/2114 ЩrШvТdes fШr and aЩЩrШves tСe
“ReguХatТШn Шf tСe NatТШnaХ CШuncТХ Шn AntТ-CШrruЩtТШn PШХТcy” wСТcС Тs a cШnsuХtatТve and advТsШry
authority acting under the President of Ukraine and evaluates the situation and tendencies in the sphere
of prevention of corruption, analyses the national anti-corruption legislation and effectiveness of its
application, takes part in the preparation of the relevant draft laws, studies public opinion etc. Such a
“decШratТve” tyЩe Шf tasФs, Тn Тts turn, deterЦТnes tСe fШcus and scШЩe Шf autСШrТty Шf tСe NatТШnaХ
Council - creation of working groups on the preparation of drafts of regulatory acts, engagement to the
work of such groups of state officials, initiation of public hearings, organization and holding
cШnferences, “rШund-tabХes”, cШШЩeratТШn wТtС ТnternatТШnaХ ШrganТzatТШns Шn tСТs Тssues etc.
The necessity to renew the anti-corruption legislation of Ukraine is long overdue, and to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed novelties is advisable after their practical implementation.
HШwever, tСe way Шf ТЦЩХeЦentatТШn tШ ХТfe Шf tСe “ЩacФage Шf antТ-cШrruЩtТШn Хaws” caused reasШned
doubts in the society with regard to transparency of aspirations of power to overcome corruption in the
state wТtСТn a sСШrt terЦ. TСus, tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PreventТШn Шf CШrruЩtТШn”, accШrdТng tШ tСe
fТnaХ ЩrШvТsТШns, “comes into force on the day following the day of its publication and gets enacted
after 6 months after coming force”. A certaТn ЩaradШx and cШЦЩХexТty Шf Шf sucС ЩСrasТng Тs ШbvТШus in the end Ukraine received the law which, seemingly, came into force but did not get enacted.
It was in this changing period of history of our state, with big risks for its existence as such, under
conditions when a country goes to the bottom of economic and social crisis, that authorities instead of
ТntrШductТШn Шf extreЦe Цeasures tШ cШЦbat cШrruЩtТШn gave Тt “a breaФ” wСТcС ШnХy facТХТtates tСe
improvement of corruption schemes and finding ways to adapt to provisions of the renewed anticorruption legislation.
At tСe saЦe tТЦe, tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe NatТШnaХ AntТ-CШrruЩtТШn Bureau Шf UФraТne” cШЦes
into force three months after the day of its publication and there is no additional date of enactment. It is
wСШХХy understШШd tСat sucС a dТscreЩancy Тn deterЦТnatТШn Шf “cШЦТng ТntШ fШrce” and “enactЦent” Шf
the two basic legislative acts will negatively influence the state of combating corruption in general,
because the practical usage of these laws can give the most effect only under conditions of a close
interconnection and a comprehensive implementation of these norms, especially at the first stage.
Thus, it is obvious, that in their aspirations to decrease the level of corruption in the state, in 2014
authorities showed the incomprehensible for citizens passivity, lack of active position and the outright
unwillingness or unreadiness for decisive actions. In their turn, legislators, when renewing the anticorruption legislation, focused not on the radical improvement of forms and methods of combating
corruption but on the creation of new structures as instruments of combating this negative
phenomenon.
Such a lack of initiative and slow reaction of the President of Ukraine, government and the parliament
to solving the problem of corruption did not only lowered the level of trust of society to new
authorities, but also became a negative example to the newly appointed leaders of ministers and
agencies, including the law enforcement agencies. In particular, minister of internal affairs Arsen
Avakov publicly recognized the big level of corruption in police and declared that it has to quickly be
solved. However, during 2014 the practical realization of the declared statement was going slow and
came down to a number of discussions with participation of civil society and a careful implementation
of some second-priority measures initiated by human rights defenders - “ЩТХШt” exЩerТЦents Тn LvТv
and Khmelnitsk regional police departments.
3. Prevention of corruption in internal affairs authorities
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One sСШuХd understand tСat any, even tСe ЦШst Щerfect ХegТsХatТШn (and UФraТne dШesn’t Сave sucС),
will not solve the problem of corruption by itself. Corruption can adapt to any legal provisions.
Creation of new persecution institutions in the sphere of combating corruption is also not a cure from
this social illness - Ukraine already has an experience when it is police units for combating illegal drug
trafficking that in reality managed this illegal trafficking, and the service on combating economic
crimes, empowered to expose corruption schemes, became one of the most corrupted units within the
MIA system.
Having paid attention to issues of qualification, material provision and legal awareness of officers of
the newly created anti-corruption agencies, authorities forgot about the necessity of raising this very
legal awareness among the general mass of state officials, particularly in police, disregard the fact that
is is they who have to implement progressive novelties of the Ministry of Internal Affairs to life.
Under conditions when lustration of personnel of law enforcement authorities is impossible, arises the
need to elaborate and implement a less radical but not less effective mechanism of cleaning internal
affairs authorities from a corruption threat.
In May 2014 the model of such mechanism was presented by the Association of Ukrainian Monitors of
Human Rights Observance in Law Enforcement (Association UMDPL) for consideration at the
meeting of the Expert Council on Human Rights Observance and Reforming of Internal Affairs
Authorities under the MIA of Ukraine.
The leadership of MIA was offered to radically change the ideology of prevention of corruption and
other violations of human rights in police environment through reforming and reconsideration of
priorities of activity of the Department of Internal Security - a departmental agency on ensuring
legality among the personnel. The scale of corruption of Ukrainian police shows that from the time of
its creation the mentioned agency could not manage to perform the task it was responsible for - to
minimize the level of corruption and a number of human rights violations of citizens in law
enforcement. Along with this, substantial rise of the level of its effectiveness and influence is quite a
real task but only if principles of activity and criteria of evaluation of work of the agency change.
At this time the activity of internal security units is focused mostly at bringing police officers to
criminal liability for corruption and other offences that were already committed getting the information
from petitions of citizens or operative sources. Taking this into consideration, the effectiveness of
work of the agency is evaluated by a number of criminal cases opened by prosecution authorities base
on submissions of the internal security agency.

Such an approach is practically condemns the service for passivity (always waiting for information)
and a full dependence from prosecution authorities since it is them who take decisions whether to open
the criminal case or not.
As a ruХe, ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce Тs nШt ТncХТned tШ start crТЦТnaХ ЩersecutТШn of law enforcement officers offenders since it is quite hard to send a case on the fact of corruption by a police officer to trial for
many reasons - officers are aware of the existing methods of combating corruption, have law degrees
and practical experience of work within the law enforcement system. The same reasons make it hard to
prove the case in trial which means that even if the case was sent to trial it does not mean a
corruptioner would be held responsible.
Thus there is a necessity to decrease the level of influence of the prosecution and court on the process
of lustration of police which can be achieved only if separate parts of this process would be taken out
from the sphere of criminal procedure legislation.
Given the fact that Association UMDPL offered MIA to review the priorities of the activity of the
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in internal affairs. Contrary to the anti-corruption structures performing their mandate within the
framework of criminal procedure legislation, units of internal security have to have a radically new
function - combat corruption not through bringing policemen who already committed corruption
crimes to criminal liability, but through detection and firing officers inclined to corruption.
The same goal can be achieved through the implementation of the practice of conducting the so called
“ШЩeratТve exЩerТЦents” wТtСТn tСe ЩШХТce envТrШnЦent wТtС aТЦ tШ cСecФ ЩШХТce ШffТcers fШr ТntegrТty,
law awareness and law-abiding. During the operative experiment, internal security officers and civil
persons specially engaged by them model a situation to detect unlawful inclinations of a police officers
meaning they create the conditions under which he has the possibility for corruption - receive a
reward, illegally use service information etc.
In other words, internal security officers provoke a police officer to receive a bribe and commit other
violation of oath or legislation. Afterwards they observe and fixate his reaction to such a proposition. If
durТng tСe reaХТzatТШn Шf tСe ШЩeratТve exЩerТЦent a ЩШХТce ШffТcer vТШХated tСe Хaw, Хet’s say acceЩted a
bribe offered to him, he will not be brought to criminal liability, he will only be fired from internal
affaТrs accШrdТng tШ a seЩarate artТcХe sЩecТaХХy ТntrШduced tШ tСe “ReguХatТШns Шn ServТce Шf PrТvates
and OffТcers Шf InternaХ AffaТrs AutСШrТtТes Шf UФraТne».
This is not only a quick and effective, mostly due to the elimination of the possibility of prosecution
authorities and court to influence the process of operative experiment, but also a humane method of
cleaning police of corruption - a police officer inclined to corruption gets detected before he commits a
crime, and along with this, does not find himself behind bars which is always a tragedy for his family.
Such operative experiments concerning the internal affairs authorities personnel have to be conducted
constantly and without extra bureaucratic complications - object, aim and plan of conducting an
experiment shall be approved directly by the regional chief of internal security department and the
results of the experiment shall be fixed in a special protocol. Upon completion of a provocative testing,
a direct supervisor of a police officer is invited to get acquainted with the results of operative
experiment on his subordinate and to sign a relevant protocol which gets attached to a personal file of a
policeman.
If an officer did not fall to the provocation, it will further be considered during promotion, assigning
special ranks, during attestation etc. In case of negative results of an operative experiment, based on
the protocol, staff unit prepares materials to fire a policeman from internal affairs authorities.
To fix the course and results of an operative experiment one uses traditional methods and means
(covert audio and video records, marked currency notes etc.), however they are used without a relevant
court order because the task of an operative experiment is not to initiate criminal proceedings.
An important factor of achieving the wanted result to minimize the level of corruption in police is
openness and publicity of using the method of operative experiments. Internal affairs officers must be
aware of the legality of its implementation as way of departmental inspection of their loyalty to the law
and oath. When entering service or relevant educational institutions of MIA, candidates must be
officially informed and give consent to a temporary limitation of their rights and freedoms during
service, including in a way of conducting operative experiments.
All personnel of the local police unit shall be informed of firing an officer who failed an operative
experiment. Relevant information, in accordance with requirements of the legislation of Ukraine in the
informational sphere, shall be published at the web-site of regional MIA departments.
Firing a policeman because of a negative result of an operative experiment does not have to be
considered as an extraordinary event and lead to a disciplinary punishment of a direct supervisor. Such
punishment shall not be imposed on a supervisor if his subordinate does not meet the standards on
physical training or psychological tests during which a policeman is also being provoked to give
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abiding through an operative experiment, has to become an every day routine for police officers. It
should become an ordinary element of service, even though an unpleasant one.
Large-scale and active provocation during operative experiments, publicity of the procedure of firing
of offenders detected this way, will influence the morale and psychological state of police personnel in
general and will let police officers in a comparatively short term to realize the seriousness of risks of
being fired for attempted corruption or other offence. A policeman will not know whether he is reallt
offered an unlawful reward for an illegal solving of this or that issue or the one offering a bribe is a
provocateur and acts within the framework of an operative experiment.
A special attention will be drawn to operative experiments conducted among the middle-rank chiefs,
since further it is this category of officers that will be getting appointed to the leading positions at
internal affairs authorities. Leaders who passed provocative inspections, with grafted awareness of the
dangers of obtaining illegitimate benefits, will ensure a better control over the legality of actions of
their subordinates.
It is clear that before the introduction of the practice of operative experiments has to be done after
relevant amendments to regulatory base of both state and departmental MIA documents, first of all of
those that exclude the possibility of bringing to responsibility of internal security officers and exposers
for provocative actions.
With the aim to provide for the realization of the mentioned above strategy of prevention corruption
within internal affairs authorities, at the meeting of the Expert Council the leadership of MIA was
recommended to implement a number of changes to optimize structure of departmental controlling
services of the Ministry as well as to change their attitude to consideration of information from citizens
on violations committed by police officers.
In particular, it was proposed to create the Department of Internal Control on the basis of the
Department of Internal Security and the Inspection for Personnel. The new department will be
subordinated to the minister of internal affairs and responsible for realization of anti-corruption
legislation and empowered to conduct operative experiments among personnel.
At the same time, the Department of Internal Control would have to get rid of a number of functions
put on the internal security service (control over the observance of the regime of secrecy, transport
discipline etc.) which can be performed directly by the leaders of internal affairs authorities and units.
It is important that the creation of the Department of Internal Control does not foresee a substantial
increase of a general number of personnel since its creation will be done by combining and
reorganization of the activity of the two already existing police services.
It was also proposed to the leadership of MIA to amend «Instructions on the order of conducting
departmental investigations in internal affairs authorities of Ukraine»39, with provisions aimed at
protection of rights and interests of a civil person who applied with a petition against corrupted police
ШffТcers. In ЩartТcuХar, Тt was Шffered tШ aЦend sectТШn VІ Шf InstructТШns “RТgСts and ШbХТgatТШns Шf
ЩartТcТЩants Шf a servТce ТnvestТgatТШn” wТtС addТtТШnaХ new ТteЦ “RТgСts Шf subУects Шf aЩЩeaХ” wСТcС
would protect the interests of citizens during departmental investigations based on his/her complaint
and ensure the rights of a complainant to:
● get acquainted with the gathered materials of a service investigation (except for cases when it is
prohibited by the legislation of Ukraine) as well as to make comments, particularly in writing,
on the order, objectivity and completeness of internal investigation at any stage;
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● submit and demand to supplement materials to internal investigation with personally gathered
written explanations, documents, foto-, video-, audio- and other materials which according to
the subject of appeal, have to be considered during decision-making on the results of the
internal investigation;
● initiate a questionnaire of internal affairs officers, other (upon their consent) persons, as well as
to receive information from state and local authorities, natural and legal persons which they
think has to be considered during decision-making on the results of the internal investigation;
● at any stage of an internal investigation one can engage to it experts in the sphere of law, other
experts, representatives of human rights organizations or other persons to receive legal
consultations that can help an internal investigation as well as to conduct independent expertise
and legal analysis of the materials collected during the investigation;
● if there are reasons to doubt the integrity and competency of a person conducting an internal
investigation, one can initiate the process to change this persons for another one from the
investigation body;
● be acquainted upon signature with materials and conclusions of an internal investigation before
it is adopted. In case of disagreement with the order an official investigation or with the content
of conclusions upon resuХts, refuse tШ sТgn sucС a cШncХusТШn and ТnfШrЦ Шf Шne’s reasШned
cХaТЦs and suggestТШns Тn wrТtТng by fТХХТng Шut tСe “Card Шf ШbservatТШns Шf subУect Шf aЩЩeaХ”;
● for the possibility to appeal against actions of an official who conducts internal investigation,
Шne Сas tСe rТgСt tШ receТve certТfТed Тn tСe estabХТsСed Шrder cШЩТes Шf tСe “Card Шf ШbservatТШns
Шf subУect Шf aЩЩeaХ” and Шf a “CШncХusТШn uЩШn resuХts Шf an ТnternaХ ТnvestТgatТШn”. TСey Сave
to be formed in accordance with the requirements Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PersШnaХ Data
PrШtectТШn” and “On State Secret”.
Such guarantees of the equality of rights of a police officer and of a civil person accusing him of
corruption, will not only raise the quality and objectivity of an internal investigation but will also
provide for the practical realization of the policy of the state with regard to raising the role of public
control over the state of execution of the anti-corruption legislation by authorities.
The realization of these radical changes aimed to substantially decrease the level of corruption in
police, it does not need additional expenses from the state budget of Ukraine which is an important
factor under conditions of an economic crisis and the existing finance limitations of MIA.
All initiatives mentioned above were supported by a part of the Expert Council formed by civil
society, however did not find approval among separate deputy ministers of internal affairs and leaders
of certain services who criticized the possibility of running operative experiments and indicated that it
dШes nШt “cШrresЩШnd” wТtС the standards of the Criminal Procedure Code, and the way of detecting
persons inclined to corruption by provoking them to illegal action is amoral.
It is obvious that such arguments are hard to evaluate as a constructive criticism - it is more an outright
indicator of unpreparedness of part of policemen of the highest rank to combating corruption in the
agency subordinated to them, because any reform by default foresees the amendment of regulatory
acts. The anti-corruption reform, particularly in law enforcement sphere, in any case does not have to
be in line with the legislation due to which during the corruption could not be overcome for years.
In Тts turn, tСe stateЦent wТtС regard tШ “aЦШraХТty” Шf ЩrШvШcatТve ШЩeratТve exЩerТЦents Тs nШt a Хess
obvious example of applying double-standards since it is policemen who have the right to limit the
rТgСts and freedШЦs Шf ШrdТnary cТtТzens accШrdТng tШ tСe CPC Шf UФraТne, Laws “On PШХТce”, “On tСe
ШЩeratТve and searcС actТvТty” etc. TСerefШre, frШЦ tСe ЩШsition of this very morale, it will be totally
logical and fair if the officers of the Department of Internal Control would receive a legal possibility to
limit the rights of police officers to achieve the rule of law.
Taking into account the principle difference in understanding the ways of implementing changes in
methods of combating corruption among human rights defenders and MIA of Ukraine representatives,
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and reforming internal affairs authorities in May 2014 and parties were not able to agree their
positions.
However, in October 2014 almost all proposals of the civil society with regard to using the method of
operative experiments within police departments were represented in the provisions of the Law of
UФraТne “On tСe grШunds Шf tСe state antТ-cШrruЩtТШn ЩШХТcy Шf UФraТne” (AntТ-Corruption strategy) for
2014 - 2017”.
PartТcuХarХy, sectТШn 3 “PreventТШn Шf CШrruЩtТШn” Шf tСТs dШcuЦent reads: “Inspection for integrity can
strengthen the resistance of civil service to corruption as well as to raise the level of trust of citizens.
Imitation of the situations similar to those that happen in the every day activity of a civil servant are
aimed to check his inteРrity under certain circumstances”. SucС inspections Сave to be conducted
with the aim to ensure professional integrity, prevent corruption among civil servants, inspect the
observance of their duties, ethical standards of behavior, detect, evaluate and eliminate the reasons
leading to corruption. At the same time such inspections can have the character of provocations to
receive the unlawful reward and therefore cannot be the reason to initiate criminal proceedings »40.
In a three months term it was agreed to to elaborate the mechanism of execution of tasks concerning
the realization of the grounds of the state anti-corruption strategy, among which are the following:
“adopt a law on inspections of public officials for integrity that would provide for the rules and the
order of conducting such inspections, guarantees of legality and control, consequences of such
inspections (bonuses or disciplinary responsibility) as well as the fact that such inspections will not be
considered covert investigative actions, their results cannot be used in criminal proceedings as
evidence, based on their results criminal proceedings shall not be opened. The Criminal Code of
Ukraine has to also have a provision concerning the fact that receiving an unlawful reward shall not
be considered a provocation when a specially designated subjects in the sphere of combating
corruption use a situation when a subject already had an apparent intent to give or receive an
unlawful reward”41.
Thus, the Ministry of Internal Affairs once again wasted the possibility to become the initiator of
progressive changes in combating internal corruption within their structures.
It’s wШrtС ЦentТШnТng tСat СavТng Цade tСe fТrst steЩs Шn crestТng tСe ЩШssТbТХТty fШr sШcТety to get
acquainted with certain segments of internal affairs authorities activity and take part in the process of
certain decision-making, MIA continues avoiding productive cooperation with civil society on issues
of combating corruption considering public initiatives in this sphere an attack on departmental
interests. However a real decrease of corruption risks in law enforcement authorities is possible only
under conditions of constant and systematic control of the civil society over the activity of internal
affairs officials.
4. Conclusions and recommendations
One of the leads of the Revolution of Dignity became the requirement to eliminate corruption in the
law enforcement sphere. However, the change of powers in 2014 did not lead to the changes society
anticipated - government officials did not change traditional approaches to solving the problem and did
not risk to apply radical and systemic measures to combat corruption, once again having just renewed
the anti-corruption legislation and created the new institution to implement it.
The Anti-Corruption Bureau and the Lustration Committee that were quickly created at the beginning
of 2014 with civil activists who were appointed as their leaders, did not receive an official status and
rights needed carry out their activity - the creation of such institutions was caused by the desire of new
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leaders of the country to calm the society in the post-revolutionary period but not with a wish to
engage the society to the process of lustration of officials.
At the same time the empowered state structures, because of the number of reasons (change of
leadership, new personnel, anticipation of changes in the legislation etc), was combating corruption
slowly and occasionally, only reacting to high-profile cases of corruption. In the end, such lack of
initiative obvious for everybody was considered by society as an outright sabotage of the requirements
of the people on elimination of corruption.
An unreasonably long process of elaboration of anti-corruption laws in fact did not give the possibility
in 2014 to raise combating corruption in the law enforcement sphere to a new level, and irrational and
illogical terminology on implementation of these laws, obviously, will make the work on stopping
corruption in police in 2015 a lot harder.
Besides that, the model offered by the new legislation is clearly focused on prevention of the so called
“eХТte” cШrruЩtТШn Тn tСe СТgСest ecСeХШns Шf ЩШwer, and, at tСe saЦe tТЦe, dШes nШt gТve sШХutТШns tШ
overcome the total corruption within the law enforcement officers of the middle and low rank, whose
arbitrariness and bribery usually affect ordinary citizens. In addition to that, one of the main obstacle to
the effective implementation of the anti-corruption legislation can become the lack of changes in
judiciary system - the latter continues to stay extremely corrupted and politicized, which results in the
impossibility to guarantee a fair justice.
Under such conditions especially important becomes not the observance of inevitability of criminal
punishment of corruptioners from police, but the prevention of corruption within its structures - it is
necessary to ruin the readiness of law enforcement officers to commit corruption. Along with this,
preventive measures does not have to be limited exclusively by an educational work, raising the level
of salary and a more careful staffing. A substantial minimization of cases of corruption within the MIA
system, first of all, among the officers of lower and middle level chiefs, can be caused by the practice
of large-scale operative experiments on exposure and dismissal of officers potentially inclined to abuse
of office.
Unfortunately, in 2014 the leadership of the Ministry of Internal Affairs did not demonstrate its
readiness to clear police of corruption this way - under conditions of a lack of qualified personnel and
massive engagement of officers to securing public order in the Anti-terrorist operation zone, MIA did
nШt dare tШ “weed” tСe staff wТtС tСe СeХЩ Шf ШЩeratТve exЩerТЦents, СavТng Уust studТed tСe ЩubХТc
opinion, foreign experience and discussed a number of reform concepts. However, any efforts of
reforming law enforcement authorities in the interest of society without decreasing the level of their
corruption are doomed.
In 2015 MIA has to answer to challenges of corruption threatening the stability of the law enforcement
system with its own decisive and out-of-the-box decisions, particularly in the three main spheres:
● regulate by departmental regulatory acts a procedure of realization of the new national anticШrruЩtТШn ХegТsХatТШn, ЩartТcuХarХy tСe ЩrШvТsТШns Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe GrШunds Шf
the State Anti-Corruption Policy of Ukraine (Anti-Corruption Strategy) for 2014-2017”, tСat
foresee the introduction of provocative inspections of officials for integrity;
● radically improve the effectiveness of functioning of the system of departmental control over
the observance of legality in the activity of internal affairs authorities by reorganizing the
Department of Internal Security and Inspection for Personnel and focusing their activity on
measures of prevention of corruption among the personnel;
● revise and renew its policy of cooperation with civil society on combating corruption, having
ensured, with the help of departmental regulatory acts, the development of the already existing
mechanisms of public control and creation of new ones.
Volodymir Batchaev
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Observance of the rights of vulnerable groups of population in the activity of
internal affairs authorities in 2014
1. Introduction. Existing international and national standards in the sphere of observance
of the rights of drug-dependent persons and other vulnerable groups of population
The Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights oblige the state-parties, Ukraine being one of them, to ensure the rights anchored
in them without any discrimination. The prohibition of discrimination concerns all vulnerable
groups of population, including the drug-dependent persons.
According to the legislation of Ukraine, the documents of the World Health Organization, drug
dependency - is a disease1, and therefore criminal punishment, moreover, such a severe one as
deprivation of liberty, caused by a disease (the International Narcotics Control Board 2 thinks so
as well), has all signs of discrimination based on the state of health.
According to the Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of
Power adopted by the UN General Assembly on 29 November 19853, “vТctТЦs” Цeans ЩersШns
who have suffered not only material, moral or physical damages but have also suffered
impairment of their fundamental rights, through acts or omissions.
According to item 2 of the Declaration, a person may be considered a victim regardless of
whether the perpetrator is identified, apprehended, prosecuted or convicted. Since the activity of
the narcotics business (organized drug crime), that flourishes at the expense of the drugdependent persons, became possible as a result of the inactivity of power, a drug-dependent
person became in fact a victim of this drug criminality.
The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 19614 and the Resolution of the Commission on
Narcotic Drugs5 say that the use of measures of control over the narcotic substances has to
correlate and not to contradict the standards in the sphere of human rights. The same position
holds the International Narcotics Control Board.
The basic national legal act aimed at the execution of international obligations with regard to the
observance of the rights of the drug-dependent persons is the State Police Strategy concerning
Narcotic Substances till 2020 adopted by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 28.08. 2013
№735-р6, that includes a number of important provisions, namely:
- recognition of a drug dependent person as such through whom flourishes the narcotic business,
which means a victim of the narcotic business;

1

Free encycХШЩedТa “АТФТЩedТa”: Drug deЩendency.
http://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9D%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1
%96%D1%8F
2
Official website of the International Narcotics Control Board. http://www.incb.org/
3
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Declaration of Basic Principles of Justice for
Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power of 29 November 1985. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_114
4
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961
with amendments introduced according to the Protocol of 1972. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_177/page
5
Official UN website. Subsidiary bodies of ECOSOC. Commission on Narcotic Drugs.
http://www.un.org/ru/ecosoc/about/narcoticdrugs_commission.shtml
6
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of
28.08.2013 №735-р «On tСe AdШЩtТШn Шf tСe State PШХТce Strategy cШncernТng NarcШtТc Substances tТХХ 2020».
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/735-2013-%D1%80
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- recognition of the fact that the spread of drug dependency in Ukraine and related adverse
events is caused by the joining of narcotics business, corruption, terrorism and other forms of
organized criminality as well as by the complications with the access to narcotic drug substances
because of the excessive overregulation of the order of their use.
The Strategy condemns giving preference to force methods of solving a problem connected with
the use of narcotics which negatively impacts the rights of sick people, makes obstacles to the
access to narcotic drug substances, causes signs of stigmatization and discrimination of the drugusers, especially of the HIV-infected and having AIDS, substitutes combating narcotic
criminality with combating drug-users.
The Strategy foresees, inter alia, the regulation of the substitution therapy, training of
professional highly qualified staff in the sphere of activity concerning drug-trafficking through
the system of law enforcement educational institutions etc.
2. The State of Combating Drug Criminality in Ukraine in 2014
In previous reports the attention was constantly drawn to the fact that according to the
international and national legal acts, with the aim to combat the proliferation of drugdependency, active combat with illegal drug trafficking, psychotropic substances and precursors
has to be done at all levels. At the same time, any legal act foresees that the state has to combat
drug-dependent persons, because drug-dependency is a disease but not a crime.
The state of combating drug-dependency in our state in 2014 is clearly demonstrated in the
Single Report on Criminal Offences for January-November 20147, published at the official
websТte Шf tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne. TСe ЦШst ТndТcatТve results are provided
in the table below:
Criminal
offences in
the
reporting
period
,
registered

Offences during the reporting period, 517 891
total
Offences in the sphere of drug- 29 482
trafficking detected
The use of money received from the 64
illegal drug trafficking, psychotropic
substances, their analogues or
precursors, toxic or potent substances
or toxic or potent drugs, art. 306

185 723

Criminal
offences
upon
which the
proceedin
gs
were
sent
to
court with
an
indictment
act
162 316

23 559

21 522

13 184

58

56

13

Illegal

5 990

5 112

2 059

production,

manufacture, 8 081

7

Criminal
offences
when
persons
received
the
notificatio
n
of
suspicion

The
criminal
offenses in
which
proceeding
s
were
closed

533 869

OffТcТaХ websТte Шf tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne. A SТngХe reЩШrt Шn CrТЦТnaХ Offences fШr JanuaryNovember 2014. http://www.gp.gov.ua/ua/stst2011.html?_m=fslib&_t=fsfile&_c=download&file_id=189027
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purchase, storage, transportation,
transfer or selling of narcotics,
psychotropic substances or their
analogues, art. 307
15 865

12 803

12 053

8 512

Illegal production, manufacture,
purchase, storage, transportation,
transfer of narcotics, psychotropic
substances or their analogues without
selling, art. 309
It is logical that the aim of the activity of the narcotics business (organized narcotics criminality),
flourishing due to the drug dependent persons, foresees obtaining and use of funds received from
the illegal narcotic substances trafficking.
However, the results of the activity of law enforcement authorities of the state, provided in the
table, show that within the reporting period in the sphere of drug trafficking there were 29 482
criminal offences detected, with only 64 of them concerning the use of funds received as a result
of committing such crimes. Therefore, the detection of facts of obtaining and using funds
received from narcotics business activity amounts to less than 0,22% of the general number of
detected drug crimes!
And the analysis of the practical activity of the internal affairs authorities shows that even these
offences are being incriminated only to the drug-dependent persons who spent money from
selling drugs on the ingredients for manufacture of the same drug for themselves with the aim to
avoid abstinence.
Materials of criminal proceedings, as a rule, do not have information on the fact that drugdependent sellers of drugs have systematical incomes from trading these drugs, wealth from such
trade. Moreover, the materials of operative purchases mostly show that material gain from sales
of drugs does not really interest the accused. As a rule, accused of selling narcotics are interested
mostly in personal use. Such data, according to the practice of the European Court of Human
RigСts (§ 42 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case “BannТФШv v. RussТa”; § 134 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case
«KСudШbТn v. RussТa»), Сas tШ deЦШnstrate tСe ХacФ Шf grШunds fШr tСe ШbУectТve susЩТcТШn Тn
selling narcotic substances.
If we pay our attention to other correlations of the detected crimes, we would be able to see the
following. In general, within the reporting period there were 517 891 crimes according to all
articles of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. Among them there were 29 482 crimes in the sphere of
drug trafficking, which amounts to 5,7% of the general number of crimes. In 2013 this indicator
amounted to 6%, in 2012 - 10,5%. The given numbers prove that there is a stable decrease of the
part of drug crimes in the general structure of criminality which is, undoubtedly, a positive
factor.
However, the correlation between the types of narcotic crimes has recently been almost the same
and shows that the activity of our law enforcement authorities is oriented on combating drugdependent persons rather than combating the narcotics business. At the same time drug sellers
usТng drugs, ЦeanТng tСШse wСШ dШ tСe sШ caХХed “cХear” saХes, cШntТnue tСeТr crТЦТnaХ actТvТty.
Thus, for 11 months of 2014 there were 15 865 crimes registered according to the article 309 of
the Criminal Code of Ukraine which amounts to 53,8% of the general quantity of narcotic crimes
(29 482). And this is without taking into consideration other crimes without the aim of selling
drugs, foreseen by articles 308 (stealing, appropriation of drugs), 313 (stealing, appropriation of
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appliances for the preparation of narcotic substances), 315 (inducing to use drugs), 317
(organization or maintenance of drug dens) of the Criminal Code of Ukraine.
In 2013 the part of crimes connected with illegal drug trafficking without the aim of selling and
for the personal use (article 309 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) amounted to 55% in the
structure of narcotics criminality. In 2012 it was 51%.
The same concerns combating illegal drug trafficking. For 11 months of 2014 there were 8 081
crimes connected with selling narcotic substances which amounts to only 27,4% in the structure
of narcotic criminality. But even with such a correlation of statistical data, if we analyze persons,
brought to criminal responsibility for selling narcotic substances, we shall see that the most part
of those sellers brought to responsibility are drug-dependent persons who were engaged in the so
caХХed “fШrced seХХТng” tШ receТve ЦШney necessary tШ ЩurcСase anШtСer УШТnt tШ reХТeve tСe
abstinence.
This condition shows that the formation of indicators of operative service activity in the sphere
of illegal drug trafficking is carried out mostly not due to combating the narcotics business and
their proliferation but through the criminal persecution of drug users.
3. The general state of observance of rights of drug-dependent persons in the activity of
internal affairs authorities of Ukraine
The priorities of the law enforcement activity in the sphere of illegal drug trafficking are defined
by the above mentioned State Policy Strategy concerning Narcotic Substances till 2020.
Among them are:
- amendments to the legal acts concerning the revision and improvement of criteria of
performance evaluation of law enforcement authorities, exclusion of the quantitative approach
and substitution of it with qualitative indicators of the achieved results;
- preventing police officers from getting engaged with the narcotics business;
- providing for the publicity of the activity of law enforcement authorities with the aim to raise
the level of awareness of population of their work;
- ensuring control over the activity of law enforcement authorities in the sphere of combating
illegal drug trafficking, first of all with the aim of observance of legality, human rights and
freedoms by them.
However the analysis of the activity of law enforcement authorities in this sphere in 2014 shows
that in out state policemen continue in discriminative manner to persecute the drug-dependent
persons violating their fundamental rights. Ukrainian law enforcement officers continue a
dТsgracefuХ ЩractТce Шf “ЩrШtectТng” drug deaХers and deЩrТve tСeТr cХТents Шf ХТberty causТng tСe
increase of the shadow drug market, proliferation of drug-dependency and related infectious
diseases.
A wide spectrum of violations of the rights of drug-dependants stay common in the activity of
the internal affairs authorities, particularly:
- provocations of crimes and violations of procedural rights during criminal proceedings;
- the use of abstinent syndrome and drug intoxication to receive testimonies;
- violation of the right to medical help, including the continuity of the substitution therapy;
- seizure and taking drugs as evidence not at the place of detention but in the district police
statТШn wТtС tСe Щresence Шf “Шwn” wТtnesses;
- illegal demands and receiving confidential information concerning the drug-dependents;
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- groundless inspections of the activity of medical establishments engaged to implementation of
the substitution therapy, and obstruction of the activity of these establishments;
- illegal detentions and holding in places of detention;
- forgery of administrative and criminal proceedings, including through drugs planting;
- making forcefully do illegal actions, including to take part in the provocations of crimes;
- illegal fingerprinting;
- extortion of bribes from drug-dependants being under threat of being brought to criminal
responsibility.
The general state of observance of rights of drug-dependent persons in the activity of internal
affairs authorities of Ukraine is clearly demonstrated in the following publication:
«On tСe way to tСe excСanРe station of used syrinРes a druР addict was detained by police...TСe
rest of the narcotic substance in the used syringe let policemen bring this person to criminal
liability. To avoid criminal persecution a drug-dependent person...could only after his mother
paid police officers 4 000 UAH.
Such cases happen every day. Police often apprehends the workers of the preventive programs
and searches them. They seize the telephone numbers of drug-dependent clients who they
illegally torture afterwards. At the state of the abstinent syndrome detained drug addicts are
made to take the responsibility for any crimes.
The result of increase of the level of police oppressions...became the decrease of the number of
drug-dependents using services of free exchange of syringes or other preventive programs. And
this, in its turn, has negative impacts on combating AIDS...
The problem of drug addiction in Ukraine is really worrying for its neighbours, particularly
Poland. According to the ex president of Poland, a member of Commission on Narcotic Drugs
Olexander Kvasnevskii, combating drug dependency only by oppressive methods failed in all the
world because it is not only criminal, but first of all, social problem. On Wednesday, 26 June, he
gave a speech in Kyiv at the conference held by the International Renaissance Foundation
(Ukraine) toРetСer witС tСe orРanization “Krytyka polityczna” (Poland)…
The Head of the State Service of Ukraine for Control over Drugs Volodymir Tymoshenko, in his
turn, recognized that in Ukraine there was still dominating an oppressive approach to combating
the problem of drug dependency which was inherited from so viet times...»8.

Similar problems in the sphere of observance of the rights of drug dependent persons in the
internal affairs authorities activity are represented also in the statements of the drug-dependents
in the Internet social networks. Below using the original language:
«…According to the guy, he was apprehended by Fastiv Department for Combating Illegal Drug
Trafficking, he was accused of alleged selling to an unknown man 3 months ago!!! of 2 tablets of
methadone. Then it was all by the standard procedure - beatings, seizure of a car, criminal case,
and wСat’s more important, a joint visit to tСe website of tСe Substitution TСerapy witС a patient
and an “active” influence on tСe doctor and nurses for, alleРedly, СelpinР tСe patient wСom tСe
continued РivinР tСe tablets. As a result, under sucС a “pressure” medical personnel Рave up
and witСout any explanations, and wСat’s more important, detoxification, excluded tСe Рuy from
tСe proРram, or just kicked Сim out…”.

8

Deutsche Welle. Kvasnevskii: oppressive methods cannot solve the problem of drug dependency in Ukraine.
СttЩ://www.dw.de/ква н в ьки -р р ивни иа и-нарк ан -в- кра н -н а и/a-16909904
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«…Almost two years ago in March 2013 they initiated a criminal case against me according to
the part 2 of article 309 (illegal storage and transfer of narcotic substances). Nothing of what I
was accused of I didn’t do tСat day. I will explain wСy “on tСat day” - I wasn’t in tСe
substitution therapy program then, I was registered there in September of the same year. So, as it
turned out later, I was under operative supervision of the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug
Trafficking of the Shevchenko District of Zaporizha (Mr. Letvinov was the head of the unit).
Everything happened according to a standard scheme: detention - 5 cubicles of drugs in the
pocket - witnesses - investigator - trial. In the court of the first instance, after a talk with that
Letvinov, I agree to everything and I am given a suspended sentence, but a judge rules 1 year
and 1 montС of deprivation of liberty, prosecutor’s office files an appeal because tСe sentence
was to soft.
Of course, I was not satisfied with such a sentence either, and started telling everything as it
was, tСat I wasn’t at tСe Рypsies tСat day and didn’t Сave any druРs on me, tСe sentence Рot
cancelled and a new trial was started.
In the course of a new trial it turns out that in the protocol of seizure there were no signatures of
witnesses, one of them testifies in court that investigative actions were not filmed on camera,
that, he thought, I was subjected to physical violence because I was all in dust and with a bruise
on the face.
Later it was established that the position of tСe syrinРe in tСe pocket proved tСat it wasn’t me
who put it there, a video footage starts periodically and starts at the time of a search (and this is
considering that I was under operative supervision). Then there were manipulations with a
syringe: they put me a syringe in the pocket that was half full, and then after a short meeting
changed it for another one, completely full.

Many Сad questions: wСy did I aРree witС everytСinР and wasn’t denyinР everytСinР?...I’ll say:
all this happened during the day, 5-6 men started simply beating me, no one of the by-passers
did not even ask what was going on. This is at first. Secondly: after the execution I was
explained: if I started saying something wrong I would go for selling. And thirdly: knowing that
Mr. Letvinov sells drugs, I chose the lesser evil for myself.
With regard to Mr. Letvinov: this is a sure thing, the case is allegedly in trial, unfortunately not
for selling, but only for distributing (the head of the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug
Trafficking). I think it was in 2011 when Letvinov also planted drugs on me, that time they
wanted me to confess in killinР a taxi driver, biР case it was…».

The police officers themselves do not see anything unlawful in their actions. Sometimes they do
not even hide violations in the official releases on detected crimes.
Let’s turn Шur attentТШn tШ tСe fШХХШwТng ТnfШrЦatТШn:
«In Makiivka (Donetsk reРion) inspectors stopped a suspicious lookinР person witС a baР of
drugs. Informs the center for public relations of the Makiivka Department of the DGMIA of
Ukraine in the Donetsk region.
Having seen a suspicious looking young man law enforcement officers stopped him and asked
several questions whether he had any forbidden things on him. A young man confessed that in
the right pocket of his jacket there was a paper bag with weed that he bought from the unknown
person to “relax” durinР tСe weekend.
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Policemen delivered a person to the district police station where in the presence of witnesses
policemen really found a paper bag which the man informed of. According to the experts, the
content of the bag seized from the pocket of a person was a dangerous narcotic substance
cannabis»9.

If we analyze the content of the provided information, a number of logical questions arise with
regard to the actions of police officers, particularly:
● what were the grounds for detention of the mentioned person?
● how did they receive this information from a person?
● what were the grounds to deliver this person to the internal affairs authorities?
● what were the grounds to conduct a personal search of a person and why the seizure was
conducted in the district police station and not at the place of detention?
Obtaining answers only to the mentioned questions would show that there were a number of
violations of the rights of this detained drug-dependent person.
4. Typical violations of the rights of drug-dependent persons by law enforcement officers
Provocations of crimes and violation of the procedural rights during criminal proceedings

Systematic provocations of crimes and violations of procedural rights during criminal
proceedings is demonstrated in the following publication:
«Olexander BysСkov could prove obvious violations and forРery of evidence in tСe case by
policemen and receive a landmark decision - closure of criminal proceedings against the
accused accordinР to tСe article “production and possession of druРs for sale”... TСe defendant
Alexander Byshkov is sick of drug-dependency which was used by the representatives of law
enforcement authorities. In the course of a court trial an attorney managed to prove that both the
accomplice of his client who persuaded him to make drug, and witnesses who were not even
present at tСe place of a crime, were really “under control” of law enforcement officers and
were executing their orders. Taking this facts into consideration, the court remitted the case for
further investigation. Since the investigation authorities could not fix the violations indicated by
the court, criminal proceedings were closed...
Ukrainian law enforcement and judicial systems tend to make drug dealers of people sick of
drug-dependency witСout noticinР it… Existence of tСis practice confirms tСe expert of tСe AllUkrainian network for providing help to persons having AIDS and drug-dependency Mr.
Hennadiy Tokarev.
According to him, all crime statistics of the units for combating illegal drug trafficking consists
of only detentions of drug users, and such falsifications and violations by law enforcement
authorities take place in almost every case concerning drugs...
At the same time, over 15 thousand people each year are being put behind bars accused of
possession of narcotic and psychotropic substances, often in microscopic volumes and also
because drugs were simply planted on them...
“I never saw a case, - says Hennadiy Tokarev - where the volume of substances sold by the so
called drug-dealers was more than several grams - it’s a syrinРe, two syrinРes, a baР of
marijuana. Meaning they arrest only drug-users. The only case when the channel of realization
of drugs stopped was against the law enforcement officers who organized a criminal
business...”10.
9

Informational and analytТcaХ ЩubХТcatТШn “Ura-InfШrЦ.DШnbass”. In MaФТТvФa ЩШХТce seТzed a bag wТtС a dangerШus
drug from a young person. http://ura.dn.ua/27.01.2014/151024.html
10
Kharkiv Human Rights Group. Criminal proceedings closed because of falsifications of policemen.
http://www.khpg.org/index.php?id=1405594050
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As it was mentioned before, for 11 months of 2014 there were 8 081 crimes associated with the
sale of drugs (art. 307 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine) which amounts to 27,4% in the structure
of narcotic crimes. The analysis of criminal proceedings initiated according to this article shows
that for the most part as the only proof of illegal sale of drugs serve the materials of operative
purchases, collected according to the order foreseen by the Instruction on Organization of Covert
Investigative (Search) Actions and the Use of their Results in the Criminal Proceedings,
approved on 16 November 201211.
Using the imperfectness of this Instruction, internal affairs officers systemically violate the
provisions of both national and international law when bringing drug-dependent persons to
responsibility for selling drugs.
First of all, such violations include the provocations of crimes.
The European Court of Human rights elaborated in its practice the general principle which
concerns the guarantees of fair trial in the context of technique of the covert investigations used
for combating drug trafficking.
The general content of this principle comes down to the fact that public interests cannot justify
the use of evidence received as a result of provocations by law enforcement authorities. As an
exaЦЩХe we can use §§ 88-89 of a decision of the European Court of Human Rights in the case
“VeseХШv and ШtСers v. RussТa”; §§ 33-36 Тn tСe case “BannТФШva v. RussТa”; § 54 Тn tСe case
“RaЦanausФas v. LТtСuanТa”».
According to the practice of the European Court of Human Rights all evidence, received as a
result of a provocation by law enforcement authorities shall be considered inadmissible because
they were received as a result of a material violation of the human right to fair trial anchored in
item 1 of article 6 of the Convention12.
TСТs Тs sСШwn Тn §§ 56 Шf tСe decТsТШn Шf the European Court of Human Rights in the case
“BannТФШv v. RussТa”, wСТcС cШЦЩХeteХy cШrresЩШnds wТtС tСe requТreЦents Шf Щart 1 Шf artТcХe
87 Шf tСe CrТЦТnaХ ЩrШcedure cШde Шf UФraТne tСat reads tСat “inadmissible are evidence received
as a result of a substantial violation of human rights and freedoms guaranteed by the
Constitution and the laws of Ukraine, international treaties, ratified by the Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine, as well as any other evidence received as a result of a substantial violation of human
rights and freedoms”13.
A definition of provocation Тs ЩrШvТded Тn tСe § 55 Шf tСe decТsТШn Шf tСe EurШЩean CШurt Шf
HuЦan RТgСts Тn tСe case “RaЦanausФas v. LТtСuanТa”. AccШrdТng tШ tСТs defТnТtТШn, a
provocation (incitement) by law enforcement authШrТtТes “takes place when relevant law
enforcement officers or persons acting according to their instructions do not limit themselves
with passive investigation but influence the subject, with the aim to register a crime, meaning to
11

OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Order Шf tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’ OffТce Шf
Ukraine, Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine, Security Service of Ukraine, Administration of the State Border
Service of Ukraine, Ministry of Finance of Ukraine, Ministry of Justice of Ukraine of 16.11.2012
№114/1042/516/1199/936/1687/5 «On tСe AЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe InstructТШn Шn OrganТzatТШn Шf CШvert InvestТgatТve
(Search) Actions and the Use of their Results in the CrТЦТnaХ PrШceedТngs».
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v0114900-12
12
Official Portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/995_004
13
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. Criminal procedure code of Ukraine.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/4651-17/page3
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receive evidence and open a criminal case, inciting him to commit a crime which otherwise
would not be committed”14.

TСe EurШЩean CШurt Шf HuЦan RТgСts ЩШТnts Шut (§ 47 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case “BannТФШv v.
RussТa”; § 92 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case “VeseХШv and ШtСers v. RussТa”; § 49 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn
tСe case “Vanyan v. RussТa”; § 11, 49 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case “Vanyan v. RussТa”; § 37 Шf tСe
decТsТШn Тn tСe case «MaХТnТnШs v. LТtСuanТa»; § 67 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case “RaЦanausФas v.
LТtСuanТa”), tСat any ТnfШrЦatТШn received as a result of a covert activity has to meet the
requirements with regard to the fact that the investigation has to be conducted passively in
general. This excludes, particularly, any actions that can be interpreted as an influence on the
accused with the aim to make him commit a crime, as for example:
● initiate a contact;
● another offer,
● persistent reminders etc.
Even confession in a crime committed as a result of a provocation cannot be can not reverse the
fact that neither provocation nor its consequences does not release the court from the obligation
tШ verТfy tСe ТnfШrЦatТШn Шn ЩrШvШcatТШn (§ 72 Шf tСe decТsТШn Шf tСe EurШЩean CШurt Шf HuЦan
RТgСts Тn tСe case “RaЦanausФas v. LТtСuanТa”).
If we shall analyze all criminal proceedings according to the article 307 of the Criminal Code of
UФraТne we’ХХ see tСat aХЦШst aХХ Шf tСeЦ were ШЩened Шn tСe grШunds Шf tСe cШnducted ШЩeratТve
purchases with the elements of provocation of a crime.
Deprivation of the possibility to cross-interrogate persons who were taking part in the
operative purchases with the aim to conceal the provocation of a crime
According to the general requirements of the European Court of Human Rights persons who
were controlling a crime (during the operative purchases) have to be presented to the court for
interrogation in trial and for the cross-interrogation on the circumstances they are aware of.
Along with this, according to the general requirements concerning the interrogation of witnesses
anchored in part 1 of article 352 of the Criminal procedure code of Ukraine, before the
interrogation a person of a witness must be identified.
Part 9 of this very article has the reference to the possibility of taking measures to ensure the
security of a witness and, particularly, specifies the content of those measures, but the possibility
to interrogate a witness without identification is not foreseen by the acting legislation at all.
In practice pre-trial investigation authorities and the state prosecution reject the court and the
defending party in the possibility to identify persons who were controlling a crime (in the
operative purchases). As a ground for rejection they reference to the secrecy of such information
according to item 4.1.6 of the Code of information constituting state secrets, approved by the
Шrder Шf tСe SecurТty ServТce Шf UФraТne №440 Шf 12 August 200515.
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InfШrЦatТШnaХ server Шf tСe SuЩreЦe CШurt Шf UФraТne. Case “RaЦanausФas v. LТtСuanТa”. DecТsТШn Шf 05
February 2008.
http://www.scourt.gov.ua/clients/vs.nsf/81b1cba59140111fc2256bf7004f9cd3/c48a563ee2b08a54c22575860037998
6?OpenDocument
15
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The order of the Security Service of Ukraine of 12
August 2005 №440 «On tСe AЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe CШde Шf ТnfШrЦatТШn cШnstТtutТng state secrets».
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0902-05
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However such references do not meet the requirements of the acting legislation. Thus, the
mentioned item of the Code foresees the secrecy of only the information on the relationship of
characteristics of a person who participates in criminal proceedings and taken under protection
according to the acting legislation of Ukraine because of a threat to life or health, and in respect
of which are held or conducted measures to change personal data, appearance or place of living
with previous individual characteristics.
However, in practice, persons taking part in operative purchases are not being protected as
wТtnesses. AccШrdТng tШ artТcХe 2 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PersШnaХ Data PrШtectТШn”16,
personal data on the person is the information or a combination of information about a natural
person. This information is
р на ьн анн р
–
в
и к н ьв
р
и н
.
This information is objectively contained in the documents issued in his name. According to the
requТreЦents Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On EnsurТng tСe SecurТty Шf PersШns taФТng Part Тn
Criminal ProceedТngs”17, change of information on a person in the documents corresponds with
such a security measure as change of documents. This is a long-term security measure, nonprocedural and means that a person lives with a new name and new personal data.
Neither state prosecution not the pre-trial investigation authorities do not refer to such security
measures taken with regard to persons taking part in operative purchases, and the information on
taking such security measures with regard to persons is not included to the materials of pre-trial
investigation. If a court or a defending party asks to identify a person who took part in operative
purchases by new documents without providing the information on the previous documents, it
turns out that these persons never received new documents.
Pre-trial investigation authorities and the state prosecution in fact refer to the fact that with
regard to the persons taking part in operative purchases are taken procedural short-term security
measures - confidentiality of information about a person. In this context we shall point out that
the use of such methods of ensuring security according to the provisions of the acting legislation
are carried out based on the decision of the relevant authority. The mentioned decrees are not
added to the case but are kept separately in the authority responsible for criminal proceedings
and are not provided for review to the parties. This means that when a pre-trial investigation ends
and materials are sent to court, the court has to receive the relevant decreed of an investigator or
a prosecutor. Making materials on measures of ensuring security secret is not foreseen by the
“CШde Шf ТnfШrЦatТШn cШnstТtutТng state secrets”, taФТng ТntШ cШnsТderatТШn Шf artТcХes 290, 317 Шf
the CPC of Ukraine.
However, without taking measures of ensuring security concerning persons taking part in
operative purchases, the state prosecution and pre-trial investigation authorities insist on privacy
of information on the real personal data of this persons. An interrogation of such persons without
an identification is not foreseen by article 352 of the CPC of Ukraine at all.
Moreover, such an interrogation makes testimonies of such persons evidence that does not meet
the requirements with regard to their admissibility, namely:
- a requirement concerning receiving evidence from a source that is public and can proved;
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Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of UkraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PersШnaХ Data
PrШtectТШn”. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2297-17
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Official portaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne «On EnsurТng tСe SecurТty Шf
PersШns taФТng Part Тn CrТЦТnaХ PrШceedТngs». http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/3782-12
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- a requirement concerning receiving evidence in the order set by the law according to the form
defined by the law, because it is this form that guarantees the protection of rights and legal
interests of citizens.
Therefore, testimonies of these persons in the form proposed by the state prosecution, makes this
evidence inadmissible according to the article 87 of the CPC of Ukraine.
Under such conditions the court and the protection are in fact deprived of the possibility to
research the issue on the existence/lack of the provocation by law enforcement authorities in the
order that meets the requirements of a fair trial, in addition to that - with reference on the
impossibility of disclosure of certain materials in order to provide for the public interest, as well
as for the rights and protected by the law interests of this persons which (reference) according to
their content contradict with the legislation of Ukraine and the requirements of the acting
regulatory acts.
This means that the defending party and the court are obstructed of the research of the issue on
the existence of the provocation by the law enforcement authorities and the evidence that can
help to solve this issue are concealed by prosecution party from the defending party and the court
on the grounds of the arbitrary decision on making the necessary documents and information
limited in access.
As the European Court of Human RigСts (§§ 61, 52 – 54 Шf tСe decТsТШn Тn tСe case “BannТФШv v.
RussТa”), tСТs fact by ТtseХf sСШws tСe exТstence Шf a ЩrШvШcatТШn by Хaw enfШrceЦent autСШrТtТes
and shall be recognized as crucial in the decision on the existence of such provocations.
Under such conditions all evidence received as a result of covert operative (investigative)
actions, particularly, operative purchases shall be recognized inadmissible. In other words, all
cases of bringing persons to responsibility according to the article 307 of the Criminal Code of
Ukraine as a result of operative purchases happen based on the inadmissible evidence.
Tortures and ill-treatment of drug-dependent persons with the aim to receive confession in
crimes
Tortures and other signs of police violence to drug-dependent persons in Ukraine is quite a
common thing. Such a state of things contradicts with the norms of national legislation of
Ukraine and international legal documents, such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
Convention against Tortures and Other cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
etc.
Marginal state of this category of people makes them vulnerable for policemen forming
statistical indicators of operative and service activity. Police uses drug-dependency as a tool to
make drug-dependent persons testify: the perspective to feel pain from withdrawal symptoms
makes these people especially vulnerable and more inclined to submit to pressure from law
enforcement officers.
Using the vulnerable state of drug-dependent persons, law enforcement officers often using the
state of the abstinent syndrome, beating etc. make them self-incriminate in commission of crimes
which they were not responsible for.
The high level of stigmatization of this social group by the society, in its turn, causes, as a rule,
impunity of police officers for committing unlawful actions. However, there are several cases of
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bringing police officers to criminal responsibility for torturing drug-dependents. This is shown in
the information provided below:
«Intentional keepinР an innocent person as a СostaРe, psycСoloРical pressure and beatinРs,
accusations of robberies which he never did...A court decided: law enforcement officers
intentionally tortured a sick man whose state they were aware of.
...Guys were delivered to the district police station where they were kept till morning. In the
morning they gave the journal to sign the statement that they had no complaints which the latter
did. But at that time one of police officers recognized in one of the already released men a
person who was under administrative supervision. Police officers decided not to release persons
and placed them to the premises of district police inspectors. The mother, as well as the attorney,
was not informed of the place where her son was kept...
From a detainee L. law enforcement officers continued demanding to confess in robberies he
wasn’t involved in. Policemen were transferrinР Сim from one room to anotСer and “at tСe
places of crimes” were СittinР Сim witС arms, leРs, wooden sticks, undressed Сim naked. TСere
were 4 policemen who were taking part in tortures - three of the service of district police
inspectors and a major, the deputy head of the Shevchenkivskii District Police Station of the
LuСansk City Department of tСe DGMIA. In tСe end a detainee aРreed to siРn a confession….
After submitting several complaints on the loss of the son, an attorney through the unofficial
channels managed to identify where the L. was kept - in the police station of another district of
the city...When the victim was allowed to walk on the street by himself, he could walk several
meters and then fainted. After three days of tortures, a person sick of the hepatitis C and HIV
without the necessary treatment and food, was delivered to the hospital with an ambulance
where he spent a week. Doctors and medical experts found numerous bruises and hematomas on
tСe body of L.»18.

There are also cases of deaths of drug-dependent persons as a result of tortures, applied to them
by ЩШХТce ШffТcers. One Шf sucС cases was descrТbed Тn tСe ЩubХТcatТШn “In CСernТvstsy ЩШХТce
killed a 27 year-ШХd Цan?”19.
According to this information and other sources, a drug-dependent resident of the city of
Chernivtsy Mr.D on 21 July 2014 was detained by officers of the Shevchenkivskiy District
Police Station of the Department of MIA of Ukraine in Chernivtsy region. He was illegally held
for two days in the offices, to make him confess in crimes he was tortured and received bodily
injuries (bruises), and kidney injuries20.
Further, as a result of the received beatings the state of health of Mr. D was quickly
deteriorating. For the period from 04 to 07 August 2014 his parents asked for medical assistance
4 times and because of different reasons, based on his drug-dependency, were denied in
provision of the adequate assistance.
On 08 August 2014 Mr. D died in the intensive care unit of the Chernivtsy Regional Hospital21.
Mentioned events caused a deep concern among the residents of the city22.
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Regional network of legal assistance to people with HIV. Police officers were sentenced to prison for beating
detainees, with one of them being HIV-infected. http://hiv-legalaid.org/index.php?id=1402343444
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SШcТaХ and ЩШХТtТcaХ ЩubХТcatТШn “BuФШvТnsФa Pravda”. In tСe ЩШХТce statТШn Тn CСernТvtsy ШffТcers ФТХХed a fatСer Шf
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Taking into account the tragic consequences and a wide public outbreak, with the aim to clear all
the circumstances and carry out the parliamentary control over the proper investigation of the
mentioned events, the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights initiated open
proceedings in the case on human rights and freedoms violations. Association UMDPL experts
were engaged to proceedings. Within the framework of the open proceedings officers of the
Secretariat of the Commissioner together with the representatives of the Association UMDPL,
TernШЩТХ HuЦan RТgСts GrШuЩ and tСe NGO “BrТgСt Future fШr YШu” vТsТted CСernТvtsy and
conducted a number of measures. There was no physical impact applied against him.
Staff of the medical institutions who according to the words of the mother of Mr. D refused to
provide him medical assistance which caused his death, also denied any unlawfulness from their
side.
However, during the interrogation of persons involved in any way to the mentioned event, and
after СavТng studТed tСe dШcuЦents Тn tСe ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce, ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes and
medical establishments etc., there were certain information collected that refutes the official
version of the law enforcement officers and staff of the medical establishments of the Ministry of
Healthcare.
As of now proceedings continue, carried out are the measures with the aim to provide for the
proper civil and parliamentary control over the effectiveness and transparency of investigation of
reasons and circumstances of death of Mr. D.
On 17 January 2014 Association UMDPL received a letter from the patient of the substitution
therapy program, resident of the city of Donetsk, saying that on 16 January 2014 in the building
of the Lenin District Police Station of the Donetsk City Department of the DGMIA of Ukraine in
the Donetsk region an operative officer inflicted bodily injuries to him.
In his explanation he mentioned that he was beaten by an operative police officer S. during the
interrogation in the office of the investigator of the same unit police major F. on 16 January 2014
(an investigator was leaving the office during the beatings). Disregard the visible bodily injuries,
strong pain and loss of consciousness as a result of beatings, a victim was provided with medical
assistance, they made him sign documents and released only in the evening. Through tortures
and threats the forged the case connected with illegal drug trafficking, made hum sign confession
of robbery.
After receiving a petition, following the recommendation of the Association UMDPL
representative a victim came to the medical establishment where specialists established that he
Сad: “Closed chest injury. Fracture of spine to right. Tr aumatic pneumotСorax to tСe riРСt”. He
was hospitalized, assigned stationary treatment, made a surgery. Police officers tried to prevent
him from undergoing stationary treatment, interrogated him right after the surgery. Thanks to the
intrusion of the Association UMDPL representative unlawful actions of police officers were
stopped.
On 23 January 2014 a victim was discharged from hospital treatment but the extract from the
medical card of the patient had wrong information about the removal of postoperative drainage
and stitches, the general state of health etc.
Collected initial materials together with the petition and recommendations of the Association
UMDPL were directed to the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights. Based on
22
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the mentioned materials the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner initiated open proceedings in
the case on human rights and freedoms violation. Within the framework of proceedings of the
Commissioner a relevant letter was addressed to the prosecutor of the city of Donetsk concerning
the initiation of criminal proceedings and with a request to provide a number of documents
which the Association UMDPL was informed of.
However, further communications of the Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner
for Human Rights wТtС tСe ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce ТndТcate tСat tСere was nШ ЩrШЩer ТnvestТgatТШn
conducted with regard to the violations of the rights of the victim. Such conditions required the
organization of the joint visit of the Association UMDPL representatives and officials of the
Secretariat of Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights to renew the rights of the
vТctТЦ by carryТng Шut reХevant actТШns Тn tСe ТnternaХ affaТrs autСШrТtТes, ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce,
medical establishments etc. However, as of now actions within the proceedings are suspended till
the city of Donetsk is cleared from the illegal armed groups.
In March 2014 activists of the UMDPL received the information about the unlawful actions of
police officers of the DGMIA of Ukraine in the Kyiv region against a drug-dependent citizen K.
Officers unlawfully detained him for committing a crime, ill-treated him and violated his
procedural rights.
The previously collected by the activists information showed that Mr.K on 14 March 2014
around 12:00 came for interrogation to the investigator of the Brovarskiy City Police Unit S. as a
witness in the criminal proceedings initiated on 12 March 2014. Being in a status of a witness he
was illegally detained by police officers for 29 hours in one of the offices of the administrative
building of the city police unit. It was only on 15 March 2014 in 17:00 when he was officially
detained on suspicion of a criminal offence and on 18:20 of the same day placed to the pre-trial
investigation center.
During the forced detention in the administrative building of the city police unit K. was
subjected to ill-treatment, particularly, deprived of food, water, toilet, sleep and other minimal
conditions of proper detention.
Previously collected materials were submitted to the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner ofr
Human Rights and became the grounds for initiation of proceedings of the Ukrainian Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights in the case of human rights and freedoms violation. Within the
framework of special proceedings of the Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner
for Human Rights officials conducted a visit to the Brovary City Police Unit with the aim to
confirm or refute the initial information by getting acquainted with the departmental and
procedural documents of law enforcement authorities, in court, by interrogating persons involved
in the events etc.
The analysis of the collected materials led to the conclusion of the Commissioner that police
officers of the investigative unit of the Brovary City Unit of the DGMIA of Ukraine in the Kyiv
region violated the general grounds of the criminal proceedings which, and as a result, led to the
substantial limitation of rights of Mr. K. Materials collected in the course of proceedings became
the ground for addressing to the Prosecutor General of Ukraine a submission of the
Commissioner with a demand to eliminate the detected violations.
In September 2014 the Association UMDPL received a letter from a drug-dependent citizen Ms.
T concerning the unlawful actions of officers of the Irpin District Police Station of MIA of
Ukraine in the Kyiv region against her and her cohabitant, a drug-dependent Mr. K. According to
the letter, on 28 May 2014 officers of the Irpin District Police Station in the evening conducted a
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search of the apartment where Ms. T and Mr. K lived after which the latter were delivered to the
district police station.
Ms. T was illegally detained for almost 24 hours in the building of police and then released. She
suffered physical and psychological influence. Mr. K was illegally detained in the police
building for over two days, suffered torture in order to receive confession in a crime after which
he was delivered to the pre-trial investigation center of the city of Kyiv.
This letter and other materials were submitted to the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for
Human Rights and became the ground for initiation of proceedings of the Commissioner in the
case on human rights and freedoms violation. Association UMDPL experts were engaged to
measures taken within the framework of proceedings.
Representatives of the Association UMDPL together with the officials of the Secretariat of the
Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights held a number of necessary measures
aimed at the collection of information concerning the unlawful actions of law enforcement
officers. In particular, questioned were persons involved to events under investigation, including
police officers, received were copies of the necessary documents in the Kyiv PTDC, Irpin district
ЩШХТce statТШn, ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce, tСe cШurt etc. CШХХected ЦaterТaХs ЩrШve tСe unХawfuХ detentТШn
of Ms. T and Mr. K in police building, show the existence of other violations provided in the
letter of Ms. T and became the grounds for addressing a submission to the Prosecutor General of
Ukraine with demands to eliminate the detected violations.
Torture and ill-treatment of drug-dependent persons by law enforcement authorities are
represented in the publications of drug-dependent persons in the social media networks on the
Internet. Below in original wording:
«Yesterday, on 10 June, witС our clients of tСe substitution tСerapy in KirovoСrad Сappened an
accident: a family couple, clients of the methadone program, came to the cafe with a summer
terrace to relax and have some beer. They started quarrelling with one of the workers of the
cafe, the latter was rude and they told her to call the administrator. A worker said she had
already called the administration and representatives of the administration were coming to meet
them...Instead of the promised administration came police, our clients were beaten in front of the
cafe and delivered to the Kirovskiy District Police Station...
Beating have already been registered...A man had severe bruises on the head, a girl was hit by a
baton, includinР on tСe Сeels...HavinР submitted a complaint to tСe prosecutor’s office - they
were blackmailed and threatened over the phone by those policemen...And bruises were quite
severe, especially those o f tСe Рuy wСo was Сit on tСe Сead…”.

Violation of the right to medical assistance
Violation of this right of drug-dependent persons lies in failure to take measures on removal of
withdrawal symptoms and failure to provide for the continuity of the substitution therapy in case
of detention or arrest.
The sense of the substitution therapy, according to the joint decree of the Ministry of Healthcare,
Ministry of Internal Affairs, Ministry of Justice and the State Service of Ukraine on Control over
Drugs Шf 07 NШveЦber 2012 №821/937/1549/5/156, tСat aЩЩrШved tСe Order Шf CШШЩeratТШn Шf
Medical Establishments, Internal Affairs Authorities, Pre-trial detention centers and Penitentiary
centers with regard to ensuring the continuity of treatment by medicine of the substitution
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therapy23 (hereinafter – the Order), lies in the daily long-term taking of the substitution therapy
medicine to cure violations connected with consumption of the extract of opium, heroin or other
opioids.
Failure of law enforcement authorities to provide a sick person with the substitution therapy
according to the prescription of the doctor is the failure to provide for the right to medical
assistance and equals to tortures, inhuman treatment and obviously violates article 3 of the
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
One of such violations are described in the publication below:
«TСe Сead of tСe Unit for CombatinР OrРanized Crime of tСe Department of MIA of Ukraine in
Nikolaev region made a decision to substantially decrease a dose of the substitution therapy for
a drug-dependent person, detained by police. As a result, the latter almost died because of the
lack of tСe needed substances…
A man was detained in August and placed to temporary holding facility (ITT). He was sick of
HIV and virus hepatitis C, as well as for almost five years had been the patient of the substitution
therapy program, which lets to get rid of dependency from hard drugs. The police arbitrarily
decided - if a detainee is a drug-dependent person then any substitution therapy prescribed by
the doctor is a drug. And they arbitrarily refused to give it to him. There were only several days
till tСe man’s deatС...
The Head of the Department for Combating Organized Crime decided that the substitution
therapy is same as drugs and decided to arbitrarily deny the detainee in access to it. He denied
access to it without thinking that any change of treatment without the control of the doctor can
lead to a serious health deterioration and can lead to death of the patient...
The Head of the Department for Combating Organized Crime found out that a detainee had to
receive a high dose of the substitution therapy medicine (with average in Ukraine - 75
milligrams) and made a doctor-narcologist to lessen the dose of the substitution medicine to 55
milligrams which exceeds the allowable dose reduction more than twice. When a detainee was
brought to PTDC, a doctor insisted on stationary hospitalization of the arrested for
detoxification. After the pressure of the Head of the Department for Organized Crime a person
was put to the PTDC. A rapid reduction of the dose of the substitution medicine led to a situation
when arrested could not come out of the convoy truck by himself with which he was delivered to
the program of the substitution therapy program...
After two days an arrested...physically could not sit up straight. When he was delivered to the
substitution therapy to the substitution therapy program, he was lying on the metal floor of a car
when it was + 38 degrees Celsius outside. It was in this state when the doctor injected the
necessary medicine. All this time any other medical assistance was provided to the arrested. To
all requests and demands of an attorney to observe the rights of the arrested the Head of the
Department for Combating Organized Crime said that the stationary medical assistance would
not be provided to him because the substitution therapy is not a treatment but a dissemination of
drugs...
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Colonel Makukha, who has been the head of the mentioned unit since July this year, gave the
orders with regard to the arrested »24.

Another similar case happened in the city of Lviv. In August 2014 the Association UMDPL
received a letter from an attorney of Mr. B, a drug dependent patient of the substitution therapy
program suspected of a crime, in which he informed that the officers of the DGMIA of Ukraine
in the Lviv region, having detained the mentioned citizen, deprived him of the right to medical
assistance without providing for the continuity of his treatment with the substitution therapy
program medicine.
Based on the information, previously collected by the activists of the Association UMDPL
experts, the Commissioner for Human Rights initiated proceedings in the case on human rights
and freedoms violations. Activists of the Association UMDPL together with the officials of the
Secretariat of the Commissioner for Human Rights conducted a visit to Lviv in the course of
which they established and questioned persons involved in the events, studied the documentation
of internal affairs authorities, Lviv PTDC and conducted a number of other measures as a result
of which they collected information which proved violation of the rights of Mr. B to receive
medical assistance.
Mr. B is a participant of the substitution therapy, sick of B-20, virus hepatitis C and other
illnesses.
According to the departmental documentation of the internal affairs authorities, on 15 August
2014 in 22.50 in the building of the Frankivsk District Police Station of the Lviv City Unit of the
DGMIA of Ukraine in Lviv region an investigator Z. made a protocol with regard to Mr. B on
his detention in the order of the article 208 of the CPC of Ukraine on suspicion of a crime. Then,
till 22 August 2014 Mr. B was kept in the ITT of the Pustomity District Police Station of the
DGMIA of Ukraine in Lviv region. From 22 August 2014 he was kept in the Lviv PTDC.
In the course of making a protocol an investigator conducted a personal search of Mr. B, as a
result of which, inter alia, policemen seized the ID of the participant of the substitution therapy
program issued on 02 January 2014 by the Lviv regional center of prevention and combating
AIDS. ID includes the information on the fact that its owner by the state of his health needs
continuous medical treatment, and in case of being detained by law enforcement officers,
medical establishments must be informed of this over the telephone indicated in the ID.
However policemen did not follow the Order - medical establishment was not informed of the
detention of the Mr. B and the latter was not delivered to receive the substitution therapy or for
detoxification.
A number of violations of requirements of the Order were detected in the activity of the Lviv
PTDC, administration of which did not take proper measures to ensure the continuity of
treatment with the medicine of the substitution therapy program of Mr. B when putting him
there.
Collected materials became the grounds for submission of the relevant acts of reaction of the
Commissioner to the Prosecutor General of Ukraine, Ministry of Internal Affairs and the State
Penitentiary Service.
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In August 2014 representatives of the Ternopil Center of the Association UMDPL detected a
number of violations of the rights of participants of the substitution therapy citizens M., K. and
SH who were detained at that time.
Activists of the Association UMDPL together with the officials of the Secretariat of the
Commissioner visited the Chortkiv PTDC of the Department of the State Penitentiary Service of
Ukraine in Ternopil region where they questioned K. and SH. In the ITT of the Ternopil City
Unit and the ITT of the Terebovliansk District Unit of the Department of MIA of Ukraine in
Ternopil region they studied and analyzed the necessary documentation, carried out a number of
other necessary measures.
As a result of the conducted measure activists and officials of the Secretariat collected materials
which prove that there were violations of the continuity of treatment with the medicine of the
substitution therapy of citizens M., K. and SH. Besides that, detected were the violations of other
rights, particularly, the right to legal assistance etc.
Collected materials became the grounds for acts of reaction of the Commissioner submitted to
the Prosecutor General of Ukraine.
In 2014 there were also deaths of drug-dependent persons in places of detention. It was on one of
such cases upon which in cooperation with the Commissioner for Human Rights a civil
investigation was conducted in Kharkiv.
On 21 August 2014 according to the information, previously collected by the activists of the
Kharkiv human rights group with regard to the death in the Frunze District Police Station of the
Kharkiv City Unit of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Kharkiv region of a detained drug-dependent B.
and with regard to a drug-dependent P. who after detention in the mentioned police unit was
delivered to medical establishment, the Commissioner for Human Rights initiated proceedings in
the case on human rights and freedoms violation.
With the aim of a detailed clarification of circumstances of events on 22 August 2014
representatives of the Association UMDPL together with the officials of the Secretariat of the
Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights visited Kharkiv. During the visit they
questioned a detained drug-dependent P., an investigator of the Special Unit of the Frunze
District Police Station of the Kharkiv City Department of the DGMIA of the Ukraine in Kharkiv
region M., analyzed the departmental documentation of the Kharkiv PTDC, Frunze District
Police Station of the Kharkiv City Department, Dzerzhinsk District Police Station of the Kharkiv
City Department, Kharkiv Clinical Hospital of Emergency Care named after prof. Meshaninov,
KСarФТv regТШnaХ fШrensТc bureau, CТty MedТcaХ EstabХТsСЦent “Center Шf EЦergency MedТcaХ
Care” Шf tСe cТty of Kharkiv.
After studying the collected materials it was established that on 19 August 2014 two detained
drug-dependent persons B. and P. were convoyed from the Kharkiv PTDC of the Department of
the State Penitentiary Service of Ukraine in the Kharkiv region to the Frunze District Police
Station of the Kharkiv City Department of the DGMIA of the Ukraine in Kharkiv region to
undergo investigative actions. Detained persons were transferred with violations of regulatory
provisions. Actions of an investigator of the special unit, upon whose requirements the convoy
was carried out, as well as actions of the convoy, were taken in violation of requirements of the
departmental orders of the MIA of Ukraine.
Upon the completion of investigative actions, contrary to the provisions of the current
legislation, drug-dependents B. and P. were not returned to the Kharkiv PTDC, they were left in
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the building of the district police station (the office 14) not suited to holding people where they
were kept approximately till 07:00 of 20 August 2014. While being kept in the police station B.
and P. received injections of drugs, as a result of which B. died and P. in a bad state of health
was delivered to the medical establishment.
Based on the collected in the course of provision materials participants of the proceedings made
a conclusion that the state positive obligation with regard to the observance of the right to life
and health was not fulfilled when drug-dependents were under jurisdiction of the state.
Violations of tСe requТreЦents Шf tСe Шrder Шf MIA Шf UФraТne Шf 18 DeceЦber 2003 №1561
“On tСe AЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe ReguХatТШns Шn tСe RШШЦs fШr CШnductТng InvestТgatТve ActТШns and
OtСer Measures Тn InternaХ AffaТrs AutСШrТtТes” and tСe InstructТШn Шn tСe OrganТzatТШn Шf
Convoy of Arrested and Detained Persons in Internal Affairs Authorities of Ukraine 25 by the
leadership of the Frunze District Police Station of the Kharkiv City Department and the convoy
of the Frunze District Police Station of the Kharkiv City Department caused B. and P. take drugs
which then led to the death of B. and hospitalization of P.
As of now opened proceedings of the Commissioner continue. The Commissioner addressed a
relevant act of reaction to the Prosecutor General of Ukraine.
It’s nШtewШrtСy that in 2014 human rights protection organizations conducted certain measures
concerning the observance of the continuity of treatment with substitution therapy substances in
case of detention or arrest, including - at the regional level in cooperation with law enforcement
authorities. Such measures are described, in particular, in posts of the initiative group of
substТtutТШn tСeraЩy ЩartТcТЩants Тn KТrШvШСrad “Star Шf YШur Аay” Шn FacebШШФ:
«On 16 May tСere was a meetinР of tСe workinР Рroup on tСe elaboration of the mechanism of
access to the substitution therapy in pre-trial detention centers and temporary holding facilities
at the local level. The working group, created within the framework of the project
“Renaissance”, will continue workinР on tСe improvement of the mechanism of access to the
substitution therapy in pre-trial detention centers and temporary holding facilities in the
Kirovohrad region by modifying the draft order. The next meeting of the group - on 14 June, the
draft order is supposed to be ready by that time. Among the participants of the meeting were
representatives of the Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of the region, regional drug
control service and local NGOs. Besides the problems with access to the substitution therapy for
patients of the program detained in ITTs, discussed were other important problems of ensuring
access to medical assistance for detainees, in cases of tuberculosis, severe abstinence. It is
important to study and improve the legal basis on access to free diagnosis and urgent medical
care for detainees in the Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine.
With regard to the substitution therapy - a meeting formed a unified vision of the regional
mechanism, detected its problem sides. It is important that the representatives of the Department
of MIA are interested in solvinР tСese problems witС our Сelp».

Falsification of criminal cases with regard to drug dependent persons
Falsifications - is one of the most common ways to form statistics of MIA by violating the
fundamental rights of the drug dependent persons. Drug users are often brought to criminal
25

Official Portal of the Verkhovna rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Order of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of
Ukraine, Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, the Prosecutor General of Ukraine, the Supreme Court of Ukraine, Security
ServТce Шf UФraТne Шf 16.10.1996 р. №705 «On tСe AЩЩrШvaХ Шf InstructТШns Шn tСe Order Шf CШnvШy and DetentТШn
in Courts of Defendants (the Convicts) upon the Request of Judicial Authorities.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z0662-96
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responsibility for the actions which they did not commit. Besides that, using different
provocations and falsifications policemen create conditions for further extortion etc.
One of such cases was described in the publication:
«A resident of Merefa VyacСeslav Burakovskiy claims tСat Сe became a victim of law
enforcement officers who elaborated the whole scheme to improve the crimes solving indicator
in the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug Trafficking. Through acquaintances they found people
who needed a job and housing, met with them and planted drugs on them...When Vyacheslav
happened in such a situation he refused to agree that the cannabis planted on him was his.
Then law enforcement officers delivered him to the district police station where they tortured for
four hours. The price he had to pay to live, as policemen said, was to report on any of the drug
addicts. Especially active was a man, remembers Vyacheslav, who was going to go to Egypt on
vacation. Having agreed to the terms of policemen, Vyacheslav could walk out and call a lawyer.
Now he has already registered all beatings and together with an attorney a man tr ies to open
criminal proceedinРs aРainst police officers...»26.

Intrusion of law enforcement authorities in the activity of health-care establishments
engaged in treatment with substitution therapy
Such intrusion is quite a topical problem. It lies, first of all, in the unreasonable presence of law
enforcement authorities in health-care establishments where patients receive substitution therapy
substances.
One of such cases took place in the Volyn Regional Drug Dispensary. Starting from 15 October
2014 for a long period of time officers of the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug trafficking of the
Department of the Minsitry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in Volyn region were present during
the process of issuance of substances to patients by doctors. Their presence they justified with
the necessity of carrying out control with aim to prevent drugs from being illegally distribute.
Thus was violated the confidentiality of the diagnosis which led to the fact that some drugdependent persons refused to take part in the substitution therapy program. These circumstances
made human rights defenders dealing with the rights of drug-dependent persons addressed to the
ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce Шf tСe cТty Шf LutsФ wТtС a reХevant ЩetТtТШn.
Text of the letter below:

Civil Foundation “Mavikom”
43010, Lutsk, 50 Volia ave. tel. +3 8063 300909 e-mail: mavicom.hrpf@gmail.com
Prosecutor’s Office of Lutsk
15 Vinnichenka st., Lutsk

Ref. №13 Шf 20.10.2014

For the information:
Secretariat of the Ukrainian
Commissioner for Human Rights
21/8 Institutska st., Kyiv, 01008
hotline@ombudsman. gov.ua

Parliament

Petition on a crime

26

Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “GХavnШe”. In tСe KСarФТv UnТt fШr CШЦbatТng IХХegaХ Drug TraffТcФТng ШffТcers deЦanded
from a resident of Merefy to confess in drug dealing for 4 hours. http://glavnoe.ua/news/n205881#.VJfxUmFGU
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CТvТХ FШundatТШn “MavТФШЦ” Тs a СuЦan rТgСts ШrganТzatТШn tСat Сas been ЩrШvТdТng free legal assistance in the
sphere of HIV/AIDS since 2012. One of the target groups of our organization are the clients of the substitution
therapy program.
Substitution therapy - is a way of treatment of drug-dependency with the use of opium agonises having the same
impact as heroine and morphine on human brain - which lets prevent the development of the syndrome of
cancellation and block the desire to use illegal drugs.
The value of the substitution therapy lies in the fact that gives the possibility for the drug-dependent users to
refuse using illegal drugs, substantially decrease the risk connected with injections (HIV, hepatitis, infections
etc.), stabilize health and become socially active. Substitution therapy promotes the decrease of the criminal
activity of drug users which creates good conditions for further positive changes.
Our organization received petitions from several substitution therapy clients receiving treatment in the Volyn
regional drug dispensary on the violation by law enforcement officers of their rights to access the substitution
therapy program. The mentioned violation was as follows.
Starting from 15 October 2014 and up until now during the reception of a doctor of the substitution therapy
program officers of the unit for combating illegal drug trafficking of the department of MIA of Ukraine in Volyne
regТШn are arbТtrarТХy Щresent tСere and ХШШФТng СШw tСe dШctШr Тssues drugs and СШw cХТents taФe tСeЦ (we dШn’t
know the names).
To the question with regard to legality of the presence of the officers of the unit for combating illegal drug
trafficking in the office of the substitution therapy and on the territory of the Volyn regional drug dispensary
persons who were present there said their being there was absolutely legal and that they observed and will be
observing the issuance of the substance so that the clients of the substitution therapy program use it in the office
of the Volyn regional drug dispensary.
As a result of presence in the office of the substitution therapy of the Volyn regional drug dispensary of the
mentioned persons, particularly, was violated the continuity of treatment of the substitution therapy patients
because part of them stopped coming to receive the substitution therapy treatment and informed that they will not
come to the substitution therapy program of the Volyn regional drug dispensary until there are persons there
(officers of the unit for combating illegal drug trafficking).
Taking into account the above mentioned and based on the acting legislation of Ukraine:
I ask to:
1.Immediately take actions to stop the illegal intrusion of officers of the unit for combating illegal drug
trafficking of the Department of MIA in Volyn region to:
● the work of the medical establishment - Volyn regional drug dispensary;
● process of the state substitution therapy program;
● confidentiality of the diagnosis and treatment of the patients of the substitution therapy program clients
of the Volyn regional drug dispensary;
2. Bring to responsibility the officers of the unit for combating illegal drug trafficking of the Department of MIA
of Ukraine in Volyn region who were engaged in the mentioned violations of the legislation of Ukraine.
Head of the Board of the Civil Foundation “Mavicom”
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(stamp)

Sorochiuk M.U.
(stamp)

As of now, there was no proper reaction to a petition of human rights defenders which requires
further actions, particularly a relevant appeal to the Commissioner for Human Rights.
In this regard one shall take into consideration, that according to part 5 of article 14 of the Law
Шf UФraТne “On Measures Шf CШЦbatТng IХХegaХ TraffТcФТng Шf Drugs, PsycСШtrШЩТc Substances,
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PrecursШrs and tСeТr Abuse”27 a person who voluntarily turned to drug dispensary to pass the
course of treatment, shall be guaranteed, upon request, anonymity of treatment. Information on
such treatment can be provided to law enforcement authorities only if such person were brought
to criminal or administrative responsibility.
Besides that, such actions of law enforcement officers contradict with:
- articles 286 (the right to privacy of health), 301 (the right to privacy and confidentiality), 302
(the right to information) of the Civil Code of Ukraine28;
- artТcХe 40 (ЦedТcaХ secret) Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “FundaЦentaХs Шf Хegislation of Ukraine on
HeaХtСcare”29.
Besides that, such actions of law enforcement authorities in general prevent Ukraine from
performing its obligations which it signed up for at the international level with regard to change
of situation with proliferation of inflectional diseases among the injection drug users.
5. Participation of law enforcement authorities in the drug business
Improvement of measures of combating illegal drug trafficking and corruption connected with it,
undermining the economic basis of drug business operation - one of the main task to reach the
aim anchored in the Strategy of State Policy Concerning Drugs till 2020.
However police officers instead of combating criminal drug trafficking take part in the drug
business themselves, they disseminate drugs with the aim of personal enrichment, taking
advantage of drug-dependent persons. This is described in the mass media releases and other
sources of information.
«Recently in CСernivtsy durinР anotСer druР sale law enforcement officers detained their
colleagues who wanted to sell narcotic pills for more than 12 000 UAH. The logistics of drugs
sale was organized by two police officers - officers of the linear police unit at the station of the
city of Chernivtsy and the officer of the unit for combating illegal drug trafficking of the
Department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in the Ivano-Frankivsk region.
In general, according to law enforcement officers, for several weeks they sold drugs for over 23
000 UAH...Policemen were selling drugs for over a year and, probably, have accomplices and
delivery channels. They organized the delivery of drug substances to the territory of the region.
Possibly, drugs were coming from abroad, thus it can be a big international ne twork»30.

«Recently officers of tСe reРional prosecutor’s office and tСe internal security department
detained an inspector of the duty station of one of the district police stations in Kharkiv. A 33
year-old police captain was caught at place in the moment when he was conducting another
opium sale...Criminal business was organized by the law enforcement officer in his own

27

Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne “On Measures Шf CШЦbatТng
IХХegaХ TraffТcФТng Шf Drugs, PsycСШtrШЩТc Substances, PrecursШrs and tСeТr Abuse”
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/62/95-%D0%B2%D1%80
28
Official portal of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. Legislation. The Civil Code of Ukraine.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/435-15/page6
29
OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne “FundaЦentaХs Шf LegТslation
Шn HeaХtСcare”. http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/2801-12
30
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “FrШЦ and TШ”. In BuФШvyna ЩШХТce ШffТcers were selling drugs for over a year.
http://vidido.ua/index.php/pogliad/article/u_chernivec_kii_oblasti_milicioneri_vprodovzh_roku_torguvali_narkotika
mi/
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appartment: during the search in his apartment officers found almost 300 capsules of the
“Tramadol”31.

«ReРional prosecutor’s office sent an indictment act to court in the criminal case with regard to
the head and two senior operative officers of the sector for combating illegal drug trafficking of
one of the city district police stations of the Department of MIA of Ukraine in Volyn region...
Criminal activity of these law enforcement officers who systematically committed falsification of
evidence on the guilt of persons of crimes connected with illegal drug and psychotropic
substances trafficking, they were clearly abusing their authority using physical violence and
tortures against the arbitrarily detained persons, as well as illegally kept and sold drug and
psycСotropic substances, includinР witС tСe aim of tСeir furtСer seizure from citizens»32.
«In Odessa reРion detained were officers of one of the district police officers who for two years
were selling drugs...Detained policemen - operative officer and his direct chief. At the moment of
detention they had drug substances with them. Based on the results of the pre-trial investigation,
detainees illegally obtained, stored, systematically sold and carried drug substances during
2013-2014»33.
«Prosecutor’s office in ZaporizСa reРion closed tСe pre-trial investigation and sent an
indictment act to the court in the case of the head of the sector for combating illegal drug
trafficking of one of the district police stations of Zaporizha. The so called law enforcement
officer took bribes and often sold drug substances...
Police officer bought and stored acetylated opium. And then sold doses of drug to a drugdependent resident of Zaporizha in exchange for information about persons dealing illegal drugs
in tСe city. He was detained in Сis office sellinР anotСer dose»34.

The participation of law enforcement officers in the drug business is described also in the social
networks on the Internet. Below using the original language:
«I am tСe resident of tСe town DruzСkovka of tСe Donetsk reРion. Sorry tСat I don’t Рive my
name, I’d ratСer stay anonymous because I fear persecution by tСose wСo I’m Рonna tell you
about. I can’t stand tСe arbitrariness of policemen, tСe last drop was tСe murder of a resident of
our town Kristina Agudalina...It was Valeriy Alekseyenko a.k.a. the Claw, who did this. Why is
tСis person so important to our “miРСty” police?! Drug business that the Claw was engaged in,
brought money for EVERYONE - from the officers of the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug
TraffickinР to a “respected” judРe.
The Claw controlled all drug traffic in the city threatening small dealers with primitive methods
keeping them in fear. Police officers, who are supposed to combat this, helped him a lot with
that.
Drug trafficking of the Claw covered other cities of our region and the one who helped him was
the head of the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug Trafficking in Donetsk region born in
Druzhkovka - Kovalev Serhiy, who is under trial right now.
31

PubХТcatТШn “SegШdnya.ua”. In KСarФТv a Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcer sШХd “TraЦadШХ”.
http://ukr.segodnya.ua/regions/kharkov/v-harkove-pravoohranitel-torgoval-tramadolom-533417.html
32
InfШrЦatТШnaХ agency “VШХyn news”. VШХyn ЩШХТce ШffТcers wТХХ undergШ trТaХ fШr drug deaХТng.
http://www.volynnews.com/news/society/volynskykh-militsioneriv-sudytymut-za-narkotorhivliu/
33
PubХТcatТШn “SegШdnya.ua”. PШХТcemen of Odessa region were selling drugs for two years.
http://ukr.segodnya.ua/regions/odessa/milicionery-iz-odesskoy-oblasti-dva-goda-torgovali-narkotikami-535045.html
34
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “ReЩШrterUA”. In ZaЩШrТzСa tСe Сead Шf tСe sЩecТaХ unТt of MIA were giving doses to a drugdependent persons in exchange for information on dealers. http://reporter-ua.com/2014/07/23/v-zaporozhenachalnika-specotdela-mvd-snabzhal-dozami-narkomana-v-obmen-na-informaciyu-o
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We hope that with your help will achieve justice and punish those who covered up numerous
attacks and sales of drugs of this bastard Valera Aleksenko “tСe Claw”. TСese people are far
from the last ones in our city:
Chairman of the Druzhkivka City Court Moliboga Gennady (protector);
The city council deputy Sergei Vakhtin (companion of the Claw in drug trafficking and his
representative in authorities - the police, the prosecutor's office and, of course, COURT)
Chief of Police of the city of Druzhkovka Novikov Serhiy
Zozulia Serhiy - first deputy chief of police
Kovalev Serhiy - the Head of the Unit for Combating Illegal Drug Trafficking in Donetsk region
of the northern sector (covered up the business of the Claw).
The Head of SAI - Zemskiy Alexander (He gave permission for unhindered movement of the
Claw with his gang in the drug and alcohol intoxication on cars, as well as for the
transportation of drugs).
This letter - is the last hope because we cannot be silent anymore when such bastards go around
the city, commit severe crimes under protection of the crooked deputies, police officers and even
tСe judРes!!! And wСat’s worst is that in our city everybody knows about this but are too afraid
to do sometСinР!».

Drug business in places of detention with participation of law enforcement officers
Achievement of the aim proclaimed by the Strategy of the State Policy On Drugs till 2020,
foresees the solution, inter alia, of such task as the creation of conditions for resocialization of
persons serving sentences for committing drug crimes.
However, law enforcement officers continue to promote the functioning of the drug business
even in places of detention. Mass media releases, official information of state authorities etc.
prove that.
As an example of such violations we shall provide the publication:
«It was establisСed tСat tСe inspector of tСe penitentiary institution bouРСt from an unknown
persons more than 8 grams of opium to resell it on the territory of the penitentiary colony.
Trying to cross the checkpoint he was detained by the officers of the operative unit who found the
prohibited substance under the clothes of the inspector. In the course of the investigation which
was conducted by tСe prosecutor’s office if tСe Kirovsk district of tСe city of Makiivka, enouРС
evidence was collected to prove tСe Рuilt of tСe worker of tСe penitentiary establisСment»35.
6. Violations of the rights of the drug-dependent persons on the occupied territories of
Ukraine
Specific problems drug-dependent persons faced on the occupied territories are described in their
statements in the social networks on the Internet. Below using the original language:
«I would like to inform tСe Association UMDPL of tСe systematic violations of riРСts of patients
of the substitution therapy in Crimea - tСey all Рet finРerprinted, prosecutor’s office often try to
get personal data of the patients, lessen the doses in 8 times, there is a real threat of blocking
such programs in Crimea and many more...
35

Website of tСe cТty Шf DШnetsФ «62.ua». In DШnetsФ regТШn tСe sergeant Шf InternaХ trШШЩs trТed tШ seХХ drugs tШ tСe
convicts. http://www.62.ua/news/463750
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Why such things happen? Right now a number of clients of Crimean programs are ready to
complaint to the European Court of Human Rights on the situations with the substitution therapy
in Crimea but they are helpless from the legal standpoint and have to coordinate their actions
though the Internet. And if we take into consideration that most of the substitution therapy
patients have limited access to the Internet, we can imagine how hard this process is for them.
Besides that, as of now in Crimea there is quite a big group (around 500) of officers of the
Federal Service for Control Over Drug Trafficking of the Krasnodar region of Russian
Federation who actively “work” in Crimea. As a proof of tСat tСere Сas been already a first
decision of the UKRAINIAN court in Crimea based on articles of the Criminal Code of Russian
Federation, and this was a decision concerning the client of the substitution therapy program...
I really hope that the Ukrainian lawyers will find the possibility to provide legal assistance to
clients of the Crimean substitution therapy programs which, whatever the situation is, are still
tСe clients of tСe Ukrainian substitution tСerapy proРrams».

«…Yesterday I was tСreatened to be killed. I was a victim in tСe case wСen I was beaten, an
investiРator invited me to take tСe assiРnment to pass an examination, I said tСat I couldn’t come
because I had to go to the doctor and felt bad but the police station was on the way to the
hospital and he convinced me to come and said there would be no interrogation, invited me to
receive the assignment to pass the examination on beatings which I received.
At tСat moment I didn’t tСink tСat it would Сappen like tСat, and tСe brain concussion didn’t let
to objectively understand everything, my girlfriend was taking to a hospital on my car and I
asked her to stop by the police station. The police lieutenant Mukhin tricked me to come to the
Kirovskiy Police Staion.
Having received the assignment right in front of his office I was taken by the operative officers of
this district police station and forced me into another building where it all started...Being
pointed the gun at, I was submitted to psychological pressure, they promised to give me to the
separatists who I saw near the police station, there all together - tСe proСibited “Berkut”,
operative officers threatened to drive to the woods and kill there.
All this happened right in the office of the deputy chief of the criminal investigation unit of the
Kirovskiy district police station of Donetsk (2nd floor, I can’t remember tСe number), last name
Dorokhin.
I was forced to write a petition tСat I didn’t Сave any complaints for beatinРs and tСat I ask to
close the case. Otherwise I would be dealt with the same way as with the soldiers in Olginka at
the checkpoint. They said nobody would look for me, even if one person would be missing in
Donetsk.
In Donetsk police protects the separatists and helps them. So I had to do what I was asked for!
…TСere are tСe prosecutor, investiРators and operative officers, sayinР everybody wСo Сad to
help in this case, did not do this!...Police acknowledges that they cooperate with separatists from
the DNR, implement the mar tial law and tСe curfew!!!».

Thus, the human rights defenders are more and more worried about the challenges of the medical
character which the drug dependent persons had to face on the occupied territories. These
problems and possible ways of their solution were presented at the press-conference in the
InfШrЦatТШnaХ agency “UNIAN” Тn June Шf 201436.
In particular, mentioned was the following : in the Crimea because of the lack of treatment died
nearly 20 patients of the substitution therapy. 800 patients of the substitution therapy are
36

InfШrЦatТШnaХ agency “UNIAN”. In CrТЦea because Шf tСe ХacФ Шf treatЦent dТed aХЦШst 20 ЩatТents Шf tСe
substitution therapy - the expert. http://health.unian.ua/country/930553-u-krimu-cherez-vidsutnist-likuvannya-vjepomerli-blizko-20-patsientiv-zpt-ekspert.html
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deprived of life important treatment in the occupied Crimea, more than 1 000 patients in the
Anti-Terrorist Operation Zone in the East of Ukraine are under threat of staying without the
necessary treatment. A couple dozens of patients from Crimea were sent to the rehabilitation
centers to Moscow and St.Petersburg. Some of them could run away because it is quite a peculiar
treatment. Russian rehabilitation centers and detox courses - is an execution which according to
the international law is equal to inhuman treatment and torture.
7. Participation of the Association UMDPL in measures of improvement of the state of
observance of rights of vulnerable groups of population in the activity of law enforcement
authorities
During the reporting period the Association UMDPL systematically conducted certain measures
aimed at the improvement of the state of observance of the rights of vulnerable groups of
population in the activity of law enforcement authorities.
With this aim, particularly, a number of educational events were organized. With the
representatives of vulnerable groups conducted were trainings on raising their legal awareness,
improving their possibility to protect themselves and renew their rights in relations with the
representatives of the law enforcement authorities. For the activists of civil organizations,
including those dealing with problems of vulnerable groups, conducted were trainings on issues
of participation of the civil society in investigations of violations of the rights of the
representatives of such vulnerable groups.
Thus, within the period from 30 May to 1 June 2014 in Kyiv the Association UMDPL held a
traТnТng fШr tСe reЩresentatТves and target grШuЩs Шn tСe tШЩТc: “CТvТХ ТnvestТgatТШns Шf vТШХatТШns
of the rights of vulnerable groups of population in cooperation with the Ukrainian Parliament
CШЦЦТssТШner fШr HuЦan RТgСts”.
During the training participants learned the main principles and peculiarities of conducting civil
investigations in cooperation with the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights,
the legal basis for conducting such measures. Besides that, participants of the training learned the
research and practical activity aimed at detection and elimination of the basic types of violations
of the rights of vulnerable groups (drug-dependents and sex workers) in the activity of the law
enforcement authorities.
There were practical sessions dedicated to the analysis and solving of specific situations,
including how to receive information, check it, collect evidence of violations of rights of
representatives of such category of population etc.
25 people took part in the training, 8 of them were representatives of service organizations, 5 - of
target groups and 5 activists of the civil sector, 1 journalist interested in taking part in such
investigations and writing about their results, 6 lawyers and attorneys whose activity is
connected with the protection of the mentioned vulnerable groups.
In general among the participants there were people from 13 regions of Ukraine (Autonomous
Republic of Crimes, Kyiv city, Kyiv, Kharkiv, Rivno, Sumy, Kherson, Khmelnitsk, IvanoFrankivsk, Chernivtsy, Vinnytsa, Cherkassy and Ternopil regions)37.
37

Association UMDPL. Conducted was a training for the activists who together with the Ombudsman will take part
in the investigations of violations of the rights of vulnerable groups. http://umdpl.info/2014/06/provedenonavchannya-dlya-aktyvistiv-yaki-spilno-z-ombudsmanom-bratymut-uchast-u-hromadskyh-rozsliduvannyahporushen-prav-vrazlyvyh-hrup/
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A similar training was conducted within the period from 20 to 22 June 2014 in Lviv. Among the
participants were 20 activists, among them 3 representatives of service organizations, 2 of the
target groups, 5 activists of the civil sector, 6 journalists interested in taking part in such
investigations and writing about their results, 4 lawyers and attorneys whose activity is
connected with the protection of the mentioned vulnerable groups.
In general among the participants there were people from 13 regions of Ukraine (Kyiv city,
Kyiv, Lviv, Donetsk, Luhansk, Rivno, Volyn, Mykolaiv, Kherson, Cherkassy, Ternopil,
Dnipropetrovsk, Odessa regions)38.
Practical sessions on conducting civil investigations of the facts of violation of the rights of
representatives of vulnerable groups of population were carried out by the representatives of the
Association UMDPL according to the Memorandum on Cooperation signed by the Association
and the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights.
Since the Memorandum foresees, particularly, the participation of the representatives of the
Association in proceedings of the Commissioner in cases on violations of human rights and
freedoms, experts of the Association elaborated mechanisms of civil investigation of violations
of rights of vulnerable groups of population in cooperation with the Commissioner for Human
Rights. These mechanisms meet the the Order of Engagement by the Commissioner for Human
Rights of the representatives of civil society to measures within proceedings of the
Commissioner and foresee the most effective use of the potential of civil organizations and
mandate of the Commissioner according to the law.
The Association UMDPL sent a relevant letter to the Commissioner with the aim of
implementation of investigations of violations of the rights of the representatives of vulnerable
groups of population by the civil society representatives in cooperation with the Commissioner.

Text of the letter below:
Association of Ukrainian Human Rights Monitors on Law Enforcement
Legal address: 03062, Ukraine, Kyiv, 71/2 Peremohy ave., appt. 31
Address for correspondence: 01001, Ukraine, Kyiv-1, PO Box 496
www.umdpl.info e-mail: umdpl.association@gmail.com
Ref. № 29/04-01 of 29 April 2014

Valeriya Lutkovska
Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights
Dear Valeriya Lutkovska,
We present our compliments and address to You with the following.
On 19 September 2012 the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights signed the Memorandum on
38

Association UMDPL. In Lviv there was a training on conducting investigations of violations of vulnerable groups
of population. http://umdpl.info/2014/06/u-lvovi-vidbuvsya-treninh-z-rozsliduvan-porushen-prav-vrazlyvyh-hrup/
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Cooperation with the All-UФraТnТan NGO “AssШcТatТШn Шf UФraТnТan HuЦan RТgСts MШnТtШrs Шn Law
EnfШrceЦent”, wСТcС was ЩrШХШnged tТХХ 10 SeЩteЦber 2013.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights proclaims the equality of all people in their rights and before the law.
Unfortunately, the rights of workers of commercial sex and drug-dependent persons are violated the most by
police.
As of today combating illegal drug trafficking in Ukraine is carried out by police not very effectively and is
focused, mostly, against persons who use drugs rather than against criminals making money on drug business.
Drug dependent persons are constantly submitted to illegal and degrading actions by law representatives of law
enforcement authorities. The Association UMDPL systematically receives from different sources the information
on the cases on cases of illegal fingerprinting and photographing of drug dependent persons, violation of their
rights to medical and legal assistance during detentions and, as a result, torture to make them confess in crimes
they did not commit, use of the state of the abstinent syndrome and drug intoxication of such persons to receive
testimonies, illegal arrests and lasting detentions of such persons in places not foreseen for this. Besides that, in
most cases ignored is being the right of detained persons participating in the substitution therapy program to its
continuity which in its turn causes strong pain from the abstinent syndrome. The price of such treatment of a
person - life.
Sex workers also become the objects of the same systemic illegal actions of police officers. This group is
vulnerable to illegal fingerprinting, photographing, discrimination, degrading treatment, illegal delivery to police
stations etc.
Marginal state of vulnerable groups and the lack of their awareness of their rights create good ground for criminal
and oppressive actions of police and facilitates bigger segregation of the mentioned groups of population from the
society.Therefore, the protection of the rights of vulnerable groups is an important step towards building a
democratic society guided with principles of tolerance, respect and mutual help. In the end - every victim is first
of all a human being.
In order to prevent and stop violations of the mentioned vulnerable groups of population in the activity of law
enforcement authorities we ask you to initiate proceedings in the case on human rights and freedoms violations in
the course of which to inspect the activity of internal affairs authorities of Ukraine concerning the mentioned
issues.
Since the protection from illegal encroachments on human rights and freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution of
Ukraine, laws of Ukraine and international legal acts is the function of the prosecution oversight of observance of
laws upon the results of proceedings we ask the Commissioner for Human Rights to address the Prosecutor
General with a submission with regard to elimination of the detected human rights and freedoms violations.
We ask you to inform of the results of the inspections, measures taken upon the detected violations and results of
reaction to the submission of the Commissioner with regard to the elimination of the detected violations.
I propose to engage the experts of the Association UMDPL to the work of inspections.
Best regards,
the Executive Director

( signature)

Vadym Pyvovarov

Later, within the reporting period, representatives of the Association UMDPL together with the
officials of the Secretariat of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human rights
conducted a number of special proceedings (investigations) of violations of the rights of
representatives of vulnerable groups of population. These proceedings (investigations) were
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carried out both upon the specific facts of violations against certain persons and upon the
systemic violations of rights of the undefined number of victims.
Previous results of such proceedings of the Commissioner conducted in cooperation with the
civil society on the facts of violations of the rights of vulnerable groups of population were
presented during the round-tabХe Шn tСe tШЩТc: “JШТnt ЩrШceedТngs Шf tСe OffТce Шf tСe
Ombudsman and Civil Activists upon facts of violations of the rights of vulnerable groups of
ЩШЩuХatТШn: ЩrТncТЩХes, exЩerТence, ЩersЩectТves”39.
Quantitative results are provided in the letter below:
Text of the letter below:
Representative of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights
21/8 Institutska st.,
01008, Kyiv, Ukraine

E-mail:omb@ombudsman.gov.ua
http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua

Ref. 19/7-П230126.14-1/26-08

Tel.: (+38044) 253-22-03
Fax: (+38044) 226-34-27
30 September 2014

Vadym Pyvovarov
Executive director of the All-Ukrainian NGO
“Association of Ukrainian Human Rights Monitors on Law Enforcement”
Dear Vadym,
In resЩШnse tШ yШur Хetter (Ref. № 29/04-01 of 29 April 2014) on conducting proceedings in cases of human rights
and freedoms violations of vulnerable groups of population in the activity of law enforcement authorities with
participation of the representatives of civil society, including of the representatives of the Association UMDPL,
and ТnfШrЦТng yШu Шf tСe resuХts Шf sucС ЩrШceedТngs, Тn addТtТШn tШ tСe Хetter Шf 30.05.2014 ref. № 19/7П230126.14/26-47 we inform you of the following.
Within the period from September 2013 to September 2014 officials of the Secretariat of the Ukrainian
Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in cooperation with the representatives of NGOs conducted
measures on 32 proceedings of the Commissioner in cases on human rights and freedoms violations of vulnerable
groups of population, among them:
● 16 proceedings upon specific facts of violations against specific persons
● 16 proceedings upon facts of systemic violations of the rights of an undefined number of victims.
When conducting proceedings upon specific facts of violations covered were 11 regions: Ternopil, Donetsk,
Kyiv, Kharkiv, Lviv, Chernihiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Cherkassy, Vinnitsa, Kirovohrad and Zaporizha regions.
6 proceedings upon specific facts of violations were closed because all measures were conducted and the desired
results were achieved, 4 of them were closed because of the lack of the necessity of further reaction, and upon 6
proceedings measures needed to close them are still being taken.
Besides that, when conducting proceedings upon the facts of systemic violations of the rights of an undefined
number of victims covered were 16 regions: Ternopil, Odessa, Kharkiv, Zakarpatia, Chernivtsy, Poltava, Rivne,
Lviv, Kyiv, Vinnitsa, Khmelnitsk, Sumy, Mykolaiv regions, the city of Kyiv, South-Western and Lviv Railways.
Supplements:
Reference on the results of proceedings of the Commissioner in cases of human rights and freedoms violations of
vulnerable groups of population in cooperation with representatives of NGOs.
Best regards,
Representative of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner
for Human Rights for the realization of the national preventive mechanism

39

Yuriy Belousov

Official website of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights. Presented were previous results of
joint proceedings of the Commissioner and civil society upon facts of violations of the rights of vulnerable groups of
population. http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua/ua/all-news/pr/29115-sl-prezentovano-poperedni-rezultati-spilnix-izgromadskistyu-provadzhen-u/
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Results of some proceedings are represented above (section on review of violations of the rights
of vulnerable groups of population in the activity of internal affairs authorities in the reporting
period).
8. Conclusions and recommendations
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Strategy of the state policy on drugs till 2020 adopted by a decree of the Cabinet of Ministers of
UФraТne Шf 28 August 2013 №735-р, wСТcС Тs tСe basТc natТШnaХ reguХatШry act aТЦed
performance of international obligations with regard to observance of rights of drug-dependent
persons, has a declarative character and is not being followed by the state authorities.
Along with the general reduction of the part of crimes connected with illegal drug trafficking
within the structure of drug criminality, in 2014 the part of crimes connected with personal use
of drugs did not decrease. Such a circumstance shows that the formation of indicators of
operative and service activity in the sphere of illegal drug trafficking is still carried out not by
combating drug business and their trafficking, but through the strengthening of criminal
persecution of drug users.
There are also systemic provocations of crimes and violations of procedural rights during
criminal proceedings. In fact, all evidence received as a result of covert operative (investigative)
actions, particularly, operative purchases shall be inadmissible. All cases of bringing persons to
criminal liability according to article 307 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine upon the results of
operative purchases are conducted based on the inadmissible evidence.
Tortures and ill-treatment of drug-dependent persons are still taking place in the everyday
activity of law enforcement authorities of the state.
Requirements of the joint order of the Ministry of Health care, Ministry of Internal Affairs,
Ministry of Justice and the State Service of Ukraine on Drug Control of 07 November 2012
№821/937/1549/5/156 aЩЩrШvТng tСe Order Шf CШШЩeratТШn Шf HeaХtС care EstabХТsСЦents,
Internal Affairs Authorities, Pre-Trial Detention Centers and Penitentiary Centers With Regard
to the Observance of Continuity of Treatment with the Substitution Therapy Substances are not
being followed.
Rights to medical treatment are being systemically violated, particularly, measures on removing
abstinent syndrome in case of detention of drug-dependent persons or their arrest in places of
detention were not carried out, continuity of the substitution therapy is also not observed.
Illegal intrusion of law enforcement authorities in the work of medical establishments engaged in
the substitution therapy program continues.
Falsifications of criminal proceedings with regard to drug-dependent persons with the aim of
fШrЦatТШn Шf “ЩШsТtТve” statТstТcs Шf MIA, creatТШn Шf cШndТtТШns fШr furtСer extШrtТШn Шf brТbes
etc. are still a common practice in the activity of internal affairs authorities.
Law enforcement officers continue taking an active part in the drug business, taking the
advantage of the vulnerability of drug-dependent persons, including by proliferating drugs in
places of detention.
In 2014 there were new challenges, connected with peculiarities of violations of the rights of
drug-dependent persons on the occupied territories of Ukraine.
We propose:
A substantial minimization of violations of rights of drug-dependent persons is possible only if
the law enforcement system of Ukraine will be fully reformed. It should be a comprehensive
process, fully public and open, solving the following tasks:
- combating corruption within authorities;
- make law enforcement activity meet the needs of citizens and specific communities
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- raise accountability to citizens;
- raise the level of trust of citizens in law enforcement authorities;
- elimination of negative consequences of law enforcement activity: illegal violence, fabrication
of cases, corruption and extortion;
- elimination of internal systemic barriers during the registration of crimes;
- changing the center of attention to persecution of the most publicly important actions;
- maximum separation of law enforcement authorities from business;
- raise of the effectiveness of work on securing public order and combating crimes;
- legality of methods of operative work and investigation has to be ensured through a joint
control of law enforcement authorities over one another;
- elimination of incentives for the law enforcement authorities to hide their mistakes;
- creation of independent sources of information on the level of criminality and activity of law
enforcement authorities.
Besides the above mentioned, it is necessary to:
- improve the legal basis providing for the continuity of the substitution therapy of drugdependent persons;
- amend the legal act regulating operative purchases to foresee the impossibility of using falsified
materials of operative purchases as evidence in criminal cases when bringing persons to criminal
liability for actions connected with illegal drug trafficking;
- create a working group consisting of law enforcement authorities and civil society with the aim
to control the implementation of the Strategy of the State Policy on Drugs till 2020 adopted by a
decree Шf tСe CabТnet Шf MТnТsters Шf UФraТne Шf 28 August 2013 №735-р;
- analyze the observance of legality during the pre-trial investigation upon facts of illegal drug
trafficking without the aim of selling.
Serhiy Shvets
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Euromaidan: actions of police, legal analysis and conclusions
1. Introduction
It’s been a year sТnce tСe begТnnТng Шf tСe RevШХutТШn Шf DТgnТty. TСe ЦaТn cШncХusТШn tСat can
be made on its first anniversary: the revolution did not end, it continues.
On November 2013 students, civil activists came out to the Maidan before the summit in Vilnius
where the issue of signing the Ukraine-EU Association Agreement was to be considered. The
impetus for this process became the statements of the government on the suspension of
preparations for the signing of an association agreement with the European Union. And the
summit in Vilnius ended without signing the agreement.
At that time it all started with peaceful protests - students came out on the streets and it was
already in December when everything got a lot more serious. At first law enforcement officers
dispersed the students. This did not cause the protest to stop but vice a verse - strengthened
resistance. After that, everybody who was outraged by beatings of students came out to the
streets of cities of Ukraine. The Independence Square in Kyiv turned into a campground. And in
January 2014 the first blood was shed there. And again Ukrainians overcame fear and did not
return to their homes. Euromaidan became bigger.
In February something irreparable happened - Institutska, Hrushevskogo, Mykhailivska were
covered with blood of Ukrainians. Guys in construction helmets and wooden shields were being
cruelly shot by snipers. Those guilty of this tragedy still have not been punished. And those who
were likely giving orders to kill ran from Ukraine and are still hiding.
And now all Institutska st is covered with flowers. On both sides of the road - crosses and
memorial tombstones, photos, lamps, flowers, funeral wreaths. Wooden shields, construction
helmets, gas masks and hundreds of names. And on one side of the street there is an improvised
improvised Kotel: photos of the deceased Ukrainians surrounded by stones. On the other side almost on every tree there are photos of people who were hiding behind them but did not
survive.
Kyiv lives its own life and the Maidan - lives its own. This place became the place of pilgrimage
for millions of people who did not forget why they came out to the Maidan and what is the cost
of freedom. Men with eyes full of tears come here from all parts of the country to visit the place
wСere “tСe sФy feХХ” Шn tСeТr brШtСers. Because tСat Тs СШw was created tСe ЦШdern ЩantСeШn Шf
Heroes of Ukraine - the Heavenly Hundred. And then those who with guns in their hands went to
protect the sovereignty and independence of their country in an undeclared war, which unleashed
the aggressor, joined them.
By the way, it was on 21 November 2014 when Ukraine celebrated the new date of state
importance - the Day of Dignity and Freedom. And Ukrainians at that day were again called to
MaТdan tШ “reЦeЦber СШw Тt was and tШ СШnШr tСe ЦeЦШry Шf tСШse wСШ Щassed away tШ
Сeaven”.
What Ukraine lost and what was gained during this year - will be evaluated by historians. But, in
any case, changes (for worse or for good) happened. What conclusions made Ukrainians out of
this - is every one's own business.
In the heads of millions of Ukrainians there is still a revolution of values which was started at the
Maidan. This takes a lot more time than a year. At the anniversary of the Revolution of Dignity it
is a little early to tell about substantial change of values.
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2. Review of the main events of the Euromaidan during the period from 30 November 2013
to 22 February 2014.
The refusal of the ex-government of Ukraine to sign the association agreement with the EU
ignited at the end of November 2013 the biggest of wave of protests in the history of
independence of Ukraine which received the name Euromaidan. At first it was youth, civil
activists and journalists there but after a peaceful assembly was cruelly dispersed by law
enforcement officers, hundreds of thousand Ukrainians joined the protest.
Protests started in the capitol and later on the whole territory of the country, however the center
of the protest stayed in Kyiv. The unseen before activity of peaceful participants of the
demonstration was accompanied by the unprecedented for Ukraine level of police violence. And
the level of violence grew proportionally with the growth of protest activity of the population.
Besides that, almost every unlawful action or violence of police officers caused a new wave of
protests. But law enforcement officers instead of investigating every case and bringing guilty of
the use of excessive force to the responsibility, continued acting with the same cruelty. In the end
this led to numerous human fatalities.
30 November 2013
On the night on 30 November 2013 authorities dispersed the permanent peaceful demonstration
in support of the euro integration of Ukraine in the city of Kyiv because of the seeming necessity
to prepare for New Year celebrations.
Around 4:00 a.m. when there were a small group of protesters on the Independence Square
(approximately from 200 to 1 000 people) the most of whom were - students and youth, the
square was surrШunded by tСe arЦed “BerФut”1 officers and attacked the sleepy people. At that
time near tСe ЦШnuЦent tШ tСe fШunders Шf KyТv stШШd tСe reЩresentatТves Шf tСe “RТgСt SectШr”.
Also there was a small group of journalists and part of the protesters were sitting in the
surrШundТng cafes. DurТng a fШrcefuХ dТsЩerse Шf ЩrШtesters “BerФut” used tСunderflashes, people
were hit with batons and legs. Trying to escape protesters came running to the St. Michael's
Cathedral.
As a result of the disperse, according to the official data, 34 persons were detained and 35
persons asked for medical assistance, some were missing. (Data of the Kyiv city state
administration as of 13:30 01 December 2013). According to Reuters, among the victims there
were also their cameraman and a photographer.
At first response of the authorities was limited by a statement2 on the inadmissibility of power
dispersal of protesters which was made by Viktor Yanukovich. At the same time, there was any
real reaction from authorities: no one was punished, investigation was not initiated. Later,
authorities starting from the Prime-Minister of Ukraine Mykola Azarov was saying that on 30
November at the Maidan it was provocateurs but not the students who was dispersed3.
Beatings of students caused the new, a more powerful wave of protests in the capitol and
regions. This event changed the main aim of peaceful assemblies which then became the
1

р
)
Free encycХШЩedТa “АТФТЩedТa”: BerФut (sЩecТaХ unТt). СttЩ://uФ.wТФТЩedТa.Шrg/wТФТ/ рк _(
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “UФraТnТan Pravda”. YanuФШvТcС tШШІн рн -ви анн « кра н ька рав а». YanuФШvycС
took off the responsibility for the disperse of Maidan. http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2013/11/30/7003895/
3
Free encycХШЩedТa “АТФТЩedТa”: FШrcefuХ dТsЩerse Шf tСe EurШЦaТdan Тn KyТv.
СttЩ://uФ.wТФТЩedТa.Шrg/wТФТ/ и ви _р
н_Євр а ан _в_Києв #cТte_nШte-18
2
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requirement of political reload of powers, protests against the arbitrariness of authorities in
general and law enforcement officers in particular.
As a result of pressure of the protesting masses, the investigation of events that took place on 30
November did start on 14 December 2013. However, any official was not punished because of
the law on amnesty adopted at the times of presidency of Viktor Yanukovich.
On 1 December 2013
On 1 December 2013 it was a big protest planned in Kyiv. People were outraged by the forceful
disperse of peaceful demonstrators on the Independence square on 30 November. According to
different estimates, there were several hundred thousands people there. The main requirements
of the protesters included the following: immediate resignation of the whole government; release
of activists detained on the Maidan; arrest and trial for the officials who gave the order to
disperse the Maidan as well as for those who carried it out; early parliamentary and presidential
elections; renewal of the process of signing the Ukraine-EU Association Agreement.
Police who before that was blocking the ways to the Independence Square was forced to retreat,
protesters took over the building of the Kyiv City State Administration and the House of Trade
Unions.
On the same day there was a fight near the Presidential Administration on Bankova st. As it
could be seen from numerous videos taken by Ukrainian and foreign TV-channels, 150 soldiers
of internal troops without proper protection were there against the tractor-grader (no one knew
by whom and why it was brought to the administrative quarter) with the help of which 20-60
people in half-military cloths in masks who later will be identified as provocateurs tried to attack
the row of servicemen and .
Provocateurs had chains, valves, flares, incendiary mixture, tear gas. However these actions were
not supported by the participants of the Euromaidan (around 2 thousand people). Behind the
backs Шf sШХdТers was standТng “BerФut” wСШ at fТrst dТd nШt taФe an actТve Щart Тn cХasСes.
In response to the actions of provocateurs police started throwing flash grenades and pieces of
stones thrown at them before into the crowd. Representatives of the opposition, artists,
particularly Petro Poroshenko, Sashko Polozhinskii, asked people to not fall for the provocations
and attack anyone.
АСen tСe “BerФut” attacФed, Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers started crueХХy СТttТng tСe unarЦed, even
lying on the ground people, as well as journalists who were surrounded before that. According to
the civil activists, at least 40 journalists were injured at that evening (they were beaten, got the
cameras and other appliances seized). A list of mass media representatives who suffered from
actions of police, with a detailed description of their injuries, was published by the InternetЩubХТcatТШn “UФraТnТan Pravda”4.
At the same time 9 people were detained. They were accused of the organization of mass riots on
the Bankova st.; all of the detained were cruelly beaten. Civil activists started protecting the
arrested: courts were picketed, there was a lying protest near tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce and
other events.

4

Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “UФraТnТan Pravda”. 40 УШurnaХТsts suffered durТng tСe “EurШЦaТdan”.
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2013/12/1/7004192/?attempt=1
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The center of events stayed in Kyiv where on 2-7 December the permanent protest for euro
integration continued. There were also people outraged by arbitrariness of authorities. Weekly
“vТcСe” taФТng ЩХace on Sundays become a tradition gathering from several thousands to a
million people. People organizing peaceful assemblies change. The bigger role started playing
tСe ШЩЩШsТtТШn ЩartТes (fТrst Шf aХХ tСe ЩarХТaЦentary “UDAR”, “BatФТvsСТna” and “SvШbШda”).
8 December 2013
The next big demonstration with, according to different evaluations, 1 mln participants - “TСe
MarcС Шf a MТХХТШn” - took place on 8 December. During the event people decided to block the
rest of the government buildings and establish campgrounds on the streets of the givernment
quarter. The opposition gave Yanukovitsch 48 hours to fulfil the requirements of the Maidan
having threatened to blok his residence if the ultimatum will not be fulfilled.
After the official part of the event demonstrators went on to the streets of the givernment quarter
where they built several posts and barricades, particularly on Hrushevskogo, Luteranska,
Kruglouniversytetska streets and on the cross-road of Shelkovitschna and Bogomoltsa.
In the evening around 18:00 near the Bessarabskiy market demonstrators clashed with police
ШffТcers (“BerФut” unТt, DТrectШrate GeneraХ (СereТnafter - DG) of MIA in the city of Kyiv).
Demonstrators tried to push law enforcement officers away from the Lenin monument using, in
particular, sticks, gas sprays, buckets with water, 2 ladders, wooden things looking like sticks.
Law enforcement officers used batons. After a short conflict law enforcement officers retreated
and a part of radical demonstrators took down the Lenin monument5 on the Bohdana
Khmelnitskogo boulevard.
9 December 2013
In tСe ЦШrnТng tСe sЩecТХ unТt “TТger” and tСe ТnternaХ trШШЩs fШrced tСeТr way tСrШugС tСe
barricades near the military base in Vasilkiv which is around 40 km away from the capitol where
locals starting from 4 December were permanently bolcking the buses with special unit forces.
Military transport with law enforcement officers in the end reached the center of Kyiv however
aХready cШuХdn’t ТnfХuence tСe sТtuatТШn.
11 December 2013
At nТgСt Шn 11 NШveЦber ТnternaХ trШШЩs and “BerФut” Цade an unsuccessfuХ atteЦЩt tШ attacФ
the Maidan which ended up with even more people on the square. The reason for the attack requirements of state bailiffs who came to the place and read the decree of the Pechersk district
court on the necessity to unblock the streets by the demonstrators. Later it was established that
such a procedure was unlawful since the state bailiffs have to notify of such things only before
22:00. In addition to that, law enforcement officers tried to fulfil the ruling of the court right
away without giving the possibility to appeal against it.
During the attack authorities imposed different obstacles to prevent more people from coming to
the Independence Square. In particular, officers of the State Auto Inspection blocked the roads
leading to the Maidan6, sayТng Тt was an Шrder “frШЦ abШve”.
5
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An atteЦЩt tШ attacФ KyТv CТty State AdЦТnТstratТШn by “BerФut” aХsШ faТХed.
12 December 2013 - 18 January 2014
During the whole period until 19 January 2014 acts of violence by protesters had local and not
massive character, attempts of separate persons to make citizens use force even in response to
injustice were mostly considered a provocation. Instead, disregard a peaceful character of the
demonstrations, authorities were making attempts to disperse the protests using methods using
tear gas and impact munition.
Along with this, there were peaceful demonstrations organized by authorities in support of the
acting at that time autСШrТtТes, and UФraТne’s accessТШn tШ tСe CustШЦs UnТШn. In ЩartТcuХar,
supporters of authorities held a large 3-hour demonstration with around 60 thousand people on
the European Square in Kyiv7 on 14 December 2013.
On 16 January 2014 the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted a number of laws that caused a
new ЩСase Шf deЦШnstratТШns Тn KyТv and regТШns Шf UФraТne. Laws, tСat were naЦed “dТctatШr
Хaws” were adШЩted wТtС vТШХatТШn Шf tСe estabХТsСed ЩrШcedure fШr vШtТng and were aТЦed at
narrowing constitutional rights and freedoms of citizens, particularly to freedom of assembly and
expression8.
19-21 January 2014
TСe adШЩtТШn Шf “dТctatШr Хaws” Цade ЩrШtesters gШ frШЦ a ЩeacefuХ tШ fШrce cШnfrШntatТШn wТtС
law enforcement officers which began on 19 January 2014 on the central part of Kyiv and caused
fatalities among protesters.
In tСe ЦШrnТng Шn 19 January tСe MaТdan gatСered tСe “VТcСe” wТtС Цany tСШusands ЩeШЩХe.
Now among the requirements of protesters were also to cancel the dictator laws adopted on 16
January. DТssatТsfТed wТtС tСe ХacФ Шf a cХear ЩХan Шf actТШns ЩartТcТЩants Шf tСe “VТcСe” bШШed
speeches of opposition leaders and wanted them to decide who will be a leader and started taking
more decisive actions.
After tСe Хeader Шf tСe “BatФТvsСТna” Щarty ArsenТy YatsenТuФ ЩrШcХaТЦed: “TСere Тs a Хeader
Сere. TСТs Тs UФraТnТan ЩeШЩХe”, Щart Шf ЩeШЩХe, dТsaЩЩШТnted by tСe sХШwness and ТndecТsТveness
of the three opposition leaders and the lack of concessions from authorities, went to the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine to protest there. They were going through Hrushevskogo street.
There, 300 meters from the Cabinet of Ministers and 400 meters from the parliament directly
near tСe entrance tШ tСe stadТuЦ “DynaЦШ” tСe waХФ Шf a ЩeacefuХ deЦШnstratТШn was blocked by
tСe sЩecТaХ fШrces unТt “BerФut” and sШХdТers Шf tСe ТnternaХ trШШЩs, trucФs, buses.
ArШund 15:00 radТcaХ grШuЩ Шf tСe “RТgСt SectШr” trТed tШ breaФ tСe barrТers tШ get tШ tСe
government quarter. As a result of demonstrations where a lot of protesters were injured and
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wШunded tСe bus Шf “BerФut” was set Шn fТre and ШffТcers Шf tСe unТt were tСrШwn at wТtС stШnes
and firecrackers9.
Special unit officers disregard the fact that the temperature was below zero applied impact
munition, water canon and tear gas. DurТng tСe cХasСes at HrusСevsФШgШ street tСe PeШЩХe’s
Deputy from the opposition, commandant of the Maidan Andriy Parubiy was injured.
According to the information of the medical services of the capitol, as of 20:00 on Sunday, 19
January, 24 people injured during the clashes asked for medical treatment. 3 of them were put to
the hospital, two had open wounds, the third one had his arm broken.
In its turn, MIA informed of more than 70 injured law enforcement officers 40 of whom were
put to the hospital.
At this time, activists in Lviv and Ivano-FranФТvsФ bХШcФed tСe bases Шf sЩecТaХ unТts “BerФut” tШ
stop them from going to Kyiv.
At tСe saЦe tТЦe aХХ nТgСt near tСe stadТuЦ “DynaЦШ” “BerФut” ШffТcers were sСШШtТng at tСe
quickly made by the protesters barricades with tear gas grenades and flash bang grenades, water
canons were constantly shooting water turning the Hrushevskogo street and the European square
into a total ice ring.
At night on 20 January as a result of the targeted shooting with rubber bullets several protesters
were heavily injured.
At night on 21 January clashes continued as a result of which demonstrators were pushed a little
bit back from the barricades but in the morning they were able to get the territory back. Force
confrontation was paused, including by the four priests who became the kind of dividing stripe
between the protesters and the special forces units.
22 January 2014
Around 8:00 on 22 January, Шn tСe Day Шf UnТfТcatТШn Шf UФraТne, “BerФut” attacФed tСШse
defending the barricades on Hrushevskogo st. and other unarmed protesters, started eliminating
barricades, injured people while defending them. After half an hour protesters counter-attacked
and renewed the status quo; law enforcement officers retreated behind the line of the burned
buses. As a resuХt Шf tСe attacФ Шf “BerФut” arШund 200 ЩrШtesters were ТnУured, a 20-year old
security guard of the Euromaidan Serhiy Nigoyan was killed. He received several shots in the
neck and in the head. A citizen of the Belarus Mykhailo Zhyznevskii was killed by shot in the
heart. Later doctors who were working on Hrushevskogo street informed that the deceased died
of a gun shots. During the attack Senyk Roman was seriously injured in lungs, grenade torn off
his wrist, he died of heavily injuries in the hospital on 25 January.
On Wednesday, 22 January 2014, came the information that in Boryspil district of Kyiv region a
dead body with signs of torture was found, its head was duck-taped. Relatives recognized that it
was YurТy VerbТtsФТТ. He caЦe tШ MaТdan Шn 20 January, Сe dТdn’t taФe Щart Тn cШnfrШЦtatТШns
Шn HrusСevsФШgШ st., and wasn’t a ЦeЦber Шf any cТvТХ ШrganТzatТШns10.
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On that day in Kyiv officers of the special unit of internal troops in cold weather made the
Euromaidan activist Mykhailo Havryliuk take off his clothes till the socks, tortured him and
made photos with him.
He was dragged to that part of Hrushevskogo st., which was under control of special police units
and internal troops, cruelly beaten and then in the temperature from about -10 to -15 Celsius
made him take off his clothes and continued hitting when he was lying on the ground. They hit
him in all parts of body, particularly on the head.
As it can be seen from the published videos and photos officers of the special forces units made
Mykhailo Havryliuk who totally naked and beaten pose for photos and videos, and continued
beating and humiliating. Official persons of law enforcement authorities made Mykhailo
Havryliuk hold the icebreaker in his hand, made photos with him and cynically made fun of him,
and after that he was pushed naked into the paddy11.
On 10:00 unarmed protesters, disregard the shootings from the special forces units, came to the
neutral zone and tried, with no result however, to negotiate with servicemen. During the peace
several meters in front of the main barricade protesters built another small barricade from snow
and tyres. Around 11:00 special forces started the attack and pushed protesters back to the
European square. In the second half of the day Maidan activists pushed them back to the
previous positions. Law enforcement officers received an armoured personnel carrier that day.
According to the information of the Institute of Mass Information, on Hrushevskogo st. during
19-22 January 50 journalists were injured12. Judging from the injuries - eyes and legs - people in
Шrange vests and СeХЦets sayТng “Press” were targeted. ArШund 30 ЦedТcaХ wШrФers were
injured; “BerФut” destrШyed tСe fТrst aТd statТШn ШrganТzed Тn tСe ParХТaЦentary ХТbrary Шn
Hrushevskogo street.
23 January 2014
There are around 5 thousand protesters on Hrushevskogo street. Law enforcement officers and
protesters keep truce. Thanks to this, protesters created four new barricades, strengthened the
first line of defence made of the burnt special vehicles near the Valeriy Lobanovskii monument
tШ tСe rТgСt frШЦ tСe entrance tШ tСe stadТuЦ “DynaЦШ”. TСey aХsШ created tСe barrТcade rТgСt
near tСe fТrst Шne ХШcated Тn frШnt Шf tСe stadТuЦ “DynaЦШ”. A barrТcade ЦШre tСan 2 Цeters СТgС
was also created near the Institute of the Ukrainian Language of the National Academy of
ScТences Шf UФraТne (buТХdТng №4 Шn HrusСevsФШgШ st.), near tСe СШteХ “DnТeЩer” anШtСer
barricade was finished.
Starting from 23 January 2013 active force confrontations began in the regions of Ukraine.
Protesters obtained control over 11 state regional state administrations, near the buildings of 7
regional administrations started peaceful protests. At the same time authorities used force against
the demonstrators and dispersed protests in 4 regions of Ukraine (Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhia,
Cherkassy and Sumy).
24 January 2014
After 21:00 force confrontation between the protesters and officers of the special forces renewed.
The reason for this became shots with rubber bullets made by law enforcement officers. One of
11
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those bullets hit the activist. In response to this protesters started throwing stones, fire crackers
and “MШХШtШv cШcФtaТХs” at tСe Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers. BarrТcades Цade Шf tyres were agaТn set
Шn fТre. “BerФut” and sШХdТers Шf ТnternaХ trШШЩs started sСШШtТng fХasС bang grenades and rubber
bullets into the protesters. At the same time MIA rejected the fact that they used arms, and said it
was the protesters who broke the truce.
25-26 January 2014
In the morning clashes stopped. One of the activists went to negotiate with law enforcement
officers. Priests again stood between the activists and the special forces. Representatives of the
grШuЩ “CШЦЦШn АШrФ” ШccuЩТed tСe buТХdТng Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf Energy Шn tСe crШss rШads Шf
Khreshatyk and Prorizna.
At night on 26 January the arena of confrontations between the demonstrators of the Euromaidan
and law enforcement officers became the Ukrainian House. After it became known that several
hundreds of military servicemen were at the Ukrainian House (this posed a serious threat for the
defenders of the barricades on Hrushevskogo street to be attacked from behind) a big number of
protesters gathered near the building. They put up the barricades and after law enforcement
officers refused to voluntarily leave the Ukrainian House protesters surrounded and later
attacked the building. Around 4:00 a.m. law enforcement officers who were cadets of the internal
troops left the building.
28 - 31 January 2014
The President Yanukovich following the requirement of the Maidan dismisses the government of
Mykola Azarov. The Verkhovna Rada canceХs tСe “16 January Хaws”.
1 February 2014
On 1 February on Hrushevskogo st. protesters set up a huge screen to inform the law
enforcement officers and soldiers of the internal troops on the events in the country and
requirements of the Maidan. ActТvТsts Шf tСe MaТdan tСШugСt, Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers dТdn’t
have the objective and comprehensive picture on the situation in the country and reasons of
protests, they thought the leadership of law enforcement officers was constantly misinforming its
subordinates with the aim to justify the use of force against peaceful demonstrators.
18-22 February 2014 року
After a short truce between the protesters and authorities at the beginning of February 2014, on
18 February the force confrontation in the center of Kyiv continued.
Events of 18-20 February led to massive fatalities among citizens. According to the information
of the Ministry of Healthcare of Ukraine 82 persons died (71 demonstrators and 11 law
enforcement authorities), 622 people were injured13.
TСТs Цade tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne tШ adШЩt Шn 20 February a decree “On cШndeЦnatТШn
Шf vТШХence wСТcС Хed tШ deatСs Шf ЩeШЩХe”14. This legal act recognized actions of law
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enforcement structures as illegal and prohibited to use any types of weapons and impact
munition against participants of the protest.
On 21 February leaders of the opposition and Viktor Yanukovich signed an agreement on the
regulation of the crisis in Ukraine15, according to which Constitution of 2004 was supposed to
come into force and the powers of the President were substantially shortened (A decree was
adopted by the act of the Ukrainian parliament). However, the Agreement between the
opposition and the President was rejected by most of the demonstrators.
On 22 February 2014 the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine with the majority of votes adopts a Decree
on the removal of Viktor Yanukovych from the position of the President of Ukraine which was a
point when the opposition received the power.
3. Analysis of actions of law enforcement officers during peaceful demonstrations
Despite the transition of the Armed Forces of Ukraine to a contract relations and the cancellation
of military duty for young people, MIA continued drafting people to internal troops. In addition
to that, to raise the quality of staffing, MIA of Ukraine in 2013 introduced the principle of
assТgnТng ЦТХТtary bases tШ educatТШnaХ ТnstТtutТШns wТtС tСe aТЦ Шf “organization of military and
mentoring work on professional orientation and patriotic education of youth”16. Along with this
MIA aspirations concerning a clearly militarized orientation of education of cadets did not
correspond with the course of development of civil and service oriented model of MIA
proclaimed in 2011.
If the cancellation of draft showed the confidence in the fact that the Armed Forces of Ukraine
would be able to overcome an external threat if it happens, actions of MIA instead demonstrated the uncertainty in the fact that police would be able to perform its functions
without constant engagement of military formations. Thus, for the population of Ukraine there
was a threat to become the hostages of the situation, when MIA, having its own armed forces not
controlled by the Minister of Defence, can become an independent player in the realization of the
military doctrine of the state. Moreover, internal troops of MIA had not only light shooting
weapons and armoured vehicles but also grenade launchers, anti-aircraft vehicles, artillery
equipment, along with artillery, mortar and grenade ammunition.
BesТdes tСat, events Шf 2013 drew tСe attentТШn Шf tСe ЩШЩuХatТШn tШ tСe fact tСat “tradТtТШnaХ”
engagement of internal troops of MIA to securing public order is not only morally unacceptable
in times of peace but also directly contradicts with the article 17 of the Constitution of Ukraine,
accШrdТng tШ wСТcС “...military formations cannot be used by anyone to limit the rights and
freedoms of citizens”17. Taking into account that armed forces of the modern state have quite a
specific task, the issue of transferring military formations from the MIA of Ukraine to the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Defence was raised before the parliament and the government.
Along with a common use of its own military units for its own purposes, MIA during 2013
continued to follow the mostly military tactic when securing public order. Despite the experience
of the conflict-free ЦanageЦent Шf Цass events gaТned durТng “EurШ-2012”, Тn 2013 ТnternaХ
affairs officers when escorting peaceful assemblies mostly demonstrated examples of violent
15
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reaction similar to mass riots. This included numerous stops of peaceful assemblies in case of
minor violations of public order by separate participants; demonstrative readiness to start taking
more decisive and force methods; equipping personnel following the scheme foreseen only for
the situations of mass riots; detentions of participants of peaceful assemblies in the situations
when there were no obvious reasons for that; active collection of operative information on
participants of peaceful assemblies.
Every democratic state when creating any separate special unit of the law enforcement system, it
forms the relevant regulatory base for its activity on the basis of the national and international
legislation.
In 1988 pursuant to the Шrder Шf MIA Шf UФraТne tСe sЩecТaХ unТt “BerФut” was created,
particularly only in the city of Kyiv. Later, by internal decrees of the ministry such units were
created in the territorial departments of police. The Decree of MIA of Ukraine of 24 October
2013 renewed tСe “ReguХatТШns Шn tСe SЩecТaХ PШХТce UnТts “BerФut”, and Шn 01 January 2009
adopted amendments to it.
It is quite fair that today there are certain doubts with regard to legitimacy of creation and
activity of this unit. Since the creation and actТvТty Шf sЩecТaХ unТts “FaХcШn” and “GrТffТn” wТtСТn
the same system of MIA of Ukraine is regulated, except for the departmental decrees, by the
reХevant Хaws Шf UФraТne. In ЩartТcuХar, sЩecТaХ unТt “FaХcШn” Тs refuХated by tСe Law Шf UФraТne
“On tСe OrganТzatТШnaХ and LegaХ BasТs fШr CШЦbatТng OrganТzed CrТЦe”18.
АТtС regard tШ “BerФut”, even tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” dТd nШt Сave a wШrd abШut Тt. TСe
decree ТtseХf, tСat aЩЩrШves tСe reguХatТШns Шn creatТШn Шf “BerФut” and reguХates Тts actТvТty, was
not registered in the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine as the national legislation stipulates (it was
done only on 11 January 2014). Therefore, the functioning of this unit was carried out de facto
based on the act of will of only one official in the person of the minister of internal affairs.
“BerФut” was ЦaТnХy created tШ cШnduct fШrce ШЩeratТШns Тn Сard ШЩeratТve cШndТtТШns. AЦШng
the main operative and legal acts that have to regulate its activity according to the decree of MIA
of Ukraine of 18 May 2004 №529 «On tСe AЩЩrШvaХ Шf tСe Order Шn PШХТce SЩecТaХ UnТts
“BerФut” Тs tСe CШnstТtutТШn Шf UФraТne, tСe CrТЦТnaХ CШde and CrТЦТnaХ PrШcedure CШde.
АСen ЩerfШrЦТng ЩatrШХХТng functТШns Шn ЩubХТc securТty Тn ЩubХТc ЩХaces, ШffТcers Шf “BerФut”,
accШrdТng tШ ТteЦ 3 Шf tСe IntrШductШry ЩrШvТsТШns Шf tСe “Statute Шf PШХТce PatrШХ ServТce Шf
UФraТne”19, registered in the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine on 06 September 1994 (hereinafter the Statute) had to act pursuant to its provisions.
(By the way, performing functions of securing public order can carried out both units of internal
trШШЩs Шf MIA Шf UФraТne, accШrdТng tШ artТcХe 3 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On InternaХ TrШШЩs Шf
MIA Шf UФraТne”20 and ТteЦ 3 and 4 Шf tСe TeЦЩШrary PrШvТsТШns “On tСe OrganТzation of
Service of Special Motorized Military Bases of Police, Military Special Forces and Operative
UnТts Шf ТnternaХ trШШЩs Шf UФraТne” decХared by tСe decree Шf MIA Шf UФraТne №521 Шf
05.07.2005.
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TСe ЩractТce Шf recent years Шn usТng sЩecТaХ unТts “BerФut” cХearХy deЦШnstrated tСe sШcТety tСat
the main aim of its creation is changed and its use now should rather be an exception than a rule.
At tСe begТnnТng Шf 2014 “BerФut” was a seЩarate СТgСХy mobile unit with around 3 700 officers.
TСere were arШund tСe saЦe nuЦber Шf sЩecТaХ unТts ШffТcers (“Panther”, “GueЩard” and ШtСers)
were within the internal troops of MIA of Ukraine.
A wide public outbreak (and not only in our state) caused the events that took place in Kyiv on
30 November 2013 - during the disperse of a peaceful demonstration on the Independence
Square, and later - during the confrontations of the activists of the Euromaidan with law
enforcement officers in Kyiv.
Recently in mass media and Internet-networks a big number of commentaries on the above
mentioned events were published noting the violations of the fundamental rights and freedoms to
peaceful assemblies, securing life and health of people based on the international legislation and
practice of the European Court for Human Rights. A more detailed analysis of these events from
the standpoint of the regulatory and legal acts of the national legislation is needed in the format
of separate aspects of their development:
Existance of legal basis to use the special unit “Berkut”
Article 39 of the Constituion of Ukraine guarantees the right of citizens to conduct peaceful
assemblies and demonstrations without being limited in time and place. Therefore protesters
being on 30 November 2013 at the Independence Square and on 01 December 2013 near the
Presidential Administration was fully legal. And a legally issued court prohibition was absent at
the time protesters were dispersed.
АТtС regard tШ actТШns Шf Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers Тt’s vice verse, it was them according to item
1 Шf artТcХe 2 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce21, who had to provide for the personal security of
citizens with the aim of realization of their rights to non prohibited peaceful assembly.
According to item 2 of sectТШn 1 Шf tСe Шrder Шf MIA Шf UФraТne №529, “BerФut” can be used tШ
secure public order during mass events, including those of the the civil and political character,
only when there are a hard operative conditions. As it is known, in 04:00 a.m. on 30 November
2013 at the Independence Square there was no hard operative conditions. Before using the
special forces there were no violations. Participants of the Euromaidan were just hanging out
chatting with each other.
People who were among the protesters at the Independence Square on 30 June 2013 were totally
different according to their social status, age, profession, physical state. They barely knew each
other, united only by their protest requirements. They could not be perceived as an organized
group of people having certain training on active force confrontations (attacks), including with
that with arms. Law enforcement had no reasons to expect the confrontation. Therefore legal
basТs tШ use “BerФut” at tСe IndeЩendence Square Шn 30 NШveЦber 2013 were absent.
Instead in the events that were happening on 01 December 2013 near the Presidential
AdЦТnТstratТШn tСere were grШunds tШ use “BerФut”. Аe Цean tСe ЩrШvШcatТve actТШns Шf a grШuЩ
of young people who threw stones and fire crackers at the military servicemen of internal troops
(who blocked the territory of the administration), hit them with things and legs on blocking
shields, and then tried to unblock the administration with a tractor grader. Mentioned above gave
21
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the reasons to consider the existing operative conditions as complicated. Therefore, using
“BerФut” Сad tШ stabТХТze Тt.
For this it was necessary to not only isolate several specific persons who were taking provocative
actions and committing violations, as it is foreseen by items 299, 328 of the Statute of the Patrol
Police Service of Ukraine, without obstructing others in the realization of the right to peaceful
assembly of other participants of the event. This, unfortunately, did not happen.
Observance of the established order of actions
The national and international legislation, just as the practice of the European Court for Human
Rights limits the law enforcement officers in taking procedural, operative and search just as well
as administrative and legal measures at night time. And therefore actions that were taken by the
special forces at the Independence Square in 04:00 on 30 November 2013 shall be considered
unlawful. Reference to the urgency in this case is absurd.
As the existing video of events shows, the disperse of protesters off of the Maidan by the law
enforcement officers, meaning the use of physical means of influence and impact munition,
happened almost simultaneously with the warning transmitted through the loudspeaker. One
should understand that at that time the most part of Maidan participants were still sleeping. In its
turn, item 201 of the Statute of the Police Patrol Service of Ukraine obliges law enforcement
officers to give enough time to persons to comprehend and execute orders. We point out once
again that at that time protesters did not commit any violations.
Special Forces officers did not give the participants of the Maidan any grounds of the
unlawfulness of their actions which is required by items 124, 133 of the Statute of the Patrol
Police Service of Ukraine (hereinafter - PPSU).
There was no comprehensive and effective investigation of events conducted by law
enforcement officers as it is foreseen by items 124, 125 and 151 of the Statute of PPSU.
During the event special forces officers showed systematic cruelty to the protesters, intimidated
and threatened tСeЦ, wСТcС Тs dТrectХy ЩrШСТbТted by artТcХe 5 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”
and item 143 of the Statute of PPSU.
CШЦЦanders Шf “BerФut” ТgnШred tСe requТreЦents Шf ТteЦ 57 Шf tСe Statute Шf PPSU and sectТШn
6 Шf tСe Шrder Шf MIA Шf UФraТne №505 of 30 September 2008 concerning the proper control
over the actions of subordinates and the necessity to take measures on prompt stopping of
unlawful actions.
Therefore, the established by the regulatory acts order of taking actions by the special forces
officers was not observed.
Observance of the order and limits of use of physical influence and impact munition
The Constitution of Ukraine in the article 27 guarantees everybody the right to life and health
and recognizes it as the highest value. And this means that the state has an obligation to take care
of the security of citizens. Such a function is the responsibility of police units which is
ЦentТШned Тn Щart 1 Шf artТcХe 10 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”. At tСe saЦe tТЦe, sucС an
activity has to be based, as it is required by part 1 of article 3 of the Law, on the principles of
legality, humanism and respect to a person.
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The order and limits of use of force, particularly, physical force and impact munition, is clearly
defined in articles 12, 13 and 14 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” as weХХ as Тn ТteЦs 200, 201
and item 204 of the Statute of PPSU. It is pointed out there, that the use of physical influence and
impact munition by the law enforcement officers has to be done after a warning of the intention
to use it. Without a warning physical influence, impact munition, just as well as arms, can be
applied only in cases of a direct threat to a life and health of citizens and police officers.
Guarantees of the Constitution mentioned above and the requirements of the legislation were
severely violated during the disperse of protesters by police officers at night on 30 November at
the Independence Square and on 01 December 2013 near the Presidential Administration.
Everything what was happening then, looked more like a law enforcement event, a mass
execution: chaotic, massive, brutal and sometimes cynical beatings of protesters by the special
forces officers by rubber batons, legs and arms. Along with this, they did not take into
consideration sex, age, profession and physical state of protesters. Part of participants of the
events were beaten several times by the law enforcement officers. Often beatings of one person
were dШne by severaХ ШffТcers at tСe saЦe tТЦe. TСey dТdn’t Щay attentТШn tШ the fact that some
participants were lying on the ground helpless or already injured and trying to leave the place of
the execution.
Thus, mother, father and sister of 30 year-old Yaroslav during the disperse of the Euromaidan at
night on 30 November 2013 suffered bodily injuries of different severity (himself included).
After that mother was put to a hospital because of the traumatic brain injury, eye contusion,
fracture of several fingers and numerous bodily injuries.
As a result of beatings by the special forces officers, only according to the official information,
around 100 persons asked for medical assistance, among which 20 people were hospitalized.
Meaning there was a certain ignoring of requirements of item 4 of article 12 of the Law of
Ukraine “On PШХТce” and ТteЦ 204 Шf tСe Statute Шf tСe PPSU wТtС regard tШ tСe fact tСat Тn case
of the impossibility to avoid the use of force by the law enforcement officers it cannot exceed the
level necessary for performing obligations put on police and must minimize the possibility of
damage to the health of offenders and other citizens.
Injured citizens who were hospitalized - Vitaliy Puzenko, Yaroslav Radan and Yegor Previr informed that several law enforcement officers hit them several times heavily on the head, neck
and shoulders with rubber batons. Mostly doctors registered bodily injuries of injured protesters
in such places of human body.
SЩecТaХ fШrces ШffТcers severeХy vТШХated tСe ЩrШvТsТШns Шf artТcХe 14 Шf tСe “ReguХatТШns fШr tСe
Use of ImЩact MunТtТШn wСen SecurТng PubХТc Order”22 and of item 211 of the Statute of the
PPSU with regard to the prohibition to hit with rubber (plastic) batons on the head, neck,
clavicular area, stomach and genitals.
From the beatings many Maidan participants at that time had bleeding which had to be stopped
immediately, they needed first aid. However, law enforcement officers did not react to that,
disregard the fact that that was their direct obligation, according to part 4 of article 12 of the Law
of Ukraine “On PШХТce” and ТteЦ 215 Шf tСe Statute Шf tСe PPSU. Instead, tСey sТЦЩХy ТgnШred
requests to at least call the ambulance.
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Special forces officers did not pay attention to any circumstances. Beaten were even the persons
who were the Maidan and near the Presidential Administration performing their professional
duties and had relevant signs on their clothes. This is evidenced by the brutal beatings of
journalists - citizens of Ukraine Yuriy Butuzov, Valeriy Garaguts and citizen of Poland Yazik
Zabrodskii, photo correspondent Anatoliy Stepanov, Serhiy Nuzhnenko and Alexander
Perevoznik.
In this case, except beatings, this shows that there was an obstruction of professional activity of
journalists by police officers which is a criminal offence foreseen by article 171 of the Criminal
Code of Ukraine23.
In generaХ, durТng aХХ tСe years Шf UФraТne’s ТndeЩendence events Шf tСe EurШЦaТdan were
unprecedented with regard to the number of injured mass media representatives (in general
according to mass media information, from November 2013 to February 2014 there were 206
such cases registered)24.
Even ЦedТcaХ wШrФers faced vТШХence frШЦ sЩecТaХ fШrces ШffТcers. АСen ЩШХТce were “cХearТng”
the area medical workers were just trying to give first medical aid to the victims. Thus, on 30
November 2013 at the Independence Square a doctor-volunteer Dmytro Drobot was hit with a
rubber baton when he was trying to stop the bleeding of the one of the injured protesters. And on
01 December 2013 during the disperse on Bankova st. when to the house of the Union of Artists,
where an improvised first-aid station was located, came running the special forces officers
chasing the protesters trying to escape, their batons and legs were used against both runners,
medical workers and victims who were delivered there before.
Law enforcement officers did not care about the fact that they were not allowed to be there.
SТnce ТteЦ 15 Шf artТcХe 11 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” gТves tСeЦ tСe rТgСt tШ enter freeХy
at any time of the day to the territory and premises of enterprises, institutions and organizations
only with the aim to stop crimes, chasing persons suspected in committing a crime, during
natural disasters and other extreme conditions. In addition to that, according to this article of the
Law, being in such places with the aim to provide for the security of citizens is allowed only
upon prior notification and obtaining consent of the administration which was not observed.
The character and the way of taking violent actions by the special forces officers show that it was
done intentionally with the aim to cause strong physical pain and moral sufferings in order to
threaten the protesters. Mentioned above directly violates provisions of article 28 of the
Constitution of Ukraine that reads that no one can be submitted to torture, cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment or punishment.
We should point out that near the Presidential Administration of Ukraine on 01 December 2013
when law enforcement officers used impact munition, flash bang grenades of distracting action,
they violated the regulations of using them in part of failing to observe the distance of their
landing before people as it is foreseen by item 206 of the Statute of the PPSU.
Policemen were also not following the requТreЦents Шf tСe ТnstructТШn “On tСe Order Шf
PurcСase, StШrТng, Issuance and AЩЩХТcatТШn Шf Gas PТstШХs and SЩrays” aЩЩrШved by tСe Шrder Шf
MIA Шf UФraТne №751 Шf 30 February 1992 wТtС regard tШ tСe dТstance Шf usТng tСeЦ.
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According to the requirements of item 144 of the OSCE Guiding Principles on Peaceful
Assembly25, in cases of possible use of pepper gas or other chemical substances of irritant nature
it is necessary to foresee the procedure of sanitation of affections which was not done by the law
enforcement officers in both cases.
Therefore, the use of physical means of influence and impact munition shall be considered as
such that did not meet the requirements to their use set by the legislation.
Legality of detentions and delivering persons
Detention of persons according to item 231 of the Statute of PPSU is carried out only in cases of
violation of oral warnings of police officers and actions obstructing performance of their duties.
It means, that every illegal action of every specific person must be followed by the adequate and
proportional reaction of law enforcement officers, but using force against all people standing
around.
Administrative legislation of Ukraine in article 260 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative
Offences (Measures of providing for proceedings in cases on administrative offences) 26 gives
and exhaustive list of cases when administrative detention shall be deemed acceptable, namely:
- with the aim to stop administrative violations when other measures were exhausted;
- to identify the offender;
- to draw a protocol on administrative offence in case of impossibility to draw it at the
place of committing offence if it is necessary;
- to provide for a timely and right consideration of the case and execution of resolutions on
cases of administrative offenses.
In Тts turn, durТng a detentТШn accШrdТng tШ requТreЦents Шf artТcХe 5 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On
PШХТce”, Хaw enfШrceЦent ШffТcers are ШbХТged tШ:
- inform of the grounds and motives of the detention;
- clarify the right to appeal against their actions in court;
- give clarifications of part 1 of article 63 of the Constitution of Ukraine with regard to the right
to refuse to give explanations or to testify without an attorney, articles 28, 29, 55, 56, 59, 62 of
the Constitution of Ukraine and rights of detainees and arrested persons set by the legislation,
including the right to defend oneself personally or with the help of an attorney starting from the
moment of detention.
Administrative detention of a person who committed an offence, according to article 262 of the
Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences, can be applied for not longer than 3 hours, except
for cases, directly defined by the legislation of Ukraine.
Requirements of the legislation mentioned above with regard to the grounds and order of
detention of a person were not executed by the special forces officers during the disperse of
protesters both at the Independence Square at night on 30 November 2013 and near the
Presidential Administration on 1 December. In general persons were being detained without any
grounds, they were not being informed of the motives and did not receive any clarifications of
the rights of detainees.
25
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Protocols, as it is required by article 254 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences,
were drawn not every time. Time of keeping of detainees in district police stations before
making a decision exceeded 3 hours which is directly prohibited by article 261 of the Code of
Ukraine Administrative Offences. We should point out that intentionally illegal detention of a
person, according to item 259 of the Statute of the PPSU, leads to criminal responsibility of
police officers according to the acting legislation.
Law enforcement officers clearly violated the requirements of delivering persons to the district
police stations. According to the article 259 of the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offences,
delivering an offender can be made only with the aim to:
- draw a protocol on administrative offence, if it is impossible to do this at place;
- identify a person of an offender and draw a protocol if the offender does not have the
identifying documents and there are no witnesses who can provide necessary information about
him.
Since delivering persons is a limitation of personal freedom, according to item 251 of the Statute
of the PPSU, police officers have to, before using this method, make everything necessary to
directly at place clarify the circumstances of a violation and take relevant measures, demand to
stop the violation and make an oral warning. In addition to that, according to item 252 of the
Statute of the PPSU, before delivering police officers have to clarify what is the reason the
offender is being delivered to internal affairs authorities.
Requirements mentioned above were not fully observed by special forces officers when
delivering persons.
Thus, a citizen Iryna Z. informed27, that at night on 30 November 2013 during the disperse of the
Maidan she with a couple of her friends were hit two times with batons by law enforcement
officers during the event. Police officers did not react to the request to give her medical
assistance or to call the ambulance. An ambulance came to help her a lot later, when she was in
Shevchenkivskiy District Department of Internal Affairs with her state having deteriorated
completely. When she was detained and delivered to police station she was not informed of the
reasons and motives for her delivering. Moreover, after being kept in police station for more than
3 СШurs, detaТnees were sТЦЩХy reХeased. TСey dТdn’t ЦaФe any ЩrШtШcШХ. TСere were even nШ
excuses.
Mentioned above is a violation of the article 29 of the Constitution of Ukraine with regard to the
right of each person to freedom and personal immunity.
A separate attention deserves the issue of responsibility of law enforcement officers according to
artТcХe 5 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” and artТcХe 3 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On tСe Order Шf
Reimbursement of Damages to a Citizen caused by the Unlawful Actions of Authorities
conducting Operative and Search Activity, Pre-trial Investigation Authorities, Prosecution
Authorities and the Court”28 with regard to the reimbursement of the imposed damages to the
Maidan participants for unlawful detentions, damages to health and property (torn clothes,
broken personal and professional appliances).
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Of course, the disperse of peaceful protesters by the special forces officers in both cases had a
violent and cynical character. Actions of the law enforcement officers cannot be justified by the
fact that they were just executing orders of the leadership.
In part 4 of article 41 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine it is clearly noted that a person who
executed knowingly criminal order or decree, for actions, committed with the aim to execute a
knowingly criminal order, shall be brought to criminal responsibility on the general basis.
In this aspect actions of separate special forces officers and their commanders shall be
considered also from the aspect of abuse of power or office by law enforcement officers,
meaning the existence of signs of crime foreseen by article 365 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine.
The aim declared as a reason to disperse the Euromaidan - “ЩrШvТdТng fШr tСe ЩШssТbТХТty Шf
ЩubХТc utТХТtТes servТces tШ ТnstaХХ tСe Тce sФatТng rТnФ and tСe CСrТstЦas tree” - cannot serve as the
justification in the context of the necessity of providing for public order or national security. In
addition to that, this cannot pass the test on proportionality of such limitations because the latter
are public interests of the lower rank than rights and freedoms of citizens of Ukraine.
Interpretation of the opposite would be a vulgar insult of article 11 of the European Convention29
of 1950.
A wide civil uprising, drawing attention to events by human rights defenders and the
condemnation of the use of force by the international community made the law enforcement
officers act more abstemiously. It was on 09 December 2013 when special forces were
unblocking the government quarter and eliminating barricades, that there was no massive
beatings and the use of physical influence and impact munition. Protesters in general were
pushed away in a more civilized manner with the help of shields without using excessive
physical force.
However, there were no reasons to say the approaches of authorities and law enforcement
officers to solving problems changed and were brought in correspondence with laws and
democratic principles. Because at night on 11 December 2013 during the events at the
Independence Square and unblocking the Kyiv City State Administration by the special forces
excessive physical force was used again as a result of which, according to mass media, 40
persons were injured, 5 were hospitalized30.
In a democratic country after each fact of violation of the law there has to be an effective
investigation, a number of suspects defined and a court trial conducted proving guilty or not of
the relevant violation. In its official statement with regard to the confrontations on Hrushevskogo
street the ex-PrШsecutШr GeneraХ Шf UФraТne VТФtШr PsСШnФa saТd tСat “in the state the law is
being severely violated”31. Lets leave it for the authorities to establish the guilt of separate
participants of protests, especially taking into consideration that they already do it. Lets analyze
how during the protests the law was violated by law enforcement officers.
Ignoring the necessity to localize the conflict and apply impact munition against peaceful
participants of protests and journalists
29
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The right to peaceful assembly is guaranteed in Ukraine by article 11 of the European
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, article 39 of the
Constitution of Ukraine. According to these documents, the state has to not only avoid
obstructing peaceful assemblies but also to protect its participants. Protests - are always a big
gathering of people, mostly different and not always organized. Among these people are often
those who wants more radical and uncivil actions. Therefore empowered representatives of the
state - law enforcement authorities - are obliged to provide for the civil order and security of
people.
This means to detect and neutralize legally those persons who violate the law, provide for the
security of other participants of the protest. According to the OSCE Guidelines on Freedom of
Peaceful Assembly law enforcement officers have to differentiate participants of the protest
whose actions have a peaceful character and participants intended to use violence. Therefore
tСey dШn’t Сave tШ treat tСe crШwd as tСe saЦe Цass. FrШЦ tСe ЩractТcaХ ЩШТnt Шf vТew - police has
to use such tactics which lets them neutralize only those who uses violence and threatens without
hurting others.
In similar manner law enforcement officers have to differentiate participants of the protest,
particularly journalists. Such a work needs a special organizational preparation from police,
engagement of special units able to work in conditions of hard operative conditions. During the
events Шn HrusСevsФШgШ street tСey engaged “BerФut”, СШwever tСe unТt dТd nШt sСШw tСe
necessary skills - we had an opportunity to observe how police instead of localizing conflicts
blocked away from the protesters and used impact munition against all the crowd with both
offenders and peaceful participants and journalists.
Failure to observe the provisions of using flash bang grenades
Usage of impact munition is also clearly regulated by the relevant documents. Thus, according to
tСe actТng “ReguХatТШns Шn tСe Use Шf IЦЩact MunТtТШn wСen SecurТng PubХТc Order”32
(hereinafter - the Regulations), flash means of distracting nature (flash bang grenade “Zarya”,
fХasС bang aЩЩХТance “PХaЦТa”) are used Шn tСe dТstance nШt cХШser tСan 2 Цeters frШЦ ЩeШЩХe.
During the clashes on Hrushevskogo street law enforcement officers threw flash bang grenades
just in the crowd from behind the border and barricades without looking at where they shoot.
Thus, any measures to secure people from severe injuries were not taken. As a result participants of the protest and journalists received lacerations of limbs from shrapnel of
grenades, one of the participants had his wrist torn off.
Failure to observe the provisions of using devices of tear and irritating action
During the events of Hrushevskogo st fragments of shells of devices of instant aerosol tear spray
"Teren-6” wСТcС was taФen tШ use by tСe InternaХ AffaТrs Authorities on 1997, were found. The
MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Шf UФraТne eХabШrated an “InstructТШn fШr tСe Use Шf tСe IЦЩact
MunТtТШn “Teren-6” (tСe Order Шf tСe MТnТstry Шf InternaХ AffaТrs Шf UФraТne Шf 13 January 1998
№26), but Тts text Тs nШt ШЩen tШ ЩubХТc, and ЦarФed as “FШr ServТce Use OnХy”. AccШrdТngХy, a
cТtТzen cannШt sТЦЩХy read tСe ЩrШvТsТШns fШr usТng “Teren-6”.
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However, from the unofficial sources it is known that such devices fall under the dame
provisions as the flash bang grenades - can be used on the distance of not closer than 2 meters
frШЦ a ЩersШn. DurТng tСe events Шn HrusСevsФШgШ street “Teren-6” was Уust as weХХ used agaТnst
the crowd, therefore, also violated the requirements of legal acts. Besides that, according to the
“ReguХatТШns” wСen usТng tear substances Тt Тs ЩrШСТbТted tШ sСШШt at tСe Шffenders, tСrШw and
shoot grenades in the crowd as well as their second use within the time of action of substances.
According to group of medical workers who were on Hrushevskogo street and provided medical
assistance to the wounded, the strong smell of irritating substances that were sprayed among the
protesters were not fading away, therefore doctors had to work in masks and gas masks.
Violation of provisions for using water cannons
Water cannons - is a quite common way to stop mass violations of public order. Their usage is
rightfully considered more humane than of the other impact munition but only under conditions
of following clear provisions for using them. According to the “ReguХatТШns”, water cannШns are
used to disseminate participants of mass riots when the temperature is above 0 degree Celsius.
This means that during the protests on Hrushevskogo street it was illegal to us water cannons.
This is with regard to the statements of MIA about the fact that water cannons were not used
against people but to stop the fire - there are lots of photos and other evidence proving that water
was directed at the participants of the event. Police officers got wet from them as well. Besides
that, to stop the fire special firefighting vehicles are usually used.
Sighting shooting from traumatic weapons at the observers and journalists
AccШrdТng tШ tСe “ReguХatТШns” cartrТdges wТtС a rubber buХХet "VШХna-R" are shot by the special
carabine from the distance not closer than 40 meters from a person and only at the lower part of
legs. From the first day of the protests traumatic weapons were used against their participants.
Among the injured were people who got them from rubber bullets hitting them in the hand, body,
head and face.
There were cases when bullets hit eyes, in mass media there was an information about the fact
that one of the injured lost his eye from a rubber bullet shot. Along with this, photos and videos
show law enforcement officers targeting people, so it is hard to qualify such traumas as
accidental. Besides that, a lot of journalists were injured from rubber bullets, even though it was
quТte easy tШ avШТd because УШurnaХТsts Сave sЩecТaХ Шrange vests sayТng “Press” Шn them.
Therefore, journalists were also targeted.
Use of prohibited things - throw stones and incendiary mixtures at the groups of protesters
According to article 19 of the Constitution of Ukraine state and local authorities, their officials
have to act only on the basis, within the mandate and in the way foreseen by the Constitution and
the laws of Ukraine. This means that the law enforcement officers when performing their duties
can use only such methods and means that provided for in the legal acts regulating their work.
TСe “ReguХatТШns” ТncХude an exСaustТve ХТst Шf ТЦЩact ЦunТtТШn wСТcС can be used by ЩШХТce
and under which conditions. Photos and videos of the protest on Hryshevskogo street show that
in response to Molotov cocktails that were flying at police officers, law enforcement officers
were throwing incendiary mixtures at protesters.
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AccШrdТng tШ tСe “ReguХatТШns” a decТsТШn Шn usТng ТЦЩact ЦunТtТШn taФes an ШffТcТaХ resЩШnsТbХe
for securing public order or the chief of the specific operation. Police officers acting individually
take make such decisions independently.
AccШrdТng tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” a ЩШХТce ШffТcer Цust ТЦЦedТateХy ТnfШrЦ a dТrect
commander for the consideration of the prosecutor of the use of impact munition as well as of
any injuries or deaths caused as a results of the use of impact munition. This means that both the
responsibility for the unlawful use of impact munition and damages caused because of it, have to
be bared by the chiefs of units and of the specific operation. Their persons can be and need to be
identified by the prosecution authorities even if it is impossible to identify a person of the
executioner. And the abuse of office by using force, including impact munition and weapons
leads to the responsibility defined by the law depending on the caused damages to life and health
of the victims.
There were a lot of factors that led to force confrontations on the streets of Kyiv. However the
functions of law enforcement officers include not only to stop but also to prevent violations.
MIA of Ukraine has enough officers who had to do the operative work and take necessary
preventive measures to avoid force scenarios of development.
Police is called to provide for the public order and protect the life and health of people in any
conditions. This means that in such a tense situation law enforcement officers have not to fight
back and revenge for the colleagues injured during the confrontations, but to stay the guarantor
of the legality and order. If the police violates laws and the Constitution - it destabilizes the
situation, sets people against law enforcement officers and causes the escalation of the conflict.
Prohibition of firearms
AccШrdТng tШ artТcХe 15 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”33 (The Use of Firearms), law
enforcement officers as a measure of the last resort have the right to use firearms in the following
cases:
1) to protect citizens from an attack which threatens their life and health, as well as to free the
hostages;
2) to stop the attack on a police officer or members of his family if their life or health are in
danger;
3) to stop the attack on the protected objects, convoys, residential buildings of citizens, buildings
of state and civil enterprises, institutions and organizations as well as their release if they are
captured;
4) to detain a person who was caught committing a severe crime and who is trying to escape;
5) to arrest a person who commits armed resistance, tries to escape from custody as well as an
armed person who threatens to use weapons and other things threatening the life and health of a
police officer;
6) to stop a transport vehicle by damaging it if a driver by his actions poses a threat to health and
life of citizens or a police officer.
It is forbidden to use firearms when there is a big crowd of people if third persons can be hurt by
this.
Police officers have the right to use firearms to give a signal of alarm or to call for help, to stop
an animal threatening the life and health of citizens or a police officer.

33

OffТcТaХ ЩШrtaХ Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf UФraТne. LegТsХatТШn. TСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce”.
http://zakon4.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/565-12
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As we see, the most of conditions to use firearms at the Maidan were absent, firearms were used
unlawfully.
3. Conclusions and recommendations
Euromaidan became one step, one of the stages of the Ukrainian revolution which has been
going on since 1989-1991. Both at the time of receiving Independence and during the Orange
revolution, and in 2013-2014 it was in fact about one thing - about the real but some pseudo
independence, including from the biggest neighbour and real occupant - Russia. This revolution
goes on for a long time but it grows in the heads, in the consciousness of the new generations, in
the economic effectiveness, in the geopolitical perspectives. Now we are the witnesses and
participants of its culmination - dramatic, bloody separation from Russia after which there will
be no way back.
Good, there was a Euromaidan. Disregard everything that happened and will happen - it is a
good thing. It showed the great human potential of Ukraine - before it we were living and
looking back searching for normal, modern people in our country, it seemed that everything
around was ruined, the best left the country or betrayed. But it turned out there are millions of us.
And this gives grounds for the optimism.
People want reforms more than autСШrТtТes, ЩШХТtТcТans and “exЩerts”. TСТs ЩrШves tСe revШХutТШn
in which people took part to change the country, and the elections when the so called reformers
received majority votes. Unfortunately, now we have to acknowledge the impotence of the
authorities in this crucial issue. For the whole year there was no real, global reform. And this is
not true that reforms need time: reforms of the Balzerovich were implemented on the third month
of the term of new authorities. The main thing - is a wish and a head on the shoulders. We shall
acknowledge that the lack of comprehensive reforms - is the biggest loss of the revolution as of
today.
We do not need the new revolution. On the contrary - we need consolidation and subordination
facing the external aggressШr. In tТЦes Шf tСe UФraТnТan PeШЩХe’s ReЩubХТc UФraТne was
destroyed because of the constant change of authorities, riots, war of all against everybody in
political life. Putin wins when there is demonstrations, changes of government, mass riots which
only create chaos, provoke the devaluation, make our foreign allies doubt us.
АСatever saТd Шr ЦentТШned because Шf tСe “deeЩ cШncern” but Тn tСe ХШng run EurШЩe and USA
long harness, but then quickly go. The world is for the most part unified in support of Ukraine,
and tСe sШ ЦucС ЦШcФed by tСe “KreЦХТn” exЩerts sanctТШns Шf tСe Аest becШЦe even ЦШre fataХ
for the Putin regime.
It would be worse if there was no Euromaidan. Yes, we would still have the Crimea because
Russia and the Ukrainian authorities of Yanukovich would completely absorb Ukraine.
Completely. In reality we all saved ourselves. We need to remember this. Especially in these
days, because tСey sСШwed tСat we are nШt Цanure and wТХХ nШt “ЩuХХ tСeТr quТcФ traТns” as
Franko said. We do not only deserve a better future, we fight for it, we are at war for it. We lived
through a year, our dignity did not fade after the last days of the Revolution of Dignity. We hope
that we have a lot of it inside, because the road to success, unfortunately, is still long and hard.
But we go on!
An interim investigative commission of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine ended the inspection of
events that happened from 18 to 20 February 2014 at the Independence Square and the adjacent
streets in Kyiv and established the organizers and executioners of shootings civilians and law
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enforcement officers. The Head of the Interim Investigative Commission Gennadiy Moskal
informed of its results.
Commission made a conclusion that the head of this criminal organization was an ex-President
of Ukraine Viktor Yanukovich. The criminal organization also included:
- all members of the Cabinet of the Ministers of Ukraine as of 22 January 2014;
- Minister of MIA of Ukraine Vitaliy Zakharchenko;
- commander of the internal troops of Ukraine Stanislav Shuliak;
- deputy minister of internal affairs of Ukraine Viktor Ratuhniak;
- a.i. head of the Kyiv police, deputy head of the DGMIA in Kyiv Valeriy Mazan;
- deputy head of the DGMIA of Ukraine in Kyiv Petro Fedchuk;
- head of the department for public security of the DGMIA in Kyiv Oleg Marynenko;
- Сead Шf tСe sЩecТaХ fШrces unТt “BerФut” Шf tСe DGMIA Шf UФraТne Тn KyТv SerСТy KusТuФ;
- the head of the Security Service of Ukraine Olexander Yakimenko;
- the first deputy head of the Security Service of Ukraine Volodymir Tozkii;
- tСe Сead Шf tСe sЩecТaХ unТt “AХЩСa” Шf tСe SecurТty ServТce Шf UФraТne OХeg PrysТazСnТТ;
- the head of the Anti-terrorist center of the Security Service of Ukraine Andriy Merkulov;
- first deputy minister of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine Vladyslav Zabarskii;
- the whole operative headquarters which was created by the order of the head of the Security
Service of Ukraine Yakimenko to run the Anti-terrorist operation;
- all judges of the Pechersk district court of Kyiv who made a knowingly unlawful ruling
№757/27190/13- Шf 09.12.2013 wСТcС Тn fact ЩrШСТbТted MaТdan;
- officials of the Kyiv City Council who in violation of article 33 of the Constitution of Ukraine
appealed to the Pechersk District Court of KyТv based Шn wСТcС tСe ruХТng №757/27190/13- в
09.12.2013 was made34.
Actions of these persons fall under the article 255 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine - “CreatТШn Шf
CrТЦТnaХ OrganТzatТШn”.
«TakinР into consideration tСe fact tСat witСin tСe period from 18 to 20 February the general
quantity of bodily injuries of different severity, as well as killings of participants of peaceful
protests and law enforcement officers amounted to several thousands, the Commission pointed
out only the facts of killinРs and bodily injuries caused by firearms»35, – informed Mr. Moskal.
According to the interim investigative commission, 76 participants of the peaceful protest were
killed, 145 persons were wounded (some of them died in hospitals). Some of the participants
were sСШt at frШЦ tСe KaХasСnТФШv, ЦШdeХ AKMS, buХХets 7,62 39
. FrШЦ tСe bШdy Шf Шne Шf
tСe deceased dШctШrs tШШФ a buХХet Шf 9 18 ЦЦ, wСТcС was ТdentТfТed as a buХХet frШЦ MaФarШv
Pistol. From 17 bodies of the deceased doctors took out a shrapnel fired from a shotgun, most
ЩrШbabХy frШЦ a sСШtgun “FШrt-500” wСТcС “BerФut” ШffТcers were arЦed wТtС.
«However we sСould point out tСat tСe 75% of tСe deceased and wounded from tСe firearms
have transverse gunshot wounds which means that went through the bodies which is
cСaracteristic for tСe sСots from sniper rifles», – stressed Mr. Moskal.
Besides that, sniper groups belonging to the Department of the State Security (location - roof of
the Presidential Administration and the roof of the House with Chimeras) were positioned at
34

Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “UФraТnТan Pravda”. InterТЦ InvestТgatТve CШЦЦТssТШn: SСШШtТngs at tСe IndeЩendence
Square were done by a criminal organization headed by the Yanukovich.
http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/07/7/7031187/
35
Gennadiy Moskal, official website. Report of the Interim Investigative Commission concerning the events on 1820 February in Kyiv. http://www.moskal.in.ua/?categoty=news&news_id=1099
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their places. It was proven that the most of injuries (and during the clashes on Kyiv several
thousand persons were injured) were imposed by sniper rifles. It was also established that the
snipers shot both the protesters and their own colleagues - to boost the conflict, antagonism and
further escalation of the situation.
CШЦЦТssТШn aХsШ estabХТsСed tСat tСe KaХasСnТФШvs wТtС tСe caХТber 5,45 39 ЦЦ at tСat tТЦe
had only the internal troops, and Kalashnikovs with the caliber 9,62 39
– Сad tСe “BerФut”
units. Firearms which really was at the Maidan - was among the confiscated, kept at the storage
of MIA. This means that it was police officers who provided their agents at the Maidan with
weapons. Kyiv was also filled with weapons stolen in Lviv during the Night of Fury. It is still
not confiscated.
AХШng wТtС tСТs, accШrdТng tШ tСe InterТЦ InvestТgatТve CШЦЦТssТШn, neТtСer “UDAR”, nШr
“SvШbШda” Шr “BatФТvsСТna” ЩrШvТded tСe MaТdan wТtС weaЩШns Шr ШrganТzed ЦТХТtary
formations. On the contrary, there were established facts that they were against armed people at
the Maidan and delivered them to law enforcement agencies.
The Commission established that among the protesters there were Security Service of Ukraine
agents who were pretending to be the activists. It was them who burnt the office of the Party of
Regions as well as used fire to kill at the time when at the Maidan it was forbidden to carry
weapons, except for Molotov cocktails, wooden shields and sticks.
When analyzing the legality of different orders of the representatives of authorities and law
enforcement structures the commissions made a conclusion that all of them were issued in
violation of the acting provisions of the Constitution, regulations, order of signatures and
therefore had a criminal character and fall under a number of articles of the Criminal Code of
Ukraine.
Only two ex-Berkut officers - Pavlo Abroskin and Serhiy Zinchenko suspected of killing
protesters were arrested last year. The prosecution office demands to sentence them with the
highest term possible - life imprisonment. Nevertheless, court did not start because of the
rejection of judges. Another suspect in mass shootings - ex-cШЦЦander Шf “BerФut” DЦytrШ
Sadovnik - escaped from home arrest36.
However the weapons - Kalashnikovs - are absent. The absence of weapons as well as the
control bullets and shells does not let the ballistic examination to establish the fact that
KaХasСnТФШvs tСe sЩecТaХ fШrces unТts “BerФut” are arЦed wТtС beХШng tШ tСe bullets that were
taken out of the bodies of wounded and deceased. The fact that this unit has Kalashnikovs and
sniper rifles is proven by the videos of events on 20 February 2014 on Institutska st. of all
leading TV-channels of Ukraine which were provided for the consideration of the commission37.
We propose:
for the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine:

1. To initiate the elaboration of the optimal model of reforming MIA of Ukraine with
simultaneous redistribution of state and local budgets, formation of expert groups on reforms and
implementation of constant consulting with the civil society.

36

TV-cСanneХ “EurШnews”. AnnТversary Шf sСШШtТngs at tСe MaТdan: “It seeЦs tСat “BerФut” Тs beТng ЩrШtected by
sШЦeШne”. http://ua.euronews.com/2015/02/19/investigations-of-police-shooting-of-protesters-in-ukraine-entersecond-year/
37
Internet-ЩubХТcatТШn “UФraТnТan Pravda”. EvТdence agaТnst tСШse wСШ were sСШШtТng at tСe MaТdan was destrШyed
in MIA – Interim Investigative Commission. http://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2014/07/7/7031198/
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2. Regulate the discrepancies arising at the level of constitutional provisions with regard to
necessity of engagement military units (internal troops/National Guard of Ukraine) to the
security of public order in peaceful times and the lack of emergency situations causing the
necessity to use military units.
for the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine:

1. To start the activity aimed at the creation of the State Bureau of Investigations foreseen by the
Criminal Procedure Code. Taking into consideration the fact that functions of the State Bureau
have to include the investigation of complaints on the unlawful actions of police officers, this
authority have to meet the five principles set by the practice of the European Court, namely:
independence, adequacy, promptness, public control and participation of a victim in proceedings.
It is necessary to foresee a separate unit in the structure of the State Bureau that will be
responsible for investigations of deaths of persons in places of detention as well as deaths of
persons as a result of the use of lethal force by agents of the state.
2. To consider the possibility to implement the system of joint monitoring of MIA activity that
will be conducted in cooperation with NGOs and with a better engagement of civil and nongovernmental organizations to the work of advisory authorities of MIA of Ukraine, expert and
interim groups without limiting it only by the work of civil councils.
3. To improve the mechanism of gathering state statistics to provide for the possibility to register
crimes with elements of torture foreseen by the article 1 of the Convention against Torture and
Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, and for an obligatory publication
of such statistical data.
4. To regulate the legal basis and mechanisms of provision of administrative services by the units
of MIA of Ukraine by providing for their transparency, protection from monopoly and
corruption risks, a clear system of quality standards of services and control over their provision.
for the Ministry of Justice:

To provide for the realization of a wide range of legal activity aimed at:
- amendment of provisions of the article 127 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine (tortures) so that it
meets the requirements of the UN Convention against Tortures;
- possibility of initiation and implementation of independent civil investigations with the support
of the Office of the Ombudsman of the incidents that happened with the participation of law
enforcement authorities representatives;
- regulation of terms of engagement of internal affairs officers not wearing uniform to securing
public order during peaceful assemblies;
- proper identification of each law enforcement officer when on duty wearing uniform;
- lessening the range of discretionary powers of the representatives of law enforcement
authorities with regard to limitation of freedom of peaceful assemblies.
for the Ministry of Justice together with the MIA of Ukraine:

Legally regulate the procedure of departmental investigations upon the complaints of citizens so
that the right of a victim to fair and effective investigation be guaranteed to the fullest. Along
with this, particularly, to foresee:
- full participation of an applicant in the departmental investigation upon his petition (seeing the
materials of the investigation and their evaluation, presence during the questioning of parties of
the investigation, possibility to submit additional materials at any stage of an investigation etc.);
- possibility of an applicant to engage an attorney or another specialist in the sphere of law,
human rights defenders, independent experts to the departmental investigation;
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- possibility to remove internal affairs officer from performing his duties for the period of
departmental investigation (in cases necessary to provide for the objectivity);
- realization of measures of protection from the pressure of police officers on the applicant and
other parties of departmental investigation.
for the MIA of Ukraine:

1. To initiate the analysis of the departmental regulatory documents in the sphere of ensuring
public order and security of citizens during the realization by citizens of their right to freedom of
peaceful asseЦbХy wТtС tСe aТЦ tШ fuХfТХ tСe recШЦЦendatТШns wrТtten Тn tСe “EurШЩean CШde Шf
PШХТce EtСТcs”, tСe DecХaratТШn “On PШХТce”, tСe OSCE GuТdeХТnes Шn FreedШЦ Шf AsseЦbХy.
2. To improve the system of management to guarantee the effective cooperation of the leaders of
internal affairs authorities with participants of peaceful assembly having provided for the
obligatory observance of gender equality when forming the groups of mediation.
3. To analyze the effectiveness and, when necessary, to renew the system of training of special
units and of the patrol service of MIA in the sphere of human rights observance when ensuring
public order during peaceful assemblies, protection of participants of peaceful assemblies, basics
of mediation, grounds and conditions for using impact munition and physical force by internal
affairs officers.
4. To elaborate the fundamental standards for mass events with regard to their intensity, potential
dangers, economic necessity and other factors having provided for the observance of nondiscrimination principles and proportionality in case of necessity to limit the freedom of peaceful
assemblies, and provide for possibility of holding spontaneous peaceful assembly.
5. Introduce the unified system of individual badges with unique numbers and last names
(badges, chevrons etc.) for all law enforcement officers.
6. By a special regulatory act of the MIA of Ukraine to oblige police officers, including their
chiefs, to wear uniforms when on duty securing public order during peaceful assemblies.
7. Bring the provisions of the Statute of Police Patrol Service of Ukraine, approved by the Order
Шf MIA №404 Шf 28.07.1994, Тn cШrresЩШndence wТtС tСe CШnstТtutТШn Шf UФraТne Тn Щart Шf
securing public order during mass events (Section XV. Ensuring public order and security during
mass events).
8. CanceХ “GuТdeХТnes Шn ActТШns Шf InternaХ AffaТrs AutСШrТtТes durТng tСe PreЩaratТШn and
HШХdТng Шf Mass Events” (№8713/П Шf 02.06.2011), wСТcС Шffer ЩШХТce ШffТcers tШ address tШ
local executive authorities with a request to appeal to court on the prohibition of peaceful
assemblies. Thus, to drop the practice of informing local authorities of the impossibility to
ensure law and order at the place of a peaceful assembly.
9. With the participation of NGOs representatives to elaborate and approve new progressive
guidelines, taking international standards as the basis, first of all the OSCE Guidelines on
Freedom of Assembly and the relevant ECHR decisions.
10. Within the institutional training of personnel of internal authorities to foresee as a separate
issue to study international and national provisions of the law concerning freedom of peaceful
assemblies, including the grounds, order and conditions of using impact munition and physical
force by law enforcement officers. To engage international and human rights experts to such an
educational work.
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11. Provide for the effective investigation upon each case of unlawful detention and the use of
excessive force against the participants of peaceful assemblies by law enforcement officers.
Introduce separate statistical data on such violations.
Viktor Zhutsenia
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Observance of human rights by LEB during the ATO on the territory of
Donetsk and Luhansk regions
1. Introduction
The report includes findings of public investigations accШrdТng tШ ЩeШЩХe’s requests, Цassages Тn
media about violations of human right by representatives of the police and departments,
subordinated to the MIA of Ukraine in the ATO zone on the territory of Luhansk and Donetsk
regions; it also includes recommendations on solving (minimization) of revealed problems.
Different sources of information were investigated and used for report:
- requests and massages from people;
- information, collected during monitoring of media publications, including the Internet;
- massages from members of the Association UMDPL about results of monitoring visits to
places of captivity, realized together with representatives of the NPM Department of the
Ombudsman Office and public activists;
- analytical reports of the Office of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in
Ukraine and reports of international human rights organizations, published on official
web sites;
- information from official sites of the MIA of Ukraine, Security Service of Ukraine.
2. History of the conflict. Legal reasons for the ATO
“TШday Ukraine is going through a new stage of ordeals. Our country defended the right for
democratic future, paid for it by blood of its sons and faced terrible external threat, which is
aimed to change the destiny of our country by taking its independence away for geopolitical
interests of leaders of a neighbor country.
Undeclared war takes place on our territory and our citizens die there. The enemy tries to weaken
Ukraine from the inside, takes incredible information, political and military efforts to unleash a
civil war”,- Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in Ukraine Valeriya Lutkovska
announced in a speech on May 3, 20141.
First large-scale pro-Russian actions on the East of Ukraine took place on March 1, 2014, in
Donetsk and Luhansk. Participants of rallies raised Russian flags above buildings of the Donetsk
and Luhansk Regional Administrations. That day Donetsk Regional Council made a decision
about referendum on future of Donbass2, Luhansk Regional Council took a decision to recognize
central executive bodies of Ukraine illegitimate.
First clashes between pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian forces happened on March 9 in
Luhansk and on March 13 in Donetsk. Pro-Russian activists broke up a meeting devoted to
200 years anniversary of T. Shevchenko on the 9 th of March, on the 13 th of March –
attacked a meeting for Unity of Ukraine in Donetsk. Dmytro Chornyavskiy became the first
victim of clashes, he was stabbed by Russian fighter on a meeting in Donetsk 3.
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Confrontation of violence in the region started in the middle of April, 2014, when armed
groups of pro-Russian activists started to seize administrative buildings and departments of
the police and SCU in Donbass cities (including Slovyansk, Artemivsk and Kramatorsk).
Ukrainian authorities declared a start of Anti-terrorists operation with involvement of
Armed forces. Gradually the confrontation became a large-scale military conflict.
AccШrdТng tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On the Fight Against Terrorism” Anti-terrorists
operation started in the East of Ukraine on the 14 th of April, 2014 – “a complex of
coordinated special measures, aimed to prevent, anticipate and stop terrorist activities,
release captives, protect population, neutralize terrorists, minimize consequences of
terrorists actions” 4.
Anti-terrorist operation started when the Order of the President of Ukraine came i nto force
(it was signed by the head of the Verhovna Rada of Ukraine, acting President of Ukraine O.
TurcСТnШv) “AbШut tСe decТsТШn Шf tСe CШuncТХ Шf natТШnaХ security and defense of Ukraine
from the 13th Шf AЩrТХ, 2014 “AbШut necessary actТШns tШ overcome terrorist threat and save
territorial integrity of Ukraine” 5 from the 14 th of April, 2014, №405/2014.
Region of the anti-terrorist operation was determined by the order of the Council of Ministers of
Ukraine by approved list6.
Office of the ATO was established for operative rule of anti-terrorist operation, it was headed by
the chairman of the Anti-terrorist center under the SCU. Forces of the SCU, MIA, department of
the Ministry of Defense and Border service, central and local administrative bodies were
involved into the anti-terrorist operation.
Everyone has personal opinion about justice and order, specific attitude to implementation of
official duties. It can be confirmed by the fact, that law enforcement bodies, judicial bodies and
local self-administration councils has dissolved during the terrorist occupation or cause doubts
about their loyalty to Ukraine.
For instance, mayor (ex-mayor now) of Slovyansk Nelya Shtepa made a statement live on the
Russian TV channel LifeNews about situation in the city and seizure of the City Council and
police buildings by pro-RussТan actТvТsts: “AХХ tСe city stands up as a shield to protect guys, who
seized the building. And if authorities of Ukraine will try to suppress the revolt, a lot of civilians
may die. It is inadmissible. If someone will go against people – a blood will shed and those
people will never wash it off. I will not allow that, I will protect my city. Those people came to
us wТtС Щeace, tСey dШn’t Сave aggressТШn tШwards us. DШnetsФ ЩШХТce tШday – is with people on
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the city streets. We are peaceful people, policemen will not fight against citizens, a brother will
not fight against his brother” 7.
A vТdeШ “Donetsk berkut put on Russian St.GeorРe’s ribbons” was published on the
youtube.com web site in the Internet on the April 12, 2014. Unfortunately, it is not the only one
fact when representatives of the police betrayed their oath, given to people of Ukraine.
AccШrdТng tШ “RadТШ SvШbШda”, cТty deЩartЦent Шf tСe ЩШХТce Тn SХШvyansФ was seТzed by exBerkut fighters “… People, wСo seized buildinРs are former representatives of Bekut” special
department. TСey seized tСe police professionally, policemen didn’t resist, they barricaded
themselves for some time but didn’t try to resist. We can concede tСat if many officers of
“Berkut” moved to Crimea and Рot Russian citizensСip, it is very likely that they could have
come here too. Also those could be otСer representatives of “Berkut”, wСo stayed in Ukraine – it
will be found out later ” 8.
But all hopes to restore the order are set on law enforcement officers, who have to protect the
Motherland from enemy and implement extrinsic functions. But soldiers have different notion of
justice and order. That is why everything is not so easy.
National and International legislation about fundamental human rights and responsibilities
of the state in their protection

According to Article 3 of the Constitution of Ukraine the human being, his or her life and health,
honour and dignity, inviolability and security are recognized in Ukraine as the highest social
value. Human rights and freedoms and their guarantees determine the essence and orientation of
the activity of the State. The State is answerable to the individual for its activity9.
Human rights and freedoms are provided by a number of international legal acts, including those,
which were signed by the Verhovna Rada and which are a part of national legislation, according
to the Constitution of Ukraine:
- Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948;
- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966;
- Convention against torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment;
- Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide;
- Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;
- Optional protocol of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966.
Considering extremely complex situation in our country now it is necessary to pay attention to
p.2 Article 2 of the Convention against torture, accШrdТng tШ wСТcС: “No exceptional
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circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political instability
or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justification of torture”10.
According to national and international legislation the state has to implement two interconnected
responsibilities – positive and negative.
Negative duty is to avoid violations of human rights by government bodies and officials.
Positive duty is to protect human rights against criminal offence.
In case if negative and positive responsibilities will be violated, competent state bodies have to
conduct effective investigation of each case and make guilty accountable.
But numerous publications in media, opinion polls, study of official statistics and other sources
give reasons to consider, that human rights violations in the zone of anti-terrorist operation by
military men, fighters of detachments, subordinated to the MIA of Ukraine and law enforcement
bodies, especially concerning tortures and other types of misbehavior, are numerous and quality
of investigations – is too low.
That is why during preparation of the report we paid particular attention to observance of human
rights, determined by the Constitution of Ukraine, by state subjects, especially law enforcement
bodies:
-

Every person shall have the inalienable right to life (Article 27 of the Constitution of Ukraine).
No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of life. Protection of human life shall be the duty of the State.

-

Everyone shall have the right to have his dignity respected (Article 28 of the Constitution of
Ukraine).
No one shall be subjected to torture, cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment or punishment that
violates his dignity.

-

Every person shall have the right to freedom and personal inviolability (Article 29 of the
Constitution of Ukraine).
No one shall be arrested or held in custody except under a substantiated court decision and on the
grounds and in accordance with the procedure established by law.
In the event of an urgent necessity to prevent or stop a crime, bodies authorised by law may hold a
person in custody as a temporary preventive measure, the reasonable grounds for which shall be
verified by court within seventy two hours. The detained person shall be immediately released if a
substantiated court decision regarding his detention is not served to them within seventy-two hours.
Every person, arrested or detained, shall be informed without delay of the reasons for his arrest or
detention, apprised of his rights, and from the moment of detention, shall be given an opportunity to
personally defend himself/herself or to receive legal assistance from a defender.
Every person detained shall have the right to challenge his detention in court at any time.
Relatives of an arrested or detained person shall be informed immediately of such an arrest or
detention.
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-

Everyone shall be guaranteed the inviolability of his domicile (Article 30 of the Constitution of
Ukraine).
Intrusion into a person's domicile or other property, inspection or search thereof, shall not be
permitted except when under a substantiated court decision.
In urgent cases related to preservation of human life and property or to the direct pursuit of persons
suspected of committing a crime, other procedures of entering a person's domicile or other property,
inspecting or searching thereof, determined by law, shall be allowed.

-

Everyone shall have the right to own, use, or dispose of his property and the results of his
intellectual or creative activities (Article 41 of the Constitution of Ukraine).
The right for private property shall be acquired in compliance with the procedure established by law.
Citizens may use the objects of state or communal property in accordance with law in order to satisfy
their needs.
No one shall be unlawfully deprived of the right for property. The right for private property shall be
inviolable.
The expropriation of private property objects may be applied only as an exception for the reasons of
social necessity, on the grounds of, and in the order established by law, and on terms of advance and
complete compensation of the value of such objects. The expropriation of such objects with
subsequent complete compensation of their value shall be permitted only under conditions of martial
law or a state of emergency.
Confiscation of property may be applied only pursuant to a court decision, in the cases, to the extent,
and in compliance with the procedure established by law.
The use of property shall not prejudice the rights, freedoms, and dignity of citizens, the interests of
society or aggravate the environmental situation and the natural qualities of land.

-

Everyone shall have the right to legal assistance. Such assistance shall be rendered free of
charge in cases stipulated by law. Everyone shall be free to choose the defender of his rights
(Article 59 of the Constitution of Ukraine)
The state guarantees an ability of a person regardless of person’s leРal relations witС state bodies
and other subjects, to receive help on legal questions in a scale and form, as the person needs freely
and without illegal restrictions.
In Ukraine, the advocate shall act to ensure the right to defence against accusations and to provide
legal assistance during the hearing of cases in courts and other state bodies.

-

Human and citizen rights and freedoms shall be protected by court (Article 55 of the
Constitution of Ukraine)
Everyone shall be guaranteed the right to challenge in court the decisions, actions, or inactivity of
State power, local self-government bodies, officials and officers.
Everyone shall have the right to appeal for the protection of his rights to the Authorised Human
Rights Representative (Ombudsman) to the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine.
After exhausting all domestic legal instruments, everyone shall have the right to appeal for the
protection of his rights and freedoms to the relevant international judicial institutions or to the
relevant bodies of international organisations of which Ukraine is a member or participant.
Everyone shall have the right to protect his rights and freedoms from violations and illegal
encroachments by any means other than prohibited by law.

Absence of clear determination of military situation on territories of Donetsk and Luhansk
regions and the East of the country entails a chain of problems.
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Changes of legislation adopted because of the ATO implementation
TСe UФraТnТan Act “On ТntrШducТng aЦendЦents tШ tСe CrТЦТnaХ PrШcedure CШde Шf UФraТne
regarding the special mode of pre-trial investigation during martial law, in a state of emergency
or in the area of the anti-terrШrТst ШЩeratТШn” 11, “On Тntroducing amendments to the Ukrainian
Law ‘On tСe FТgСt agaТnst TerrШrТsЦ’ regardТng ЩreventТve detentТШn Шf ЩersШns ТnvШХved Тn
terrorist activity for a period of more than 72 hours in the area of the anti-terrШrТst ШЩeratТШn” 12,
“On ТntrШducТng aЦendЦents tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PrШsecutШr’s OffТce” on establishment
of military prosecutors” 13, “On ТntrШducТng addТtТШns tШ tСe UФraТnТan Law ‘On tСe PШХТce’
regarding the conditions for the use of force, impact munitions and firearms in the area of the
anti-terrШrТst ШЩeratТШn”14 were adopted by the Verhovna Rada of Ukraine on 12th and 14th
August, 2014, in a hurry and without taking into account of recommendations of scientific-expert
department of the Parliament, which suggested to decline first two acts and improve the last one.
During discussions about establishment of military prosecutors it was underlined, that existence
Шf sucС sЩecТaХ ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces dШesn’t cШnfШrЦ tШ EurШЩean standards, as fШr the Criminal
Procedure Code it was noted, that there was another act about proceedings of military cases in
cШurts Тnstead Шf actuaХ deХegatТШn Шf cШurt’s functТШns tШ ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce.
In this way judicial power was seized for the benefit of military command on the ATO territory.
Adoption by the Parliament and signing by the President of Ukraine a number of laws, directed
at weaФenТng Шf state cШntrШХ Шver СuЦan rТgСts’ Шbservance Тn tСe zШne Шf antТ-terrorist
operation create system threats to human rights in Ukraine:
- At first, human rights in the ATO zone can be violated during investigations of real
crimes, for example, tortures will be used against suspects;
- At second, under tСe Щretence Шf “Тnquest” but nШr a pre-trial investigation in a criminal
proceeding according to requirements of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine in the
ATO zone, rights of innocent people can be violated, for instance, with a goal to solve
personal conflicts among military men or between soldiers and population, to hide illegal
actions of military men such as robbery, marauding, etc. That is why investigations of
fictitious crimes will be hold in order to destroy evidences and isolate witnesses of
crimes, committed by soldiers;
- At third, taking into consideration establishment of regime in the ATO zone according to
administrative order (including interdepartmental order within the SCU), the regime can
be spread to any place on the territory of Ukraine, which threatens rights of Ukrainians.
As for establishment of special departments, subordinated to the MIA of Ukraine
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According to subparagraph 5 p.4 of the Order of the President of Ukraine № 383/2011 from the
6th of April, 201115, the Ministry of Internal Affairs has to organize work of main
administrations, administrations of the MIA of Ukraine in Autonomous Republic of Crimea, in
regions, Kyiv and Sevastopol cities, in transport, districts, city districts, city administrations
(departments), linear administrations (departments) and interior troops of the MIA of Ukraine
and control them, including during protection of public order.
ArtТcХe 1 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” 16 determines that police in Ukraine is a state armed
body of executive power, which protects life, health, rights and freedoms of citizens, property,
natural environment, interests of society and the state from criminal encroachments.
According to Article 2 of the Law of UФraТne “On PШХТce”, main goals of the police are:
- to ensure personal safety of citizens;
- to protect their rights, freedoms and legal interests;
- to prevent and stop offenses.
AccШrdТng tШ ArtТcХe 3 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” tСe wШrФ Шf ЩШХТce Тs based on
principles of legality, humanism, resЩect tШ ЩersШn, sШcТaХ УustТce, cШШЩeratТШn wТtС wШrФers’
association, public organizations and population.
ArtТcХe 5 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” stТЩuХates for that police implements its tasks in
unbiased way and according to the law.
Nor exceptions or directions of officers can be considered reasons for any illegal actions or
inactivity of police.
Police respects dignity of the person and has a vague attitude towards the person, protects human
rights regardless of social origin, property status, race and nationality, citizenship, age, language
and education, attitude to religion, sex, political or other beliefs of the person.
In interrelations with citizens police workers have to show high culture and tact.
Article 7 of the Law stipulates for that police is a comprehensive system of bodies within the
Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine. It discharges administrative, preventive, operational
investigative, criminal-procedural, executive and protective (on a contractual basis) functions. It
consists of criminal police, police of public security, transport police, state traffic control,
guarding police, judicial police, special police, service of internal security.
P.5 Article 7 of the same Law stipulates for that to provide public order in objects and on
territories of a prime nation-economic significance or which have suffered from a natural disaster
or ecological pollution the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine can establish new special
police departments.
AccШrdТng tШ ArtТcХe 7 Шf tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PШХТce” rТgСts and dutТes, work and structure
of police departments are determined by directions of the Minister of Interior of Ukraine
according to this Law.
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At the same time, Article 17 of the Constitution of Ukraine provides that establishment and
operation of any armed formations not envisaged by law are prohibited on the territory of
Ukraine. System analysis of imperative norms of the Constitution of Ukraine and the Law of
UФraТne “On PШХТce” sСШws tСat arЦed fШrЦatТШns Тn UФraТne can be estabХТsСed and operate
only in case if legal status of those formations is determined by the law, but not by a subordinate
act.
3. Problem questions of calling to account and punishment of people, implicated in a
murder, torture or other forms of brutal treatment
It should be noted that armed conflict on the territory of Donetsk and Luhansk regions of
Ukraine is going on between illegal armed formations of so-caХХed “DШnetsФ and LuСansФ
PeШЩХe’s ReЩubХТcs” (recognized by terrorist organizations), with a support of regular military
men of the RF, organized and ruled from the Russian Federation – from the one side and
Ukrainian law enforcement officers with support of the AF of Ukraine – from the other side.
During events in the East of Ukraine numerous cases of tortures and other types of brutal
treatment towards captives from the side of members of separatist armed formations and proUkrainian forces have been registered. Deliberate and extrajudicial execution of captives –
peaceful residents, soldiers, members of armed groups or suspects in espionage and collaboration
– is an extremely serious violation of norms of international humanitarian law, what is
considered as a war crime.
International law forbids amnesty or analogous means towards actions, which were implemented
in the conflict context and are considered as crimes according to international law on human
rights or international humanitarian law, which prevent from punishment of guilty and total
compensation to victims.
According to provisions of the Minsk protocol about a seize-fire on Donbass the Law of Ukraine
“On sЩecТaХ Шrder Шf ХШcaХ seХf-government in certain areas Шf DШnetsФ and LuСansФ regТШns” 17
which was adopted on 16.09.2014 stipulates for prohibition of criminal prosecution, calling to
criminal, administrative account and punishment of persons – participants of events on the
territory of Donetsk and Luhansk regions without any warnings.
This law also provides to introduce special order of appointment of heads of prosecution
agencies and courts with participation of self-government bodies in “certain areas of Donetsk
and Luhansk regions”. It is doubtful that prosecutors and judges appointed by anti-Ukrainian
bodies of self-government will administer criminal prosecution and justice towards people, who
committed terrorist crimes during events in the East of Ukraine.
From the other side, as it was mentioned above, provisions about possibility of introduction of
temporary restrictions of rights and freedoms of people in the ATO zone were added to
Ukrainian legislation in summer 2014. Heads of the SCU and MIA of Ukraine in regions got
responsibilities to implement preventive detention of people for 30 days on suspicion of terrorist
activities, prosecutors got responsibilities to choose detention in custody of such people for the
same period.
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All this changes are aimed to fight terrorism in extremely difficult situation in the country, but,
nevertСeХess, dШn’t cШrresЩШnd tШ ЩrШvТsТШns Шf tСe Constitution, and last two – dШn’t conform to
the CPC and hide threats of arbitrary deprivation of liberty without judicial control18.
Facts of human rights violations by servicemen and fighters of special subunits of the MIA
attract attention of civil activists and media and draw a wide public response.
Legal chaos is created on liberated territories controlled by Ukrainian forces now, which suffered
from significant material damage and casualties. Laws Шf a ЩeacetТЦe dШn’t wШrФ, Хaws Шf
wartime dШn’t exТst. Officials of law enforcement bodies in the ATO zone are incapable of
counteraction to criminal encroachments, especially in extreme conditions, what can be
confirmed by extracts from numerous publications in media.
“Criminogenic situation in Donetsk has significantly deteriorated for last day. Press office of the
Main Department of tСe MIA in Donetsk reРion reports about robberies, injures and murders …
People are kidnapped in Donetsk. Unknown people in masks entered building of the vocational
school №93 and took its director by a blue minibus. Armed fighters took also the director ’s car.
It is not tСe last fact of seizure of someone’s cars. Unknown people Сijacked “VAZ-2106”, wСicС
belonРed to a Donetsk resident. AnotСer “VAZ-2106” was stolen from a pensioner … WСo will
open those crimes is not clear. Local media “Novosti Donbassa” report on tСe Facebook paРe
tСat Donetsk police works toРetСer witС DPR fiРСters…” 19.
“Armed people allow themselves everything. It is a disorder in the city. Situation in Donetsk
region is still very intense. And the reason is not only in combats. Criminogenic situation is still
very bad – robberies, hijacks, murders happen every day. The head of a bank department
addressed police and reported that 7 unknown men in camouflage took three millions USD from
him on July 16 in Kievskiy area in Donetsk. Moreover, armed people stole a “GAZ-33021”
minibus and a tractor from garage of the Donetsk national academic music-dramatic theatre.
Men in camouflage managed to visit territory of private enterprise and took 25 motor cars and
trucks. The head of a department of the Novokramatorsk Automobile service center PAC
“Donetsk-Avto” addressed law enforcement agency with a request that unknown people in
camouflage under a threat of fire arms stole new “ZAZ” cars witСout reРistration plates from
the service center ” 20.
“OriРinal robbery Сappened in Donetsk city – 4 armed raiders stole almost a million UAH from
the PAC “VAB Bank”… Raiders witС small arms stormed into premises of tСe PAC “VAB
Ba nk”, forced employees to lie on tСe floor and openly stole money from safes. Criminals put
470 000 UAH, 23 500 USD and almost 7 000 Euro into bags… Robbers took money and
retreated slowly. This robbery happened on September 5, this year, but Donetsk police knew
about it only yesterday evening. Donetsk Main Department of the MIA reported tСat tСey didn’t
see anything strange in the case, because terrorists managed the city when police had moved to
Mariupol to work…”21.
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There are many cases of criminal offences, connected to robbery committed by policemen.
According to media:
“Prosecutor’s Office of Donetsk reРion finisСed investiРation about criminal activity of 28-years
old policeman, who has joined fighters of the so-called “DPR”. The policeman agreed with the
order to become “tСe Сead of Criminal Investigation Department” in Kramatorsk police office,
wСicС was controlled by fiРСters at tСat moment … Ex-policeman together with fighters
managed to commit several crimes. One of them was – a robbery of an automobile service
center, where the policeman and other members of terrorist organization seized cars and
property of a company for more than 5 million UAH ” 22.
“January 4 … tСree men in camouflaРe attacked two residents of Mariupol near a residential
house, broke into apartment of one of them and took 10 000 UAH. Moreover, tСey took Сis car…
Criminals turned out to be policemen of patrol special battalion “Artemovsk” 23.
Association UMDPL in its previous reports noted main factors, which negatively impact
situation with observance of human rights by law enforcement bodies of Ukraine, which are:
- low quality of personnel selection and training;
- inadequate moral qualities of employees;
- high level of corruption in the MIA system;
- absence of control by leadership;
- illegal, mostly criminal and unpunished behavior of leadership on all levels, including the
ministry, aimed at personal enrichment by abuse and bribes;
- low level of material provision of law enforcement bodies.
It ЩrШves tСat tСe systeЦ Тs “sТcФ” and needs urgent radical organizational and cadre
reorganization.
Moreover, human rights violations are registered by the UN Human Rights Monitoring Mission
(HRMM) and international human rights organizations.
Sixth report of the office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights on human rights situation
in Ukraine (18 August – 16 September, 2014) was published on the 8th of October, 2014.
Representatives of the UN Monitoring Mission remained concerned over massages about
continuous enforced disappearances, murders, extortions, arbitrary detentions and illegal
imprisonments allegedly perpetrated by battaХТШns “Aydar”, “DnТЩrШ-1”, “KyТv-1” and “KyТv-2”,
which are controlled by the government. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(OHCHR) in its report called the Government of Ukraine to control its army and armed
formations.
It was stated in the report of the Office of High Commissioner for Human Rights for the period
from 18.08 to 16.09.2014 which is based upon information received during the monitoring
mission in Ukraine. UN experts systematically get massages from Donbass about violations of
human rights, committed by Ukrainian servicemen and special battalions of the MIA (Section II
Rights to life, liberty, security and physical integrity, p. “C” Missing persons, enforced
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disappearance and arbitrary detention. Detention and enforced disappearances by Ukrainian
armed forces and police24).

The report proposes a section about observation of rights to life, liberty, security and physical
integrity, questions of arbitrary detentions and places of probable imprisonment and enforced
disappearances of people committed by Ukrainian armed forces and law enforcement bodies.

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
Report on the human rights situation in Ukraine 16 September, 2014

Section II. Rights to life, liberty, security and physical integrity.
Paragraph C. Missing persons, enforced disappearances and arbitrary detention.
Detention and enforced disappearances by Ukrainian armed forces and police
41. According to the SBU, from mid-April to 25 August, at least 1,000 individuals have been detained on
susЩТcТШn Шf beТng ‘ЦТХТtants and subversТves’. MШst Шf tСese detaТnees Сave been accused Шf vТШХatТng
territorial integrity or constitutional order, terrorism, espionage, diversions and State treason.
After 25 August, at least 52 other people were detained throughout the country on suspicion of such
crimes. The HRMMU remains concerned over the situation of these individuals.
On 12 September, a number of people released by the Ukrainian forces reported illtreatment in custody,
such as beatings, poor nutrition and lack of medical assistance.
42. The HRMMU has also remained concerned over the enforced disappearances, arbitrary detention and
ill-treatЦent aХХegedХy ЩerЩetrated by ЦeЦbers Шf tСe vШХunteer battaХТШns, Тn ЩartТcuХar by ‘Aydar’,
‘DnТЩrШ-1’, ‘KyТv-1’ and ‘KyТv-2’.
This includes:
- the enforced disappearance of a man detained at a checkpoint, whose whereabouts remained unknown,
despite the battalion commanders maintaining that he was released after several days;
- the enforced disappearance and ill-treatЦent Шf a Цan wСШ was susЩected Шf beТng a ‘seЩaratТst’ because
of his mobile phone records of calls around the Donetsk region;
- the killing of a driver who was passing by a column of Ukrainian military vehicles;
- the extortion of large sums of money from businessmen at checkpoints;
- tСe enfШrced dТsaЩЩearance Шf reХatТves Шf susЩected suЩЩШrters Шf tСe ‘DШnetsФ ЩeШЩХe’s reЩubХТc’, as
well as demands of ransom for their release.
43. On 13 September, the HRMMU interviewed a Donetsk resident who had been detained on 29 July in
Starobesheve (Donetsk region) while passing a checkpoint manned by the National Guard. During the
searcС a St. GeШrge’s rТbbШn, an ID Шf a CШЦЦunТst Party ЦeЦber and a CШЦЦunТst Party newsЩaЩer
were found in his car.
For the first three to four days he was reportedly held in a pit in or near Starobesheve, and then transferred
to a base allegedly shared by tСe ‘DnТЩrШ’ and ‘DШnbas’ battaХТШns and tСe ‘RТgСt SectШr’ unТt Тn
Pokrovske district (Dnipropetrovsk region). He was reportedly held in a basement cell together with 19
persons, including three women.
According to the victim, a superior officer noticed what his subordinates were doing and ordered them to
stop the torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. At some point, the detainee interviewed
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receТved ЦedТcaХ aТd, aХХegedХy aСead Шf tСe vТsТt Шf a ‘RТgСt SectШr’ Хeader. TСe Хatter was reЩШrtedly
appalled by the treatment of the detainees and ordered that the perpetrators be sent to the front.
On 5 September, the victim was released. According to him, many other detainees were left on the base.

Secret detention facilities.
Location
Dnepropetrovsk region
Kramatorsk, Donetsk
region

Kiev region (near
Kyiv)

Zaporizhzhia region
Region is not known

Description
Described in the paragraph 43 of the sixth HRMMU report (18
August – 16 September)
Big pits (allegedly, about two dozen) where detainees (including
civilians and women) are held chained and often naked
‘A secret SBU ЩrТsШn’. AХХegedХy, near an educatТШnaХ estabХТsСЦent
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs; detainees are (were) kept in
small concrete cells (2-3 m2)without roof
A prison on the territory of the acting military unit, near
‘VШdШФanaХ’. BesТdes, tСere Тs a traТnТng sСШШtТng grШund nearby.
Allegedly, detainees are kept in a barrack of this unit; it can
accommodate simultaneously up to two dozens of inmates
A secret detention facility, no further information
An abandoned factory

Paragraphs 42 and 43 of the Report tell about human rights violations by fighters of the
vШХunteer battaХТШns ‘Aydar’, ‘DnТЩrШ-1’, ‘KyТv-1’ and ‘KyТv-2’, subШrdТnated tШ tСe MIA and by
soldiers of the national Guard of Ukraine.
The Minister of Interior of Ukraine Arsen Avakov called volunteer subunits of the MIA and
National Guard of Ukraine, which participate in anti-terrorist operation in the East of the
country.
Volunteer battalions of police “Luhansk-1”, “KyivsСcСyna”, “KСarkiv-2”, “Dnipro-1”,
“CСerniРiv”, and volunteer reserve of operative and special-purpose battalions of the national
Guard – General Kulchitskiy 1st BOP NGU , 2 nd BSP NGU “Donbas”, and 4th BOP NGU
“Kruk” 25.
Admitting mistakes and vТШХatТШns tСe MТnТster Шf InterТШr nШted Тn СТs bХШg Шn “UФraТnsФa
Щravda” web sТte Шn NШveЦber 11, 2014:
“Volunteers, who came to volunteer battalions of special purpose of the MIA starting from April
– are people, who supported a spirit and defense capacity of our forces during first months of the
war…
There are no saints among us living and among volunteers. There were and there will be
mistakes and extremes. Among personnel, in decisions and modes of cooperation. But we have
time and will for this: to learn, to correct mistakes, to suppress extremes, punish criminals, gain
experience. In which sphere of our current military reality things are different? Where, in which
sphere of life in the country it is not necessary to overcome barriers, built for years of amoral
Рovernment? WСere we don’t Сave to face twaddlers, mercenary-minded traitors, marauders –
who parasitize on a war and our difficulties? ” 26.
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.

HuЦan rТgСts cШЦЦunТty cШuХdn’t Хeave wТtСШut attentТШn sucС sТtuatТШn in the field of
observance of human rights and freedoms by law enforcement officers, especially enforced
disappearances, arbitrary detentions and ill-treatment with detainees.
“Members of the battalion of territorial defens e “Aydar”, wСicС operates in the North of
Luhansk region is involved in mass arbitrariness, including kidnappings, illegal detentions, illtreatment, robberies, extortions and possible executions…
Received data shows that formally operating under command of united headquarter of the ATO
in the region, members of tСe “Aydar” battalion operates almost witСout supervision and
control, and local police don’t’ want or cannot react at tСeir abuses.
Some abuses, committed by members of tСe “Aydar” battalion, are war crimes, for wСicС
executors and probably commanders, have to incur a liability according to national and
international law…
Battalion “Aydar” played significant role in success of Ukrainian forces in July, especially
during restoration of Shchastya city, which is situated in 24 kilometers to the North from
Luhansk. Battalion lost many fighters in that fight. Not wСile aРo several dozens of tСe “Aydar”
fighters were killed in ambush to the South from Shchastya, organized by separatists forces after
declaration of reconciliation on September 6, 2014. Despite the fact, that many people approve
the battalion as devoted military unit, reputation of tСe “Aydar” amonР locals is connected with
brutal repressions, robberies, beatings and extortions.
Abuses by the “Aydar” battalion”. … Usually, fighters kidnapped local men, mostly
businessmen and farmers, whom they blamed in collaboration with separatists and detained in
improvised custody before release or transfer to the Security Council (SCU).
Almost in all cases, registered by the Amnesty International, victims were beaten at the moment
of detention or/and during interrogations. They had to pay for liberation, or their property,
includinР money, cars, pСones and otСer tСinРs were taken by members of tСe battalion …”.
Answer from the government representatives. Amnesty International reproved violations
committed by members of tСe “Aydar” battalion, personally to one of commanders of tСe
battalion in Severodonetsk and Rubezhne, Igor Radchenko. He confirmed that the battalion used
“simplified” detention procedure, admitted that the battalion really had premises for temporary
detention in Severodonetsk.
He admitted that there were cases of beating during detention. He confirmed that detainees were
blindfold during the period of detention, and that his troops held Vitaliy Starovoytov in custody
and documents were given to Starovoytov under his personal supervision.
Amnesty International reported to police and military command in Severodonetsk about 38
criminal proceedings opened according to complaints about actions of members of tСe “Aydar”
battalion, mostly about robberies. Massages about this wave of violations were sent to the
Ministry of Defense and Internal Affairs, but there are no results at the moment. Representatives
of local police also told Amnesty International that they knew about criminal activity of the
“Aydar” members, but tСey couldn’t do anytСinР, except to open proceedings and register
information in tСe reРister” 27.
4. Participation of the Association UMDPL in public investigations
Practice of common public investigations of human rights violations initiated in 2013 by the
Office of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in Ukraine and Association UMDPL
showed good results.
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A number of such investigations were conducted (some of them were connected to violations of
rights of vulnerable groups – drug addicts and employees of commercial sex).
Attention was also paid to human rights violations by law enforcement bodies during protest
actions in Kyiv, Cherkasy and Odesa. Investigations concerned in bodily injuries caused by law
enforcement officers, illegal detentions, long detentions and ill-treatment by law enforcement
officers, beatings of minors, illegal dactylography of detainees, etc.
Ombudsman Valeriya Lutkovska within signed Memorandum on cooperation between the Office
of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in Ukraine and Association UMDPL initiated
in the end of February, 2014 an establishment of a mechanism of resonance human rights
vТШХatТШns’ investigations jointly with civil society. This mechanism gives opportunity to
formalize and consolidate proven cooperation according to relevant normative documents of the
Ombudsman. For instance, practice of cooperation of the Association UMDPL with Secretariat
of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in Ukraine.
That is why, to introduce a system of constant public control over observance of human rights by
law enforcement bodies, Association UMDPL together with the Office of the Parliament
Commissioner for Human Rights in Ukraine went to Luhansk region in mid-September, 2014
and implemented a common public proceeding (investigation). This investigation was caused by
significant increase of requests about cases of human rights abuse by servicemen and fighters of
special battalions of the MIA of Ukraine in the ATO zone.
“Ombudsman pays extra attention to such mode of cooperation with civil society as involvement
of representatives of public organizations to activities within responsibilities of the Ombudsman
in cases about resonance and systematic violations of Сuman riРСts and freedoms…
For instance, officials of the Secretariat of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights
together with representatives of civil society went to Luhansk region, collected materials, which
gave evidence of mass violations of fundamental human rights on the territory controlled by
illegal armed formations and in the zone of anti-terrorist operation.
Collected materials were used as reasons to introduce acts of tСe Ombudsman’s response to tСe
Prosecutor General of Ukraine and chairmen of other central governmental bodies” 28.
During public investigation in a period from September 14 to 16, 2014 and a visit to the ATO
zone on the territory of Luhansk region, persons, related to abovementioned events, including
local residents, law enforcement officers, were questioned.
Information was received about groundless detentions and holding of detainees in unprovided
places, which is an evidence of a gross violation of constitutional rights and freedoms.
Detainees Шf tСe battaХТШn Шf terrТtШrТaХ defence “Aydar” were deХТvered tШ ЩХaces Шf battaХТШn’s
dislocation in Polovinkine village, Starobelsk district, Luhansk region. It was a territory of
former sausage department, or former vocational school of police in Shchastya city in Luhansk
region – its gym.
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Information indicates violations of p.1 Article 9 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights of 1966, because “Everyone Сas tСe riРСt to liberty and security of person. No
one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be deprived of his liberty
except on such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are establisСed by law” 29.
According to Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners of August 30, 1955, “the
state guarantees that persons deprived of liberty are held in officially recognized and accessible
places of detention” 30.
European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) not once underlined violations of European
Convention on Human Rights of 1950, when subjects of the country (law enforcement officers,
servicemen) during military and counter terrorist operations restricted human rights and
freedoms, guaranteed by the Convention (decision of the European Court of Human Rights from
May 25, 1998 in case of “Kurt v. Turkey”; from January 29, 2009 in case “Dolsaev and others
v. Russia ”; from July 21, 2011 in case “Girieva and others v. Russia ”; from April 18, 2013 in
case “AsСabov v. Russia”).
Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights31 underlines one of the most
fundamental values of democratic society – prohibition of tortures or to inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.
European Court of Human Rights always reminds in its decisions about absolute character of this
prohibition. Even protecting society against terrorism, in case of social danger, which
compromises life of the nation, the state cannot depart from its responsibilities within Article 3
of the Convention.
European Court of Human Rights in its decision frШЦ 27.07.1992 Шver tСe case “TШЦasi v.
France” acknowledged violation of Article 3 of the Convention because of infliction of a bodily
harm to applicant and non observance of standards of proper treatment with detainee, who was
suspected of terrorist activities and murder of a policeman. The Court underlined that fight
against crime, particular difficulties in a fight against terrorism cannot justify actions of the
state bodies beyond limits, provided by the Convention about physical inviolability of a person
and proper treatment with persons, which are under control of the state32.
The Court formulated an accurate rule, that in case of detention, as in any other situation, when
person is under control of the state, the state is responsible for the person from the moment of
detention till the moment of liberation, nevertheless if the person was located in a place of
custody or not (decТsТШn Шf tСe ECHR Тn case “AФФuЦ and ШtСers v. TurФey” from 24.03.200533)
In tСe case “Kurt v. TurФey” European Court of Human Rights underlined a fundamental
meaning in democratic society of guarantees of human rights protection against illegal arrest or
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detention by the government, which are stated in the Article 5 of the Convention 34. That is why
ECHR always underlies in its decisions that any deprivation of liberty can be implemented only
according to main procedural norms of national law, and also correspond to goals of the Article 5
– protect people from arbitrariness of a government.

European Court of Human Rights always repeats that suffering and humiliation of people, who
are under control of a government must in any event go beyond the inevitable element of
suffering or humiliation connected with a given form of legitimate treatment or punishment.
By a decТsТШn Тn tСe case “LabzШv v. RussТa” frШЦ June 16, 2005, the Court stated: “…the State
must ensure that a person is detained in conditions which are compatible with respect for his
human dignity; that the manner and method of the execution of the measure do not subject him to
distress or hardship of an intensity exceeding the unavoidable level of suffering inherent in
detention; that, given the practical demands of imprisonment, his health and well-being are
adequately secured – including provision of necessary medical aid” 35.
During joint proceeding (investigation) relevant official documentation of the Luhansk region
law enforcement bodies were studied. It was ascertained that 91 massages about criminal
violations, committed by Ukrainian servicemen had been received by territorial law enforcement
agencies by September 16, 2014. The most part of those massages were about illegal actions
cШЦЦТtted by servТceЦen Шf tСe battaХТШn Шf terrТtШrТaХ defence “Aydar”.
According to public investigation implemented by the Office of the Parliament Commissioner
for Human Rights an aЩЩХТcatТШn Шf tСe OЦbudsЦan tШ tСe GeneraХ PrШsecutШr’s OffТce Шf
Ukraine was prepared about holding of objective, comprehensive and unbiased investigation on
each massage on human rights violations and facts of arbitrary detentions, enforced holding in
unprovided places by representatives of law enforcement bodies and servicemen of Armed
Forces of Ukraine in the ATO zone.
During preparation of the report Secretariat of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights
provided information on a request of the Association UMDPL about results of common
investigations, data about systematic human rights violations by servicemen and fighters of
special battalions of the MIA of Ukraine in the zone of anti-terrorist operation (the letter
from22.01.2015 № 8.-80/59-15-66).
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I GPO of Ukraine began to investigate involvement of fighters-volunteers in crimes in the ATO
zone: “FiРСters of volunteer battalions are incriminated robberies and thefts. General
Prosecutor of Ukraine Vitaliy Yarema announced tСat military Prosecutor’s Office investiРates
cases of crimes commission against peaceful population of Donbass by servicemen of volunteer
battalions.
“We Сave facts and criminal proceedinРs, wСere representatives of volunteer battalions
committed criminal violations aРainst local residents”, - he said to journalists on Wednesday in
Kyiv.
He noted that tСe case in question is about robberies and tСefts. “TСis question is in competence
of a military Prosecutor’s Office”, - General Pr osecutor added” 36.
“AmonР crimes, committed by “camouflaРed people” tСere are very serious crimes. Military
Prosecutor’s Office of LuСansk Рarrison and investigators of the police of Luhansk region
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opened 57 criminal proceedings on facts of commission of only mercenary crimes by people in
camouflage or by those, who has presented as tСe “Aydar” battalion fiРСters.
It was reported by a deputy of the Prosecutor General the General Military Prosecutor Anatoliy
Matios in an interview to “Ukrainski novyny”.
“InvestiРators of Military Prosecutor’s Office of LuСansk Рarrison and investiРators of tСe
police in Luhansk region were investigating 57 criminal proceedings on facts of commission of
only mercenary violations by people in camouflage uniforms or by those, who have presented
tСemselves as “Aydar” fighters, - Matios said. ”
According to his words out of known facts, 31 are grave and gravest crimes. He underlined that
all crimes were committed not in the zone of combats. Matios has also stated that during the
investigation circumstances of criminal violations by fighters of the 24 th battalion of territorial
defence “Aydar”, connected to kidnapping of the deputy of Luhansk Regional Council Pavlo
Milash in a car, which was usually used by suspects, payment documents for different surnames
(credit cards, checks, applications for a cash) were expropriated. There were 850 000 UAH on
one of cards” 37.

5. Summaries and recommendations
Starting from 07.04.2014 the Ministry of Internal Affairs established on the territory of Ukraine
ЦТХТtary unТts Шf sЩecТaХ ЩurЩШse, wСТcС ТЦЩacts ЩeШЩХe’s beСavТШr, ТncХudТng tСe terrТtШry Шf
Donetsk and Luhansk regions, using arms against citizens, special measures, searches of people
and their vehicles on check points, searches of premises, using physical and psychological
influence.
During exercising of the functions of fight against terrorism on the territory of anti-terrorist
operation – Donetsk and Luhansk regions, many cases of restrictions of human rights and
freedoms were registered and can be confirmed by numerous publications in media, reports of
the General Prosecutor of Ukraine and the Minister of Interior.
“TСe Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine Arsen Avakov disbanded by his order the battalion
of special purpose “SСaСtarsk” because of frequent cases of marauding among its fighters.
“Battalion “SСaСtarsk” wСicС was fighting perfectly well near Ilovaysk was disbanded by me,
because of numerous cases of marauding in Volnovaha and other places” – Avakov explained.
The Minister noted, that not all 700 volunteers were marauding but only 50 people, but they
managed to disgrace the whole special battalion.
He added that a strict discipline was established within other special battalions what helped to
stop similar cases of marauding.
We’ll add, tСat accordinР to Avakov tСe MIA fired 15 000 law enforcement officers, who stayed
on the territory controlled by “LPR” and “DPR” terrorist and didn’t leave tСe ATO zone
toРetСer witС otСer law enforcement officers” 38.
We would remind that in the end of September, 2014, the Head of the MIA of Ukraine Arsen
Avakov announced that one of the volunteer battalions was disbanded because of marauding and
violation of discipline. TСe MТnТster dТdn’t say wСat battaХТШn Сe was taХФТng abШut.
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GeneraХ PrШsecutШr’s OffТce cШnfТrЦed tСat tСe MТХТtary PrШsecutШr’s OffТce ТnvestТgates cases Шf
crimes against peaceful population of Donbass committed by servicemen of volunteer battalions.
Such circumstances discredit all participants of the ATO, who defend territorial integrity of our
country, independence and European values of Ukrainian people heroically and at the cost of
their lives. Such cases compromise our government, develop negative image of the country on
the international level, create grounds for applications to the European Court of Human Rights
by people who suffered from actions of Ukrainian servicemen. Such actions of Ukrainian
military units and special units of the MIA became objects of attention by influential
international organizations.
It was noted in the report of the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, which was
published on 29.08.2014, that UN experts systematically receive messages from Donbass about
violations of human rights, committed by Ukrainian servicemen and special battalions of the
MIA. According to Ivan ŠТЦШnШvТć - Assistant Secretary-General for Human Rights, all cases
of human rights violations by fighters of those battalions have to be properly investigated.
Authoritative international organization Amnesty International published results of its field study
on the official web site. It “reРistered РrowinР wave of arbitrariness, includinР kidnappinРs,
illegal detentions, ill-treatment, robberies, extortions and possible executions committed by the
“Aydar” battalion. Some of those offences are war crimes” 39.
According to results of this study Secretary General of the Amnesty International Salil Shetty
said on a meeting with the Prime Minister of Ukraine Arseniy Yatsenyuk on 08.09.2014 that:
“The Ukrainian authorities must not replicate the lawlessness and abuses that have prevailed in
areas previously held by separatists. The failure to stop abuses and possible war crimes by
volunteer battalions risks significantly aggravating tensions in the east of the country and
undermining the proclaimed intentions of the new Ukrainian authorities to strengthen and
uphold the rule of law more broadly” 40.
In the ATO zone on the territory of Donetsk and Luhansk regions protection against violations of
human rights to freedom and personal inviolability, right to life, private property, committed by
servicemen and fighters of special battalions of the MIA of Ukraine isn’t Тnsured in the full
measure and needs changes and improvements.
State subjects, especially servicemen of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and officers of law
enforcement agencies have to bear responsibility according to Ukrainian legislation for
unreasoned detentions, illegal seizure of transport facilities, other property of citizens and
commission of any violations of fundamental human rights and freedoms.
We suggest:
-

-

To define precisely legal status of special battalions, subordinated to the MIA of Ukraine
and Armed Forces of Ukraine, involved in anti-terrorist operation on the East of the
country and adjust them in accordance with effective legislation of Ukraine;
To hold objective, comprehensive and unbiased investigation according to each massage
about human rights violations committed by representatives of law enforcement bodies
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and servicemen during the anti terrorist operation, take prompt actions to adjust
procedure of investigations of human rights violations, including those in the ATO zone,
in accordance with practice of the European Court of Human Rights;
The leadership of the NIA of Ukraine to revise criteria of candidates selection, who are
appointed to posts of rank and executive personnel of special battalions and territorial law
enforcement bodies in the ATO zone, to insure proper training and control over their
behavior during the service, implementation of special tasks and free time;
To introduce attestation of representatives of rank and executive personnel of special
police battalions, agencies and departments of the MIA of Ukraine involving civil society
and human rights activists;
To insure complete information of all participants of military and law enforcement
operations, including members of volunteer battalions about norms of national and
international law, which can be applied to their actions, about their potential personal and
official responsibility for violation of these norms.

In order to minimize current violations of human rights and freedoms by servicemen and fighters
of special battalions of the MIA of Ukraine in the anti-terrorist operation zone we consider
necessary to:
1. Organize civil campaign to lobby changes to the law about restoration of justice and
insuring of human rights observance in the zone of anti terrorist operation. Special
attention has to be paid to changes of Criminal and Procedural Code of Ukraine.
2. To monitor and exercise public control over use of stated norms by law enforcement
bodies, including constant requests to prosecutor agencies, law enforcement bodies and
SCU with demands to provide general information about cases of human rights
violations, especially by Ukrainian law enforcement officers and servicemen in the ATO
zone.
3. In cШШЩeratТШn wТtС tСe OЦbudsЦan’s OffТce Шf UФraТne and attorneys, who specialize in
protection of suspects in this category of crimes, continue introduced practice of joint
public proceedings (investigations), for effective realization of counteractions against
human rights violations in the ATO zone according to new laws. During investigations it
is necessary to explain that protection of human rights is aimed at support of integrity of
Ukrainian state and human rights.
Evgeniy Prusov

Additions to the report – new legislative acts about work of law enforcement bodies in the ATO
zone – 5 pages.
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LAW OF UKRAINE
On the amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On Combating Terrorism”
concerning the preventive detention of persons engaged to terrorist activity in the
anti-terrorist operation zone for a term of more than 72 hours
(Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2014, № 39, p. 2007)
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine resolves:
I. Amend the Law of Ukraine "On Combating Terrorism" (Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada
Шf UФraТne, 2003., № 25, Щ. 180 wТtС subsequent cСanges) as fШХХШws:
1. Article 14 after the second paragraph shall be supplemented with a new paragraph of the
following content:
«АТtС tСe aТЦ tШ ЩrШtect cТtТzens, tСe state and sШcТety frШЦ terrШrТst tСreats Тn tСe ХШng-term
anti-terrorist operation zone, as an exception, taking into account the peculiarities defined by this
Law, a preventive detention of persons engaged to terrorist activity can be conducted for a term
Шf ЦШre tСan 72 СШurs but nШt ЦШre tСan 30 days».
In connection with this paragraphs 3-4 shall be considered paragraphs 4-5 accordingly.
2. Amend article 15-1 of the following content:
«Article 15-1. Peculiarities of the preventive detention of persons engaged to terrorist
activity in the anti-terrorist operation zone
To prevent terrorist threats in the anti-terrorist operation zone according to the criminal
procedure legislation of Ukraine taking into account the peculiarities defined by this Law, a
preventive detention of persons engaged to the terrorist activity can be conducted for the term of
more than 72 hours.
The maximum term of preventive detention cannot be more than 30 days.
The grounds for a preventive detention shall be a reasoned suspicion of a person in terrorist
activity.
A preventive detention shall be done upon a motivated decision of the head of the
Directorate General (Department) of the Security Service of Ukraine or the head of the
Directorate General (Department) of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Ukraine in the
Autonomous Republic of Crimea, relevant region, cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol upon the
consent of the prosecutor and without a decision of an investigative judge, court.
A copy of the decision on the preventive detention of a person engaged to the terrorist
activity for a term of more than 72 hours shall be immediately provided to a detained person and
sent to an investigative judge, court of the relevant jurisdiction together with a petition on the
preventive measure with regard to a given person.
A preventive detention of a person cannot be prolonged after the case on choosing a
preventive measure with regard to a given person was considered by the investigative judge,
cШurt».
II. This Law shall enter into force on the day of its publication.
The President of Ukraine
P. Poroshenko
Kyiv, 12 August 2014
№ 1630-VII
Publications of the document:
Holos of Ukraine of 22.08.2014 – № 160
Government Courier of 22.08.2014 – № 153
Official bulletin of Ukraine of 02.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 68, Щ. 7, artТcХe 1892, cШde Шf tСe act
73638/2014
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Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of 26.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 39, Щ. 2812, artТcХe
2007
LAW of UKRAINE
On amendments to the Criminal procedure code of Ukraine concerning the special
regime of the pre-trial investigation in times of martial law, state of emergency or
in the anti-terrorist operation zone
(Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2014, № 39, art.2008)
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine resolves:
I. To amend the Criminal procedure code of Ukraine (Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of
UФraТne, 2012, №№ 9-13, p. 88) with a section IX-1 as follows:
«Section IX-1
A SPECIAL REGIME OF PRE-TRIAL INVESTIGATION IN TIMES OF
MARTIAL LAW, STATE OF EMERGENCY OR IN THE ANTI-TERRORIST
OPERATION ZONE
ARTICLE 615.
A special regime of the pre-trial investigation in times of martial law, state of emergency or
in the anti-terrorist operation zone
1. At location (administrative territory) under a martial law, state of emergency and antiterrorist operation, in case of impossibility of the investigative judge to perform his functions
within the set by the law terms , foreseen by articles 163, 164, 234, 235 247 and 248 of this
Code, as well as functions to choose a preventive measure in the form of detention for a term up
to 30 days of persons suspected in crimes foreseen by articles 109-114-1, 258-258-5, 260-263-1,
294, 348, 349, 377-379, 437-444 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, such functions shall be
ЩerfШrЦed by tСe ЩrШsecutШr».
II.This Law shall enter into force on the day of its publication.
P. POROSHENKO
President of Ukraine
Kyiv
12 August 2014
№ 1631-VII
Publications of the document:
Holos of Ukraine of 22.08.2014 – № 160
Government Courier of 22.08.2014 – № 153
Official bulletin of Ukraine of 02.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 68, Щ. 8, artТcХe 1893, cШde Шf tСe act
73639/2014
Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of 26.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 39, Щ. 2813, artТcХe
2008
LAW OF UKRAINE
On the amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On Prosecution” concerning the
creation of military prosecution authorities
(Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2014, № 39, p.2013)
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine resolves:
I. AЦend tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PrШsecutТШn” (BuХХetТn Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf
UФraТne, 1991, № 53, art. 793 wТtС subsequent cСanges) as fШХХШws:
1. Amend article 9 with the paragraph 5 as follows:
«MТХТtary ЩrШsecutШrs have the right to take part in the organizational events held by
autСШrТtТes, tСe Шbservance Шf tСe Хaw by wСТcС tСey suЩervТse».
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2. In article 13:
tСe fТrst sentence Шf tСe ЩaragraЩС 1 sСaХХ be aЦended wТtС tСe wШrds “as weХХ as ЦТХТtary
prosecution autСШrТtТes”;
After the first paragraph it shall be supplemented with a 4 new paragraphs as follows:
«MТХТtary ЩrШsecutТШn autСШrТtТes ТncХude tСe CСТef MТХТtary PrШsecutШr’s OffТce (Шn tСe
rТgСts Шf tСe structuraХ unТt Шf tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne), ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s
ШffТces Шf regТШns (Шn tСe rТgСts Шf tСe regТШnaХ unТts), ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Шf tСe
garrТsШns and ШtСer ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Шn tСe rТgСts Шf tСe ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Шf cТtТes
and districts.
In military ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces wТtС tСe rТgСts Шf tСe ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Шf tСe cТtТes, Тn
case Шf necessТty, can be created unТts cШЦЩrТsed Шf tСe staff Шf sucС ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces.
In case if under exceptional circumstances at certain administrative and territorial units
prosecution authorities of Ukraine which have to conduct an oversight do not perform their
functions, upon a decision of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine performance of their functions
can be Щut Шn tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces.
The creatТШn, reШrganТzatТШn and eХТЦТnatТШn Шf ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces, tСeТr status,
cШЦЩetences, structure and staffТng sСaХХ be carrТed Шut by tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ Шf UФraТne».
In connection with this the second and third paragraphs shall be considered the sixths and
sevenths.
3. In article 14:
tСe fТrst ЩaragraЩС sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС tСe wШrds “as weХХ as tСe DeЩuty PrШsecutШr
General of Ukraine - CСТef MТХТtary PrШsecutШr”;
after the first paragraph add a new paragraph as follows:
«In tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf UФraТne sСaХХ be created (Шn tСe rТgСts Шf a structuraХ
unТt) tСe CСТef MТХТtary PrШsecutШr’s OffТce Сeaded by tСe DeЩuty PrШsecutШr GeneraХ Шf UФraТne
0 Chief Military Prosecutor. By the order of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine his functions can
aХsШ ТncХude tСe ЩerfШrЦance Шf ШtСer servТce dutТes».
In connection with this paragraph 2 -5 shall be considered 3-6.
4. ParagraЩС 1 Шf artТcХe 17 sСaХХ be aЦended wТtС a sentence as fШХХШws: “TСe CСТef
MТХТtary PrШsecutШr’s OffТce, ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Тn tСe regТШns (Шn tСe rТgСts Шf
regional offices) have investigators on especially important cases and chief investigators;
ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Тn garrТsШns and ШtСer ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces wТtС tСe rТgСts of
ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Тn cТtТes and dТstrТcts can Сave cСТef ТnvestТgatШrs and ТnvestТgatШrs”.
5. IteЦ 1 Шf tСe ЩaragraЩС 1 Шf artТcХe 20 after wШrds “ЦТХТtary garrТsШns” sСaХХ be
suЩЩХeЦented wТtС tСe wШrds “and Сeadquarters regardХess frШЦ tСe estabХТsСed regТЦes”.
6. Exclude article 46-1 of the following content:
«Article 46-1. Staff of the military prosecution authorities
As military prosecutors and investigators shall be appointed citizens from among officers
performing military service or in reserve and with a law degree.
In some cases upon a decree of the Prosecutor General of Ukraine at positions of
ЩrШsecutШrs and ТnvestТgatШrs Шf ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТcers can be aЩЩШТnted ЩersШns wСШ are
not military servicemen and are not in reserve and meet the requirements of article 46 of this
Law.
MТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Тn tСeТr actТvТty sСaХХ be guТded by
tСe Law Шf UФraТne “On PrШsecutТШn” and serve ЦТХТtary servТce accШrdТng tШ tСe Law Шf UФraТne
“On MТХТtary Duty and MТХТtary ServТce” and ШtСer ХegaХ acts Шf UФraТne estabХТsСТng ХegaХ and
social guarantees, pension, medical and other types of provisions foreseen by the legislation for
ШffТcers Шf tСe ArЦed FШrces Шf UФraТne».
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7. Paragraph 1 of article 46-2 shall be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС a sentence as fШХХШws: “MТХТtary
servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces can be dТsЦТssed frШЦ servТce accШrdТng tШ tСe
ХegТsХatТШn reguХatТng tСe Шrder Шf servТce”.
8. In article 47:
ЩaragraЩС 1 after wШrds “cХass degrees” sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС tСe wШrds “and tШ tСe
ЦТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТce - ЦТХТtary ranФs”;
ЩaragraЩС 3 after nuЦbers “1,2 and 3 cХass” sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС tСe wШrds “СТgСer
ЦТХТtary ranФs” and after wШrds “by tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ Шf UФraТne” wТtС tСe wШrds “ШtСer
ЦТХТtary ranФs sСaХХ be assТgned tШ tСe ЦТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces
accШrdТng tШ tСe Шrder defТned by tСe ХegТsХatТШn Шn ЦТХТtary servТce”;
supplement with paragraphs 4 and five as follows:
«PШsТtТШns Шf ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШrs and ТnvestТgatШrs and tСe cШrresЩШndТng ЦТХТtary ranФs
shall be included to the lists of military positions.
MТХТtary ranФs Шf ШffТcers Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces cШrresЩШnd tШ tСe cХass degrees
of the prosecution officials. When dismissed from military service officers of the military
ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces (uЩ tШ tСe cШХШneХ (ТncХuded)) and aЩЩШТnted tШ tСe ЩШsТtТШns Шf tСe
ЩrШsecutШrs and ТnvestТgatШrs Тn tСe terrТtШrТaХ and sЩecТaХТzed ЩrШsecutШr’s offices, officers shall
be assigned to relevant class degrees corresponding to their military ranks, and when appointed
tШ tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces, ЩrШsecutШrs and ТnvestТgatШrs СavТng cХass degrees (uЩ tШ tСe
chief counselor of justice (included)) receive relevant military ranks according to the
ХegТsХatТШn».
9. In article 49:
ЩaragraЩС 4 after wШrds “by tСe ХШcaХ autСШrТtТes” sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС tСe wШrds
“and tСe ЦТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces - at the expense of the Ministry
Шf Defence Шf UФraТne at tСe ЩХace Шf servТce”;
ЩaragraЩС 6 after wШrds “executТve cШЦЦТttees Шf tСe ХШcaХ cШuncТХs” sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented
wТtС tСe wШrds “and tСe ЦТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces - at the expense
of tСe MТnТstry Шf Defence Шf UФraТne at tСe ЩХace Шf servТce”;
paragraph 9 shall be amended as follows:
«MТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces sСaХХ receТve aХХ fШreseen by tСe
Law Шf UФraТne “On SШcТaХ and LegaХ PrШtectТШn Шf MТХТtary Servicemen and Members of their
FaЦТХТes” and ШtСer ХegТsХatТШn Шn ЦТХТtary servТce sШcТaХ and ХegaХ guarantees».
10. Article 52 shall supplemented with the paragraphs 6 and 7 as follows:
«AХХШwances Шf tСe ЩrШsecutШrs, ТnvestТgatШrs and ШtСer staff Шf ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s
ШffТces, ЩrШvТsТШn Шf tСeТr actТvТty sСaХХ be carrТes Шut by tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf
Ukraine.
PrШvТdТng fШr ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces securТty, transЩШrt and Цeans Шf cШЦЦunТcatТШn
(including the special ones), means of individual protection, weapons, other necessary property,
and tСe ЦТХТtary servТceЦen Шf tСТs ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces wТtС necessary unТfШrЦs sСaХХ be carrТed
Шut by tСe MТnТstry Шf Defence Шf UФraТne».
11. ArtТcХe 53 after wШrds “cХass degrees” sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС tСe wШrds “(ЦТХТtary
ranФs)”.
12. ArtТcХe 56 after tСe wШrd and nuЦbers “artТcХe 46” sСaХХ be suЩЩХeЦented wТtС a wШrd
and nuЦbers “artТcХe 46-1”.
II. Final provisions
1. This Law shall enter into force on the next day after its publication.
2. MТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces Шf tСe garrТsШns sСaХХ be ХШcated Шn tСe terrТtШrТes Шf tСe
relevant garrisons. In case of a necessity with the aim of organization of their activity they shall
be provided with the necessary premises from the funds of the Ministry of Defence of Ukraine.
In the circumstances of a special period, in case of the state of emergency, martial law or
the anti-terrorist operation together with the units, military bases and units of the Armed Forces
of Ukraine, National Guard of Ukraine, State Border Service of Ukraine, other military
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formations dislocated on the territory of the military garrison, the personnel of military
ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces (ЩrШsecutШrs, ТnvestТgatШrs) Шf tСe garrТsШn sСaХХ be secШnded tШ tСe dТstrТcts
of location of these military bases (units) for the period of duty of such units and military bases.
3. EstabХТsС tСat ЩrШsecutШrs and ТnvestТgatШrs Шf tСe ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces wСШ are
not military servicemen, in case of performance by them of functions in the anti-terrorist
operation zone, shall have the social guarantees foreseen by the military servicemen of the
ЦТХТtary ЩrШsecutШr’s ШffТces.
4. The Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine during two months from the day of enactment of this
Law shall:
bring its regulatory acts in correspondence with this Law;
ensure that the ministries and other central executive authorities of Ukraine review their
regulatory acts and bring them in correspondence with this Law.
5. RecШЦЦend tСe PrШsecutШr GeneraХ’s OffТce Шf Ukraine to bring its regulatory acts in
correspondence with this Law and take measures of organizational character connected with its
enactment.
President of Ukraine
Kyiv
14 August 2014
№ 1642-VII

P.POROSHENKO

Publications of the document:
Holos of Ukraine of 23.08.2014 – № 161
Government Courier of 23.08.2014 – № 154
Official bulletin of Ukraine of 05.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 69, Щ. 10, artТcХe 1916, cШde Шf tСe act
73651/2014
Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of 26.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 39, Щ. 2823, article
2013
LAW OF UKRAINE
On amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On Police” with regard to the conditions
for the use of force, impact munition and weapons in the anti-terrorist operation
zone
(Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, 2014, № 36, art.1199)
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine resolves:
I. AЦend tСe Law Шf UФraТne «On PШХТce» (BuХХetТn Шf tСe VerФСШvna Rada Шf tСe
UФraТnТan SSR, 1991, № 4, art. 20 wТtС subsequent cСanges) as fШХХШws:
1. The second sentence of the paragraph 2 of the article 12 shall be supplemented with the
wШrds “as weХХ as Тn tСe antТ-terrШrТst ШЩeratТШn zШne”.
2. Article 15 after paragraph 1 shall be supplemented with a new paragraph as follows:
«PШХТce ШffТcers Сave the right to use weapons in the anti-terrШrТst ШЩeratТШn zШne».
In connection with this paragraph 2-4 shall be considered paragraphs 3-5.
II. This Law shall enter into force on the day of its publication.
President of Ukraine
Kyiv
12 August 2014
№ 1633-VII

P.POROSHENKO
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Publications of the document:
Holos of Ukraine of 19.08.2014 – № 157
Government Courier of 20.08.2014 – № 151
Official bulletin of Ukraine of 29.08.2014 – 2014 р., № 67, Щ. 18, artТcХe 1866, cШde Шf tСe act
73605/2014
Bulletin of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of 05.09.2014 – 2014 р., № 36, Щ. 2704, artТcХe
1199
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Association of Ukrainian Human Rights Monitors on Law Enforcement Association UMDPL is a nonprofit
all-Ukrainian public organization founded in 2010. Association was founded on initiative of 29 ex-workers of
the Administration of Monitoring of Human Rights Observance in Work of Law Enforcement Bodies
(UMDPL), which was working as a police Ombudsman within the MIA during 2008-2010.
The main direction of work is:
1. Development of mechanisms of public control over the work of law enforcement bodies.
2. Prevention of illegal actions by law enforcement officers.
3. Analysis of a situation in the sphere of human rights ensuring.
4. Training of NGO activists as public monitors.
5. Development of information-education materials for population in the sphere of human rights.

With a purpose to create an effective system of public control Association UMDPL concentrated on a
number of strategic directions, which were divided into 5 action programs.
Program 1: Actualization of problems of public control after a work of law enforcement bodies among the
public.
Program 2: Development of effective system of monitoring of human rights in law enforcement bodies work.
Program 3: Cooperation with the Office of the Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights in Ukraine.
Program 4: Improvement and development of legislation in the sphere of human rights in law enforcement
bodies work.
Program 5: Education in the sphere of human rights in law enforcement bodies work.
A Memorandum on cooperation between the Office of the Parliament Commissioner for Human
Rights in Ukraine and Association of Ukrainian Human Rights Monitors on Law Enforcement was signed in
September, 2012.
In general Association UMDPL during the last year:
- Conducted more than 70 lectures, trainings and master-classes for activists about observance of
human rights by law enforcement services, including 2 specific trainings on protection of
vulnerable groups of population against violations of law enforcement bodies, 2-3 monitorings on
provision of administrative services by the MIA and Migration Service, 3 specialized trainings on
monitoring of places of custody. Also a number of master-classes were held during International
Human Rights Documentary Festival DOCUDAY“ UA ;
- 8 working and international meetings, introductory visits;
- More than 10 round tables and press conferences with representatives of executive and judicial
bodies where problems of LEB work were discussed;
- 1 i ter atio al o fere e Natio al preve tive e ha is
tortures: achievements and perspectives of develop e t ;

a d other types of fight agai st

- More than 60 monitoring visits were realized to places of custody within realization of national
preve tive e ha is a ordi g to the odel O uds a + involving members of the
Association UMDPL;
- In general, about 2000 persons were involved into activities of the Association during a year;
- More than 2680 publications appeared on a web site of the Association. Everyday 1000-2000 people
visit the site. General number of visits in 2013 was around 700 thousands, and about 1,5 million
during all period of its existence.
Association has regional departments in 17 regions, where more than 80 people work on a voluntary basis.
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